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ABSTRACT 

 

 This dissertation examines the ways that slaves and free blacks participated in and 

shaped the Bourbon Reforms in New Spain (Mexico and Central America) during the 

period of 1750-1808.  By framing the Bourbon Reforms in this part of the Americas 

through an Atlantic World perspective, centered on the importance of slavery to 

European empire-building efforts in the eighteenth century, this dissertation argues that 

the politics of difference was vital to these imperial ambitions even in places where the 

slave population was relatively small.  In the context of the slave and free black 

populations, the Spanish Empire determined its politics of difference on prejudices 

against blacks informed by skin color.  Slaves and free blacks, nonetheless, actively 

participated in Bourbon imperial projects through litigation, forcing negotiations by 

escaping slavery, giving service in the militias defending the frontiers, borderlands, and 

imperial cities, and forging important kinship ties that shaped their identities and social 

networks that they used to negotiate their position in the imperial order.  I argue that a 

pivotal moment when racism exacerbated the relationships of slaves and free blacks with 

the Crown was the Haitian Revolution.  Although racist attitudes were already present 

against blacks, the Haitian Revolution demonstrated that slaves could eradicate slavery 

and the colonial order associated.  The impact of this revolution was profound and even 

affected regions of the Americas that had small slave populations.   
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INTRODUCTION, THE BOURBON REFORMS IN NEW SPAIN FROM THE BLACK 

PERSPECTIVE 

 

 When my wife and I arrived at the Archivo General de Indias (AGI) in Seville, 

Spain, the staff invited us to first meet with the director to discuss my research and 

determine whether it was even worth my while to do work there.  My wife was curious 

about the inner workings of the archives and what it was that historians did.  She, 

therefore, wanted to do some research with me for a couple of days.  We looked at each 

other confused and worried that the staff would reject our entrance to the archive, having 

already travelled thousands of miles to get there.  I told the director that I was conducting 

research on the slave and black populations of Mexico and Central America during the 

eighteenth century and she reacted, “Well, I have no idea why you are here.  Spain never 

participated in the slave trade, that was the Cubans, Americans, English, Brazilians, and 

Portuguese, go to the archives in those countries.  Since you already flew thousands of 

miles to get here, I cannot stop your entrance to this archive, but I doubt what you will 

find, knock yourself out and hope for the best.”  Her response shocked me.  Did she 

forget or choose to ignore that Spain once controlled Cuba and much of the Caribbean, 

not to mention Colombia, Venezuela, Uruguay, Ecuador, Peru, Honduras, Nicaragua, 

Costa Rica, and El Salvador, places with present visible black populations whose 

ancestors arrived primarily as slaves starting in the sixteenth century?  Spain was clearly 

an active participant in the slave trade, just like the rest of the major Atlantic powers, 

from the sixteenth century and into the nineteenth, and yet, the director, and much of the 

staff at the AGI and other archives I visited, never knew that a black population existed 

everywhere in the Americas into current times. 
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 During the eighteenth century, the majority of slaves imported into Spanish 

America went to the Río de la Plata, Colombia, Venezuela, and after 1750 to Cuba, the 

Dominican Republic, and Puerto Rico.
 
  If during this period, the majority of Spanish 

slaves went to regions outside of New Spain, Why, then, do a dissertation that focuses on 

slavery and the free black population in Mexico and Guatemala?  My response is that the 

great imperial projects, which dominated the Atlantic World during the eighteenth 

century, relied on the slave trade and slave labor to promote economic growth and that 

the efforts to reform and strengthen Spanish power required new strategies for controlling 

and policing ethnic populations, especially slaves and free blacks in frontier regions.  

This solidified an imperial presence in marginal or frontier regions.  The policy decisions 

and new legal practices that drove these imperial projects were promoted from the 

viceregal capitals and, in the eighteenth century, Mexico City was the most important 

capital in the entire empire.  Though Mexico and Guatemala’s own dependence on slave 

labor was diminishing, the viceroyalty nonetheless had a substantial free black and 

mulato population, a legacy of sixteenth and seventeen century imports of slaves. Its 

administrative reach extended throughout the Caribbean basin, where Mexican merchants 

worked trade routes that extended to Cuba, Florida, Louisiana, and along the coasts of 

Central America.  For these reasons, slavery still mattered in the imperial politics 

emanating from Mexico City.  One could also identify large populations of slaves in 

Central America and Ecuador.
1
  

                                                           
1
 See, for example, Herbert S. Klein and Ben Vinson III, African Slavery in Latin America and the 

Caribbean, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), Sherwin K. Bryant, Rachel Sarah O’Toole, 

and Ben Vinson III eds., Africans to Spanish America: Expanding the Diaspora (Urbana: University of 

Illinois Press, 2012), and Jane G. Landers and Barry M.  Robinson eds., Slaves, Subjects, and Subversives: 

Blacks in Colonial Latin America (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2006).  These are all 

great introductory works for undergraduates. 
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 I have chosen to examine the ways that slaves and free blacks affected the 

Bourbon reforms during the period of 1750-1808, because this was the period when the 

reforms had their greatest intensity.  This was a period that witnessed tremendous 

changes, including the beginnings of the industrial revolution that fueled higher demands 

for raw products that slave labor could produce.  We see the three major revolutions that 

shaped the modern world, including the U.S. (1775-1803), French (1789-1799), and 

Haitian (1791-1804).
2
  The imperial crisis of 1808 would hinder the Spanish crown’s 

ability to maintain its reformist agenda, while the Spanish American wars of 

independence (1808-1824) would end them.  I place a particular emphasis on examining 

the impact of the Haitian Revolution, especially on slaves and the ruling classes of New 

Spain.  I do this to show how this revolution, often overlooked in the historiography, re-

shaped relationships with the Crown and the rest of society.  Indeed, society, out of fears 

of slave and black uprisings, started suppressing with greater intensity the rights of 

anyone with African ancestry.  This was particularly true on the frontiers and borderlands 

of New Spain, where the Crown was most vulnerable to foreign incursions and ideas that 

threatened to destabilize the imperial order in a volatile socio-political Atlantic World. 

Liberal political and economic philosophy, which influenced abolitionist thinking, 

developed during this period.  The growing class of factory owners, landowners, regional 

elites, and merchants faced limits on their abilities to acquire political control.  One way 

for them to undermine the monarchical orders that claimed the position of enlightened 

despots, or slave owners, was by targeting its main source of income and power, slavery.  

The abolitionist movements and the liberal ideals they demanded, alongside the great 

                                                           
2
 Please note that these are the dates associated with armed and violent stages of these revolutions.  The 

cultural and social changes that happened because of them would continue decades after these conventional 

end dates. 
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revolutions, would influence slaves and free blacks in New Spain.  This vital period of 

1750-1808 would shape much of the modern world, including the development of 

capitalism, liberal philosophy, racism, and global economic relationships of dependency 

that plague much of Latin America to this idea.  By participating in these processes, 

therefore, slaves and free blacks would play important roles shaping the modern world.
3
 

 By conceptualizing New Spain, slavery, and the Bourbon Reforms (1700-1808) 

through an Atlantic World perspective, specifically from the perspective of individuals 

with limited privileges and freedoms, slaves and free blacks, I will show that issues about 

slavery, control of territory, and maintaining social hierarchies of difference shaped 

Atlantic eighteenth century empire-building processes.  The Spanish Empire in the 

eighteenth century achieved much of this through its institutions of law, slavery, and the 

military, and efforts to colonize its frontiers and borderlands in the hopes of achieving a 

clear relationship of power with its subjects, while fending off foreign incursions into 

territories it claimed.   

If monarchs, nobles, clergy, merchants, and administrators dominated empire-

building policies, why study imperial processes from the perspective of slaves and free 

blacks, who often had limited privileges and protections within imperial orders founded 

on maintaining inequalities and differences between subjects and rulers?  For decades, 

social and cultural historians have shown that people from the lower classes or with 

                                                           
3
 By modern I am referring to ways that contemporaries view their existing conditions and produce 

ideologies about modernity.  Modernity as, Frederick Cooper shows, is in the eyes of the beholder.  See, for 

example, Frederick Cooper, Colonialism in Question: Theory, Knowledge, History (Berkeley: University of 

California Press, 2005).  In his critique of modernity theories, Cooper challenges scholars that question the 

euro-centric view of modernity and have proposed an anti-Europe view, which in essence turns the problem 

to a non-European view.  See, for example, Dipesh Chakrabarty, Provincializing Europe: Postcolonial 

Thought and Historical Difference (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2007).  Rather than examine 

how European or un-European modernity has been or that many parts of the world are still in what many 

consider pre-modern conditions, Cooper proposes examining modernity historically from the eyes of those 

who lived in the time and place we examine.  Hence, modernity is in the eyes of the beholder. 
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limited privileges and rights, have constantly acted to try to determine their own 

destinies.  These individuals have never been passive groups and often put pressures on 

the ruling political and economic classes, determining many social and cultural outcomes.  

Indeed, these social and cultural approaches that have analyzed the kinds of negotiation 

and discussions that happened between the lower, upper classes, and the state show that 

often these interactions determined social and cultural processes.  Focusing on the ways 

the lower classes determined social and cultural processes in their interactions with the 

upper classes and the state provides important ways for historians to understand the 

complexities of social relations.  For members of today’s lower classes, reading or 

knowing about people from similar conditions as themselves that shaped their own 

destinies, is inspirational and may motivate social change in positive ways.  By 

examining the histories of slaves and free blacks living in what is now Mexico and 

Central America during the eighteenth century, I will show the ways that even individuals 

from the most marginalized place of privileges and rights in a colonial order participated 

in and shaped the decisions of the Bourbon Crown’s efforts to raise revenues, strengthen 

the institutions, and solidify its territorial claims in the Americas.   

 This dissertation examines the experiences of slaves and free blacks on the 

frontiers and borderlands of New Spain, as well as places with dense populations, such as 

central Mexico and the region in and around Santiago de Guatemala (present-day 

Antigua) and Guatemala City.  I have chosen this large geographic scope in order to 

provide an understanding of the many ways individuals from these social groups 

determined the ways Bourbon administrators governed.  In order to examine the 

workings of institutions, I had to focus on the places where such institutions existed. That 
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is, I had to look at cities where individuals constantly, and on a daily basis, participated in 

processes of empire-building.  I explore the frontiers and borderlands because these were 

places where the Crown was most vulnerable to foreign powers taking territory, 

individuals moving un-monitored, and where ideas could enter, especially ideas that 

threatened the colonial order.  For this reason, the Bourbon Crown placed a high 

importance on controlling the lands and people who lived in these regions.  Since New 

Spain was a vital colony, Bourbon reformers would give it special attention.  The Crown 

would rely on slaves, soldiers, and free blacks to settle and defend these frontier regions.  

With the onslaught of the Haitian Revolution, controlling anyone with African ancestry 

became especially crucial in these frontier regions.   
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Map 1.  The Kingdom of New Spain, 1810 

 

 
Source: Archivo General de Indias (AGI), MP-México, 501.  London, Published October 5, 1810 by 

Arrowsmith 10 Soho Square. 
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Map 2. The North American part of New Spain, 1821 

 

 
Source: AGI, MP-México, 611.  “Mapa de la parte septentrional de la Nueva España, como Demostración 

para la defensa interior de las provincias Internas de Nueva España...” 
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Map 3. Central America from Yucatán to Cartagena, 1823. 

 

 
Source: AGI, MP-Guatemala, 304.  “Mapa de Centroamérica desde Yucatán hasta Panamá y Cartagena, 

con detalles de Mosquitos.”  Note the absence of Haiti. 

 

The Bourbon Reforms in the Age of Revolution 

 Before engaging with the debates in the dense and complicated historiography on 

the Bourbon Reforms, I would like to first provide a general overview of how the 

Bourbons came to power in Spain in 1700 and the rapid social, economic, and political 

changes that happened in the eighteenth century.  The sickly Charles II (r.1665-1700) left 
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no heir, producing a crisis over who would succeed him.  His will gave the Crown to his 

half-sister María Teresa’s sixteen year old son Phillip.  María Teresa was the wife of 

Louis XIV.  The Hapsburg’s in Austria protested this decision because they argued María 

Teresa renounced her claims to the Spanish throne when she married King Louis of 

France.  What frightened every major imperial power was the possibility of a massive 

empire uniting the Bourbon and Hapsburg’s possessions in Europe, the Americas, and 

Asia.  The exhaustive War of the Spanish Succession (1701-1714) pitting France and 

Spain against the Austrian Empire, Britain, the Holy Roman Empire, and the Dutch 

drained the Spanish treasury and greatly weakened its commercial abilities.  The 

belligerents mainly fought in Europe and North America, where colonists called it Queen 

Anne’s War.   

The Treaty of Utrecht that ended the conflicts conceded the throne to Philip V, 

who reigned from 1700 to 1724.  He abdicated in favor of his oldest Louis out of what 

appears was a major depression and mental instability that developed after his wife Marie 

Louise died of tuberculosis in 1714.  His son Louis, however, would die the same year of 

his coronation from small pox, forcing King Philip to retake the thrown until his death in 

1746.  The Treaty of Utrecth granted the British the asiento or contract of the slave trade 

to Spanish America; it gave generous commercial concessions to Spain’s rivals; and it 

prohibited the Spanish and French crows from uniting.  Spain gained Phillip V and held 

on to much of its possessions in the Americas, but with a drained wallet and great 

restrictions imposed on its commercial abilities, left it in a position of weakness.  The 
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empire started the tumultuous and changing eighteenth century in a position of 

disadvantage.
4
 

Effectively governing Spain’s colonies and institutions was a difficult challenge 

when the War of the Spanish Succession ended.  Allan J. Kuethe and Kenneth J. Andrien 

demonstrate that the conflicts of the latter part of the seventeenth century and the early 

eighteenth century hindered the Crown’s ability to monitor its American administrators, 

which produced rampant corruption.  Judges, tax collectors, administrators, and port 

authorities often mismanaged funds, appointed cronies, and swindled locals.
5
  Kuethe and 

Andrien found that by 1700, illegal commerce was so dominant in Latin America that the 

Spanish Crown decided that even foreign legal commerce was the best option for the 

empire.  At least that way they knew or had a good idea of how much trade and revenue 

was happening.
6
  The main concerns, therefore, for the Bourbon monarchs were how to 

regulate the colonial institutions to raise revenue and stimulate commerce.  This is what 

Kuethe and Andrien propose was at the heart of the Bourbon Reforms throughout much 

of the eighteenth century. 

In the eighteenth century, European powers challenged Spain’s almost complete 

dominance of the Americas.  By the late seventeenth century, the English, French, and 

Dutch started settling the Americas, taking over previously claimed territories from the 

Spanish, including the western section of the island of Hispaniola, several Caribbean 

                                                           
4
 See Allan J. Kuethe and Kenneth J. Andrien, The Spanish Atlantic World in the Eighteenth Century: War 

and the Bourbon Reforms, 1713-1796 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2014). 
5
 This was issue was recently examined by Roberth Patch.  His analysis of the repartimiento in eighteenth 

century Central America shows administrators participating illegally in this commercial coercive system, 

justifying their activities by making the practice part of the Crown’s tribute collecting offices.  Eventually, 

Charles III and IV acknowledged that although the law prohibited bureaucrats from participating in the 

repartimiento, often times, the only way such administrators could collect tribute was through this practice.  

See Indians and the Political Economy of Colonial Central America, 1670-1810 (Norman: University of 

Oklahoma Press, 2013). 
6
 Kuethe and Andrien, The Spanish Atlantic World, 70. 
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islands, and parts of mainland North America.  Such takeover of supposed Spanish 

territory, however, is a Eurocentric view of history.  The maps produced by Europeans 

were in essence claims to land mostly occupied by indigenous groups.  David J. Weber’s 

study of eighteenth century Bourbon policies on the frontiers and borderlands shows this 

point well.  Europeans fought over claims to territories or domains and confronted each 

other in these territories because everyone knew the possessions were up for grabs for 

whoever could successfully settle.  The policy, therefore, was to settle and control.
7
  The 

practice of settling first and then making political claims to a territory was in place since 

the first European conquests of the Americas and continued into the nineteenth century.  

This is how the United States, for example, took over Florida, Texas, and virtually every 

Indian land.  Settling the frontiers and borderlands dominated by un-conquered 

indigenous groups or menaced by foreign European powers became a major priority of 

the Spanish Crown. 

Atlantic Empires often used slaves to settle, produce, and defend their imperial 

ambitions and territories.  In the following chapter, I provide an analysis of the important 

role of slavery for Bourbon imperial projects.  I relied mainly on the data from the Trans-

Atlantic Slave Trade Database compiled by David Eltis and others, on sources tracing 

Atlantic slave voyages from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century.  This important 

database has assisted historians to better understand the scale of the slave trade and the 

lives involved in it.  From 1700 to 1821, Spain imported to its American possessions 

roughly 350,148 African slaves.
8
  This number alone would have shocked the director of 

                                                           
7
 See, David J. Weber, Bárbaros: Spaniards and their Savages in the Age of Enlightenment (New Haven: 

Yale University Press, 2005) and Daniel K. Richter, Facing East from Indian Country: A Native History of 

Early America (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 2001). 
8
 Source: The Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade Database, www.slavevoyages.org. 
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the AGI who claimed her country had nothing to do with this trade.  In contrast, from 

1700 to 1808, the British sold to the Caribbean and the mainland of North America about 

2,218,117 African slaves.
9
  Throughout much of the eighteenth century, the British 

dominated the market of slaves and sold them to every empire and nation.  During the 

same period of 1700 to 1808, the Portuguese sold 1,568,111 slaves to the Americas.  Of 

these, 1,558,723 slaves went to Brazil.  Slavery was central in the colonization efforts of 

every Atlantic empire.  For all of the Americas during the period of 1700-1808, 

Europeans imported a total of 5,148,451 African slaves.  This means that Britain and 

Portugal shipped and sold almost three quarters of all the slaves that went to the 

Americas.  744,331 slaves died during the crossing.  During the entire period of about 

1514 to 1866, Europeans and later Brazilians, combined, imported 8,031,637 slaves to 

the Americas.  In other words, Europeans imported about 64% of the slaves in 100 out of 

the 352 years of the slave trade.
10

   

By the eighteenth century, much of the indigenous population was recovering 

from the trauma of the conquest, when as many as 90-95% died from diseases and the 

dislocations of war.  In his Political Essay on New Spain, the Prussian geographer, 

naturalist, and explorer, Alexander von Humboldt, noted that about two fifths of the 

entire population of about 6 million was indigenous.   He described the population as 

made up seven races and ordered them according to the social and political hierarchy.  

The highest group belonged to the Spaniards, called by the masses the derogatory name 

of gachupines.  The next group was the Spanish Creoles or Europeans born in the 

                                                           
9
 Ibid. 

10
 Ibid.  Note that these numbers only represent the number of slaves that arrived from Africa.  They do not 

include that also large Creole population of slaves.  In places like the U.S. the slave population managed to 

reproduce itself to about 4 million by 1860.   
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Americas.  The mestizos, descendants of Indians and Spaniards, followed them.  The 

fourth group was the mulattos descendents of “whites and negroes” whom the zambos 

followed and who descended from the “negroes and Indians.”  The final two groups were 

the “Indians or copper colored indigenous race” and the Africans or negroes.  According 

to Alexander von Humboldt, colonial officials classified these seven races into four 

castes, which were the whites, blacks, Indians, and people of mixed race.
11

  His 

observations show that early race relations shaped late colonial society and the Atlantic 

World. 

In contrast to Cuba, where Alexander von Humboldt observed a rapidly growing 

slave population, he found a relatively small population of 10,000 slaves; most lived in 

the regions of Veracruz and Acapulco.  When he compared the proportion of whites to 

people of color for the entire population of New Spain to that of Saint Domingue, he 

found almost the exact condition of sixteen whites for every 100 inhabitants.  Spain had 

imported most of its slaves to New Spain during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 

Alexander von Humboldt claimed that this produced conditions where by the eighteenth 

century many had a mixture of Indian and African ancestry.  He assumed this was the 

reality for all of New Spain, but most likely based his conclusions on what he witnessed 

in central Mexico, where he conducted much of his field work.  Indeed, indigenous 

informants told him that many indigenous women preferred black men over whites “if 

that is all they had to choose from.”  He noted that Indians and blacks suffered the same 

socio-economic hardships, paying tributes and dealing with administrators, who often 
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forced them into hard labor.  According to Alexander von Humboldt, the repartimiento of 

labor, a system of forced labor imposed on Indians and by the 1780s on blacks, was 

creating great strains on these two groups.  He noted that the Spanish Crown relied on 

every form of labor for its production of silver, which made up 90% of the world’s entire 

supply.  Most of this silver, he noted, went to the Asian markets.
12

 

Although Alexander von Humboldt described the riches of Mexico and Central 

America’s natural resources and the kinds of wealth these resources were making, the 

majority of the wealth was concentrated in a small upper class.  He estimated that much 

of the wealth belonged to the top 12-15% of the population, which closely correlated with 

the proportion of the white population that was about 16%.
13

  He was, however, not 

surprised or worried about this reality.  Empires, after all, based themselves on the 

politics of difference.  The following citation from his work is worth quoting at length:  

The casts, descendants of negro slaves, are branded with 

infamy by the law; and are subjected to tribute.  This direct 

impost imprints on them an indelible stain: they consider it 

as a mark of slavery transmissible to the latest generations.  

Among the mixed race, among the mestizos and mulattoes, 

there are many families, who, from their color, their 

physiognomy, and their cultivation, might be confounded 

with the Spaniards; but the law keeps them in a state of 

degradation and contempt.  Endowed with an energetic and 

ardent character, these men of color live in a constant state 

of irritation against the whites; and must be astonished that 

their resentment does not more frequently dispose them to 

acts of vengeance.
14

 

 

If the goal of the Bourbon reformers was maintaining the social and political differences, 

then they were quite successful at strengthening the social hierarchies and colonial order 
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that they designed to favor Spaniards and their descendants.   It was no coincidence that 

Alexander von Humboldt titled his work “A Political Essay.”  He was concerned with 

examining the natural and geographic conditions in the Americas, but was also curious 

about the ways that the empires governed their societies through institutions.   

The large numbers of Indians and individuals of mixed ethnicity or race in 

eighteenth century New Spain produced conditions that allowed officials to gather 

sufficient numbers of either forced or free labor.  The growing numbers of Africans in 

Spanish America meant that maintaining the social hierarchies that placed blacks at the 

lowest economic and racial class was doubly important.  This was urgent after the start of 

the Haitian Revolution, when slaves on that island proved that they could single-handedly 

overthrow slavery and the colonial order that supported that system.  This was the social, 

economic, and political context that the Bourbon reformers confronted.  During the 

eighteenth century, Spain only managed to import a fraction of the slaves that Britain and 

Portugal imported and sold.  Nonetheless, throughout this period, Spain constantly tried 

to find ways to compete.  They finally did this, for example, when the Haitian 

Revolution’s destruction of Saint Domingue’s sugar economy opened a new market in 

Cuba, while raising concerns over control of the black populations.  Without controlling 

the black populations that European powers viewed especially dangerous since Saint 

Domingue’s Revolution, the politics of difference and settlement of the frontiers would 

never happen.  Failing to achieve these two goals, therefore, greatly compromised 

Bourbon empire-building efforts. 

Haiti: Missing in the Historiography 
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I argue that the Haitian Revolution impacted New Spain in the form of intensified 

efforts to monitor the movement and ideas of the slave and free-black populations and in 

the process intensified prejudices against these groups.  Members from the upper and 

ruling classes would view slaves and free-blacks as a real threat to the the colonial order.  

Such fears, however, made little sense, if one contrasts the social conditions in Saint 

Domingue to New Spain at the time the revolution started.
15

  Mexico and Central 

America only had a combined population of roughly 32,000 slaves, with a large free and 

indigenous population.  Although the hacienda had an important role in the economy of 

this colony, other economic sectors, including mining, tribute collection, commerce, and 

textiles, also fuled it.  Free blacks lived in cities and the countryside in diverse 

occupations, which made them part of everyday affairs.  Many of the slaves, however, 

lived in the cities as domestic workers.  The slaves that lived in the countryside mostly 

belonged to the Church and the Crown.  In contrast, Saint Domingue relied almost 

entirely on the plantation economy that used the backs of slaves, which fuled its export 

based economy.   

In 1789, Saint Domingue produced 60% of the world’s coffee exports and about 

40% of the same economy’s sugar exports.  The majority of these sugar exports went to 

Britain and France. The white population, or le grande and petite blancs, were about 

32,000.  The wealthy and poor affranchise, free black population, were about 28,000.  In 

contrast, the slave population, of which the overwhelming majority were recently arrived 

Africans, were about 452,000.  The poor and white populations did not get along and the 
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rich free blacks owned about one quarter of the slave population.
16

  Unlike New Spain, 

African slaves made up the majority of the population in Saint Domingue.  Alexander 

von Humbold, however, noted that the proportion of Europeans to the rest of the 

population was similar in New Spain as it was in Saint Domingue.   

The Haitian Revolution (1791-1804) started on rumours, would escalate into a 

rebellion seeking the promises of the French Revolution, and ended as a vicious race 

based conflict that would become the first and only successful revolution of slaves. The 

Revolution ended slavery and the colonial order that sustained it.  Initially, slaves in Saint 

Domingue acted on rumours that the French King was going to shorten work days and 

grant religious days off, including Sundays.  The first challenges to the authority of the 

planters on Saint Domingue, however, did not call for the end slavery, only improved 

working conditions.  Slaves, however, tired of the violent ways that slave drivers 

overworked them to death, were eager to alleviate their conditions.
17

   

Spain viewed tensions between slaves and slave owners in Saint Domingue as an 

opportunity to undermine France’s American empire.  The Spanish Crown, therefore, 

made a brief, but tense alliance with the leaders of the rebellion.  The turning point, 

however, was the success of the Jacobin faction of the French Revolution.  They 

abolished slavery in all of France’s domains, including Haiti, and in January of 1793, 

would execute Louis XVI.  These actions shocked every Atlantic empire, including rebel 

leaders and their followers, Georges Biassou and Jean François.  At this critical moment, 

Georges Biassou and Jean François, shocked by the death of Luis XVI, broke ranks with 
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Toussaint L’Ouverture, who had decided to lead the slaves, which now clamored for the 

end of slavery.  At the start of the rebellion, Toussaint L’Ouverture had refused to free his 

slaves and abolish slavery.  Their experience engaging with monarchs, however, as Jane 

G. Landers recently demonstrates, motivated Georeges Biassou and Jean François to keep 

their alliance with Spain.  These men could only imagine the freedom of themselves and 

their men and their families through a monarchy.
18

 

When Spain entered the rebellion in Saint Domingue, it could not have imagined 

that it would become a revolution that would end slavery.  Indeed, before this revolution, 

no one could have imagined the end of slavery.  After 1794, when Toussain L’Ouverture 

broke his alliance with Spain and committed to abolition, Spain and the rest of imperial 

powers would react to this revolution by attempting to control the mobility of their black 

populations, while also creating greater levels of prejudice against blacks as possible 

enemies of the state.  Even places, such as New Spain, would feel the impact of this 

revolution. 

Although the historiography on the Bourbon Reforms is rich and scholars 

continue to make important contributions, few historians of Mexico and Central America 

have given any attention to the impact the Haitian Revolution had on this part of this 

Americas.  This absence in the historiography is striking, since many empires of the time, 

as this dissertation will show, made efforts to either quiet news about Haiti.  They 

became even more controlling of their slaves and free blacks, and they tried everything in 

their power to stop the spread of this revolution.  Indeed, in the twentieth century many 

countries in the Americas with visible black populations banned C.L.R. James’s classic 

work, The Black Jacobins, because it showed African slaves and blacks taking charge of 
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their own destinies, achieving the only successful slave rebellion in the Atlantic World. 

Governments and members of the ruling classes, who wanted to maintain their black 

populations at the lowest socio-economic level, censured his work for decades.
19

   

Scholars examining the black populations of Mexico and Central America have 

provided important analyses that have given details about their social and cultural 

experiences.  They show that slaves and free blacks were once one of the largest 

ethnicities in Mexico and Central America during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.  

Free blacks performed important roles in the colonial militias and made important 

cultural contributions that shaped much of colonial society.  They did this, for example, 

by making contributions to medical practices, diets, religious festivals, and the language.  

In addition, slaves also learned immediately how to use to use the courts and 

opportunities to negotiate with royal officials, resisting their bondage, forcing, at times, 

the colonial authorities to negotiate into recognizing, for example, runaway communities 

into towns.
20

  Many of these works have largely examined the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries only touching on the eighteenth. 
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In the eighteenth century, Bourbon monarchs began commissioning casta 

paintings that depicted idealized visions of the racial mixing of Spanish  

America.  The creation of these paintings was part of the Bourbon efforts to also bring 

social and cultural order to its colonies.  These cultural efforts have been examined in the 

historiography on the Bourbon Reforms, showing how often times they were resisted by 

locals.
21

  In a thought provoking recent analysis, Jane Burbank and Frederick R. Cooper 

conceptualized world history around the ways that empires governed and shaped social 

relations.  Social relations, in turn, constructed these empires.  They show that the 

concept of empire presumes that different people within the polity will be governed 

differently depending on their status.  Empires survived on their ability to collect tribute, 

reward those that served the imperial interests, established institutions, and, above all, 

maintained the politics of difference.
22

  Establishing a politics of difference was at the 

heart of the Spanish Empire since the sixteenth century, but in the eighteenth century, the 

growing presence of newly arrived Africans meant that Bourbon reformers needed to find 

new ways to reaffirm that politics of difference.  One way to do this was through 

idealized depictions in the form of casta paintings.  In this dissertation, I will show that 

the Haitian Revolution had a tremendous impact on these efforts, influencing Bourbon 
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administrators to heighten their monitoring of anyone with African ancestry.  Compared 

to the other great revolutions of the Atlantic Age of Revolutions, the Haitian was perhaps 

the most radical because it changed the entire economic, social, cultural, and political 

system.  Fears about the uncontrolled mobility of blacks on the frontiers and borderlands 

were especially worrisome to colonial administrators because these were places where 

the Crown already had a limited influence. 

 To understand the ways that slaves and free blacks in New Spain (Mexico and 

Central America, for the purposes of this study) participated in the Bourbon Reforms, I 

have conceptualized my analysis around a study of their participation in institutions, 

cultural processes involving kinship, their roles on the frontiers and borderlands, and in 

military capacities.  Building on Burbank, Cooper, and Ann Laura Stoler’s work, I 

conceptualize empire-building efforts as an everyday form of negotiation changing 

cultural and social relations that determined political relationships.
23

  These issues were 

central to the Bourbon efforts of empire-building, as they tried to make efficient their 

institutions, control social and cultural practices, defend the frontiers, and, especially 

after the Haitian Revolution, closely monitor the movement of the black populations.  I 

will show that restricting the black populations and taking a firm hand of their destinies 

was so vital to the Bourbon Reforms, that it even affected places where the black 

populations was relatively small.  The place that I examine, however, was one of the most 

important imperial centers, one that Spain could never afford to lose.  Slaves and free 
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blacks would actively participate in these processes, shaping imperial projects, and the 

modern world.   

Outline of the Dissertation and Methodology 

 I conducted research in the Archivo General de Centro América (AGCA), the 

Archivo General de Indias, the Archivo General de la Nación in Mexico City (AGN), the 

Bancroft Library at the University of California, Berkeley, and utilised the Special 

Collections and the Law Library of The University of Arizona.  The types of sources I 

used included, civil and criminal court proceedings, reports from officials and military 

officers, censuses, maps, images of militiamen, and legal codes.  My analysis of civil and 

civil court records as well as reports officials and military officers produced, involved an 

examination of the language, and especially at it concerns casta or terms that used early 

ideas about the biological foundations of race.  This allowed me to explore ways officials 

and subjects used terms that they believed represented the idealized politics of difference.  

I will show in this dissertation that the trauma of the Haitian Revolution would make 

officials use casta categories that stressed the slave heritage of blacks.  Authorities, for 

instance, would begin using the term negro with greater frequency, even to refer to the 

free black populations.  In this wake of Haiti, negro signified a slave past, but more 

importantly, a heritage of so-called evil ways and the dangers that individuals from this 

population could produce.  By paying close attention to the ways that officials used 

selective terms to identify individuals, I seek to demonstrate ways that language usage 

reflected the tensions that the Haitian Revolution and slavery had in Spanish empire-

building efforts.   
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 My analysis of kinship relied on demographic data in the form of royal censuses.  

I examined several censues of royal slaves that the authorities organized by household.  

My examination of these households has allowed me to reconstruct kinship networks, 

ways slaves created patriarchal households, and the changing dynamics of the slave 

population.  The censuses also show ways that officials idealized the colonial order, 

crucial to maintain the politics difference. 

 I used maps and drawings of militiamen to examine spatialized understandings of 

settlements and ways such settlements fit into the colonial order, as well as how officials 

idealized the dress of the soldiers that represented the King.  The maps I used allow one 

to understand the real threat that foreigners were placing on the frontiers and borderlands.  

The maps officials created intended to show these threats.  After the Haitian Revolution, 

the maps show efforts to control the movement of runaways and black soldiers.  I framed 

my analysis of the depictions of black militiamen informed by analyses of the casta 

paintaings that had their high point in the eighteent century.  Artists that made these 

representations of the black soldiers paid special attention to differentiating the skin color 

of pardos, morenos, mulattos, and white soldiers.  They dressed each soldier according to 

casta and rank, as well as place of service.  Efforts to depict these soldiers in these ways 

demonstrate the important roles they had in empire-building efforts and how they fit into 

the politics of difference. 

 In the first chapter I provide a historical context centered on race and slavery in 

the eighteenth century.  I demonstrate the importance Bourbon reformers placed on 

slavery for their empire-building efforts. The important role of slavery for the eighteenth 

century Spanish Empire and the important position of Mexico and Central America for 
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the economic production of the empire, which I show, therefore, made controlling slaves 

and blacks crucial for maintaining the social hierarchies, even in places with relative 

small numbers of slaves.  I examine the expanded production of silver in Mexico and the 

vibrant trade that connected southern Mexico to Central America, making that isthmus a 

vital geographic place that connected the economies of North and South America.  I 

analyze race relations as they shaped slavery and how slavery shaped race relations.  

Although racist and prejudiced views against blacks existed prior to the Haitian 

Revolution, they worsened as the fears of every slave owner and those with pre-existing 

racist views argued that blacks were dangerous, pernicious, and an infected race without 

remedy.   

 I conceptualize the second chapter around everyday forms of negotiation of rule 

in a colonial setting by examining ways that slaves attempted manumission through the 

courts. For decades, social and cultural historians have used criminal and civil records to 

examine individuals from the lower classes.  Critics of these approaches have questioned 

whether it was common for individuals to go to court and wondered if historians were 

basing their conclusions on extraordinary events.  Brian Owensby’s recent work, 

however, shows that going to court was the most common form of settling disputes and 

grievances, which meant that subjects of the Spanish Crown daily interacted with 

administrators and courts that represented the justice of the King.
24

  Empire-building was, 

therefore, an everyday tense process, where subjects and rulers negotiated the forms of 

rule.  Believing in the justice of the King and hoping to re-negotiate their position in the 

empire by achieving their freedom, slaves went to courts to petition their freedom.  By 
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going to court, slaves legitimized the institutions of the empire and the sovereignty of the 

monarch.  Colonials administrators, in turn, aware of the social tensions the Bourbon 

reforms produced, were receptive to addressing’s the grievances of the King’s subjects 

and through the institutions strengthened the state.  I find, however, that as soon as the 

Haitian Revolution started, courts became antagonistic towards slaves and their attempts 

to achieve freedom.  By rejecting petitions for freedom, the Crown in essence 

antagonized its relationship with the black population of New Spain and yet, blacks 

continued in their belief of the justice of the courts by insisting on their protections.   

 The third chapter examines the kinship practices of slaves and free blacks to 

analyze how those practices determined their relationship with the monarch and engaged 

with the idea of the patriarchal Father King and social order.  Since the sixteenth century, 

Spanish monarchs claimed to be paternalistic authority and protector of his subjects.  

Over the centuries, this depiction made the King into a figure that could do no harm and 

represented justice.  By the eighteenth century, the patriarchal figure of the monarch was 

also shaping social relations favoring male led households, families, and hierarchies.  I 

find that by adhering to the patriarchal order, including creating male centered families 

and genealogies, slaves legitimized this ideology and hoped to gain favor from 

administrators.  Maintaining and reproducing these kinship ties was especially crucial 

when the Haitian Revolution started in order to dispel supposed claims about their lack of 

morality and danger to society.  Indeed, slaves and free blacks successfully maintained 

two-parent households, or ones with several generations of biological and fictive kinship 

networks.  Keeping this families was vital to their survival and forms of socializing in a 

world that was becoming extremely antagonistic towards them. 
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 I continue my analysis on ways slaves relied on and created kinship ties by 

examining cases of runaway slaves.  I am particularly interested in runaway slaves on the 

frontiers and borderlands of southern Mexico and Central America.  The cases I 

examined often involved slaves from British controlled territories fleeing into Spanish 

territory with the hopes of receiving the protection of the Spanish monarchy.  Before the 

Haitian Revolution, Spanish authorities often had no qualms accepting foreign runaway 

slaves, but they would not always grant them their freedom.   Usually, authorities in 

Mexico and Central America re-enslaved these runaways to meet either local labor 

demands or mine production in the Andes.  I find that slaves often escaped as families, 

whether biological or fictive, and could create families as fugitives.  Slaves that 

succeeded at creating communities did so by first establishing families with other slaves 

or free blacks and even with indigenous women.  Before the abolitionist movement, 

slaves viewed gaining favor from the King as a way to achieve freedom, or at least 

improve their living conditions.  Once the Haitian Revolution started, Spanish and 

foreign authorities considered cracking down on runaways a crucial issue to prevent 

rebellions and challenges to the slave system Atlantic empires relied on.  Authorities in 

Mexico and Central America always considered controlling runaways because if they 

could not manage individuals with the fewest rights, then could not hope to control the 

politics of difference of the empire. Runaway slaves created tensions between competing 

empires challenged those empires to rethink ideas about subject-hood and the relationship 

of the empire to slaves. 

 The fifth chapter examines free colored and slave militiamen, who with their 

families, lived and defended the empire.  They had important roles defending the 
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frontiers and borderlands against unconquered Indians and competing empires.  They also 

settled, produced, and established families on these frontier posts.  By serving in these 

military capacities, free blacks and slaves were direct representatives of the monarch and 

established his empire during a time when Spain’s imperial rivals constantly harassed it 

on its frontiers and borderlands.  The trauma of the Haitian Revolution, however, would 

produce conditions where local administrators, out of fears of the supposed violent ways 

of the black populations, started implementing policies to remove them from military 

service, especially positions as officers.  A kind of witch persecution ensued where 

authorities prosecuted any officers suspected of having African ancestry and removed 

them from their position.  This chapter includes a case study of Haitian soldiers, or 

negros franceses as the authorities would call them, who served the Spanish monarch 

during the Haitian Revolution and authorities sent to southern Mexico and Central 

America because they could not have them in Cuba where the crown was importing 

larger numbers of slaves.  Their experiences reveal in greater detail the effects of the 

Haitian Revolution and how authorities treated black soldiers acting on the traumas of 

this revolution. 

 Although slaves and free blacks had the fewest rights and faced the greatest 

restrictions on their social mobility due to their place in the politics of difference in the 

eighteenth century Spanish Empire, they found ways to participate and contribute to the 

empire-building efforts of this period.  They did this by participating in legal processes, 

challenging their conditions as slaves, contributing to the construction of a patriarchal 

imperial order, and defending the empire through military and settlement efforts.  The 

social restrictions against them, however, became greater with the onset of the Haitian 
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Revolution, but despite an escalation of racism, slaves and free blacks kept pushing for 

rights and protections that shaped Bourbon imperial projects.  By participating in this 

processes during a period of great changes, slaves and free blacks, therefore, shaped the 

modern world. 
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CHAPTER 1, THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

On October 27, 1803, Don Antonio González, who was the commander of the fort 

of Omoa on the Caribbean coast of present-day Honduras, wrote a report to the Real 

Hacienda (royal treasury) in Guatemala City arguing for the freedom of the king’s 372 

slaves.  He arrived at this conclusion because the slaves were costing the Crown $16,973 

pesos a year to maintain, burdening money needed for the defense of this frontier coast 

against English and French invasions.  These slaves did not include about sixty that 

worked as artillerymen.  According to Don Antonio González, only seventy-four slaves 

were working in any capacity.  The rest, because they were women caring for infants, 

pregnant, children or elderly, royal slave codes prohibited them from working.  The 

following year, Don Antonio González filed another report claiming that because the 

slave population had risen to 506, it was now costing the crown $26,000 pesos to 

maintain them.  He added that he only had seventy-seven slaves to monitor them and 

defend the fort, when he needed at least 102 to achieve these tasks.  The rising slave 

population that was resulting in higher costs for the Crown prompted the Junta Superior 

of the Real Audiencie (high office of the royal court) in Guatemala City to investigate 

how to manage these slaves.  They did this by requesting the expertise of one of the 

largest slave owners in the region, the Dominican friars of San Gerónimo in present-day 

Baja Verapaz, Guatemala.
25

 

A friar representing the Dominican orders in the Audiencia of Guatemala (royal 

court in Guatemala), Fr. Sebastian García de Goyenal, declared on May 9, 1805 that the 
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hacienda of San Gerónimo had close to 600 slaves.  They were not spending anywhere 

near what the Crown was to maintain its slaves.  They did this by giving slaves a means 

to sustain themselves.  This meant that each year they gave them a couple of pairs of 

underwear made of raw twine, worth between three pesos or twenty reales in silver.  Each 

Saturday, they gave a pound and a half of meat to men and half a pound to young men.  

The friars considered children, male slaves between the age of four and twelve.  They 

considered infants, male and female slaves between the age of one and four, and 

breastfeeding children those under a year of age.  They also defined the female slaves as 

children between the ages of four and ten.  In addition, the friars considered elderly 

slaves, sixty and above.  The seventy or so female slaves received a pair of underwear, a 

huipil (traditional indigenous woman’s blouse), ten blanket sticks for them to make their 

own textiles, two pesos in silver, and a ration of meat, which the record did not define.  

The friars, annually, gave each male and female slave twelve pesos, six pesos when they 

got married, two pesos when they baptized their children, and a shroud when they died.  

In case the friars could not provide the bare minimum for slaves to sustain their families, 

they allowed the slaves to work extra hours on their lands and on their own time to raise 

enough food and money.  Sometimes, the friars took the slaves to local haciendas and 

offered the workers to the landowners, allowing contracted slaves to keep a part of their 

wage.  The friars gave women who did not work and children only two or three reales in 

September to attend the fair in the town of Salamá in present-day Baja Verapaz, 

Guatemala.  This, Fr. Sebastian García de Goyenal proposed, was what the King should 

do to save money.
26
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The Crown refused to free the slaves just to save costs because they relied on 

them to settle and control the Honduran coast against the threat of foreign invasion.  The 

oidor fiscal (fiscal judge) of the Audiencia of Guatemala, Don Antonio Arroyave, even 

stated that, “we can only have black slaves on the coast because they are the only ones 

suitable to live and work in this tropical climate.”  “Furthermore, it would also be unjust 

to ask non-blacks to live in these conditions because they were not suited to that type of 

climate.”
27

  According to the Crown, therefore, only slaves could achieve the settlement 

and production of this frontier region. Slaves at Omoa worked as midwives, medical 

providers, teachers and religious educators, artillery soldiers, building the fort and 

maintaining it, building the church, and farming the land.  The Crown also contracted 

them to locals for various labor needs.   This included, for example, assisting Juan José 

Gamboa to fix the roof of this home, assisting Juana Bautista Coto to finish building her 

kitchen, or helping Don José Antonio Ulloa to kill six cattle.  Rather than give the slaves 

their outright freedom, the Crown proposed giving the slaves plots of land and have them 

provide military service and labor to the state so that they could continue to produce the 

territory thus, solidifying the Crown’s claims to this frontier.
28

 

The royal slaves asked for one ration of meat and twenty-three pesos per 

individual, as well as clothing and wages for any labor or military service they gave to 

the Crown.  The military and labor service they were supposed to give the Crown was in 

essence their tribute obligation, which since 1788 also applied to free blacks.
29

  Captain 

Don Antonio González claimed that slave women were “prostituting themselves and 

getting pregnant to avoid being forced to work while at the same time receiving 
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government aid.”  Since only about seventy slaves provided any form of labor, the Crown 

was losing money maintaining them.  Still, the Crown strongly contended that without 

their presence on this frontier, the English or the French would take Honduras.
30

 

By April of 1811, the Crown, in close communication with the viceroy of New 

Spain in Mexico City and authorities in Guatemala, finally agreed to free close to 600 

slaves, making agreements that they hoped benefited the slaves and the Crown.  The first 

condition ordered the captain of the fort to give the slaves their freedom within three 

months.  This gave the authorities time to distribute land or appoint the slaves to 

occupations that would allow them to sustain themselves.  In addition, the Crown ended 

royal subsidies, except for the elderly and sick determined by the latest padrón (census), 

taken the past year.  To ensure this, the authorities ordered priests and the doctor to 

monitor the well-being of the slaves and decide who received the subsidies.   The second 

condition stipulated that free blacks and other locals incorporate themselves into these 

new communities and fall under the jurisdiction of the commander.  The third condition 

was that each year, with the guidance of the priest, the commander assigned a freed 

moreno (a free light skinned black or one with a higher socio-economic status) as the 

acting judge.  Indeed, these patterns of government were similar to those on the northern 

Mexican frontiers where, unlike pueblos, the Crown placed settlements under the 

jurisdiction of a military commander, who annually appointed a judge from among the 

settlers.  Such practices, the Spanish Crown in the eighteenth century hoped, would give 

settlers a sense of justice, knowing that their peers judged them.
31

  Unless a person was 

condemned to confinement or exile, because of a vice or crime, nobody was allowed to 
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leave Omoa and its surroundings.  This prohibited anyone from abandoning his or her 

property and families.  The Crown hoped that this would ensure the settlement of the 

territory.  The fifth condition ordered the freed slaves to continue to work on any royal 

project.  These labor obligations were part of the tribute they had to give, similar to the 

labor repartimiento, administrators forced on Indians in southern Mexico and Central 

America.  The sixth condition dictated that the artillerymen continue as such, but now as 

free men.  The seventh regulation dictated that the authorities should only distribute land 

in the immediate vicinity of Omoa, no more than five leagues away.  Furthermore, if a 

freed slave no longer worked the land, he or she would lose it.  Finally, the commander 

and the priest were responsible to inform the slaves of these regulations and explain why 

some received subsidies.
32

  Although forcefully imported, the slaves from Omoa were to 

settle the region in the name of the King, fulfilled his military and labor needs, ensuring 

that Spain could lay legitimate claims to a region that the English constantly harassed.   

Slavery at the Heart of Empire 

The Bourbon Reforms (1759-1808) coincided with the expansion of the slave 

trade in the Atlantic world.  Scholars have conceptualized the Bourbon Reforms as an 

effort by the state to make economic production efficient and centralize power.  Such 

projects revolved primarily around the growth of exports, especially silver, but also 

tobacco, sugar, cacao, textiles, and coffee.  Another way to raise revenue was by 

undermining the economic power of the Church.  The secularization of the Church and 

eventual expulsion of the Jesuits in 1767 were part of these efforts to increase the 

presence of the state in the daily lives of people and the rituals of life and death.  By 

secularizing the Church, the Bourbons wanted a clergy they could have greater control 
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over.  The strong independent convictions that could even challenge the Pope in Rome, 

made the Jesuits the strongest target of these secularization efforts.  The Bourbons 

attempted to bring order to urban life and popular festivals by restricting alcohol 

consumption, implementing curfews, and addressing the problem of homelessness and 

public disorder.  They also embarked on scientific and settlement expeditions to 

consolidate their territorial claims over frontiers and borderlands.  These scientific 

endeavors involved the professionalization of medical and artisan trades and were central 

to modernization efforts.  The Crown intended these projects to benefit its own interests, 

which meant that they would inevitably clash with the interests of the local ruling 

political and economic classes.  Still, many from the upper classes benefited from the 

expanded economic growth of these reforms and the larger government bureaucracy it 

produced.  

The viceroyalty of New Spain was perhaps the most important domain of the 

Spanish Empire in the eighteenth century, producing the largest silver exports to Europe 

and Asia.  This meant that much of colonial power was in Mexico City and its major 

cities, including Guatemala City and Santiago de Guatemala.  What scholars have largely 

overlooked are the important roles that slaves and the free black populations played in 

these processes.  Over the past decade, scholars have examined the black populations of 

colonial Mexico and Central America, showing how they were part of everyday life 

during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, providing important labor, military, 

medicinal, and artistic contributions to social relations.  Examining the ways that slaves 

and free blacks participated in Bourbon empire-building efforts allows us to understand 

the ways that Atlantic processes shaped all parts of the Americas.  This was especially 
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true in the important imperial center of New Spain.  One can see this by analyzing the 

Spanish Atlantic Slave Trade. 

 Bourbon importations of slaves to the Americas facilitated their efforts to expand 

the production of sugar, tobacco, cotton, and populate the frontier regions of the empire.  

Since the middle of the seventeenth century, the English and French kingdoms were 

menacing Spain’s hold on its American possessions, especially on the frontiers and 

borderlands.  This only escalated in the eighteenth century and was one of the highest 

priorities for the Bourbon monarchs.  A way to fend off these foreign incursions was by 

importing slaves to unprecedented levels.  Bourbon reformers hoped that the labor of 

slaves would stimulate economic production that would raise revenue for the Crown and 

promote settlements into regions sparsely populated by Spanish subjects.  Solidifying 

their economic empire and settling territories were central to empire-building.  Slave 

labor made this possible. 

 Data from the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade Database demonstrates that over one-

hundred years, Spanish Bourbon monarchs imported virtually as many slaves into the 

Americas as their predecessors did in the previous two hundred years.  From 1501 to 

1700, the Spanish Crown imported 394,874 slaves to its American domains, 241,973 

through the port of Cartagena in present-day Colombia (See Table 1).  Interestingly, the 

database classifies the port of Cartagena as “Spanish Central America,” which according 

to David Eltis, included slaves that were placed to work in Central America and the 

Andean region.
33

  These numbers, however, fail to account for the slaves imported into 

Veracruz, Mexico and Central America by way of Havana, which according to Philip D. 
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Curtin, were about 200,000 slaves during the entire slave trade, of which the Crown 

imported the majority before 1774.
34

  Indeed, the Tran-Atlantic Database that Eltis 

organized started with the estimates proposed by Curtin in the 1960s about the scale of 

the trade.  Since the 1960s, the research by the contributors to this important database has 

produced figures close to Curtin’s original estimates.  The number of Mexican and 

Central American imports included slaves coming from Havana and Cartagena.   

Table 1. Spanish Importation of Slaves, 1501-1700 (Only Disembarked Counted) 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Year        Cuba   Puerto Rico  Central America  Río de la Plata  Other Spanish America    Total 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

1501-1525      0              0            0   0  8,923     8,923 

 

1526-1550      0              0        1,903  0             33,631    35,534 

 

1551-1575      0              0        3,584              0             37,087    40,671 

 

1576-1600      0              0                 44,622              0             39,620    84,242 

 

1601-1625      0              0                105,785  0             11,924  117,709 

 

1626-1650      0              0       52,813            876  7,970    61,482 

 

1651-1675    336          305       19,391          7,139  6,724    32,292 

 

1676-1700      0              0       13,876            181     0    14,021 

 

Total        336            305      339,663           8,196                  145,880  394,874                                                                                                                                              

______________________________________________________________________________ 
Source: The Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade Database, www.slavevoyages.org.  Europeans forced 555,218 

slaves to embark to Spanish-America during the period of 1501-1700, meaning that about 71% of the 

slaves made it to the Americas.  Note that “Central America” refers to that actual part of the Americas, but 

also the Andes.  This includes slaves imported through Cartagena.  Lokken recently demonstrates that 

during the period of 1607-1641 the Portuguese through their hold of the asiento de esclavos had nine 

vessels carry slaves directly to Central America.  He has initiated a new project that closely determines the 

importation of slaves during the sixteenth seventeenth century.  See, Lokken, “From the ‘Kingdoms of 

Angola’ to Santiago de Guatemala.” 

 

Table 2.  Bourbon Importations of Slaves, 1700-1821 (Only Disembarked Counted) 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Year     Cuba   Puerto Rico  Central America   Río de la Plata    Other Spanish America    Total 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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1700         0             0                  2,434                     0                               0                        2,434  

 

1701-1705   623            0                  8,116                 1,661                            0                      10,400 

 

1706-1710    0             0                  2,746                 2,225                            0                        4,971 

 

1711-1715   259            0                  2,935                 3,294                            0                        6,487 

 

1716-1720   280 0                  4,095                3,545                           212                     8,132 

 

1721-1725   1,256 0          651                  5,961                            0                       7,867 

 

1726-1730   303  0                   921                2,917                             251                    4,392 

 

1731-1735   298           147                 510                   3,596                             0                      4,550                          

 

1736-1740    52               0                    0                     1,946                             0                      1,998 

 

1741-1745   139           236                 498                   1,177                           140                    2,190           

 

1746-1750   198  0        1,736                  1,581                          789                    4,350 

 

1751-1755      0               0                   193                     940                              0                     1,133 

 

1756-1760      0               0                     0                         0                              416                      416 

 

1761-1765   7,122         251                 357                       0                              297                   8,027 

 

1766-1770   1,264       9,506                  0                         0                              208                 10,978 

 

1771-1775      0               0                    236                      0                              240                      476 

 

1776-1780      0               0                      0                        0                              203                      203 

 

1781-1785  2,883  0                      0                        0                            1,954                  4,838 

 

1786-1790  11,633  0                  1,154                  2,180                        1,407                16,374 

 

1791-1795  23,338        303                  741                   1,633                          334                 26,324 

 

1796-1800  18,834        215                    0                      2,889                            0                  21,473 

 

1801-1805  39,932        593                  285                   14,913                         412                56,086 

 

1806-1810  14,235   0                     0                      6,608                            0                  20,844 

 

1811-1815  23,447 614                   0                         0                                0                  23,977 

 

1816-1820  91,741 782                 353                       0                                0                  92,802  

 

1821        8,471   0                     0                         0                                0                    8,471 
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Total     245,859       12,400   27,960                57,065                       6,864             350,148 

______________________________________________________________________________
Source: The Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade Database, www.slavevoyages.org.  During this period, Europeans 

forced 405,596 slaves to embark to Spanish-America, meaning that about 86% made it to the Americas.  

Again, “Central America” refers to the same region and Cartagena. 
 

Table 3. Slave Traders to Spanish America, 1700-1821 (Only Disembarked Counted) 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Year Uruguay  Portugal  Great Britain   Netherlands   U.S.A.   France   Denmark/Baltic    Total 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

1700           0             0                 1,318              1,116             0            0        0     2,434 

 

1701-1725  0             0               19,451              3,339             0       14,374           692          37,856          

 

1726-1750  0         1,581            15,127                 0               140        587                0           17,435 

 

1751-1775  3,368    208             11,772               652             994     4,037               0           21,030 

 

1776-1800  5,176  1,818            28,225               737          24,316     5,383          3,557         69,212 

 

1801-1821  115,947  10,235      21,833               164          28,038    16,946         9,018      202,180    

 

Total        124,490    13,842       97,726             6,008         53,488    41,326        13,267     350,148 

______________________________________________________________________________
Source: The Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade Database, www.slavevoyages.org.  “Uruguay” includes all slave 

imports by the Spanish Crow.  “Portugal” also includes slaves imported from Brazil.  “U.S.A” refers to the 

territory that would become the first republic of the United States of America.   
 

Table 4, Part 1.  Place of Embarkation of Slaves from Africa to Spanish-America, 1700-1821 

(Only Disembarked Counted). 

             

 

Year  Senegambia Sierra Leone Windward Coast    Gold Coast Bight of Benin 

             

 

1700                      0                         0                           0                         0                  1,116 

 

1701-1725     2,344                    234                         0                      9,142             12,272 

 

1726-1750                53                        0                           0                      2,351                 0 

 

1751-1775               383                     675                      1,266                   904                1,033 

 

1776-1800     2,148                  10,414                     999                  19,032             4,977 

 

1801-1821            11,667                 22,037                   6,367                 15,488             9,091 

 

Total                     16,595                 33,359                   8,632                 46,917             28,489 

http://www.slavevoyages.org/
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Source: The Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade Database, www.slavevoyages.org.  “Senegambia” includes slaves 

that embarked from islands off the Atlantic coast. 

 

Table 4, Part 2.  Place of Embarkation of Slaves from Africa to Spanish-America, 1700-1821 

(Only Disembarked Counted). 

             

 

Year  Bight of Biafra  West Central Africa Southeast Africa           Total 

(by period) 

             

 

1700         211                                    1,107                                 0                            2,434 

 

1701-1725              1,184                                  11,946                              735                        37,856 

 

1726-1750               689                                    12,981                             1,361        17,435 

 

1751-1775             10,389                                  6,380                                  0                         21,030 

 

1776-1800             15,344                                 10,885                                 0                         69,212 

 

1801-1821             28,936                                 80,429                            28,165                   202,180 

 

Total                      56,753                                123,729                           35,674                   350,148 

             
Source: The Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade Database, www.slavevoyages.org.  “West Central Africa” includes 

St. Helena.  “Southeast Africa” includes the Indian Ocean islands. 

 

 The numbers of slaves during the eighteenth century demonstrates that the Crown, 

through its asiento and other merchants, imported almost twice as many slaves than the 

period of 1501-1700.  According to the Trans-Atlantic Trade Database, Spain imported 

350,148 slaves into Spanish America in the period of 1700-1821. Of these, the Crown 

sent 27,960 to Central America and about 6,000 into Mexico.  The importation of slaves 

was especially high for Cuba after the Haitian revolution.  From 1790 to 1821, the Crown 

imported about 210,000 slaves to that Caribbean island to stimulate sugar production for 

export in the world economy.  Mexico and Central America would also tap into Cuban 

imports of slaves to meet labor demands.  The Río de la Plata imported about 57,065 

http://www.slavevoyages.org/
http://www.slavevoyages.org/
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slaves.
35

  By the end of the eighteenth century, Mexico had a free black population of 

over 100,000 and Central America close to 70,000.
36

  The growing demand for slaves in 

Central America was the result of local members of the upper classes wanting to use 

them as domestic and rural workers, but also as status symbols. Despite the expansion of 

the repartimiento de mercancías (loans for goods) in 1751 and greater incursions into 

indigenous lands after 1738, when the Crown allowed forced indigenous labor, Spaniards 

and locals still found ways to use slaves in the countryside, cities, and mines.  The Crown 

legalized the reparimiento briefly in 1751 because Indians had only been producing 

enough to make ends meet, leaving them with few goods or money to pay their tribute.  

Since the Crown concentrated on raising tribute from the indigenous groups, they could 

not use them to settle the frontiers of southern Mexico and Central America.  The relative 

low population levels of this region made it a frontier region in the eyes of Bourbon 

administrators and so slaves were imported to address this issue.
37

   

The numbers of slave imports demonstrates that Bourbon reformers viewed 

Central America as vital to their empire-building efforts.  Mexico was an already well-

established imperial center with only its northern frontier scarcely populated.  

Geographically, Central America was the bridge that connected Mexico to the Andes, 

while at the same time being in the sphere of the Caribbean basin where Spain was 

experiencing the aggressive attacks from the British.  Throughout the eighteenth century, 

the British took over present-day Belize and the Miskito Coast in present-day Nicaragua.  
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In 1762, they would also take Havana, one of the most important ports of the entire 

Spanish empire.  Mexico and Central America were in the middle of these imperial 

struggles.  David J. Weber has shown that frontier regions and the borderlands of the 

Spanish Americas received extensive resources from the Crown because they were vital 

for the survival of the empire.  These included the Mexican north, the southern cone, and 

Paraguay, but Weber largely overlooked Central America.
38

  I demonstrate that Central 

America was also fundamental to these processes as the link between North and South 

America, the mining trade between both regions, as well as being part of the Circum-

Caribbean world where many of the battles for empire happened. 

 Since their encounter with the Americas, Spain used slaves as a way to establish 

institutions and form one of the most powerful empires in world history.  Indeed, the 

rapid decline of the indigenous populations forced the Crown to import slaves.  Without 

these slaves, any dreams of empire would have failed.  Efforts of empire during the 

eighteenth century, however, were different from those that happened during the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.  The extensive challenges to Spanish authority in the 

Americas pushed it into seven wars, not including the wars of independence that resulted 

from Napoleon’s invasion of Iberia in 1808.  The Treaty of Westphalia that ended the 

Thirty Years War in 1648 stipulated the concept of the balance of power to prevent major 

wars from happening again on the European continent.  This war produced such 

destruction that, if not for the potato, entire communities in central Europe almost died of 

starvation.  Since the territories of the major Europeans sovereigns were largely off limits 

from any rival, possessions abroad became the site of empire-building.   At the dawn of 

the eighteenth century, Spain controlled the richest mining centers in the Americas and 
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laid claim to territory from as far north as the present-day boundary between the U.S. and 

Canada, south to the southern cone, much of the Caribbean, and the Philippines.  Other 

European powers, attempting to exert their own imperial ambitions, targeted Spain.  

Slaves would become central to these European efforts of empire-building. 

 During the eighteenth century, the Crown placed slaves it imported to Mexico and 

Central America in agricultural production, domestic service, mining, and the military.  

They worked in the production of sugar, indigo, tobacco, and woodcutting in the 

countryside.  In the urban centers, they tended to the everyday needs of their masters as 

maids, cooks, groomsmen.  While in military capabilities they constructed fortifications, 

roads, and served as soldiers and gunners.
39

  Their roles in such diverse sectors of the 

economy in the service of King indicates that they were present in virtually every aspect 

of daily life and, therefore, at the heart of social relations. 

Early Modern Race Relations in a Colonial Context 

 The significant increase in slave imports had the effect of assuring that race 

mattered in social relations in the eighteenth century.  I show that during this period we 

begin to see understandings about the biological foundations of race based on skin color 

and calidad.  Calidad, as R. Douglas Cope shows, was a classification based on the social 

status on the individual, regardless of skin color.  Behavior, language, dress, food 

consumption, occupation, wealth, and place of residence, for example, could determine 

calidad.
40

  It was the eighteenth century when the creation of the Spanish casta paintings 
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had their prolific presence.   María Elena Martínez recently proposes that such 

productions played a vital role in the foundations of modern race relations.
41

  The 

importance of race was especially true, as I will demonstrate, after the Haitian 

Revolution, which reinforced racist views against blacks by local slave owners, ruling 

elites, the state, and from much of the rest of the population. Cope and Christopher Lutz’s 

classic works on Mexico City and Santiago de Guatemala, respectively, concluded that 

the high levels of miscegenation between indigenous groups, Europeans, and Africans, 

produced conditions where horizontal social relations among the lower classes made 

casta classifications virtually obsolete by the eighteenth century.
42

  This 

conceptualization of early modern race relations, coupled with the emphasis scholars 

have placed on the rise of capitalism and new modes of production, focused the attention 

on factors, other than ethnicity or race.  These analyses have centered on how kinship, 

gender, location, occupation, class, and religion shaped conditions, downplaying the 

extent to which the color of an individual’s skin determined their status.   

Having arrived at the conclusion that race is a modern cultural construction that 

lacks any biological truth, for many years scholars have sometimes dismissed any studies 

about race in what they referred to as “pre-modern” societies.
43

  Recent historiographical 
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trends on colonial Latin America contest the paradigm that race relations only existed in 

so-called modern societies and suggest that these social dynamics, although not present in 

their modern form, were developing during earlier centuries.  This idea, however, is not 

new.  Magnus Mörner’s classic work, for example, proposed the importance of analyzing 

race relations during the colonial period and even conceptualized colonial Latin America 

as a race-based society.
44

  Cooper, Stoler, and the contributors in Andrew B. Fisher and 

Matthew D. O’Hara’s recent edited work on colonial race relations in Latin America have 

in part built on colonial and post-colonial theory that demonstrates the novelties and 

tensions that European colonialism produced since the sixteenth century.  Before 

Christopher Columbus arrived to the Americas and the Atlantic slave trade expanded as a 

result, Africans living in Africa did not know they were “African” or “black,” Europeans 

did not know they were “European” or “white,” and indigenous groups living in the 

Americas did not know they were “Indian.”  Europeans and the diverse ethnic groups 

living in the Atlantic world created these categories because of people from different 

regions of this world having extensive contact with each other for the first time.  Across 

the Atlantic, societies found new ways to make sense of who they were and who the other 

was.
45

  The color of someone’s skin, however, did not define these categories but, the 

processes of classification eventually produced an early construction of race relations. 
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The importation of Africans slaves to Mexico and Central America since the 

sixteenth century created prejudices against them that were well established by the 

eighteenth century.  By the middle of the seventeenth century, the black population in 

colonial New Spain was the second largest in many of its regions and had a strong visible 

presence.  New Spain actually had one of the largest black populations in the Americas 

during the seventeenth century.
46

  Their economic and cultural contributions defined 

them as mostly undesirable by society due to the close connection between blackness and 

slavery.  Slaves were unquestionably, the social groups with the fewest rights and 

greatest constraints on their social mobility.  Society, however, also valued some of their 

cultural practices.  Virtually every social group, for example, used African healing 

practices.  Spaniards and Creoles often used the healing practices of slaves or what they 

believed were magical potions or rituals to achieve a goal, good fortune, love, or health.  

At the same time, they believed African medical and religious practices had possible 

“dark” powers and curses that slaves used to threaten their masters.  These “good” and 

“evil” medical practices were also associated with indigenous ways, but the “danger” of 

African ways highlighted by the fear of possible slave rebellions that were confirmed in 

the Haitian Revolution, only intensified fears towards them.
47
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A way for Spanish authorities to institutionalize their superior position over their 

subjects in the Americas by the eighteenth century was to create the casta system, a 

classification of individuals based on skin color and calidad.  In her breakthrough work, 

Rebecca Earle demonstrates that the politics of difference was at the heart of early 

colonial constructions.  She examined ways that diet determined early race relations in 

the sixteenth and seventeenth century.  In essence, Europeans believed that the bodies of 

Indians, Africans, and Europeans could digest specific foods that made them different.  

The colonial relationships of power, therefore, determined that European diets were 

superior to indigenous and African ones.
48

  Martínez’s recent reexamination on the 

foundations of race relations in colonial Mexico, furthermore, shows that the origins of 

the casta system were in the Iberian conflicts between Christians, Muslims, and Jews 

during the Reconquista that produced the concept of limpieza de sangre (blood purity or 

clean blood).  Iberians believed that religion remained in the blood of individuals and 

easily passed on from generation to generation.  Even a convert to Christianity still posed 

the threat of reverting to their old religious ways because their previous religion remained 

in their blood, making them “impure” to so-called “pure” Christians.  Under this system, 

individuals had to prove they had no traces of a Muslim or Jewish past to have access to 

administrative positions, travel to the Americas, own property, go to a university, join the 

clergy, or serve the King in any capacity.  When these views traveled to the Americas 

with Iberian settlers, issues over purity of blood based on religion continued, but the 

forging of new social relations transformed them.  By the seventeenth century, for 

example, indigenous nobles could claim blood purity by arguing that since their ancestors 
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converted in the sixteenth century, they had remained faithful Christians.  Since they 

never had any exposure to Muslims or Jews, then in a way, they sometimes believed they 

were even purer than some Iberians.
49

 

Martínez’s analysis of Africans, however, indicates that for this group, the color 

of their skin mattered.  Their connections with slavery, supposed consumption of inferior 

food, and possible association with Islam, made them the most impure group of the entire 

colonial order in the seventeenth century.  Any hint of black ancestry automatically 

relegated an individual to the lowest social class and stigmatized their descendants.  

Indeed, Martínez argues that downward social mobility was perhaps more common than 

upward mobility for many, because of the importance that authorities placed on blood 

purity as way to establish the colonial order and determine social advancement.  

Although she was hesitant to suggest a linear trajectory from limpieza de sangre, based 

on religion and genealogy, to race, and rightly so due to the complexities of these 

processes, the evidence she examined indicates that for the black population, skin color 

mattered.  The manner in which they arrived to this colonial order produced early views 

from authorities and, to some extent, the rest of society, about race, or at least made the 

color of someone’s skin an important social indicator.  Her pioneering work, still, leaves 

the entire eighteenth century open for historical inquiries about early race relations and 

raises important questions on how these processes shifted from religion to skin color. 

The idea of calidad, or the essence of an ethnic identity characterized by material 

and cultural expressions, is what Spanish authorities, and to a larger extent the rest of the 

population, relied on to classify and individual throughout most of the colonial period.  
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Fisher and O’Hara’s edited volume, furthermore, demonstrates that the lower classes 

created their own ethnic/racial classifications.  These classifications changed depending 

on the context they encountered and were determined by what they believed would 

advance their own interests.  Individuals, for example, claimed they were Indians if the 

Inquisition prosecuted them.  Indigenous women in colonial Potosí created the identity of 

a gatera woman (Indian woman working in urban markets), to advance their social status 

in the markets of the urban centers and raise their positions within their own 

communities.
50

  Ann Twinam examined how free blacks throughout Latin America 

attempted to buy their classification as a white individual through the brief 

implementation during the eighteenth century of gracias al sacar, a document that 

officially whitened an individual.  She found that many blacks attempted to use this 

institutional apparatus, but reactions from ruling elites halted their efforts due to fears 

they had that one day blacks would dominate all of Spanish America.  To prove their 

“whiteness,” free blacks had to demonstrate certain levels of wealth, dress, language, 

mannerisms, and overall status.
51

  These recent historiographical advancements indicate 

that race relations in Latin America were already developing during the colonial period 

and would create foundations about future perceptions regarding different race 

classifications.   

I argue that we should analyze the story of free black and slaves as one.  Free 

blacks had to convince courts, and the people they interacted with, that they were no 

longer slaves.  They also had to establish themselves within the free black and slave 
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population by proving they were of higher status.  They did this, for example, by taking 

on the casta classification of a moreno or pardo, as opposed to negro or mulatto, which 

brought them closer to slavery.  Ben Vinson’s work on the free colored militias of 

colonial Mexico illustrates how free black soldiers used the casta of pardo and moreno to 

advance their social status, at least within the black communities.
52

  The stigma of slavery 

is one anyone with African ancestry had to cope with, regardless of his or her distance or 

proximity to it.  This would be especially evident after the Haitian Revolution.  In dealing 

with Haitian soldiers or negros franceses, as the authorities referred to them, that were 

sent to Mexico and Central America from 1792 to 1794, local elites were concerned that 

the same individuals that started the revolution that became a race war would be in their 

own territories.  They expressed how they did not want “the pernicious ways of negros, 

uncontrolled and corrupting local ways.”
53

  In virtually every case where the authorities 

captured runaway slaves, or when they knew about their whereabouts, locals and the 

authorities raised concerns that “such vile and corrupt [black] ways, left uncontrolled, 

would undermine the power of the sovereign.”
54

  I will delve into detail on black soldiers 

and runaways in subsequent chapters.  Free blacks that went to court had to prove to the 

authorities that they were free and that they were individuals of honor and moral 

standing.  They never declared they were negro and insisted on being called moreno, 

pardo, mulatto, or mulatto libre as a way to demonstrate or demand recognition of their 
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distance from slavery. Race, or at least the color of their skin and the kind of calidad they 

had, was relevant during the late colonial period.  This conceptualization expands our 

understanding about the complexities of social relations, especially in regards to scholars 

arguing for the importance of class during the rise of capitalism or those that have 

dismissed race.  I challenge works exaggerating the social mobility of castas and contend 

that such upward mobility was extremely difficult.
55

  This was what the Bourbon state 

wanted. 

New Spain during the Bourbon Period 

By the end of the colonial period, the jurisdiction of the viceroyalty of New Spain 

extended from the present-day border between the U.S. states of Oregon and California to 

the north, Panama and Costa Rica to south, the current Dominican Republic to the east, 

and the Philippines to the west.  During the eighteenth century, the Crown created 

localized administrative centers in the form of kingdoms and later intendencias (regional 

governments) in 1786, which the Bourbons hoped would make governing efficient.  

Throughout the entire period of 1521 to 1821, New Spain, alongside the viceroyalty of 

Peru (1542-1824), was one of the most important administrative centers of the Spanish 

crown, for the economic wealth it produced.  The bulk of this economic activity revolved 

around mining, especially from the rich region of the Bajío.  During the eighteenth 

century, the Crown expanded mining to such levels that silver from present day Mexico 
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fueled the Asian markets, centered in China, and much of the world economy into the 

nineteenth century.
56

   

The Audiencia of Guatemala never reached the same levels of economic activity, 

relying instead on the production of indigo and cacao.  This, however, did not mean this 

Audiencia was an economic backwater or an unimportant part of the Spanish-American 

Empire.  Quite the contrary, a vibrant trade network flourished throughout virtually the 

entire colonial period from Oaxaca to Nicaragua, making Santiago de Guatemala, at one 

point in the eighteenth century, the third-largest city in Spanish-America.  Strategically, it 

was the geographical link between North and South America.
57

  Unlike central Mexico, 

the large hacienda did not dominate the south and Central America.  Instead, one finds a 

situation where significant land was under the control of indigenous communities in the 

highlands with localized economies that the Spanish had little control over.  Spaniards 

and Creoles, instead, lived primarily in cities.  Since they were the minority, the lands 

they owned in the countryside were few, compared to the numerous indigenous 

communities.  An important way that Spanish authorities exerted control over indigenous 

groups was through tribute and the repartimiento de mercancias (loans for the purchase of 

goods, but also as collateral based on goods), which deeply indebted many to local 
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lords.
58

  The recovery of the indigenous populations by the eighteenth-century meant that 

large landowners could now use them for their main source of labor.   

The Audiencia of Guatemala had similar institutions to those of present-day 

Mexico, but was culturally closer to Chiapas and Yucatán.  The production of milpa 

(corn) and the communal indigenous way of life was at the heart of social relations in 

most of Central America.
59

  This contrasts with central Mexico, but it would not apply to 

the present-day southern region, where indigenous groups dominate to this day.  Indeed, 

one could consider the region from Oaxaca, into perhaps Nicaragua, as having more in 

common than a place, such as Chiapas, would have with the Bajío, where the large 

landed estate and mining dominated production. 

Slavery in New Spain, during the eighteenth-century and through independence, 

was comparable to slavery in the Viceroyalty of the Río de la Plata, the Viceroyalty of 

Nueva Granada, or Cuba before the Haitian Revolution.  Scholars have characterized 

these societies as ones with slaves, that is, societies where the slave-owning class lacked 

political weight.
60

  Since these regions relied primarily on indigenous labor, with the 

exception of Cuba, local landowners used African slaves primarily in the urban economy, 

in the countryside as agricultural laborers, or as a symbol of material prosperity. The 

Church and the Crown, however, used them extensively on their plantations.  In their 
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investigations over whether slave owners in southern Mexico and Central America were 

following the slave codes of 1789, a case I will delve in detail in the next chapter, regions 

that had slaves were required to report on who owned them and in what capacity they 

were being used.  They informed the crown that the state and the Church were the largest 

owners of slaves, owning between 200 and 600 slaves on their plantations.  Local owners 

of slaves had on average between two and eight slaves, using them mainly as domestic 

workers, tending to their everyday needs and taking them with them between the urban 

centers and the countryside.   Hacendados, large landowners, also reported using slaves 

on their farming lands, working alongside local Indians.
61

   

Owning slaves was a symbol of wealth and prestige and most slave owners were 

well-established landowners, merchants, clergy, or individuals working for the state.  

Having slave palm bearers at one’s funeral, as João Jose Reis and Sheila de Castro Faria 

show for Brazil, was a way for an individual to show off his or her wealth and reinforce 

the status of their family within their communities.
62

  Slaves were quite expensive in 

Mexico and Central America, costing on average between 250 and 350 pesos, the 

equivalent of buying a house in some regions.  Children and the elderly, however, cost 

between 50 and 150 pesos.  This meant that only individuals with decent means could 

own slaves, which was a small sector of the population.  Although large landowners in 

the Audiencia of Guatemala relied on Indians or ladinos, hispanicized Indians or lower 

class Spanish speakers, for the bulk of their labor needs, through either wage labor or the 

repartimiento, many still acquired slaves to assist with domestic duties and even with 
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fieldwork.
63

  The Dominicans in Chiapas were the largest slave owners in that province, 

owning close to 600 slaves at one point.  Sometimes, rich families bought slaves in the 

city only to show off their wealth.
64

  Slave-owners, therefore, maintained high levels of 

influence in local affairs due to their already established status, highlighted through their 

ownership of slaves.  

Conclusion 

The centrality of slavery to eighteenth-century Bourbon imperial projects was 

strong and shaped social relations in New Spain. Slaves played critical roles settling the 

frontiers and borderlands, stimulating economic production, contributing to healing and 

medical practices, building fortifications and roads, and serving in the military.  All of 

these roles served the interest of the Crown and assisted its goals of centralizing 

government.  Although New Spain received relatively few slaves, the issue of slavery 

remained central to social processes, highlighting the important role of this colony to 

imperial ambitions. 

Scholars continue to debate whether institutions and the various social groups 

established race relations in the colonial period and how they defined and expressed 

them.  What is certain about the black population is that the color of their skin was a 

deciding factor that shaped their lived experiences.  Their involuntary importation to the 
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Americas, under conditions of complete subjugation, produced negative views against 

them and started a long process that for the first time in world history, made the 

association between the color of an individual’s skin and their connection to slavery.  

Free blacks continued to struggle with the stigma of slavery and prejudices against them, 

due to this connection.  This produced an interesting power dynamic between the Crown, 

the ultimate authority, and slaves and free blacks, the groups with the fewest rights that 

experienced perhaps the highest levels of discrimination during a period when the 

concept or idea about race started to take form.  The Crown relied on these individuals to 

try to achieve its imperial ambitions, while these same individuals facing great limitations 

had to deal with that entity, legitimizing its power by willingly and unwillingly 

participating in those processes, or challenging their roles in the Empire. 

The important position of New Spain in the imperial order and the vulnerability of 

its frontiers and borderlands, specifically the Caribbean coasts of Central America, 

eastern Yucatán, and northern Mexico, made its defense a high priority for the Bourbon 

reformers.  This only heightened its importance to the imperial projects of the eighteenth-

century.  Since Atlantic European empires relied on slavery to lay their territorial claims, 

the Spanish Crown also turned to this form of labor to simulate economic production and 

settle previously unsettled regions.  Early racist attitudes towards blacks and their 

supposed suitability to tropical climates made them the obvious choice for the Crown, 

especially on the coasts of Central America.  I star my analysis on everyday forms of 

empire-building in the following chapter by examining ways that slaves navigated 

through the royal courts to achieve their freedom.  I do this by analyzing the changing 

relationships between slave owners and the Crown, the relationships of slaves to slave 
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owners and the Crown, and how racist views about blacks escalated since the beginning 

of the Haitian Revolution.  These complex relationships and political contexts would 

determine their legal outcomes and roles in processes of empire-building. 
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CHAPTER 2: SLAVES IN THE PRESENCE OF THE STATE: LITIGATION IN 

LATE COLONIAL NEW SPAIN 

 

Over a period of roughly six months, spanning the years of 1817 and 1818, the 

slave, Catalina Ordóñez, from the city of Santiago de Guatemala (present-day Antigua) 

was involved in three civil cases against her master, Don Tomás de Arroyave and his 

family.  In the first case, Catalina, in the hopes of achieving her freedom, reported Don 

Tomás de Arroyave’s wife, Doña Felipa Madrid, for mistreatments to the síndico 

protector de esclavos (officer protector of the slaves).  In this first case, the court returned 

her on the condition that she would receive better treatments, but the judge stated that 

“those of your kind [blacks] need to remember their place.”  In the second case, Don 

Tomás de Arroyave accused her in the Real Audiencia (royal court) of having an illicit 

affair with the free mulatto, Juan Martínez.  Don Tomás de Arroyave accused Juan of 

entering his house and having a violent altercation with a servant, who at one time 

supposedly also had a love affair with Catalina.  This, Don Tomás de Arroyave argued, 

“was a violation of his house’s honor.”  This time, the court ordered Don Tomás de 

Arroyave to place Catalina only in occupations where other servants could constantly 

monitor her.  The judge declared, “The recent events [the Haitian Revolution and the 

wars for independence] were bringing out the worst in their kind.”  In the final case, Don 

Tomás de Arroyave once again sent Catalina to court, this time accusing her of refusing 

to fulfill her obligations as a domestic slave.  The court removed her from the house 

again for over a month and the judge ordered her to respect the “paternal authority of her 
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master or risk time in jail.”
65

  Evidently, the judge had become tired of the same parties 

returning to his court, but the volatile times and what was at risk informed his frustration 

and preoccupation with these cases.  Namely, the impact of the Haitian Revolution and 

the wars for independence. 

Although removal from her master’s house meant being placed in the poor 

conditions of the Audiencia’s jail, casa de recogidas (house of destitute women), or in 

the custody of a religious order, this situation at least removed her from the direct grip of 

her master and placed her under the vigilance of the state.
66

  Catalina’s encounters with 

the colonial legal system, and the documentation it produced, provide rich insights into 

the kinds of social relations she and other slaves had, and how she and other slaves 

understood their rights.  These experiences give us an understanding into ways that slaves 

directly confronted the state and in the process participated in Bourbon empire-building 

efforts.   

Catalina’s cases are also an example of long efforts by slaves before her to 

improve their social conditions, by pitting masters against the state.  Her experiences, 

however, happened after the Haitian Revolution (1791-1804), during a period when local 

elites set aside their differences with the Bourbon crown and collaborated with it to 
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prevent the social mobility of blacks, or negros as they often called them.
67

  The Haitian 

Revolution was one where horrific racialized acts of violence were the culmination of 

hundreds of years of repression that slaves suffered. Such race based violence, 

unfortunately, produced reactions in the Atlantic World constructing slaves and blacks as 

threats to the colonial order.  The cases I examine show how slaves navigated through 

these institutions, in the hopes of improving their social conditions, yet the cultural and 

political processes they faced played a central role in the outcomes they experienced.  

Going through these legal apparatuses facilitated the ability of slaves to confront the state 

and in the process directly or indirectly shape Bourbon imperial projects.  

Slaves often went to the office for the protection of slaves, where they could 

acquire a free attorney, due to their status as poor or miserable, and free representation in 

the Real Audiencia, the highest court in the colonies.  Locals from well-off socio-

economic positions, often with close ties to the ruling classes, including important 

landowners and merchants, served as the ministers of these courts.  It is difficult, 

however, to determine the quality of legal representation slaves had access to.  One 

would hypothesize that well-off members of society could pay for the best legal 

representation and that individuals from the lower classes would receive mediocre 

representation, but the outcomes analyzed in this chapter are inconclusive on this point.  

Instead, relationships between slave-owners and the Crown, along with race relations tied 

to empire-building efforts, affected judicial processes involving slaves.  These 

institutional and social structures, however, changed over time and informed each other.  
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Institutions shaped social relations and social relations, in turn, shaped institutions.  

Lauren A. Benton argues that a legal culture that recognized multiple jurisdictions was 

present across the world since at least 1500 and well established by the eighteenth 

century.  Muslims, Jews, and Christians in Iberia during the Reconquista (roughly 711 to 

1492), for example, had different courts with different laws, representing different 

cultural practices.  Institutions, therefore, served to legitimize and recognize world-

views.
68

  Benton is correct to address the ways that culture and courts informed each 

other.  Her work also shows the ways that courts shaped every-day forms of imperial 

relationships.  I, however, will demonstrate that above such cultural practices were 

relationships of power between subjects and rulers.  I show that the decisions and 

precedents that involved slaves were the result of complex political and social situations 

involving the State, local elites, slaves, and free blacks.  Court officials neither followed 

nor built upon legal precedents.  At stake were the efforts of empire-building.  This, 

above all, explains the kinds of experiences slaves had in courts.
69

 

High-Stakes in the Age of Revolution 

The expansion of the Bourbon state into the everyday lives of its subjects often 

produced tensions.  By the 1780s, these tensions in Europe and the Americas between 

subjects and rulers were deepening.  The new republic of the United States was close to 

achieving its independence from the powerful British Crown.  France’s assistance of the 
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U.S. drained its treasury, which hampered its ability to meet the needs of its own people.  

Difficult economic conditions and the onslaught of famines intensified tensions between 

subjects and rulers in France and would soon erupt in the French Revolution.  Finally, on 

the island of Saint-Domingue, slaves started learning about the revolutionary fervor in 

Europe and the U.S., and started challenging the horrific working and living conditions 

they experienced.  Slaves on that island would achieve every empire’s greatest fear by 

destroying slavery and the colonial order that supported it.  In the Spanish American 

context, the Crown had just stopped the Andean rebellions that had threatened to end the 

vital mining centers that fueled the empire.  In an age with these kinds of social and 

political tensions, the Bourbon Crown concluded that having a stronger presence would 

allow the institutions to mediate conflicts.  One way to do this was by interfering in the 

relationship between slave-owners and slaves. 

The abuses slave-owners imposed on slaves were common in the Americas, but in 

the late eighteenth century, such treatment worried the Bourbon Crown because they 

feared another rebellion or even a revolution from slaves.  Indeed, an immediate reaction 

to the Haitian Revolution from slave-owners would be to have greater control over the 

process of abolition.  At least this way, they hoped to control how and when slaves 

achieved their freedom.
70

  The Crown had a different conclusion.  It considered the 

rebellions the result of local corrupt administrators who usurped their power.  Exerting 

control over these officials was, therefore, a way to prevent further violence from 

subjects.  The Spanish Crown’s efforts to control abuses against slaves by their overseers 

revealed the conflictive relationship that was already brewing between slave owners and 
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the state.  I demonstrate that slaves attempted to use the conflictive relationship between 

slave-owners and the state to try to improve their living conditions.   

In 1789, Charles IV decreed that the goal of the new slave codes was to, 

“ameliorate the many years of abuses slaves have been suffering in the Americas.”
71

  The 

Black Codes commissioned by Louis XIV in 1664, written by Jean Baptiste Colbert, had 

a major influence on the black codes drafted by Spanish authorities during the period of 

the Bourbon Reforms.  Colbert never questioned the enslavement of Africans.  The Bible, 

Aristotle, St. Augustine, St. Thomas Aquinas, and major Catholic and Protestant thinkers 

all influenced Colbert’s views.  Aristotle believed certain groups, because of their lower 

status and lack of reason, were naturally well suited for slavery.  St. Augustine justified 

the enslavement of black Africans by citing the biblical passage of Noah’s son Ham, 

seeing him drunk and naked.  According to this story, Noah cursed Ham for looking on 

him naked and declared that he and his descendants “would become the servants of the 

world.”  St. Augustine took this as referring to black Africans.  St. Thomas Aquinas 

contended that Europeans had a paternalistic relationship with their slaves, while even the 

most radical Protestant thinkers, who were questioning in the sixteenth century what was 

up to then the unquestioned authority of Rome, never questioned the enslavement of 

Africans.
72

  These codes from the eighteenth century, therefore, dictated treatment, but 

never considered manumission or the possibility that a slave could end his or her 
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slavery.
73

  The 1789 code, nonetheless, had its primary goal of controlling the kind of 

power slave owners had.
74

   

The regulations stipulated in these codes centered on the type of education, 

occupations, and treatments slaves should receive.  The codes ordered slave owners to 

teach their slaves the Catholic doctrine and take them to mass, especially on religious 

holidays.  This meant that slaves had to rest on religious days of observance.  The codes 

only allowed agricultural production in the form of field labor and crop gathering as an 

occupation for slaves because royal officials believed that this was “the natural 

occupation for Africans.”  This, they hoped, would stimulate the production of raw 

materials for export.
75

  According to these codes, masters were required to provide 

adequate housing, clothing, and food for their slaves, based on local conditions.  The 

codes called on slave owners to separate their female slaves from their male slaves, 

unless they were a family.  Slave owners were responsible for their slaves, even after 

manumission, until they could sustain themselves.  According to these laws, female 

slaves should be self-sufficient by the age of twelve and male slaves by the age of 

fourteen.  It was, however, up to the local officer protector of the slaves to determine how 

often and what kinds of food masters were supposed to feed their slaves.  They also had 

to dress their slaves according to local customs.  Slave owners were responsible for any 

expense if the slave became sick and they were prohibited from giving manumission to 

slaves that were in their old age or too sick to take care of themselves.  The law stipulated 

that slave owners prohibit their slaves from having illicit affairs or marrying slaves from 
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other masters.  The law allowed slave owners to punish their slaves, without excess.  

What we think of as excess or moderation was different to what slave owners in the 

eighteenth century thought.  This meant, prohibitions against whippings with the slave 

hanging upside down, a maximum of twenty-five lashes, and the whipping could not 

cause severe contusions or excessive blood loss.  Any excess in punishment could result 

in fines of fifty, 100, or 200 pesos, as well as prosecution from the officer protector of the 

slaves.  If a slave committed a crime, the master could not pass his own judgment.  Slave 

owners had to turn over their slaves to the local audiencia, where the court would try 

them with representation from the officer protector of the slaves.  The officer protector of 

the slaves could only prosecute anyone who committed a crime against a slave.  

The codes also instructed slaves on their obligations and proper behavior.  They 

ordered slaves to respect the will of their masters and overseers.  In case a slave 

committed a crime, he or she was supposed to receive judgment from the legal system.  

The authorities expected them to attend mass, follow the Catholic doctrine, work from 

sun up until sun down, supplement part of their food and clothing with their own income, 

and prohibited them from drinking alcohol.
76

  These codes may have looked progressive 

for the period.  Indeed, scholars now understand that these codes influenced early 

abolitionist movements in Britain.  They were, however, a response to real and excessive 

abuses.  If not for these abuses, these codes would have been unnecessary.  Such 

uncontrolled freedom over their slaves was something Spanish slave owners were used to 

and would fight to protect.
77
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The Crown started investigations in 1793 that continued up to the moment of 

independence.  Investigators found that many slave owners were refusing to follow the 

regulations.  They discovered that most had failed to announce the new regulations, let 

alone, implement them.  In 1806, the Audiencia of Guatemala fined the president of the 

Audiencia of Chiapas 1,000 pesos for failing to announce and implement any of the 

regulations.  Delegates from Chiapas claimed that they only had Indians working in 

agriculture and that these laws were inapplicable to the Dominican haciendas in 

Fraylesca, which had close to 600 slaves.  They claimed that the Dominican slaves were 

actually free because they could move about freely and “they chose to live on the 

hacienda.”  In 1807, Sonsonate and Costa Rica also failed to comply with these 

regulations and by 1817 Sonsonate was still resisting.
78

  These are only a few examples 

of the unwillingness of slave owners to comply.  They argued that removing the ability to 

do as they liked with their slaves would remove the only instrument they had to exert 

their power over them.  This was especially true for them after Haiti.
79

 

Throughout the entire colonial period, the Crown constructed the image of a 

benevolent or father King as a way to earn the respect of its subjects.
80

  Overt defiance of 

the King’s authority, especially one that contradicted the so-called benevolent attributes 

of that monarch, was unacceptable and became a point of intense contestation.  The 

refusal of slave-owners to follow these codes showed the tensions they had with the 

Crown.  Slaves would try to use these tensions to their advantage.  The Haitian 

Revolution, however, would change this. 
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In the dominant narratives of the period, scholars have emphasized how ideas 

from the enlightenment, especially liberal beliefs that questioned the authority of absolute 

monarchs and advocated greater economic and political liberties for the non-aristocratic 

upper classes, influenced this period.
81

  Scholars have also examined how these liberal 

views shaped the understandings of the lower classes, which in turn produced their own 

political ideologies.
82

  Karen Racine provocatively argues that British reformism played a 

central role in shaping the views of Spanish American leaders.  Caudillos, such as Simon 

Bolivar, believed in a revolution led by a few educated and wealthy men in charge of 

producing the conditions, at least according to their standards, to eventually allow for the 

rest of the population to participate politically.
83

  Such conceptualization would explain 

the largely conservative achievement of independence.  All of these arguments, 

nonetheless, overlook the impact of the Haitian Revolution during this critical period. 

The revolution of slaves on the island of Hispaniola immediately received the 

attention of everyone in the Atlantic, especially slave-owners and slaves.  In Mexico and 

Central America, slave owners intensified their opposition to the 1789 slave codes that 

placed restrictions on the use of the whip.  They argued “that limitations on the use the 

whip would inspire slaves to resist, resulting in conditions similar to what happened in 
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Saint Domingue.”
84

  These same slave owners also reported that they were seeing greater 

numbers of slaves running away or refusing to work.  Many of these slave owners had 

their slaves in the countryside, but even those who had them in urban centers claimed the 

same issue.  They attributed this resistance to what was happening in Haiti.  Within a 

matter of weeks, slaves in the Circum-Caribbean learned about Haiti.  The movement of 

merchants trading slaves facilitated the spread of news and slaves were eager to hear 

news that gave them hope.  David Geggus and Carolyn Fick demonstrate how slaves in 

Jamaica, Cuba, and Venezuela, rising up in the spirit of the Haitian rebels, demanded 

greater freedoms from their overseers and ran away at higher rates, hoping to start 

rebellions of their own.
85

  By this period, Bourbon reformers were already struggling to 

control the poor and impose social order.  At the same time, blacks and Indians had and 

would unite in rebellions. During the wars of Independence in Mexico, for instance, free 

blacks, slaves, mestizos, and Indians made up the armies of José María Morelos and 

Vicente Guerrero.  Juan Pedro Viqueira analyzed how efforts to stop attendance at 

theatres, the production of mezcal (an alcoholic beverage), and festivities that often 

resulted in some form of rioting, were frustrated due to resistance from plebeians in 

Mexico City.
86

  Pamela Voekel also examined how virtually every social group in 

Mexico contested Bourbon efforts to stop elaborate funeral practices, as a way to improve 

hygiene, make local commerce more efficient, and undermine the power of the Church.
87

  

Especially on the frontiers, authorities feared that unconquered Indians would unite with 
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slaves and free blacks, combining their savage ways and create uncontrolled savagery.
88

  

The trauma of Haiti would only intensify these tensions and place slaves and free blacks 

in the middle of these struggles. 

During the time of the Haitian Revolution, the Gacetas (official royal 

newspapers) of Mexico and Guatemala were noticeably silent about the events that were 

happening on that island.  They never made one reference to Haiti in the years between 

1794 and 1806.  This is striking because these gacetas did report on wars involving Spain 

and other international conflicts.  One finds, instead, a focus on efforts by the Crown to 

eradicate illnesses, inoculation campaigns, scientific and medical advancements, reports 

on royal festivals, such as the inauguration of the equestrian statue of Charles IV in 

Mexico in 1802, decrees by the King, and the supposed success of policies that were 

bringing progress and order to the King’s possessions in the Americas.  The coverage the 

gacetas provided promoted a positive image of the monarch and his projects.  Indeed, the 

Crown established this type of press to show the modern qualities of the empire.  Haiti, or 

no rebellion and riot for that matter, ever made the pages of these gacetas because it 

would have undermined the Crown’s effort to portray itself in a positive way.
89

  The 

silence about Haiti, therefore, only indicates that it was such a traumatic event that the 

authorities sought to ignore it, and in a way, erase it from the public sphere, which in the 

process would have given slave owners some peace of mind, knowing that their slaves 

would have limited exposure to it.  I will demonstrate, however, that the impact of Haiti 
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resonated with slaves in New Spain, as evident in the discourse of court cases in the 

aftermath of this great revolution.
90

 

Up until independence, the effects of Haiti were ever present.  During the era of 

the Mexican wars for independence, the chronicler, Carlos María de Bustamante, 

described the fears many from the upper classes had of the violence turning into a race 

war, as it happened in Haiti.  When Vicente Guerrero, a mulatto, became president, the 

same Bustamante described how local elites called him a “radical negro” whose only 

purpose was to create “anarchy by freeing the slaves and destabilizing the social order.”
91

  

Landed elites and merchants in Guatemala City were worried that the fall of the Crown 

would result in the masses rising and exerting the same levels of violence as what had 

just happened in Haiti.  Especially during the later years of the independence struggles, 

raced based violence was erupting.  At this moment, Creoles and Iberians, whether they 

were royalists or insurgents, set aside their differences and united to control the manner 

of independence.
92

  Haiti was a crucial moment that altered the roles that blacks played in 

society and the views about them.  This would have repercussions on their roles in late 

Bourbon empire-building efforts.  For this reason, I have organized my analysis into 

cases that happened before and after Haiti.  I will demonstrate that the kinds of social 
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relations blacks had across classes and ethnicities, as well as cultural views about them, 

played a vital role in shaping litigation processes.  This in turn would determine the kind 

of relationship they had with the state and the imperial projects of their times. 

Litigation as the Everyday Life 

Since social historians started asking how the lower classes shaped social 

relations and historical outcomes, they have relied heavily on criminal and civil records.  

Skeptics of these sources have questioned how representative studying criminal cases are 

for understanding the lives of ordinary people.  Brian Owensby’s recent work on 

indigenous groups and the legal system in seventeenth century Mexico, however, 

demonstrates that litigation was a common feature of the everyday life.  People often 

went to court to sort out simple issues, such as the refund of animals bought at the 

market, financial transactions, and contractual obligations.  These financial transactions 

included any transfer of property or claims to property, loan requests, pardon from loans, 

and transfers of wills.  People settled almost all aspects of daily life in courts.  Owensby 

argues that although historians examining the “view from below,” have relied on civil 

and court records to analyze how these groups shaped social relations in Latin America, 

they have overlooked a legal analysis that shows how common these experiences were.  

The interactions in the courtroom were tense and contentious between individuals and the 

state, between members of the same socio-economic group, and between members of 

different social groups.  Legal institutions were, therefore, places where people 

legitimized, negotiated, and redefined social orders and relationships with the monarch.
93

  

The view of the King, furthermore, as a paternalistic figure that represented all 
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sovereignty and justice, influenced many subjects to see the royal institutions as a ready 

means to achieve justice.
94

 

Owensby’s pioneering work raises many questions about the motivations and 

means by which the lower classes had access to and used colonial institutions.  His work 

also leaves open the entire eighteenth century for examination.  The regular manner that 

people used the legal system indicates that people believed in the institutions and tried to 

use them to their advantage.  Resisting colonial subjugation, therefore, did not always 

have to take the form of violent uprisings.  Such a conceptualization of everyday forms of 

resistance challenges the often-glorified view of peasants using arms regularly to restore 

the moral economy or correct wrong-doings.  These “weapons of the weak,” as James C. 

Scott provocatively proposes, were an everyday way of contestation and resistance with 

the colonial order.
95

  Dialogue with the state, therefore, happened all the time.  The 

implication of this conceptualization is that empire-building was constantly happening 

through tense dialogues including individuals from the lower classes.   

The cases I analyze in this chapter involve attempts by slaves at manumission and 

efforts by masters to reclaim their rights over slaves.  Although in the dissertation I place 

a special focus on the frontiers, I have chosen these cases from urban centers because that 

is where the institutions were located.  The Spanish Empire relied on its institutions to 

govern on a daily basis.  Examining the ways that slaves engaged with these institutions, 
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therefore, provides important insights into how they dealt with the Empire.  I cannot 

claim that I conducted an exhaustive analysis of every case in the archive involving 

slaves.  My qualitative analysis, however, is consistent with the narrative in the 

historiography of the Bourbon period emphasizing the expansion of the state throughout 

the eighteenth century in the everyday life.
96

  Catherine Komisaruk used some of these 

cases, but I have a different understanding and interpretation about them.
97

  The cases I 

examine are mostly from the latter part of the eighteenth century (1750-1821) in present-

day southern Mexico and Guatemala.  They all involved the state intervening to 

determine the destinies of slaves.  I chose these cases because they provide rich insights 

into how people forged social orders and colonial relationships during a contentious 

period of empire-building. 

In theory, slave owners, monarchs, and administrators designed the system of 

slavery to favor the master.  No slave could initiate litigation without the consent of the 

master, nor could they legally own property, and have recognized kinship ties.  Slaves, 

however, could obtain the protection of the lawyer protector of slaves or the inquisition to 

begin litigation against their masters.  Their masters would obviously refuse to begin 
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litigation when the issue was against them.  The law prohibited them from testifying in 

court, unless the case involved treason by the master or the court was investigating a 

murder.  Indeed, the colonial institutions denied slaves all form of personhood unless 

they committed a crime or during the brief moment when they bought their freedom.
98

  

By denying the slaves personhood, the colonial order was defining them as property.
99

  

Free blacks only had access to the regular audiencias or, if they were in the military, they 

could use the military fueros or courts.  Such limitations, nonetheless, did not discourage 

them from using or at least trying to use the legal system.  In the rich literature on slavery 

in the Atlantic world, scholars have extensively covered the various ways that slaves 

attempted to ameliorate their conditions.  The strategies slaves used included going 

through the legal system, usually to report their masters of abuses or achieve their 

manumission through payment, service, or invoking it in the wills of their masters. A 

legal analysis of slaves, therefore, illuminates the kinds of strategies and wills slaves had 

to improve their social conditions, while at the same time placing them in direct contact 

with the state.   

Analyzing this kind of legal history from the perspective of slaves during the 

Bourbon period is a way to gauge how they shaped empire-building efforts and provides 

important insights into this complex and still hotly debated period.  The common practice 

of litigation indicates that empire-building was a continuous and changing process and, as 

this chapter will demonstrate, one that even individuals, such as slaves, from the margins 

of political freedoms molded. 
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The Processes of Litigation, 1750-1821 

When the slave, Sebastiána Marroquín, petitioned the Real Audiencia of 

Guatemala for her freedom and that of her relatives, she and her family lived in the 

countryside town of Jalapa, in the eastern province of Chiquimula.  Although living in the 

countryside, Sebastíana, through her deceased mother, had established social ties with 

individuals living in the city of Santiago de Guatemala.  After claiming her freedom, she 

went to the countryside to live with her husband, even though she had been a domestic 

slave her entire life.  She met her husband when he went to Santiago to sell at the 

market.
100

  In the historiography on slavery in the Atlantic world, scholars have argued 

that the likelihood of a slave initiating litigation was much higher for those living in the 

city because the institutions were present there.  Slaves, furthermore, could only initiate 

litigation with the approval of their masters or by acquiring the protection of lawyers.  I 

will demonstrate that being in the countryside was not a complete roadblock to access the 

colonial court system, as long as the slave had some access to the urban centers.   

In the Spanish context, lawyers assigned by the officer protector of the slaves or 

the síndico protector de los pobres y miserables de la Real Audiencia (the royal court 

officer protector of the poor and miserable) represented slaves.  The rest of the lower 

classes also had access to the office for the protection of the poor and miserable and often 

used it.  In addition, they could go directly to their local audiencias and pay for their own 

legal services or represent themselves in court.  Soldiers and militiamen had the 

protection of the military fueros (jurisdiction or legal codes), where their military peers 

passed judgment.  Indigenous communities also had their own local courts headed by 
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local indigenous heads, while the Church had its own ecclesiastical courts.  Slaves, 

however, only had access to these two courts and the officer protector of slaves, who the 

royal audiencia assigned to protect them.  Being limited to these two offices placed 

restrictions on the kinds of legal rights they had.  The state paid the wages of the lawyers 

from these two offices.  Only the lawyer could testify in court.  The court allowed slaves 

to consult with their lawyers and provide them with the information they needed for their 

defense, but it was up to the lawyer to determine what information he wanted to use in 

court.  When and if courts allowed litigation, they ordered depositions from anyone who 

knew the parties involved in the case. 

The entire process of litigation placed slaves in an ambiguous yet tense 

relationship with their masters and the state.  Regardless of what the accusation was or 

who accused whom, any time a slave was involved in litigation, authorities removed the 

slave from the immediate control of the master.  They did this in order to interrogate the 

slave and conduct investigations of his or her body to find any physical evidence that 

could determine the outcome of the case.  The courts usually placed slaves in the custody 

of a religious order or in the jail of the Real Audiencia.  If the slave was a female, the 

court could place her in the casa de recogidas.  Being in these conditions was not 

necessarily a respite from the hardships of servitude.  Authorities kept their jails in poor 

conditions, placing benign prisoners, including slaves, alongside dangerous ones, giving 

them a poor nutrition with unhygienic conditions.  Often, prisoners became sick in these 

conditions and could even die from those complications.  Juan Martínez, Catalina’s lover, 

for example, begged the court to remove him from jail because the conditions there were 
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greatly deteriorating his legs and causing him to spit blood.
101

  Those that were placed in 

the hands of a religious order were also given a meager cell to sleep in and placed to 

work in domestic service that was perhaps no different from the type of work they did for 

their masters.  This was also the case for female slaves placed in the casa de recogidas.  

These conditions placed slaves in the direct presence of the state, which they hoped 

would change their relationship with the sovereign and improve their situation.  Slaves 

were neither free nor in the direct control of the power of their masters.  Although they 

were technically slaves in the eyes of the state, the possibility of freedom would have 

influenced slaves to pursue legal actions.  Litigation, nonetheless, produced tense 

relationships with their masters and could antagonize the interests of the state with those 

of the master.  

Regardless of the outcome, the relationship between the slave and the master 

often changed.    In the cases introduced at the beginning of this chapter, for example, 

after the first instance when Catalina accused Don Tomás Arroyave’s wife of mistreating 

her, relations in the house became tense.  During the second trial, the servants noted that 

Catalina had acquired a reputation of hiding her master’s possessions, slacking from her 

duties, and being an aggressive individual.  The servant Rosa Perú, India Ladina 

(Hispanicized Indian), accused Catalina of stealing a copy of the house key that she used 

to allow her lover, Juan Martínez, to enter the house.  The servants and Don Tomás 

Arroyave’s wife also accused Catalina of stealing chocolates, clothes, and silver.  The 

police commissioner, Juan Rafael Estrada, added that Catalina “was known for her bad 

temper, her son was always on the streets committing petty crimes, and that on numerous 

occasions Don Tomás Arroyave had asked him to go to the house and settle fights 
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between Catalina and other servants.”
102

  These tensions between Catalina and her master 

had obviously spread to the entire household and culminated in the final case where Don 

Tomás Arroyave accused her of refusing to work in her obligations as a slave.   

Litigation also changed the relationship of the state with slaves.  At stake were the 

roles of slaves in the imperial project, the establishment of social hierarchies, the legal 

status of an individual, and the kind of relationship the state would have with masters and 

slaves.  The possibility of becoming a free individual could give slaves the ability to, for 

example, legally own property, join local militias, join higher standing cofradías, have the 

ability to go to court without the permission of the master or a royal lawyer, and freely 

move about the territory.  The authorities brought every single case that I examined 

involving some sort of conflict between masters and their slaves before the Real 

Audiencia.  Requesting the status of a freed man or woman or accusing a master of 

mistreatment or illegally acquiring their slaves was an issue the Bourbon state took 

seriously.  Since efforts of empire-building directly linked itself with slavery, it was 

important for the Spanish empire to closely regulate its implementation in its colonies.  

Without controlling this form of economic activity, as Jeremy Adelman shows, exerting 

sovereign authority became difficult.
103

  Those slaves that accused their masters of 

mistreatments hoped that at least authorities would maintain vigilance over the slave 

owner.  By the 1780s, repeated accusations by slaves and others over mistreatments, 

along with the refusal of slave owners to follow any slave code produced new black 
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codes that culminated in the 1789 regulations over the treatment, occupation, and 

education of slaves.
104

   

Despite the possibilities for social advancement that litigation could produce for a 

slave, access to the courts was virtually limited to those living in close proximity to 

colonial institutions. This meant that household slaves had greater chances than field 

slaves to use the courts, which in turn meant that female slaves had access to them over 

the predominantly male slaves that worked in the fields.  Many of the slaves I examined 

lived at one point in cities, where they had the opportunity to forge the kinds of social 

relations that gave them access to the courts.  Catalina lived, worked, and would die in 

Santiago, but often went with her master’s wife to the province of Chimaltenango, where 

Don Tomás Arroyave owned two haciendas.
105

  Sebastíana also travelled to and from 

Santiago and many slave owners took their slaves with them into the cities. These slaves, 

the majority of whom worked primarily in domestic work, continuously moved between 

the countryside and the city, serving their masters in both settings and forging 

relationships.  Both of these women would establish meaningful relationships with men 

from the countryside.  The rich historiography on the colonial countryside and the cities 

has demonstrated that both sectors were interdependent.  Eric Van Young’s classic work 

on the hacienda in the Guadalajara region, for example, shows how closely linked this 

unit of economic production was to the city and the regional market.  Although the 

majority of the population lived in the countryside across Latin America into the first part 
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of the twentieth century, going to the city was part of the everyday life.
106

  Scholars 

examining slavery in the Atlantic world have touched on this fascinating dynamic 

between the countryside and the city, yet in their legal analyses of slaves, they minimize 

this dynamic.  Works on quilombos (runaway slave communities) in Brazil, however, 

demonstrate that these communities of runaways often had contact with urban centers, 

where they participated in local economies.  Indeed, slaves could also establish 

quilombos within cities.
107

  The historiography has described slave owners and large land 

owners owning vast properties in the countryside, but spending most of their time in the 

cities, taking with them personal slaves to tend to their everyday needs, usually as 

domestic workers.  I demonstrate that the close connection between the city and 

countryside was central in the lives of slaves living in New Spain during the late colonial 

period, and would shape litigation efforts. 

The Culture of Litigation 

One would hypothesize that the growing presence of free blacks and slaves in 

New Spain in the eighteenth century would result in growing prejudices against them.  

Before Haiti, society and colonial authorities raised these issues, but the bulk of the 

slaves the Crown introduced occurred during the first part of the eighteenth century.  

During the latter part of the eighteenth century, the Spanish Empire focused its import of 
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slaves into the Río de la Plata, as part of its efforts to fend off British incursions, and into 

Cuba after the Haitian revolution to develop the production of sugar for export.  Although 

present, negative views about them were not the definitive factor that determined their 

fate before the Haitian Revolution.   

The historiography on legal processes and state formation in colonial and 

nineteenth century Latin America has shown that socio-cultural views about individuals, 

especially their status in the hierarchies of social relations, were at the heart of 

determining legal outcomes.  The social changes that happened in the eighteenth century, 

including the growth of existing and new urban centers, slaves, free blacks, agrarian 

conflicts, the recovery of much of the indigenous populations, and greater instances of 

rebellion and the fears they produced, especially from members of the ruling classes, 

affected these processes.  Honorable members of society, or at least those considered as 

such, with significant levels of wealth certainly had an edge in court.  Ann Twinam and 

Christine Hunefeldt challenge previous conceptions about the woman’s sphere as a 

private issue and the man’s world as the public domain in the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries, showing that private issues often became public, while public matters affected 

gender roles in the domestic sphere.
108

  Being illegitimate or involved in an illicit affair 

made one a social outcast.  Within indigenous communities, being a member with proper 

moral standing, participating in important rites of passage, and contributing monetarily 
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and socially to processes of cultural reproduction was an important factor in determining 

legal outcomes.
109

  Being black, however, carried with it the stigma of slavery. 

The greater incursions of the Bourbon state into the everyday lives of its subjects 

produced tensions that subjects often manifested in open violence.  During the latter part 

of the seventeenth century and the first decades of the eighteenth, the Spanish Crown, 

weakened by its participation in European wars, lacked the ability of exerting its 

sovereignty in the Americas.  Spanish-American subjects had enjoyed relative autonomy 

and developed a political culture where usos y costumbres dictated local practices.  When 

Spain was finally in a position to enforce its rule in the Americas under Charles III, the 

result was a disruption of socio-cultural processes that people become accustomed to.  

The great Andean rebellions are perhaps the clearest example of this reaction.  Since 

slaves were an important part of empire-building, being associated as an instrument of the 

King must have also produced tensions against slaves.  In Chiapas, for example, 

Dominican friars reported that even slaves that earned their freedom continued living on 

their plantations because of the violence they experienced from indigenous groups.  

Indeed, indigenous groups often classified African slaves or any free black as a Spaniard 

and symbol of their own repression.
110

  Runaway slaves in Córdoba, Veracruz also 

reported tensions with local indigenous groups, who viewed them as tools of Spanish 

imperialism.
111

  Courts, especially as they appear to have become more responsive to 
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slave grievances, must have been an immediate way for authorities to ease these tensions 

and maintain social order. 

Litigation before Haiti 

Before the events in Haiti shook the foundations of the Atlantic world, Bourbon 

officials had made efforts to undermine the authority of certain members of the ruling 

classes, including slave owners.  Slaves living in Mexico and Central America were well 

aware of these efforts and used them to their advantage. 

In August of 1754, the negro liberto (freed slave), Juan José Andonaegui, from 

Escuintla, Guatemala petitioned to the real oficio (officer of finances) of the Real 

Audiencia in Guatemala City the freedom his master, Don Francisco Manuel de 

Andonaegui, granted him in his will.  He said that in 1735 or 1736 (he could not 

remember the exact year) he had travelled with his master to Peru, by way of Acapulco, 

Mexico, on the ship named San Fermín, but off the coasts of Sicayan, El Salvador, the 

ship floundered.  Juan José saved his master and after this day, Don Francisco Manuel de 

Andonaegui promised Juan José his freedom for saving his life and proving his gratitude.  

When Don Francisco Manuel de Andonaegui died, Juan José assumed he was now free 

and left the house to pursue his own destiny. Don Francisco Manuel de Andonaegui’s 

children, however, claimed that their father never included in his will the freedom that 

Juan José claimed.  To determine his freedom, authorities from the Real Audiencia made 

Don Francisco Manuel de Andonaegui’s children prove Juan José was their slave.  In the 

meantime, the court placed Juan José in the jail of the audiencia, because they classified 
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him as poor and miserable.
112

  In jail, Juan José was neither free nor a slave and awaited 

the mercy of the judicial system. 

The depositions that the audiencia carried out confirmed Juan José’s assertion that 

he was free, despite lacking any official documentation.  The priest, Juan de Díos Peralta, 

said that when he was in the town of Escuitepeque he knew Don Francisco Manuel de 

Andonaegui well, who told him that Juan José had saved his life.  Due to this, Don 

Francisco Manuel de Andonaegui promised Juan José his freedom after his death.  The 

militia captain, Don Cristóbal de Gálvez Corral, said that in 1740 he was in the same 

town and that Don Francisco Manuel de Andonaegui told him the same story.  Don 

Francisco Miguel Andonaegui, brother of the deceased, also claimed he heard the story.  

The only witnesses against Juan José were two Spaniards, friends of one of Don 

Francisco Manuel de Andonaegui’s sons, who stated that they knew he was a slave 

because Juan José’s fiancée had refused to marry him when she discovered he was one.
113

   

In order to gather further evidence, the audiencia ordered that the theology 

teacher, Father Manuel de Victoria Prior, go to Escuintla to determine if Juan José’s 

claims that he was free were true.  Many of the people he spoke to said that they believed 

Juan José was free because they had heard from Don Francisco Manuel de Andonaegui 

the story of how he saved his life during the shipwreck.  Juan José had lived freely after 

his master’s death.  Since Don Francisco Manuel de Andonaegui’s heirs could not 

produce further witnesses that contradicted these stories, nor could they provide any 

documentation that favored their cause, by November of 1754 the court gave Juan José 
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his freedom, without having to pay for it.  The inability of the master to prove Juan José’s 

bondage and the testimonies of members from the upper classes in his favor determined 

his fate.  The next case shows that although the slave was unable to achieve her goals 

through litigation, she would at least receive the attention of the state, who would burden 

her master with the process of litigation.   

In February of 1768, María de la Encarnación Cisneros, a mulata blanca (a light 

skinned mulatta), house slave of Doña Nicolasa Cornejo in the city of Guatemala, 

petitioned the comiso fiscal (fiscal property confiscator) of the Real Audiencia to change 

masters because she wanted to become a slave of a nun so that “she could be closer to 

God and pray for the souls of her current masters.”  She said she was a good, loyal, and 

hardworking slave, and that her current master told her that the new master would have to 

pay 300 pesos for her. Her master’s unwillingness to lower the price made it difficult for 

her to find a new owner, producing a point of conflict.  When the court started litigation, 

they placed her in the house of poor women.
114

 

In her deposition, María de la Encarnación initially stated that Doña Nicolasa 

Cornejo and her children treated her well and that they deserved “the same love one gives 

a father.”  She was born and raised in the house, alongside Doña Nicolasa Cornejo’s 

children in San Miguel (in the countryside), where they had their main residence, but 

often went to Guatemala City with her masters for business and other matters.  When 

they sent their daughter, Doña María Cornejo, to the convent of the Capuchins to see if 

she would join that order in the city, her parents sent María de la Encarnación to serve 

her.  While in the convent, María de la Encarnación realized she wanted a life of closure, 
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hoping one of the nuns would buy her and that way “she could pray for Doña Nicolasa’s 

family and ask God to give Doña María the calling to serve the Church.”  She said this 

was never a strategy to challenge the authority of her masters, but none of the nuns could 

afford the 300 pesos to buy her.  When Doña Nicolasa Cornejo found out about María de 

la Encarnación’s intentions, she threw her out of the house and threatened to punish her 

for the first time in the nineteen years of her life.  This is at least what Doña Nicolasa 

Cornejo claimed.
115

 

What María de la Encarnación failed to recognize was that slave owners did not 

have to sell their slaves, unless there was evidence of mistreatment.  Having realized this, 

she changed her story and claimed that she received abuses from Doña Nicolasa Cornejo, 

especially when she placed her in the house of poor women.  She stated that her 

mistresses’ insistence that she was worth 300 pesos was preventing anyone from buying 

her.  For this reason, she demanded a new evaluation of her price.  When the sergeant 

major, Don Cristóbal de Gálvez, assessed María de la Encarnación, he concluded that 

because they were failing to take into consideration her skin color, she could only be 

worth no more than 200 pesos.  It is not clear what he meant by “skin color,” whether she 

was too light, dark, or whatever.  After this assessment, various individuals expressed 

interest in buying her, but because the authorities were unable to find evidence of 

mistreatments, they could not force Doña Nicolasa Cornejo to sell her.  By August of that 

same year, the audiencia returned María de la Encarnación to Doña Nicolasa Cornejo.
116

  

Besides taking six months to complete, and although Maria de la Encarnación never 

achieved changing mistress, the court at least considered her accusations, burdening 
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Doña Nicolasa Cornejo with time and money.  María de la Encarnación’s actions also 

escalated tensions with her mistress and antagonized the relationship of Doña Nicolasa 

Cornejo with the Crown, who forced her to go through this long winded process.   

Other ways that slaves pitted slave owners against the Crown were in processes 

involving illegal commerce.  The Crown’s efforts to regulate contraband directly affected 

the slave-trade and the relationship of slaves to their masters and the state.  In March of 

1767 at the fort of San Fernando de Omoa in present-day Honduras, the widow of Don 

Gabriel Franco, once a captain of the fort in Campeche, Mexico, Doña Catalina Álvarez, 

demanded that the real audiencia give her the four slaves her husband had bought, 

without her consent and with her money.  Don Gabriel Franco bought, in March of 1755, 

the slave Gabriel of eleven years of age for 200 pesos and eight reales and the slave 

Gerónimo of ten years of age for the same amount.  He then went to Comayagua, 

Honduras and bought two female slaves, Josefa and María, but Doña Catalian Álvarez 

was unable to find the transaction papers.
117

 

The authorities determined that Don Gabriel Franco bought all four slaves 

illegally because Doña Catalina Álvarez was unable to produce the importation papers.  

As result, the court sent the two slaves to work as militiamen in the fort of Omoa.  Doña 

Catalina Álvarez then told the authorities that she needed the slaves so she could sell 

them to have money to raise her two children and give them a “proper education and 

upbringing.”  Interestingly, the main witnesses in these proceedings were the slaves, 

whose fate was at stake.  The two female slaves said that the English had brought them 

from the coast of Guinea to the island of Jamaica.  From there, they took them to the port 
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of Omoa and sold them to the Spanish.  The Spanish were using them there in the royal 

public works.  From this point Don José Antonio Palma then sent them to Comayagua 

where Don Gabriel Franco bought them.  The two male slaves said they were sailed from 

Jamaica to Omoa, where Don Juan de la Roca bought one of them and Don Sebastián de 

Pina bought the other.  Don Gabriel Franco could then buy them in Campeche.  Don 

Gabriel Franco had also placed them to work as militiamen on the fort.
118

 

Doña Catalina Álvarez complained to the authorities for failing to take her 

testimony and those of her witnesses.  She was especially upset at the authorities for 

classifying the sale of these slaves as illegal and that they placed on her the burden to 

prove that her husband had made legitimate transactions.  The military service these 

slaves were giving to the King, however, placed Doña Catalina Álvarez in a bind because 

she was directly at odds with her sovereign.  She demanded the return of the two male 

slaves as well as the money they earned from their wages, but stated that, “Only if this is 

convenient to his majesty for she would hate to interfere with his royal wishes.”
119

  She, 

nonetheless, added that it would be a great financial difficulty for her to loose these 

slaves because she needed them to raise her children.   

Rather than attack the King, Doña Catalina Álvarez criticized the royal 

administrators and sailors for failing to produce the documentation that proved they had 

imported the slaves legally.  She cited article 116 of the laws of the Indies that stated that 

any slave introduced by the King was legitimate without any need to produce 

documentation.  In addition, she invoked the King to take into consideration the misery of 

a widowed who, on top of suffering through the hardships of being the wife of a military 
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officer, was now a destitute woman with the burden of raising two children.
120

  Despite 

her greatest efforts, the authorities denied her claims over all four slaves, due to her 

inability to produce the documentation that proved her husband had acquired the slaves 

legitimately.  Not even the will of her husband, who had served the King through his 

military services, was sufficient to grant her property of these slaves.  The burden of 

proof falling on the master was once again the deciding factor. 

Further efforts to control the illegal importation of slaves are illustrated in the 

case of the slave José Francisco, a negro bozal (recently imported African).  In 1770, he 

demanded his freedom from the Real Audiencia of Guatemala, accusing his master, Don 

Nicolás Velásquez, of acquiring him illegally.  In the court deposition he said that when 

he was six years old on the British island of Jamaica, English merchants had captured 

him alongside a female free black of about the age of fourteen.  The merchants then sold 

them illegally in Córdoba, Veracruz.  Don Nicolás Velásquez argued that he had bought 

José Francisco and the female slave (her name was never revealed in the proceedings and 

she was only referred to as la negrita or the little black girl) in Buenos Aires from Don 

Juan de Freitas of the Portuguese nation.  With the permission of the viceroy of Lima, he 

took the slaves, first to his residence in San Vicente, Chile, from where he transferred 

José Francisco to his sugar estate in the Tucumán province of what is now present-day 

Argentina.  In 1764 he then obtained permission from the viceroy in Lima to move to the 

kingdom of Guatemala with his belongings, which included the slave José Francisco, in 

search of mercantilist opportunities.  They set up residence, first in León, Nicaragua and 

then moved to the city of Guatemala.  When he was in León, Don Nicolás Velásquez 

baptized José Francisco, by the orders of the bishop, Don Miguel de Lilieza.  Don 
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Nicolas’s brother, Don Miguel Velásquez, had established himself in the town of 

Apastepeque, El Salvador, as a merchant and helped him set up in Guatemala.
121

 

Although José Francisco lacked the documentation to prove his freedom, the 

authorities placed the burden of proof on Don Nicolás Velasquez.  They asked Don 

Nicolás Velásquez to provide documentation that demonstrated he had imported José 

Francisco legally into Spanish America.  Since he was unable to produce the papers, he 

called on personal friends and associates to defend his claims.  Don Pedro del Valle 

Levanto, originally from San Vicente, Chile and living in Guatemala City at the time, 

said that Don Nicolás Velásquez owned José Francisco since they were in Chile.  Don 

Domingo Palacios, also a resident from San Vicente that moved to Guatemala City, said 

that in 1769 he was in the town of Apastepeque and witnessed how Don Nicolás 

Velásquez’s brother took José Francisco as a slave to the city of Guatemala.  Don Pedro 

Aparicio, from the kingdoms of Spain, who had moved to the town of Nuestra Señora del 

Viejo in present-day Nicaragua, and resident in the city of Guatemala, said he had known 

Don Nicolás Velásquez for four years.  During these years, José Francisco had accused 

Don Nicolás Velásquez of mistreatments, for not baptizing him.  The governor of the 

province of Nicaragua had recognized José Francisco as Don Nicolas Velásquez’s slave.  

After this ordeal, José Francisco petitioned to change master.  The bishop expressed 

interest in buying him, but they settled on the price and so José Francisco remained the 

slave of Don Nicolás Velásquez.  Having failed to change masters, José Francisco fled 
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for two years, but Don Nicolás Velásquez’s brother captured him.
122

  These were the only 

witnesses Don Nicolás Velásquez produced. 

The authorities were unconvinced that the three witnesses on behalf of Don 

Nicolás Velásquez were sufficient proof of his ownership over José Francisco, and so 

they demanded that Don Nicolás Velásquez present records of every transaction 

involving José Francisco, going as far back to the moment when he was imported into 

Spanish America.  During all these processes, José Francisco was placed under the 

custody of the Audiencia.  Don Nicolás Velásquez went to Lima to ask in vain for 

documentation about the slave before his arrival in Buenos Aires.  Since he never 

produced the desired documentation, the court took José Francisco from Don Nicolás 

Velásquez and placed him to work as a slave of the King.
123

  Clearly, José Francisco’s 

relationship with his former master and the state changed.  As a slave of the King, he 

would be virtually guaranteed any protections in the legal codes, being a slave of the 

King, as the historiography has shown, in a way elevated his status and could increase his 

chances of manumission by being guaranteed rest days.  The King also won by acquiring 

a slave.  The importance of socio-cultural relations that José Francisco’s experience 

indicates leads one to consider how similar issues affected other slaves.   

The socio-cultural aspect of litigation was evident in the case of Sebastiana 

Marroquín and her family’s efforts to achieve their freedom, presented earlier in this 

chapter.  Upon the death of their master in 1757, Don Antonio Marroquín, an hacendado 

from the town of Jalapa and resident in the city of Santiago de Guatemala, Sebastiana and 

her brother, José Manuel, petitioned the comiso de esclavos (confiscator of slave 
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property) of the Real Audiencia, in Santiago de Guatemala, for their freedom and that of 

all the descendants of their mother, Lorenza de Herrarte.  Lorenza, who breast-fed their 

two daughters, Doña Manuela and Doña Luisa Marroquín, became a slave of Don 

Antonio Marroquín, when he married Doña Antonia de Herrarte, as part of her dowry.  

When Doña Antonia de Herrarte was passing away, she asked her husband to give 

Lorenza and her children their freedom.  Don Antonio Marroquín claimed he told 

Lorenza and her children they were free, but never produced an official letter of freedom.  

He instead gave Lorenza to Doña Manuela Marroquín, as part of her dowry and before 

Doña Manuela Marroquín passed away during childbirth, she also begged her father to 

fulfill her mother’s last wish and give Lorenza her freedom.  Again, Don Antonio 

Marroquín promised he would free them but, never produced an official letter of 

freedom.  Despite these legal shortcomings, Lorenza and her children believed they were 

free and behaved as free individuals. They, however, continued giving services to Don 

Antonio Marroquín and his family.  Sebastiana and her siblings claimed and believed that 

Don Antonio Marroquín freed them in his will, but his children denied this ever 

happened.  According to this children, Don Antonio Marroquín had claimed he retained 

the slaves because Doña Antonia de Herrarte’s father was claiming them as his 

property.
124

  Given this ambiguity, the authorities proceeded to take depositions from 

individuals that knew Don Antonio Marroquín and Lorenza’s family. 

The scribes of the audiencia conducted the depositions, at times going to the 

residence of the witnesses, while at others, having the witnesses testify in court.  The 

individuals they investigated all knew Lorenza, her family, and Don Antonio Marroquín 
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and his family.  They included free mulattos that were once slaves of Don Antonio 

Marroquín, priests, hacendadados, mulatto and Spanish militia officers, relatives of the 

family, Indians, as well as other castas and ladinos.  The stories they told supported both 

party’s arguments.  The sides they took cut across legal status, class, sex, age, occupation, 

ethnicity, and place of residence.   

In the first batch of depositions, the scribes found that the witnesses believed 

Lorenza and her descendants were free.  The overwhelming number of witnesses that 

supported Sebastiana’s case were from the upper classes, especially hacendados and slave 

owners, but they also included free mulattos.  Don José Monterrosa, public scribe of the 

valley of Amatitlán in present-day Guatemala, said he thought Lorenza and her 

descendants were free because they behaved as free people, moving about as they pleased 

between the various towns and haciendas in the province of Chiquimula and the city of 

Santiago.  Don Florencio de la Parra, resident of Santiago, knew that Don Antonio 

Marroquín and his wife had acquired Lorenza as part of her dowry.  He believed Lorenza 

and her children were free because they behaved as free individuals.  The justicia mayor 

(chief justice) of the province of Chiquimula, Don Manuel Antonio de Guzmán, saw how 

Lorenza and her children did as they pleased, while Doña Manuela Dardon, niece of Don 

Antonio Marroquín, said she believed Lorenza and her descendants were free, but was 

unclear if this was in the will.  Even Don Miguel Marroquín, first cousin of Don Antonio 

Marroquín and prominent slave owning hacendado, said he never questioned Lorenza’s 

freedom, which he thought his cousin granted for her good service.
125

 

The witnesses that supported Sebastiana’s cause also included free mulattos that 

were once slaves of Don Antonio Marroquín.  Some of these were his illegitimate 
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children, who used his name to advance up the social ladder, becoming officers in the 

free black militias and even slave owning hacendados.  Antonio Marroquín, a free 

mulatto of fifty-five years of age, became a slave owning hacendado in the province of 

Chuiquimula.  He said that one of Don Antonio Marroquín’s sisters, Doña Catarina 

Marroquín, raised him and she had told him how Don Antonio Marroquín had promised 

Lorenza and her children their freedom, because Lorenza breast-fed his two daughters.  

Until she died, Doña Catarina Marroquín had placed constant pressure on Don Antonio 

Marroquín to give Lorenza an official letter of freedom and legitimize what was already 

the truth.  Mateo de Castañeda, a mulatto libre, lieutenant captain of Chiquimula’s free 

mulatto militia, and slave-owning hacendado of the age of sixty years, said that he knew 

Lorenza and her husband Manuel, a free mulatto from Chiapas.  He had heard from Don 

Antonia Marroquín’s sisters that he had promised Lorenza and her children their 

freedom.  Mateo de Castañeda, indeed, believed they were free because they lived in their 

own house on the outskirts of the hacienda Río Frío, which Don Antonio Marroquín 

owned.  He declared that every family member of Don Antonio Marroquín’s told him 

Lorenza and her children were free.  Jacinto Flores, a free mulatto of seventy-two years 

of age and resident in Chiquimula, also confirmed Sebastiana’s claims to freedom.
126

  

These are only a few examples of the numerous testimonies from free mulattos that knew 

Sebastiana and her family well.  They were all once slaves of Don Antonio Marroquín 

and had established social ties with his family and Sebastiana’s. 

The witnesses that supported Don Antonio Marroquín children’s case included a 

few members of the upper classes, but the overwhelming majority involved free mulattos 

and priests.  Still, these individuals were significantly fewer than those that supported 
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Sebastiana’s case.  When the authorities requested birth and marriage records of 

Sebastiana’s family, they found that the priests had classified them as slaves. The 

godparents of these events testified that the priests had, indeed, registered Sebastiana’s 

family as slaves.  These godparents included, for example, the free mulatto Gregorio 

Caldera, of fifty years of age and resident in the town of Jalapa in the province of 

Chiquimula.  He said he was the baptismal godparent of three of Sebastiana’s children 

and that each time the priest had recorded them as slaves of Don Antonio Marroquín.  He, 

indeed, had always known the family as slaves of Don Antonio Marroquín.
127

  

The free mulattos, whose testimonies favored the children of Don Antonio 

Marroquín, all said that although Lorenza and her descendants believed they were free 

and, therefore, acted as such, they never received official documentation.  Due to this 

important logistical detail, these witnesses were never convinced of Lorenza’s contention 

about her freedom and that of her children.  Valentín Lima, of forty-five years of age, 

said that when Don Antonio Marroquín passed away, all his slaves left, believing they 

were free, but by the orders of his two sons, Don José Manuel and Mariano Marroquín, 

the militia rounded them up.  Manuel Valenzuela, of twenty-eight years, also said the 

same story.  Antonio Basilio Contreras, of over eighty years of age, said he was the same 

age as the deceased Don Antonio Marroquín.  He was raised with him and never 

questioned his authority or that Lorenza and the rest were his slaves.  He had heard 

Lorenza tell everyone they Don Antonio Marroquín had promised their freedom, but he 

was never convinced because Don Antonio Marroquín never gave them the official letter 

of freedom.  Finally, Francisco Serrano of fifty-six years of age said Lorenza was his 

wet-nurse.  She had told him how Don Antonio Marroquín had promised them their 
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freedom, but his children sent them, instead, to prison when he died.  He thought for a 

moment they were free, but was now convinced it was false.
128

 

During the proceedings, it came to light that Don Antonio Marroquín had sexual 

relations with Sebastiana, fathering four illegitimate children.  His legitimate sons had 

also raped several of Lorenza’s daughters.  According to the witnesses, this was common 

knowledge in the entire community.  The free mulatto lieutenant captain of the free 

mulatto militias, Mateo de Castañeda, for instance, said that many believed Sebastiana’s 

claims because it was common for slave owners to recognize their illegitimate slaves and 

mistresses in their testaments.
129

  Many of these children and mistresses were freed and 

they would adopt the last name of the master. Twinam’s work on honor and gender in 

eighteenth century Spanish America demonstrates that many men acknowledged 

illegitimate children in wills, as a way to save their souls from eternal damnation.
130

  This 

is, at least, what they believed.  Considering that man knew Don Antonio Marroquín’s 

sons had raped several of Lorenza’s daughters, it would be entirely possible that Don 

Antonio Marroquín also raped Sebastíana on several occasions.  This dishonorable act 

must have played a role in determining the outcome of this case and explains why 

Sebastiana’s family took the surname of their master. 

Choosing to behave as free people for an extended period of time certainly helped 

Lorenza and her family convince everyone they knew that Don Antonio Marroquín freed 

them for the good service they provided.  Lorenza’s transaction records showed that in 

1695, Doña Antonia Herrarte’s father gave Lorenza to her in her dowry when she married 

Don Antonio Marroquín.  In 1705, Don Antonio Marroquín gave her to Doña Manuela 
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Marroquín, for her dowry.  Doña Manuela Marroquín would pass away in 1708 and Don 

Antonio Marroquín in 1747.  This gave Lorenza and her descendants at least thirty-nine 

years to play up their freedom through the relationships they forged.
131

  

After extensive investigations and months of litigation, a period when the court 

placed Sebastiana and her family under its custody, the court decided to grant all of 

Lorenza’s descendants their freedom.  Once again, the burden of proof on the master and 

his or her inability to convince the court was a major factor, but not independent of 

critical socio-cultural and political contexts.  This challenges the dominant narrative in 

the rich historiography on slavery in Americas that has argued that in any legal 

proceeding, where the slave attempted to achieve his or her freedom, the burden of proof 

always fell on the slave.  Such rationale was meant to favor the master and reaffirm the 

submissive status of the slave.  The court declared that although Lorenza and her 

descendants lacked the documentation to prove their freedom, they demonstrated piety 

and gratitude to their masters, by continuing services to them.  Honor and status 

determined the kinds of opportunities and roles an individual had.
132

  Being a freed slave 

in colonial Spanish America placed one at the bottom of the social ladder, but having 

members of the upper echelons of society on one’s side, certainly helped. 
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In this sample of cases, many of the individuals involved were female slaves who 

lived in the countryside and had access to the urban setting.  These women initiated the 

legal processes, through their connections with other members of society that included 

men and women, children, and individuals from the lower and upper classes.  The gender 

dynamics of these processes are quite fascinating.  The dominant narrative in the 

historiography on women in colonial Latin America, especially as it concerns legal 

processes or issues of inheritance, is one of these women relying on men to achieve their 

goals.  This, however, does not mean that women lacked control in their lives, quite the 

contrary, scholars have demonstrated the vital roles they played in social relations, from 

raising children, which in turn meant forging the foundations of socio-cultural relations, 

actively participating in the economy, engaging in political activity, and renegotiating 

gender roles by challenging the dominance of a patriarchal order.  Asunción Lavrín 

demonstrates, for example, that nuns in New Spain were vital agents of the credit 

markets.  These same nuns also served as important moral figures and had a tremendous 

cultural influence in their communities.
133

  The slave women that initiated these legal 

proceedings did so without the need of a male figure to support them.  As individuals, 

they relied on the social relationships they forged and their own knowledge of the legal 

system.  They were also aware that these efforts placed them in direct dialogue with the 

state, an institution considered the epitome of a patriarchal order.  This reality was unable 

to discourage these women, as they sought to change their relationship with that 

patriarchal order. 
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At the heart of these cases was the relationship between local members of the 

upper classes and the state.  The state, however, was not some abstract figure far away in 

Iberia.  It took the shape of ministers in the courts that represented the authority of the 

King.  These individuals were often born and raised in the Americas and used their 

condition of privilege to acquire positions as administrators.  Mark A. Burkholder’s 

recent work on audiencia ministers in Spanish America, who experienced the transition 

from colony to republic, shows that many were born and raised in the Americas.  Those 

that moved from Iberia to the Americas forged meaningful relationships with locals.  

They married, had children, established friendships and business partners, and died in the 

Americas.  Living in the Americas, in the name of the King, for decades made them 

American.  After independence, many of these same ministers achieved positions in the 

new courts and institutions of the new republics.
134

  It was quite possible that the 

ministers these slave owners faced were individuals they knew for many years, and who 

served the interests of the King.  These were localized conflicts that became magnified in 

the presence of the state. 

Slaves took advantage of the antagonistic relationships that resulted from 

incompatible interests between the state and American elites.  This, however, does not 

mean that the authorities overlooked individuals with African ancestry.  Without the 

support from members of the upper classes, it would have been difficult for any black 

person to achieve anything.  The divisions between elites, nonetheless, provided slaves 

with opportunities to change their relationship with the state.  They also changed the 

relationship between slave-owners and the state.  Even slaves that became slaves of the 
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King, were in an improved position.  Under the direct control of the state, they could 

easily experience regulations on slavery that slave owners across the Americas were 

ignoring.  The Crown at least made efforts to follow its own slave codes, which dictated 

rest days on holy days of obligations, nutrition, housing, and clothing.  Slaves hoped that 

at least under the Crown, they would have some of their basic needs met.  María Elena 

Díaz’s work on the slaves of the mine of El Cobre in Cuba examines how being slaves of 

the King placed them in a position to aggressively demand for the creation of cabildos 

(town councils) to legitimize existing settlements as towns.  She found that slaves would 

run away, establish settlements, and through actions of resistance, forced the local 

authorities to grant them the ability to create their own cabildos.  In return, the slaves 

became workers of the King, enjoying his protections.  This gave them legitimate 

political power that placed them in a position to negotiate their social reality with the 

state.
135

  Such dynamic provides a contrasting narrative of the Bourbon reforms.  It shows 

that the interests of the slaves were not always at odds with those of the state.  By 

navigating through these conditions of empire-building, slaves contributed to these 

processes by forcing the state to rethink what the roles of slaves and free blacks were in 

the colonial order, while at the same redefining their relationship with the monarch.  The 

state legislated in these cases, not because it cared for the wellbeing of its slaves, but 

rather, to antagonize slave-owners, who were at odds with it and in the process gain 

subjects to directly serve the interests of the monarch.  Slaves, regardless, viewed the 

state under these conditions as a possible ally.   

As a way to demonstrate to the state their gratitude or good feeling, slaves that 

achieved their goals reciprocated by serving it in some capacity.  Mateo de Castañeda, the 
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free mulatto officer who testified for Sebastíana’s cause, served the King through the 

military.  Antonio Marroquín and Manuel de los Santos Hernández, free mulattos who 

became hacendados and slave owners, helped the crown raise revenue through their 

economic efforts.  Runaway slaves who were captured in Córdoba, Veracruz, Mexico, a 

case I will examine in greater detail in a subsequent chapter, in 1758 negotiated the terms 

of their return to servitude by becoming militiamen of the King at the fort of San Juan de 

Ulua in present-day Veracruz.
136

  The slaves that Doña Catalina Álvarez lost to the King 

continued working in military and labor capacities that served the monarch’s interests.  

José Francisco, the slave Don Nicolás Velásquez lost to the King, continued serving as a 

King’s slave and eventually earned his freedom.  He ended his days as a militiaman at the 

fort at Omoa in present-day Honduras.  These slaves hoped that serving the King would 

improve their social conditions, just as they hoped going through litigation would achieve 

the same goal. 

Litigation after Haiti 

The chances of slaves acquiring their freedom through legal avenues, or 

improving their social conditions, turned sour during and after the Haitian Revolution. 

The color of their skin would now become a determining factor in these cases, due to the 

negative discourse about blacks that resulted from this revolution.  Being close to Haiti, 

or at least within navigable distance, frightened the ruling classes in New Spain over the 

possibilities that slaves and free blacks living in their region could gather “dangerous 

ideas” from the revolution that shook the Atlantic world.  The following court cases also 

demonstrate that slaves were using the language of freedom, equality, and rights, an 

obvious influence from Haiti and the great changes that were happening all around them 
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during the Age of Revolution. A strategy ruling groups used to prevent backlashes was 

by reinforcing social hierarchies and denying the social mobility of blacks through the 

legal process.  This in turn, created a bitter relationship between blacks and the state and 

may explain the participation of blacks on the side of the insurgents in New Spain during 

the period of the wars for independence, and then their support for liberal reformers in the 

republican period.  It may also explain their exclusion from national imaginaries after 

independence.
137

 

On August 14, 1804 the free mulatto, Domingo Escobar, solicited the freedom of 

his daughters, Josefa and Juliana, to the Audiencia Indiferente of Guatemala City.  He 

had acquired his freedom in 1790, one year before the start of the Haitian Revolution.  In 

his solicitation, he claimed was a poor (miserable) individual, hoping the authorities 

would have compassion on his lot.  He then claimed that his “beloved master,” Doña 

María Manuela Muñoz, who had passed away in January of that year, had declared in her 

will that she would be willing to free Josefa and Juliana for fifty pesos each.  Her son, 

Don José María Muñoz, recognized these clauses and was willing to sell Domingo’s two 

daughters to him for the stipulated amount, until the rest of Doña María Manuela 

Muñoz’s family intervened.
138

 

Doña María Manuela Muñoz’s relatives that were refusing to free the two slaves 

had appointed Doctor Don Antonio Larrazábal, serving the cathedral of Guatemala, as the 

representative of her estate.  He told the Audiencia Indiferente that Doña María Manuela 

Muñoz wanted Josefa and Juliana to serve two of her daughters, one of them widowed 
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and the other, his wife.  He said that he hated slavery and that he never bought or owned 

a slave, but he could not go against the dying wishes of the one he represented.  He, 

however, believed that blacks were “naturally prone to pernicious ways” and concluded, 

“at least under slavery and in the sights of respectable owners, they could be sheltered 

from the evils of the world.”  Since neither of Doña María Manuela Muñoz’s daughters 

wanted these two slaves for “fear” of being exposed “to people who evoke evil,” Don 

Antonio Larrazábal had them transferred to the house of Doña Rafaela, a friend of the 

family.  He claimed that there, “these two slaves could be sheltered from the vices of the 

world they were easily seduced by and that they actually wanted to continue serving as 

slaves.”  Due to this testimony, the courts denied Domingo’s petition to buy the freedom 

of his two daughters, even though he had the money, his master’s will supported his 

claims, he was a law-abiding subject of the King, and the price was low.  The ministers of 

the audiencia stated that being in a respectable household, removed from pernicious 

ways, that “negros were easily seduced by,” was the best Domingo’s daughters could 

hope for.
139

 

That same year, the slave, Victoriana Montufar, petitioned the Audiencia of 

Totonicapán, in present day Guatemala, for her freedom.  She had acquired the 

representation of a lawyer for the poor, Don José Ballesteros.  Victoriana declared that 

she was the slave of Doña María Hernández, who was from San Cristóbal, in the 

province of Totonicapán and had died in Antigua Guatemala in March of that year.  She 

said that Doña María Hernández had granted her freedom before she died, in the presence 

of Doña María Hernández’s heirs, Don Faustino and Doña Engracia Penados (her two 

children), and Don Florencio Castañeda, who had married her daughter, Doña Juana 
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Penado.  Victoriana claimed that although everyone was on board, Don Florencio 

Castañeda refused to accept her freedom.
140

  Depositions of Doña María Hernández’s 

children would turn the case against Victoriana. 

During the depositions of Doña Engracia and Don Faustino Penados, who were 

fifteen and eighteen years of age, the court asked them whether their mother granted 

Victoriana her freedom.  They both said that this never happened and that they 

considered Victoriana part of their inheritance.  The will that the court examined failed to 

show that Doña María Hernández had granted Victoriana her freedom.  As a result, the 

authorities denied Victoriana’s request and ordered her “to stop her rebellious ways and 

humbly continue obeying her masters.”  By doing so, “she would be prevented from 

falling into further misbehavior that people of her kind [blacks] easily fall into.”
141

 

In May of 1817, the mulatta slave, Vicenta Josefa Alfar, also asked the Audiencia 

of Totonicapán, as a miserable, the freedom her mistress, Doña Crisanta Saldaña, 

promised and wrote in her will on the event of her death.  Her mistress’s father, Don 

Liberato Palencia, however, was refusing to grant her freedom, claiming that she now 

belonged to him because she was part of the dowry.  Doña Crisanta Saldaña’s sisters 

testified that they knew their sister wanted Vicenta’s freedom when she died.  Vicenta 

had remained a slave for the past ten years after her mistress’s death.
142

 

The court appointed Don Joaquín Eduardo Mariscal, from the office for the poor 

and miserables as Vicenta’s lawyer.  The defense he gave her placed authorities in a bind.  

Knowing that wills written in testaments after Haiti could no longer hold the same 
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weight, Don Joaquín Eduardo Mariscal turned the discourse and argued that if Doña 

Crisanta Saldaña’s wishes were not respected, then what was at stake was a direct 

challenge to the authority of a slave owner.  He told officials in the audiencia that they 

should know well that in, “light of the current situation [Haiti and the wars of 

independence] slave owners are now full supporters of the Crown.”  By 1817, many in 

Mexico and Central America were aware that the Crown was losing its grip on its 

colonies.  Such arguments made authorities remove Vicenta from Don Liberato 

Palencia’s direct control and placed her in her mother’s house, who was now free ladina.  

Interestingly, the priest had classified her parents as ladinos when he baptized her in 

1791, but he classified Vicenta as a mulatta.
143

  

The decision of the audiencia, however, did not stop Don Liberato Palencia from 

exerting his authority and reclaiming Vicenta as his property.  He argued that the funeral 

costs of his daughter were too many and that having Vicenta was a way for him to 

compensate for the losses.  He claimed that Vicenta should have known better, in her 

decision to claim her freedom, if she was aware that she was compensation for the funeral 

costs.  Upon examining Doña Crisanta Saldaña’s belongings, the court found that they 

were not worth one fifth of what Vicenta was worth.  On top of this, Don Liberato 

Palencia’s lawyer, Don José Antonio Solís, argued that granting Vicenta her freedom 

would only give, “others of her kind ideas to challenge their masters as they once did.  

This was especially dangerous during a period [wars of independence] when social order 
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was at risk.”
144

  By January of 1817, the court returned Vicenta as a slave to Don 

Liberato Palencia.   

The experiences of the free mulatto, Manuel de la Trinidad, also show the 

continued exclusion of slaves and free blacks from political rights and protections, 

especially since Haiti.  He was from Salamá, in present day Baja Verapaz, and accused 

his masters, in the office for the protection of slaves, for mistreatments on August 21, 

1818.  He declared that his master, Don Miguel López, resident in Verapaz, had 

originally bought Manuel, his wife, and their six children for 450 pesos.  His master had 

promised Manuel he would sell the entire family for the same amount.  Unfortunately for 

Manuel, Don Miguel López passed away, splitting up his entire family in his will 

between his heirs.  With the exception of Don Bernabé López, one of Don Miguel 

López’s sons, Manuel claimed that the rest of Don Miguel López’s heirs were mistreating 

his family, by refusing to sell them at the original price of purchase.  In addition, these 

heirs were denying his family any kind of free time, preventing any opportunity to make 

money on their own and, therefore, eliminating any chance of manumission.  By the time 

litigation was under way, Manuel had bought his freedom from Don Bernabé López.  

Manuel stated that his children would also be free if not for his wife being a slave.  Since 

these owners denied his family any time for their own free enterprise, Manuel believed 

they were owed time and money and, therefore, their freedom.  By keeping them under 

such conditions, Manuel argued, “these masters were in direct violation of the laws of the 
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sovereign.”
145

  He was making a reference to the 1789 slave codes that gave slaves time 

off for their own labor. 

The political and social changes that Manuel experienced informed what he 

believed was proper treatments for slaves.  By 1818, the Spanish Empire was in the midst 

of an imperial crisis that had turned into efforts at independence.  Liberal ideals that 

called for individual freedoms and rights were becoming popular, especially for 

indigenous groups and slaves.  The impact of Haiti was still reverberating, and laws that 

the Crown had passed to give slaves some protection, although failing miserably, were 

still in the minds of many.  The idea of rest days for slaves was stipulated in articles four 

and ten of the 1789 black codes  on the education, protection, and treatment of slaves.  

They designated religious feast days and Sundays as days of rest for slaves.
146

  Only a 

few years later in Haiti, slaves started rumors that masters were going to give more rest 

days and even stipulate a set amount of hours a slave could work.  Slaves wanted to 

believe this and acted on it, refusing to work.  David Geggus and Carolyn Fick credited 

the actions slaves took on these rumors as important precursors to the revolution.
147

  

These political influences were clearly in the mind of Manuel, when he claimed rights he 

believed were legitimately his own. 

The office for the protection of slaves found that Manuel’s family was scattered 

away with several of Don Miguel López’s children.  His wife, Sebastiana, belonged to 

Doña Mariana López, who wanted to sell her for 122 pesos.  His son, Bartolo, belonged 

to Don Joaquín López, who wanted to sell him for ninety pesos.  His second son, Manuel, 
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belonged to Doña Rita López, who wanted eighty pesos for him.  His third son belonged 

to Don Bernabé López, who wanted the original amount of fifty pesos for him.  The 

youngest of three years of age did not work.  The rest, including his wife, had been 

working every day for the past nine years.  All of Don Miguel López’s heirs, with the 

exception of Doña Rita López, lived in the Verapaz province.  Doña Rita López lived in 

the Petén.
148

   

Although the office for the protection of slaves originally ordered Don Miguel 

López’s heirs to reduce the price so that Manuel would only have to pay 450 pesos for his 

entire family, counterarguments by the family and frustrating efforts to track them down 

turned the legal process against Manuel.  On four occasions, court officials went to the 

Petén, looking for Doña Rita López, and never found her.   They only found her husband, 

who was the infantry captain of the Petén Itza fort.  He told them his wife was aware of 

the proceedings.  The rest of the heirs refused to lower their price and negotiated a price 

of sixty pesos for each slave.  The stipulation, however, was that Manuel had six months 

to pay for all of his family members, or else the heirs would have the right to determine 

their own price for each slave.  The decision by the office for the protection of slaves was 

a blow to Manuel.  When he accused Don Miguel López’s heirs of abuses, Manuel only 

wanted the price set at 450 pesos.  He never imagined the court would order him to pay 

such a large amount in six months.  He, like many other slaves, hoped to gradually pay 

for the freedom of each family member.  Freeing one family member and working with 

that family member to raise more money to free other relatives was a common strategy 

used by slaves. 
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One factor that worked against Manuel’s case was his contention that his masters 

and the courts should have treated his family as individuals who could one day achieve 

their freedom.  In every instance when the office for the protection of slaves and the real 

audiencia interviewed him, he stated that by not allowing his family any free time, his 

masters were treating them like permanent slaves.  Manuel declared, “Free time [days he 

had to work for his own production] showed me how a free man lived and that my time 

as a slave was not permanent.”  He believed his family was free because he was also free 

and that the construction of slavery was prohibiting his family’s deserved freedom.  This 

is a clear example of the kinds of impacts the Haitian Revolution and liberalism were 

having on slaves in the Circum-Caribbean world.  His master had given him his own time 

to work and acquire money to pay for his freedom.  Without having any free time, 

therefore, Manuel’s family was forever condemned to the state of slavery when in reality, 

as Manuel claimed, “All are free, but because of the womb laws we are condemned to 

slavery.”
149

  Such assertive understandings about freedom did not bode well with the 

audiencia, especially coming from a former slave in the wake of Haiti and the escalation 

of the wars of independence.  As the proceedings progressed, the courts started referring 

to Manuel as a negro, when earlier, the same court had considered him a free mulatto.  

The classification of negro was, as scholars have demonstrated, one associated with 

slaves.  By referring to Manuel as a negro, therefore, the audiencia was reminding him of 

his slave past and the great limitations that slaves had.  They also attempted to reassert 

the social hierarchies that appeared threatened by the impact of Haiti and the possibilities 

of the social order collapsing with independence.  The royal authorities, once again, 

defended the interest of the master and highlighted the challenger’s color of his skin.   
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The final case showing antagonistic views towards blacks after Haiti is one I 

introduced at the beginning of this chapter.  These were the charges of Catalina Ordóñez 

against her master, Don Tomás Arroyave, for mistreatments.  The processes began in 

1817, when Catalina accused Don Tomás Arroyave’s wife of physically abusing her for 

burning the food when she was working in the kitchen.  The office for the protection of 

slaves petitioned her case to the audiencia of Sacatepéquez, in present day Guatemala.  

Pressured by the office for the protection of slaves, the audiencia conducted medical 

examinations on Catalina and took depositions from Don Tomás Arroyave’s servants.  

The evidence and testimonies the court gathered, produced contradictions over Catalina’s 

treatments. 

Don Tomás Arroyave’s servants, all of whom were Indians or ladinos, declared 

that they never saw Doña Felipa Madrid, his wife, mistreating Catalina.  If anything, they 

considered Doña Felipa Madrid a “motherly and caring person.”  They declared that 

when Catalina became sick with measles and when she suffered from complications 

when she had twins, Doña Felipa Madrid took care of her “like a nurse would take care of 

her patient.”  Doña Felipa Madrid had even ordered that two servants take care of 

Catalina around the clock.  The servants, María Basilia Hernández and María de la 

Encarnación, said that in twenty years of service, they always knew Catalina as a hot 

tempered and rebellious woman “who was only trying to get out of her servitude by 

accusing Doña Felipa Madrid of mistreatments.”  The servant, María Ildefonsa, declared 

that because Catalina was a difficult person, her masters placed her to work in the kitchen 

in order to keep an eye on her.  María Ildefonsa believed that working in the kitchen was 

some of the lightest work in the entire household.  The family doctor, Don Mendocino 
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Fernández, also stated that Doña Felipa Madrid always called him when any of his 

servants, including Catalina, were sick and she personally made sure they recovered.
150

 

The medical examinations conducted by the doctors assigned by the office for the 

protection of slaves provided evidence of mistreatments that contradicted previous 

testimonies.  The doctor, Don Mariano Larrave, concluded that the signs of hits on 

Catalina’s body were what caused her to become ill and incapable of working.  He 

confirmed Catalina’s son’s (whose name is missing) testimonies that Doña Felipa Madrid 

first threw Catalina to the floor after seeing that she burnt the food.  Then, while on the 

floor, she kicked her several times in the stomach and her back.  Initially, the office for 

the protection of slaves believed Catalina was well enough to return to work, but fifteen 

days later, she fell ill again.  Due to this, the doctors concluded that the severity of the 

hits Catalina suffered was causing her illness.  Don Tomás Arroyave defended his wife 

stating, “My wife hit Catalina because she was a terrible worker and it was her right as 

master to punish the slave.”  He, however, denied that the hits were so severe that they 

incapacitated Catalina.  Catalina told the audiencia that even when she was sick, she was 

forced to work, but Don Tomás Arroyave responded by claiming that she never told him 

she was sick.  The servants, in their depositions, also denied knowing Catalina was ill and 

forced to work.  The judge of the audiencia, nonetheless, was convinced of some form of 

mistreatment and ordered Don Tomás Arroyave to at least give Catalina a rest of fifteen 

days.
151

 

While these proceedings were happening, Don Tomás Arroyave sought to 

undermine the credibility of Catalina’s assertions about mistreatments by attacking her 
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integrity and honor.  He accused her of having an illicit relationship with the free mulatto, 

Juan Martínez, known as el zapatero (the shoemaker).  Don Tomás Arroyave declared 

that on the night of October 26, 1818, Juan Martínez had entered his home through the 

kitchen to continue his affair with what Don Tomás Arroyave called the, “concubine,” 

Catalina.  When he entered the kitchen, the servantm Juan Escobar, confronted him and 

fought him with knives.  The noise from the altercations woke up Doña Felipa Madrid 

and prompted her to ask her servants to run to the comandante juez (captain judge) and 

arrest Juan Martínez.  By the time the comandante juez arrived, the servants had pinned 

Juan Martínez down, facilitating his arrest.
152

 

Rather than focus on the illegal entrance to his house, Don Tomás Arroyave 

emphasized the dishonor he suffered because of the illicit affair Catalina was having, 

which had led to the altercations.  This, Don Tomás Arroyave hoped, would undermine 

any of Catalina’s efforts to accuse his wife of mistreatments.  As the investigations 

preceded, Don Tomás Arroyave, his wife, and the servants, highlighted incidents that 

attacked Catalina’s honor.  According to the witnesses, on one occasion Doña Felipa 

Madrid had asked Catalina to bring her chocolates from a dresser she had in her room.  

Catalina, instead, kept part of the chocolate and the key to the dresser.  This is, at least, 

what they accused Catalina of doing.  When Doña Felipa Madrid realized her key was 

missing, every servant searched the house, without any luck.  It was until Doña Felipa 

Madrid saw Catalina with the key that the matter was resolved.  According to the 

servants, Rafael Estrada and Tiburcio Polanco, nothing else in the dresser was missing 

when Doña Felipa Madrid found the key.
153
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The depositions further exposed what Don Tomás Arroyave believed was the 

questionable moral behavior of Catalina.  He presented a love letter Juan Martínez had 

written to Catalina from jail, asking her why she had not gone to visit him, whether she 

was taking good care of their child, and if she could please send his favorite cigarettes to 

pass the time.  He signed the letter “he who adores you, the one you know well.”  

According to the servant Juan Escobar, who confronted Juan Martínez, he once had a 

previous love affair with Catalina, and because of his jealousy, was nearby when Juan 

Martínez entered the house, as if he knew of the affair and was waiting for an opportunity 

to confront them.  The entire household knew Juan Martínez.  He worked occasionally in 

charge of feeding Don Tomás Arroyave’s animals and was the godfather of one of his 

servant’s children, Ildefonsa Cajera.  Such overt break of his trust, Don Tomás Arroyave 

argued, “was unacceptable and hurt his honor in the community.”
154

 

Interestingly, the depositions revealed that almost every servant, including one of 

Don Tomás Arroyave’s daughters, knew Catalina was having an affair with Juan 

Martínez.  The servant Rosa Perú said that they had sex on the kitchen floor.  Juan 

Escobar was aware of the affair, but denied acting out of jealousy, and María Ildefonsa 

Carbajal had seen Juan Martínez exit the kitchen on various occasions.  Doña Rosa 

Arroyave, Don Tomas’s youngest daughter of eighteen years of age, said she gave Juan 

Martínez a key to the house that he told her he needed to enter and feed the animals.  She 

was suspicious of the affair with Catalina, but claimed, “She could not imagine such 

occurrences in her house.”
155

  The dishonor to Don Tomás Arroyave’s house, along with 
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negative views about blacks in the wake of Haiti would seal Catalina and Juan Martínez’s 

fate. 

The servants stated that it was not surprising that a, “negra would engage in such 

pernicious behavior,” while Don Tomás Arroyave reminded the authorities of what 

happens, “when you allow negros uncontrolled freedom and movement.”  The authorities 

jailed Juan Martínez for over two years and without official sentencing.  In his court 

appeal, Juan Martínez complained that, “only a negro could receive such unfair 

treatment.”  The judge also rescinded the previous order that required Don Tomás 

Arroyave to give Catalina a couple of weeks of rest, due to mistreatments she had 

suffered.
156

  She went back to work, but her conflicts with her masters remained. 

Less than a year after these incidents happened, Catalina once again complained 

to the authorities that she was receiving mistreatments.  This time she claimed Don 

Tomás Arroyave was forcing her to work in light of suffering from physical ailments that 

were hindering her duties in the kitchen.  She once again sent these complaints to the 

office for the protection of slaves, but Don Tomás Arroyave challenged them by claiming 

that Catalina’s previous masters told him she was a rebellious slave.  Don Esteban Valle, 

for instance, had told Don Tomás Arroyave that Catalina rarely completed her tasks, 

which forced him to punish her on numerous occasions.  Don Felipe Morones told Don 

Tomás Arroyave that he always treated her well, caring for her when she became ill and 

giving her light work in the kitchen.  This, however, never reduced her rebellious nature, 

forcing him to sell her to Don Tomás Arroyave.
157

  The rebellious behavior of Catalina 

was an issue Don Tomás Arroyave stressed in his case against her.  By emphasizing such 
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rebellious activity, Don Tomás Arroyave hoped it would invoke the imagery of the slaves 

that rebelled in Haiti and destroyed an entire colonial order. 

The audiencia ruled against Catalina, on the grounds that her rebellious activity 

would serve as an example for other slaves who contemplated challenging their masters 

or any authority figure, including the King.  This was especially true after one of the most 

violent and successful rebellions by slaves, which had happened only a few hundred 

miles from New Spain.  Frightened by the possibility of such events happening in their 

own patrias, the audiencia used Catalina as an example for other slaves and reminded her 

that the most important duty of a slave was to “serve their masters with the upmost 

respect and that their masters, with their fatherly wisdom, behaved in ways that were in 

the best interest of the slave.”
158

  This was a drastic change from pre-Haiti cases, where 

slaves achieved their freedom by garnering the support of members from the upper 

classes and others.  In these cases, Catalina was unable even to receive some form of 

support from the servants she worked with.  The physical evidence revealed 

mistreatments that all the servants denied happened.  Even members from the lower 

classes had changed their perceptions about blacks, but they also may have feared 

retaliation from Don Tomás Arroyave.  He was an influential individual with connections 

in the courts and other wealthy individuals.  In 1820, the Indians from San Pedro 

Yepocapa in Chimaltenango, Guatemala complained to the audiencia of Santiago that he 

had illegally taken their land by having his horses eat their crops.  The court then upheld 

Don Tomás Arroyave’s claims and allowed him to keep the land he had taken illegally.
159

  

Catalina’s experiences demonstrate that besides her greatest efforts to access legal 
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protections and rights that the Crown had institutionalized, the trauma of Haiti made it 

virtually impossible for her to improve her social conditions.  Despite conflicting 

interests between the upper classes and the state, especially during the period of the wars 

for independence, when competing political views intensified, the state and these elites 

united to quell the social mobility of slaves and blacks, in light of fears that stemmed 

from what happened in Haiti. 

Conclusion 

Throughout the height of the Bourbon reforms, slaves living in New Spain 

attempted to use the judicial system in the hopes of improving their living conditions and 

changing their relationship with the state.  Although negative views about blacks were 

present before the Haitian revolution, they were never to the levels they would be after 

this revolution shook the entire Atlantic world.  Blacks, before Haiti, took advantage of 

the conflicts between members of New Spain’s upper classes and the state, over the role 

of government in the everyday life.  Even though empires had created the system of 

slavery across the Americas to favor the master, the cases analyzed in this chapter before 

Haiti show another story.  The state ruled in favor of the slaves in these cases to 

antagonize the master and undermine the power of those that were or would have 

challenged the state.  By doing so, slaves found an ally in the state and sought to change 

their relationship with it.  They hoped this would at least grant them access to the 

protection of the legal codes the Crown had passed to check the power of slave-owners.  

Being a slave of the King, for example, gave them protection under the 1789 slave codes 

and access to militias that gave some privileges, including the ability to have greater 

mobility, the protection of the military courts, and achieving a higher social status within 
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the black communities.  Having such a close relationship with the King could also give 

slaves higher probabilities of achieving manumission, by being virtually guaranteed 

personal days to earn wages, for example.  Those slaves that achieved their freedom 

became free subjects of the King and could now access rights and protections that only 

free individuals enjoyed.  The possibilities were at least present in principle to improve 

their social status. 

Conditions for blacks worsened once the Haitian Revolution began.  Slave 

owners, especially those of European descent, used this revolution as a way to expand 

negative views about blacks, portraying them as savages, deserving their condition as 

slaves, and a danger to any colonial order.  These antagonistic views played out in the 

lives of blacks living in New Spain, hindering their opportunities for upward social 

mobility.  Even during the period of the wars of the independence in Spanish America, 

when members of the ruling classes across the Atlantic fought over intense and 

competing political views over the fate of the empire, they united to quell efforts by 

blacks that challenged their existing social status.  Despite such odds against them, blacks 

continued using litigation as a way of directly placing themselves in the presence of state, 

hoping to change their relationship with that entity.   

In the following chapter I continue my analysis of everyday forms of empire-

building, by examining ways daily expressions of kinship.  I explore ways that slaves and 

free blacks forged kinship ties to survive daily hardships, create networks of 

communities, which in turn, determined self-understandings and their relationships with 

the monarch.  By desiring and legitimizing the idealized patriarchal order, slaves and free 

blacks hoped to gain favor from officials in their petitions to the state.  I examine how the 
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formation of kinship ties became urgent when the Haitian Revolution started, as a way to 

challenge negative perceptions about the black populations. 
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CHAPTER 3, FAMILIES OF SLAVES AND AN EMPIRE OF FAMILIES: THE 

FATHER KING AND HIS SUBJECTS 

 

 On February 17, 1778, the priest of the town of Tacubaya, now a neighborhood in 

Mexico City, denounced the mulatto, Juan Ramírez, to the Audiencia Indiferente of 

Coyoacán for “living in sin” with the mestiza, Ignacia Nava, and their child.  The Church 

had never formally married them.  In addition, Juan Ramírez insulted the priest on 

numerous occasions when the prelate continued to bother him about marrying the mother 

of his child.  On the twenty-sixth of the same month, the priest, who was tired of the 

insults, asked the locals, Antonio Guerrero, Francisco del Rosario Cortes, Fermín José, 

and Pedro Bonifacio, to capture Juan Ramírez, who was hiding in a barn.  During the 

attempted capture, Juan Ramírez armed himself with a knife and went to the top of the 

barn, yelling obscenities at the priest.  After they captured him, Juan Ramírez’s 

interrogation revealed that he had affairs with two other women.  Eugenia Hernández, 

twenty-eight years of age, said that because he took her virginity and promised to marry 

her, she decided to live with Juan Ramírez for almost six years and had a child that was 

now three years old.  At the time, the priest of Tacubaya had also pressured them to get 

married.  María Vicenta Sánchez, twenty-seven years of age and a mestiza, said she lived 

with Juan Ramírez for about five years because he had promised her matrimony.  

Because the priest knew about Juan’s past, he refused to marry them.  She had a child 

with Juan that died.  Ignacia Nava then declared that she had lived with Juan for two 
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years, because he had also promised her matrimony. Instead, he abandoned her with an 

infant daughter.
160

 

Juan Ramírez denied having an illicit relationship with María Vicenta Sánchez.  

He claimed that he did not want to marry Ignacia because he discovered she was 

socializing with other men at the pulquerias, bars, and that he had contracted a venereal 

disease from her.  He also denied promising Eugenia hand in marriage.  All of the 

witnesses, however, declared that they knew Ignacia since she was a child and that 

although she sometimes went to the pulquerias, she was reserved among men.  The 

investigators of the Audiencia, royal court, discovered that Ignacia and Juan both had a 

venereal disease.  They decided instead to focus the investigation on correcting the insults 

Juan gave to the priest.  Juan’s lawyer argued that had insulted the priest when he was 

drunk and that never in his right and sober mind would he insult or challenge the 

authority of a priest.
161

  The Audiencia concluded that Juan’s apology for insulting the 

priest was sufficient and because he promised never to insult him again or continue his 

relationship with Ignacia or any of the women, the judges ordered his release by August 

of the same year. 

 About twenty five years later in the surrounding region of Córdoba, Veracruz, on 

November 22, 1802, the slave José Antonio, from the hacienda la Pañuela, killed his 

fellow slave, Matías José, because Matías was accusing him of having an illicit 

relationship with this wife, María Gabriela.  According to the witnesses, Matías heard 

from a child slave that his wife and José Antonio met around noon by the river on various 
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occasions.  The day José Antonio killed Matías, José Antonio claimed he was resting on a 

rock on that same river when Gabriela unexpectedly appeared and told him she “no 

longer wanted a devil” in her life.  When Matías surprised them, he first turned his anger 

against his wife, beating her with a stick, which prompted José Antonio to resist Matías, 

killing him with two stabs to the back and chest.  Scared for what might happen to her 

and José Antonio, Gabriela declared that she fled with him to Orizaba, where an Indian 

accepted them into his house.  The Indian assumed they were husband and wife, but 

never asked them if they were slaves.  She added that, “Without a husband or family she 

felt lost and, therefore, concluded that José Antonio would at least protect her.”  With the 

assistance of local Indians, the captain of the Audiencia of Córdoba found Gabriela and 

José Antonio and returned them to their master.
162

  When the mayordomo (foreman) and 

other workers discovered Matías was missing and then found his body, they all assumed 

it was José Antonio who was responsible for his death because everyone knew that the 

two quarreled over the supposed illicit relationship he was having with Gabriela.  

Unfortunately, the final pages of this document are missing and we do not know what 

happened to José Antonio and María Gabriela.  For killing someone, José Antonio faced 

the death penalty and Gabriela could suffer some form of punishment as an accomplice.  

The authorities could also punish her for having an illicit relationship and escaping the 

hacienda.   

 On the surface, these two cases say little about the kinds of kinship relationships 

slaves and free blacks forged during the last decades of the colonial period, but they do 
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reveal much about efforts by the Church and the Crown to maintain social order.  The 

ability or inability of the Church and Crown to control marital and sexual practices was a 

tangible measure of the kind of power they had over the population.  The extensive 

records that cultural historians of the Bourbon period have examined in Church and 

secular archives are testimony to the importance of these issues for both institutions.  

Although the historiography illustrates the tensions among colonial authorities in many 

parts of Spanish America, the limited administrative resources of the Crown produced 

conditions where the Church became the State.  The Church had its own courts that 

prosecuted crimes, anti-Christian behavior, and what the Church deemed as deviant 

social behavior.  It collected taxes, created censuses of tributaries and households, and 

was a major generator of economic wealth.
163

  In the frontiers and borderlands, the 

Church, since the sixteenth century, was the socializing force, establishing missions with 

the aim of converting unconquered Indians (indios bárbaros).  During the eighteenth 

century, the religious orders assumed these same roles on the frontier and borderlands.   

 This chapter examines the ways that slaves and the free black population forged 

meaningful kinship ties to survive their condition of slavery and define their relationship 

with the Church and Crown.  I am particularly interested in examining slaves the Crown 

owned because their experiences illustrate how the Crown directly addressed the issues of 

kinship, morality, and social control.  The patriarchal kinship model was one that slaves 

engaged with to their own advantage by seeking to create male-centered households that 

could legitimize their family ties.  Their desire for stable family units was, therefore, in 
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line with the kind of social order the Church and Crown wanted.  Nonetheless, the 

dehumanization of slavery placed strains on slave families separated by sales and violent 

working conditions that left widows, orphans, and single individuals.  The Church and 

Crown were major culprits in these processes and often refused to recognize families of 

slaves by prohibiting marriages between slaves, especially between slaves from different 

masters.  Slaves still asserted kinship ties and attempted to force the Church and Crown 

to provide some form of recognition.   

Kinship and the Cultural History of the Bourbon Reforms 

 Social and cultural historians of the Bourbon period have made important 

contributions that enrich our understandings of gender roles, royal patriarchy, sexuality, 

and kinship relationships among members of the upper classes.  María Elena Martínez’s 

analysis shows that lineage was an important indicator of social status tied to religious 

and early modern conceptions of race.  Individuals seeking social advancement often 

emphasized their lineage by incorporating the last names, even of distant family 

members, as part of their own name.
164

  Hence, the elaborate names of members of the 

upper classes or at least of those who aspired to such position.  Miguel Hidalgo, for 

example, the leader of the 1810 Bajío rebellion, was officially, Don Miguel Gregorio 

Antonio Ignacio Hidalgo-Costilla y Gallaga Mandarte Villaseñor.  Since upward mobility 

was difficult, emphasizing extended lineages was one way to gain advancement.   

Material conditions also determined kinship.  Eric Van Young’s work on the 

hacienda in the Guadalajara region during the eighteenth century shows that ownership of 

haciendas was economically a risky and often non-profitable investment, as evidenced by 

the turnover rate of haciendas at every eleven or so years.  Still, many members of the 
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upper classes, or those desiring that position, wanted this form of ownership to cement 

their social status.
165

  Aspiring young entrepreneurs often invested in these haciendas 

because they could use their properties as collateral for credit and a symbol of social 

prestige in their courtships with marriage partners.  Indeed, having debts was a sign of 

economic prosperity in colonial Latin America.
166

  Over time, members of the upper 

classes named their haciendas after the family surname, as a way to connote the status of 

the family to locals.  The children and relatives of the deceased, who inherited houses and 

other possession, could have sold them for profit, but due to emotional attachments, 

families often kept them.  Owning property in Latin American cities was a clear sign of 

some kind of status and one that many wanted.  This was the case, even when those of the 

lower upper classes were wealthier than the supposed upper classes.  The social and 

cultural importance of those family ties is what made them desirable.  It would be the 

equivalent of a successful entrepreneur marrying into the U.S.’s Kennedy or Roosevelt 

families. 

 Robert W. Slenes’s pioneering work on slave families in Brazil provides a starting 

point for conducting kinship analyses on slaves and free black populations in Latin 

America.  He shows the importance of family ties to survive the hardships of slavery, for 

they offered  vital emotional and economic networks.  More importantly, Slenes at the 

time debunked previous arguments that suggested the absence of any family ties among 

slaves.  When Slenes published his work, racist views by scholars that shaped social 

mentalities implying that blacks were incapable of creating families due to the traumatic 
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ways that slavery destroyed the family, served as the foundations of these arguments.    

Scholars and policy makers used these arguments for decades after the end of slavery in 

Brazil to explain supposed dysfunctional family ties among the black populations of that 

country.
167

   

U.S. History and Anthropological Models for Latin America 

 Studies on slave families in the U.S. are better developed and provide models 

from which future generations of Latin Americanists can build on.  The political and 

social situation in the U.S., especially since the Civil Rights movement, prompted 

historians to also debunk the idea of the African-American family as incompatible with a 

stable family life.  Nonetheless, even President Barack Obama began his first term with 

speeches about the absent African-American father and the instability of the family in 

that community.  Herbert Gutman’s classic work focused primarily on the African-

American family after slavery to challenge two arguments.  The first suggested that the 

black family was only matriarchal, which meant that slavery destroyed the male slave to 

such an extent that he could not belong to a family or hope to form one.  The second 

contended that class determined family structures, meaning that only members from the 

middle and upper middle classes had the ability to form families.  This second argument, 

therefore, excluded the majority of African-Americans, who were predominantly working 
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class.  He chose to study the period after slavery to determine the impact that slavery had 

on black families and found that two-parent households were the norm in any socio-

economic class.
168

  As Slenes demonstrated twenty years after this work, Gutman shows 

that African-Americans, as slaves and free individuals, desired and had the same two-

parent household as the rest of society. 

 Examining slave families over time remains a challenge for historians due to the 

availability of sources.  The Spanish laws of the Siete Partidas allowed slaves to get 

married and prohibited masters from preventing those marriages.  In the U.S., the state 

never recognized marriages between slaves.  Although the Siete Partidas acknowledged 

slave marriages and prohibited slave owners from preventing marriages between slaves, 

local practices in the Americas indicate that slave owners discouraged and prevented 

slaves from formally marrying, especially between slaves that belonged to different 

masters.  Since Church law stipulated that married slaves had to live in one household, a 

marriage between slaves of different masters meant that one slave had to move to the 

house of another, creating tensions between both masters over compensation.
169

  Anne 

Patton Malone’s work on slave families in nineteenth century Louisiana, however, 

indicates that single mother households, or what appeared as such, maintained 

meaningful relationships with men from nearby plantations and farms.  She confirmed 

this in her investigation of 155 slave communities from twenty-six parishes, 

demonstrating marriages, baptisms, and deaths involving the mothers and fathers of 
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slaves, often living on different plantations or farms.
170

  Indeed, she concludes that 

although economic pressures transformed labor needs, the occupations of slaves, and 

household sizes, the idealized nuclear two-parent household never faded and changed 

little over the sixty years she examined.  One can also safely conclude that what appear to 

be single slave mothers in demographic sources may often have been women in 

relationships with men in nearby houses, farms, or large plantations.  The presence of 

slave widows also indicates individuals that at one point were married.   

 The more recent edited volume by Rosemary A. Joyce and Susan D. Gillespie 

conceptualizes kinship around the material conditions of the house, as a the basic unit 

where those relationships are forged.
171

  One approach examines relationships that link 

families to larger kin groups that incorporate multiple families and endure longer than a 

single family; a second analyses the relationship between kin ties and locality.  That is, 

the relationship between blood and soil.
172

  In essence, Joyce and Gillespie propose that 

rather than focus on how kinship is classified or engaging with the structuralist approach, 

scholars should turn their attention to concrete social processes centered on the house.  
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This would in turn help us to understand the relationship between kinship, locality, and 

how families at the local level interact.  They once again show the relevance of Lévi-

Strauss’s pioneering work, by pointing to ways that he illustrated the house as the center 

of kinship.
173

  At the heart of these processes are the meanings people place on material 

culture and how place becomes a marker of individual and group self-classification.
174

  

This is particularly relevant for Latin Americanists, who stress local conditions as 

fundamental to understanding any kind of social process in the region. 

 The contributors of Joyce and Gillsepie’s edited volume propose intriguing ways 

of conceptualizing kinship, but these models are difficult to apply to slaves.  The Spanish 

Crown imported African slaves to the Americas against their will.  Once in the Americas, 

they did not get to choose where they lived and worked.  They did, however, forge 

kinship ties and established those ties around households.  Households organized all of 

the censuses of slaves that I examined.  Over time, slaves would name their children to 

reflect family ties and create American understandings of themselves.  Through an 

analysis of kinship, therefore, one may be able to examine the ways in which local self-

understandings were forged and how those local understandings shaped the relationships 

of individuals with the Crown. 

 I begin my analysis of slave families by examining quantitative data from the 

censuses of the royal fort at Omoa in present-day Honduras during the period of 1777-
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1811.  I chose this location because it was a frontier region where the slaves belonged to 

the Crown. 

Demography 

 The first census I examined is from 1777.  It includes information about the free 

and slave populations.  The captain of the fort at Omoa, Don José González Fermin, 

ordered this census.  The goal was only to determine the size of the population. 

According to González Fermin, the entire population was 1,343, of which, 1,029 were 

slaves of the Crown.  About 314 of the slaves worked as fort soldiers, militiamen, sailors, 

and volunteers.  The rest worked as field workers.  The census takers only documented, 

sex, marital status, age, and deaths.  Still, the slaves organized themselves by household.  

According to this census, the slaves were all Mondongos, Caravalis, and a few from 

Palma.
175

  Since by around, 1750 the Crown ended the asiento (commerce) of slaves in 

favor of private commerce, the origin of the slaves indicates that the fort of Omoa 

engaged in commerce with traffickers with ties to West Africa.  These included mostly 

British and Portuguese sailors, as well as some Spaniards.  Omoa, therefore, was actively 

participating in the trans-Atlantic slave trade.
176

  Table 5 summarizes information on sex, 

marital status, and deaths.  The graph accompanying the table shows the age distributions 

of the population by sex. 
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Table 5. Slave Population at the Royal Fort of Omoa by Sex, Marital Status, Average Household 

Size, and Deceased, 1777 
             
Male Female      Married      Single    Widow       Average Household Size     Deceased     Total 

 

292         198             291           193           7                         2.49                               123            490 

             
Source: AGCA A.1 Leg. 396, Exp. 8278.  Expediente sobre el trabajo y ocupaciones de los esclavos en las 

obras reparaciones del Castillo de Omoa.  The total does not include the number of deceased slaves.  In 

addition, eight households from the surroundings in San Fernando de Omoa owned thirty two slaves 

between them.  One of these was a house of former slaves that owned one.  There were also 300 houses of 

free pardos. 

 

 

 
Source: AGCA A.1 Leg. 396, Exp. 8278. 

 

 The information from Table 5 shows that males outnumbered females by almost 

two to one.  Indeed, men between the ages of twenty and forty made up the 

overwhelming number of households with singles.  Slave owners tended to favor buying 

slaves in their teens, twenties, and thirties for their high labor demands.  This was 

especially true in sugar plantations.  The high death rates on these types of plantations 
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meant that they needed a constant importation of slaves to have a sustainable slave 

population.  This rule also applied to plantations engaging in other forms of production.  

In this specific case from Omoa, over 90% of the single households were male slaves in 

this age category.  According to Captain José González Fermin, the slaves worked 

repairing the fort, building roads, growing sugar, and cutting wood.  These were 

occupations that could result in high rates of injury and death.  Of the total population of 

613 for 1776, 123 died.  This was 20.07% of the entire population, but all of these slaves 

were overwhelmingly children, followed by young adults.  Still, on average, each 

household had close to two and a half people.  This means that on the whole, and despite 

harsh working conditions and high mortality rates, slaves still managed to form 

households with multiple individuals that had meaningful kinship ties.  Malone’s research 

challenged previous arguments that the size of the slave holding and high mortality rates 

with overwhelming numbers of single male slaves on sugar plantations prevented them 

from forming families.  Small farmers from the southern U.S. could never afford entire 

families and preferred single males.  She found that single slaves were small on sugar 

plantations and that many still formed households.  Indeed, the small slaveholding 

composition of single males with female headed households changed little in the 

nineteenth century.
177

  The evidence from Omoa supports her conclusions and speaks to 

the resiliency of slaves to form families, no matter what the odds against them. 

The following examples of houses from the first contract of Caravali slaves 

illustrate this point well.   One house included Juan Arroyo Mete, aged forty-five, who 

was married to Lusa Sibuanga, aged thirty-five. They had produced four children by 

1776.  Two were living, Juan Manuel Arroyo, aged fourteen, and María Josefa Arroyo, 
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aged ten.  Two, Juan de Dios Arroyo and José Arroyo, had died, and unfortunately, 

Captain González Fermin did not record their ages.  The shared last name of Arroyo with 

all these children clearly indicates a kinship relationship with Juan Manuel Arroyo and 

their mother Lusa Sibuanga.   A second household included Manuel Arroyo Evo, aged 

forty years, who was a brother of José Arroyo. He was married to María Concepción, 

aged thirty-two.  Their children were Antonio Nicolás, aged fifteen and María Ignacia, 

aged eleven.  One could hypothesize that María may have been named after her mother.  

Indeed, it was common practice to name children from the same family with previously 

used names.  Ann Cody Cheryll’s work on naming practices of slaves from the Ball rice 

plantations of Berkeley Parish, South Carolina found that 60% of the Ball family males 

received similar names, while 56% of females received the same name.  The naming 

practices of the slaves at Omoa show African and American cultural influences, while 

emphasizing kinship ties.
178

    

To further illustrate the various compositions of slave households, I provide a few 

more examples from the hundreds gathered in this census.  A third household from the 

same contrata or labor gang included Francisco Salvador, aged fifty married to Marcela 

Passi, aged twenty.   A fourth household was composed of Domingo Ori, aged forty-five, 

married to María Antonia, aged forty and their daughter,  named Francisca, who died the 

year of the census.  Six individuals made up the fifth household.  They were José Ocara, 
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aged forty-eight, who was married to Margarita Mabando, aged forty, and their daughters 

María Manuela, aged fifteen and María de Jesús, aged twelve.  Two other children died 

that year, Petrona and Manuel Domingo, of unknown ages.  The tenth household was 

composed of the thirty-five year old widow, Juana Josefa Andulo, who also lost two 

children, Santiago Ocura and María Catarina.
179

  Even though Juana Josefa Andulo was a 

widow and lived by herself since the passing of her children, she once belonged to a 

nuclear family and likely continued her family ties with extended family members or 

fictive kinship ties with her neighbors.    

What is striking about this census is that men headed the overwhelming majority 

of the households.  This is at least what the royal authorities considered as the model 

during the eighteenth century.
180

  Unfortunately, the captain that conducted the census 

from 1777 failed to describe the occupations of the slaves, but the census conducted in 

1803 described both male and female slaves working as field workers.  In 1803, the 

captain, Antonio González, stated that all households were required to provide at least 

one able bodied worker regardless of sex.  This meant that women from female headed 

households were required to work.
181

  The large numbers of male slaves and perceptions 

from royal authorities, therefore, facilitated the male headed household at Omoa in 1777. 
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The 1777 census indicates that of the 250 total households, about 50% were 

composed of singles, of which about 95% were single men.  This was especially true 

among the slaves from the third and fourth contrata.  The first contrata had no single 

slaves and the second had five single slaves, but one was a widow.  Most likely, slaves 

from the third and fourth contrata were slaves recently imported to Omoa and, therefore, 

had little time to marry.  The larger numbers of male slaves, which was close to one 

hundred more than female slaves, also made finding a marriage partners harder.  This 

trend, however, will change from 1803 till independence.  Censuses from this period 

indicate that the single men that survived eventually found marriage partners among the 

free and slave populations.  This finding challenges previous arguments about the 

marriage choices of slave and free women, who are sometimes assumed to have favored 

male free blacks or other free males over slaves as a way to advance socially.   

One finds marriages of female slaves and some free black women to African men 

in households from the first and second contrata of 1777.  In the first household of the 

second contrata, Rafael Timiti, aged forty-six years, married Nicolasa; they had had one 

son, José Manuel, aged ten.  The name Timiti indicates an east African origin.
182

  His 

wife and children, however, lacked any African surname, which mostly likely meant that 

they were American born slaves.  The second household had Tomas Tam, aged fifty, 

married to María Catarina Mari, age thirty-five, who had two children that passed away, 

Juan and María Josefa.  The surnames Tam and Mari are from regions in Mozambique 

and southern Africa.  The third household had Eusebio Engoma, aged forty, married to 

María Dolores, aged thirty-five, who also had two daughters, Juliana and Rosa, who had 
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passed away.  The engoma is a typical drum used by the Bantu people of central sub-

Saharan Africa.  Eusebio may have been a good drummer or come from this part of 

Africa.  Slave owners often named their slaves for the individual attributes of the slave.  

They could call them, for example, Jose “El Estupido,” or Juana “La Feroz.”  Still, 

Eusebio’s African surname indicates that an African slave had married an American born 

slave.
183

  Again, these are only a few examples of the hundreds of cases of households 

from 1777 in Omoa. 

The age distribution graph from 1777 reveals that the fort had a slave population 

with a work force that relied on slave imports.  This was because of the high mortality 

rates.  According to Captain José Fermín González, the royal slaves were the heart of the 

population and served, “his highness’s authority in the region against foreign threats.”
184

  

This trend, however, changed from 1803 onwards, indicting a diminished workforce 

alongside what remained as a fairly large slave population.  The Crown struggled to 

maintain a slave workforce due to the limited access to the slave trade and the problems 

over the illegal trading of slaves.  According to Rina Cáceres Gómez and Doug Tompson, 

this was especially problematic when the Crown eliminated the asientos of slaves and 

decided on having private merchants sell slaves to New Spain.
185

  Despite the hardships 

of maintaining a viable slave workforce, the continued presence of slaves at Omoa until 

the virtual end of colonial rule indicates that the Crown at least viewed them as vital for 

the settlement of this frontier region, which in turn indicates that slaves were central 

actors of the Bourbon imperial projects. 
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 Authorities conducted the 1803 slave census to determine the size of the 

population, but more importantly, to determine how much the Crown was spending to 

maintain the slaves and how much revenue the slaves were raising for the Crown.  On 

October 27, 1803, Captain Antonio González declared to the Real Audiencia in 

Guatemala City that according to records he had from the Real Hacienda, the King 

owned 372 slaves in the port of Omoa.  The crown was spending $16,973 annual pesos to 

maintain these slaves with food and clothing.  The number of slaves and the Crown’s 

expenses did not include the sixty artillerymen, which they paid about four daily salaries 

for their services, and only between ten and twelve worked as field-workers.  Even when 

they reduced the 372 to a fifth, of which four fifths included women, children, disabled, 

and seniors, the captain argued that they should have at least seventy-four as workers.  If 

he had these workers as free laborers to contract out to locals and making four daily 

wages, then the crown would only spend $10,323 annual pesos.  According to the 

captain, for every thirty slaves, only one legitimately won his daily wage.
186

  The captain 

was obviously concerned about the Crown’s expenses and yet the Crown continued 

having slaves. 

 By 1803, the number of female slaves started outnumbering male slaves and this 

trend continued during the next decade.  In 1803, female slaves were 59.55% of the entire 

slave population.  In 1809, they were 68.09% of the population and in 1810 they were 

58.82% of the population.  Across the Americas, the anticipated end of the slave trade 

prompted slave owners to find new ways to maintain their slave populations.  Some tried 

rewarding females who had children, though they did not reduce their demands on the 

labor they wanted from slaves.  Traditionally, slave owners did not care for slave children 
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and were concerned with exploiting the labor from their slaves.
187

  Evidence from the 

region surrounding Omoa indicates that farmers did not rely on slaves, but the Crown did, 

especially to settle the frontier.  The Crown, therefore, had to find ways to maintain that 

slave population for this reason alone.  Although the Crown had never passed slave codes 

concerning the treatment of female slaves for the entire empire, the captain of the fort 

claimed that local law prevented him from making pregnant female slaves or who had 

either infants or children younger than six years old from working.   He mentioned that 

sixty artillerymen worked on a full time basis, thirty had other occupations that prevented 

them from working as field workers, nine infants died, nine seniors died, forty-eight 

children were not eligible to work, forty-sevem infants were also unable to work, forty-

seven female slaves were raising infants, thirty-nine were unable to work due to age and 

handicaps, thirteen were contracted to work in Granada, Guatemala City, and Trujillo, 

and seven females were heads of the house, with the responsibility as single mothers or 

widows with dependents that prevented them from working.
188

 

 According to the captain, the slaves were using the excuse of age, pregnancy, or 

the care of children to remove themselves from work obligations.  They could make those 

arguments because royal ordinances allowed slaves to invoke these protections.  The 

Crown passed these protections to fend off abuses from slave owners and in this 

particular case, to ensure the survival of the slave population.  The captain declared that 

by using these codes, the slaves were passing their time on the surrounding hills working 

their own fields to maintain their families.  Every slave lived in a house with domestic 

animals, their work tools, chairs, cows, trees, and crops.  Indeed, these freedoms 
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facilitated many slaves the ability to raise money to buy their own freedom.
189

  Still, since 

the local population was low, even freed slaves continued with the same occupations they 

had when they were slaves.  The captain and other royal officials did not see 

manumission as a threat because the free black population was relatively isolated from 

the rest of the kingdom, as opposed to slaves who lived in major population centers and 

who could instigate other slaves to seek their freedom.   

 Of the total numbers of females, fifty-four were raising children and other 

dependents.  Of the 157 households, furthermore, females headed seventy-one.  That 

means that females led almost half of the households.  This included a minority of single 

widow females, but it also involved multi-family houses where the mother or parents 

incorporated their grandchildren.  The second household from the first contrata, for 

example, included the worker and widow of Ocara (her husband) Margarita Mabando, 

aged sixty-nine years, her daughters Petrona Ocara, aged thirty, and Margarita Jacoba 

Ocara, aged twenty.  This house also had Petrona’s son, Jacinto José, aged seven, and 

María Josefina, aged nineteen, as well as Margarita’s two children, which were Severina 

Luciana, aged five, and Felipe de Jesús, who was one year and eleven months old.  This 

house, therefore, had three single mothers, or what appeared to be single mothers, and 

three generations of family members.  House twenty-seven had the worker Juana Adán, 

widow of Arrepumpi, fifty-six years old, her seventeen year old daughter, Manuela 

Antonia, her daughter Manuela María Nicolasa, the daughter of María Nicolasa, aged one 

year and one month, and Manuela’s son, José Calixto, who had died after twenty days.  

Again, this household was composed of single mothers and three generations of family 

members.  The field worker Mateo Durán aged thirty-seven, who often went to the port 
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of Trujillo on contracted labor, headed house number thirty-one.  He was married to 

Marcela Guadameni, aged thirty-eight.  Their children were María Manuela, aged twenty-

one, Manuela de Jesús, also age twenty-one, Juana María, aged eighteen, Juana 

Policampo aged nineteen, María Petrona, aged ten, and Antonia Manuel, aged six and a 

half months, who was the daughter of Juana María.  This household also had three 

generations of family members and one single mother.
190

  At least this is what the royal 

authorities believed was happening. 

 Building on Malone’s argument, one can deduce that even single mothers, or at 

least as administrators recorded them in censuses, most likely maintained meaningful 

relationships with men from surrounding farms and plantations.  Indeed, captain 

González declared that he often knew of slave women supposedly prostituting themselves 

to get pregnant and avoid work.  What was happening was that these women visited their 

husbands in the region and vice versa.  It remains unclear whether these women had 

relationships with other male slaves, free blacks, Indians, or other castas, but what is 

important is that regardless of their status as slaves, they maintained meaningful 

relationships and established families.  Furthermore, since the fort had a church with an 

active priest, it is likely that the Church officially married the couples that lived in the 

fort.  Whether this was the case for slaves that maintained relationships outside of the fort 

is unclear and the absence of Church records from the parish of Corazón de Jesús of the 

department of Puerto de Cortes, of which Omoa was under, make it difficult to determine 

the role of the Church in these practices.  Whether the Church legitimized these 

marriages, however, remains irrelevant if the Crown did so by the manner in which 

administrators conducted these censuses.  The average of 2.88 individuals per household 
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that applied to every contrata further illustrates the importance of the family to the social 

organization of the slaves from this fort. 

 The royal policy that excluded pregnant women or those caring for children from 

labor was paying off.  The data from 1803 and 1810 shows large numbers of children 

between the age of zero and five (see the population graphs for these years).  Infant death 

rates during this period appear to have also declined, since the captains only reported a 

handful of infant deaths.  This is in sharp contrast to conditions in 1777, when it was 

common for slave parents to lose their children.  The Crown, therefore, was still hopeful 

that the slave population could reproduce itself and continue to populate this frontier 

region.  The monetary cost of such endeavor, however, would force the Crown to 

abandon it. 

Female slaves used the colonial system to their advantage to such an extent that 

by 1811 they forced the Crown to free all the slaves on the condition that they remained 

in the region as farmers and still provided services to the Crown in the form of labor and 

military participation.  By getting pregnant, they forced the Crown to care for slaves who 

were not working.  A brief census from 1821, however, shows that only sixteen 

households of free blacks remained in the region.  Many left the area to larger population 

centers in the Captaincy General of Guatemala and incorporated into communities of 

Indians.
191

  By 1821 the Crown was struggling to control much in New Spain and these 

freed slaves took advantage of the situation by fleeing the region. 

The evidence from this period shows that regardless of the changing demographic 

and economic conditions, slaves continued to forge families and continued with the 
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idealized nuclear family, even if conditions prohibited them from fulfilling that desire.  

The pattern of individuals from at least three generations of family members in one 

household indicates that family networks were important emotional and economic 

support networks that helped many survive the hardships of slavery.  This was especially 

true at the beginning of the nineteenth century, when a dwindling importation of slaves 

forced the Crown to pass policies that slaves took advantage of that forced the Crown to 

change its practices towards slaves.  Still, the vital roles that slaves maintained as the sole 

population of this frontier region meant that the Crown had to pass these policies.  This is 

clear evidence of the important ways that slaves shaped Bourbon imperial efforts.  

Having done a quantitative demographic analysis, I now turn my attention to court 

records involving slaves and free blacks to examine the ways that kinship shaped the 

kinds of relationships they forged with the father King on a daily basis.  Everyday 

processes were vital to empire-building efforts. 

Table 6. Slave Population at Omoa by Sex, Marital Status, and Average Household Size, 1803 

             

 
Male Female  Married             Single  Widow       Average Household Size Total 

             

 

186         265                     163                 206     76        2.88    445 

             
Source: AGCA A.1 Leg. 396, Exp. 8278.  These include sixteen classified as orphans and eleven who were 

away on contract occupations.  Orphans could fall under any marital condition and the few cases where a 

household was only composed of orphans indicated that siblings maintained the household in the absence 

of both parents.  Those away on contract occupations tended to be males in the age of eleven to twenty.  

There were only six infant deaths and families counted them as part of their household during the year of 

1802.  The total represents all of the married, single, and widowed slaves. 
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Source: AGCA A.1 Leg. 396, Exp. 8278.  This includes the six infant deaths and slaves that were away on 

a temporary basis. 

 

 

Table 7. Slave Population by Sex, Marital Status, and Average Household Size at Omoa, 1809 
             

     

Male       Female          Widow          Single          Married      Average Household Size       Total 

 

120         256      37             235         103             2.41                          375 
             

Source: AGCA A1. Leg. 396, Exp. 8278.  Unfortunately, the royal commander did not count by age and 

instead focused on how many rations of food and money they gave each household.  Single slaves include 

about ten orphans and a couple of slaves away on contract occupations.  This list does not count twenty five 

senior slaves who were unable to work and had an average age of 66.92.  The authorities based rations on 

age and occupation.  They gave children only half a ration and infants no rations because their mothers or 

wet nurse nursed them.  They also did not give slaves working as artillerymen rations because they paid 

them for their services. 
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Table 8. Rations and Money Received by the Slave Households at Omoa, 1809 

             

 
Rations        Average Ration by Household          Amount  Average Amount by Household 

 

 1,322                           2.11                                 $7,408 pesos                     $48.73 pesos 

             
Source: AGCA A1. Leg. 396, Exp. 8278. 

 

 

Table 9. Slave Manumissions at Omoa, 1808, 1809, and 1810 

             
Year  Male  Female   Average Price Male  Average Price Female 

 

1808                1                 6        $60 pesos      $168.83 pesos 

 

1809    4     5       $145 pesos          $169 pesos 

 

1810    1                        7                           $50 pesos                                        $75 pesos 

             
Source: AGCA A1. Leg. 396, Exp. 8278. 
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Source: AGCA A1. Leg. 396, Exp. 8278.  These include five infant deaths that those households counted as 

part of their family unit during the year of 1809. 

 

 

Table 10. Slave Population by Sex, Marital Status, and Average Household Size at Omoa, 1810 

             
Male Female     Single Married  Widow        Average Household Size          Total 

 

168   240          222    126                     55                         2.94                                 408 

             
Source: AGCA A1. Leg. 396, Exp. 8278.  Orphans could count in any of these categories and sometimes 

included entire households of orphans who were siblings that continued with the family unit in the absence 

of their parents.  

  

Kinship and Everyday Life 

 The cases in the previous chapter almost all illustrate some form of kinship 

relationship.  Catalina Ordoñez was in a romantic relationship with Juan Martínez, el 

zapatero, and had a child.  The trial even revealed the loss of twins from a difficult 

delivery.  When Sebastiána Marroquín requested her freedom, she demanded it for her 
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entire family and used connections that her mother Lorenza established to help her cause.  

Her experiences revealed strong relationships among people from all social classes in and 

around the province of Chiquimula.  The slave, José Francisco, who demanded his 

freedom by arguing that he had been imported illegally into Spanish America from 

Jamaica, described his family in Jamaica and his relationships with the slaves he lived 

with as a runaway.  Authorities denied Manuel Trinidad in 1818 his attempt to buy the 

freedom of his entire family in spite of arguments he made over the sanctity of marriage 

and family.  Finally, in 1804 Domingo Escobar tried to purchase the freedom of his two 

daughters from the family of his dead master.  In almost every case, one also finds the 

relatives of slave owners fighting to maintain their inherited property.  

 The black populations of New Spain frequently appealed to moral arguments 

regarding the family in a court of law. Cases involving the pecado nefando or sodomy 

were different from the previously outlined cases I examined in chapter 2.  The cases 

from chapter 2 primarily dealt with manumission efforts where slaves invoked their 

desire to unite with families as a valid reason to obtain their freedom.  Prosecutions 

against sodomy, however, reveal ways that prosecutors and defendants used the idealized 

vision of the family or morality to make their arguments.  Both would contend that what 

was stake was the social order of the empire.  On December 22 of 1746, the mulatto, José 

Osornio, from the Mexican town of Chapa de Mota, Jilotepec, about twenty years of age 

and the son of Nicolás Osornio and Leonarda de la Cruz, accused the mestizo, Juan de la 

O, of forcing him into the pecado nefando.  Both lived and worked on the hacienda 

Dosicho.  José Osornio claimed that at first he did not know what Juan de la O was 

talking about when he asked him to commit these acts.  After Juan de la O harassed him 
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for months, he finally gave in.  They continued in their relationship for six months, 

having relations once a week or every other week.  José, however, claimed that, when he 

realized what he was doing was “wrong,” he repented and reported Juan de la O first to 

the ecclesiastical authorities. The priest, Don José Bartolomé García, concluded that the 

authorities should prosecute “the gravity of such a terrible crime” as one “against God 

and the Crown.”
192

  When the authorities investigated, they discovered that Juan de la O 

was also having sexual relations with the mulatto Antonio Pérez, son of Juan Pérez, a 

mulatto, and María the one called “la Chiquita” or little one, a half mestiza half india 

from the same hacienda.  Antonio was only thirteen or fourteen when he had his affair 

with Juan and was now eighteen when the authorities incarcerated him.   

 During the depositions, Juan de la O initially denied having sexual encounters 

with José and Antonio, but José and Antonio declared that Juan convinced them to 

commit the act.  Eventually, Juan admitted to relationships with both men, but claimed it 

was only a few times with José and that, although they tried three times, he could never 

penetrate Antonio because it hurt him.  To verify these claims, the court ordered that 

surgeons, or those with medical training, examine the bodies of all the men to determine 

if any sort of penetration happened.   

 The surgeons, Don José de Almondre, Don Manuel de Islas, and the teacher Don 

Lorenzo de Robles concluded that José Osornio’s anus had what appeared to be  light 

evidence of penetration, but since it had been almost three years since his encounters, the 

signs were not as visible.  Antonio Pérez, however, had clear evidence of numerous 

instances of penetration and they found no evidence of penetration on Juan de la O.  This 
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was sufficient evidence for the court to determine their guilt and then pass them on to the 

ecclesiastical authorities to conduct depositions of witnesses in order to gather stronger 

evidence against all three.  Although José Osornio had originally accused Juan de la O, 

and since the authorities had suspicions all three men engaged in way or another in 

homosexual activity, they accused all three. 

 The court appointed Don José de Cuenca as the lawyer for all three young men on 

January 18, 1747.  In the new depositions, José Osornio revealed that Juan de la O raped 

him in the fields when he was only seven or eight years of age, and then forced him to 

have sex with him on threats that he would kill him if he told his parents.  At the time, 

Juan was about twenty years old.  Eventually, José fled the town to Querétaro and then 

Celaya, where he lived and worked for six years.  When he returned and Juan saw him, 

Juan once more attempted to have sex with him, at which point José decided to accuse 

Juan of having sodomy with him.  Juan de la O responded that, “the devil and his 

alcoholism made him commit these crimes and that this would have never happened in 

his right mind.”  Antonio Pérez also declared that he was a child when Juan attempted to 

penetrate him.  At the time, he was unaware that what they were doing was an offense to 

God and the King.  He was a defenseless child that Juan would catch every time when 

they were alone in the field.  All of the witnesses said that they knew all three men and 

that had José left for six years to Querétaro and Celaya.  They never knew he left because 

Juan abused him. 

 In May of 1748, the ecclesiastical judge, Don José Antonio de Cuenca argued that 

the initial testimonies José and Antonio gave were rushed and under pressure from 

secular authorities.  He said that since they were young when Juan pressured them, which 
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still did not excuse their actions, the court should allow them to leave on the promise that 

they would never seek each other’s company.  Although the foreman of the hacienda no 

longer wanted Juan de la O as a worker and wanted him banished from the community 

for at least three years, the judge concluded that since Juan de la O never fully 

consummated the act with Antonio and since he was already in prison for some time, 

which made him lose money and deteriorated his health, it was sufficient punishment.  

Three months later, the court released all three men from the Church’s jail and ordered 

them to avoid any form of contact with each other.
193

 

 Although the Church and Crown’s initial reaction to this case was one of shock 

over sodomy, which they considered deviant behavior, the evidence the investigation 

produced eased both institution’s approach to the matter.  The Church accused the secular 

authorities of rushing the testimonies of all three men and of overlooking that Juan de la 

O. raped José and Antonio when they were children.  Indeed, the audiencia had discarded 

their innocence as an explanation and based their conclusions on the physical evidence of 

the medical reports to conclude that even if they did commit these acts, they were not 

often or may have been misguided.   

 Rather than turn to his parents for protection, perhaps due to shame, José Osornio 

turned to the state to protect himself from the advances of Juan de la O.  By turning to the 

state, José acknowledged the protectionist role of the father king, but then found that the 

Church took a more active role in this case.  He had only mentioned to the secular 

authorities of how about two years ago Juan de la O forced him into sexual encounters 

that lasted six months.  In contrast, he testified to the ecclesiastical court of the difficult 

experience of being raped as a boy, living in fear, and having to flee that danger for six 
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years.  These kinds of traumatic experiences are difficult for any individual to confess to 

anyone and under any circumstances.  José’s testimony probably facilitated Antonio’s 

confession that Juan de la O also raped him.  These testimonies made Juan de la O 

confess.  The Church, therefore, reaffirmed its paternalistic relationship over the subjects 

of the King, but in the name of the King.  Indeed, D.A. Brading’s classic work shows that 

in many regions of New Spain, even in places with strong population centers, the Church 

was in essence the State and collaborated with the Crown to maintain order.
194

  By 

claiming that what they did was wrong, all three men legitimized the idealized view of 

sexuality, which was only acceptable in a marriage, involving a man and a woman, and 

for the only intention of reproducing.  According to this view, sodomy was unacceptable.  

They also reaffirmed the patriarchal authority of the Church and the King.  The courts 

continued protecting what they considered proper sexual behavioral tied to a patriarchal 

order in the following cases involving the deflowering of young women. 

 On July 2, 1748, in the same town of Chapa de Mota, Dionisio Vázquez from the 

farm named el Sauco accused the freed mulatto, Gaspar de Miranda, of deflowering his 

daughter, Josefa Francisca Vásquez. Miranda was from the nearby estate of the Cofradia 

de las Benditas Ánimas, el Salto, and married to Catarina Núñez.  His wife was the one 

that told Dionisio of the deflowering.  Dionisio, whom everyone knew and the Church 

classified as Spanish, argued that this was a great betrayal because he had contracted 

Gaspar for many years and trusted him “almost as a family member.”  The defendants 
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presented this accusation to the officer, priest, and judge of the Inquisition, Don Pedro 

Pablo de Cabañas.  He was working in collaboration with the Audiencia Indiferente.
195

 

 Josefa Francisca declared on July 3, 1748 that her parents raised Gaspar with 

them since he was ten years old.  She was twelve and the oldest of the family, in charge 

of raising their sheep.  She said that when she was ten or eleven years old, one Sunday 

her parents went to the town of San Felipe, but she stayed to take care of their house.  

This is when Gaspar grabbed her by force and violently threw her to ground, taking her 

virginity.  He had tried to seduce her on several occasions and she had resisted, though 

she never told anyone because she was afraid of an altercation between her father and 

Gaspar.  Gaspar then pressured her into, even after he got married to Catarina, because 

she believed she now belonged to him and Gaspar was promising to look after her.  This 

continued until Josefa became pregnant, at which point, Gaspar left her.  When her father 

learned that she was pregnant from an illicit relationship with Gaspar, he punished her 

and threatened to send her to the house of abandoned women. Instead, Dionicio 

denounced Gaspar to the Inquisition.
196

  The very next day, the judge ordered two Indians 

to the farm of the Cofradia de las Benditas Ánimas to arrest Gaspar. 

 Gaspar declared that he was a free mulatto, and that he had lived in Dionosio’s 

house from the age eight working as a shepherd, until he married.  He grew up with 

Josefa and played with as brother and sister, but never imagined hurting her.  When pigs 

invaded and destroyed Dionisio’s maize fields, Dionisio could no longer afford to care 

for Gaspar, and so he left to work with Jose Martinez as a cowboy.  He later returned to 

Dionisio’s farm and rented a plot of land, while still living with the family.  When he 
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started having relations with Josefa, he claimed he never forced himself on her; she 

willingly consented.  At the time, he was about twenty or twenty-one years old.  He 

stated that the sexual relationship lasted for four months until she became pregnant.  He 

then promised he would take care of her and the child, but claimed that Josefa only 

wanted his money and so he left.  Josefa responded that these were lies and that Gaspar 

said he could not marry her because she was too small, but instead promised to provide 

financial support for her and the child.  Eventually, Gaspar admitted having an illicit 

affair with Josefa, but firmly denied raping her.  Neither Dionisio nor Josefa or Gaspar 

produced any witnesses.  In addition, the medical doctor stated that his physical 

examination of Josefa made him conclude that the only person he could attribute the 

defloration to was Gaspar.  The court determined that Gaspar remain in prison for an 

undetermined amount of time.
197

  At least the violation of Dionisio’s house was sufficient 

evidence for Church authorities to punish Gaspar.   

 The next case involved the free mulatto, José Asencio Roberto, from the ingenio 

or sugar mill of Cuahuistla, near the town of Cuautla in the present-day Mexican state of 

Morelos.  Roberto accused the Dominican priest, José Reyes, of raping his daughter, 

Luisa Vicenta, who was a slave belonging to José Retis.  José Asencio wanted the 

freedom of his daughter to compensate for the offense.  Indeed, José Asencio claimed 

that the priest raped his daughter several times.  He made his accusation to the Audiencia 

Indiferente on March 5, 1768 as a civil rather than criminal matter.
198

  The judge of the 
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audiencia, Fr. Antonio Vargas, ordered interviews of those who knew the parties 

involved in this case. 

 The first witness was Domingo Antonio, a free mulatto of forty-three years of 

age, married to Francisca Antonia and from the same hacienda of Cuahuistla.  He said 

that he knew José Asencio and his wife, Margarita Gertrudis, a slave of the hacienda.  He 

also knew their daughter, Luisa.  He declared that everyone knew Luis was a good girl, 

until she was fifteen, when a carrier from Cuautla, who also worked on the hacienda, 

started stirring or provoking her into an affair.  According to Domingo, Luisa’s parents 

took her to lay with him on numerous occasions to Cuautla, until he got married.  When 

the now dead owner of the hacienda and slaves, Don Francisco Medina, found out about 

these actions, he publically punished Luisa.  This forced her to stop her ways until she 

met the cigar maker, José Lucero, who promised her matrimony and fathered a child with 

her.  José Lucero then abandoned Luisa without ever marrying her, which made Luisa 

flee out of fear of punishment from the hacienda. She went to the hacienda Calderón, 

where she lived with the mulatto Felipe Duque for about a year and a half.  She then 

returned willingly to her original owner, when she realized that because she had a child, 

the punishment would be less severe.  Upon returning, the master ordered her return to 

work with the rest of the slaves without punishment.  In addition, Domingo testified that 

Luisa’s father was a person nobody trusted and one “whose tongue was feared by all.”
199

 

 Juan Plácido, who lived and worked on the same hacienda and was a free mulatto 

of forty-three years of age, married to María Teresa, added that Luisa was a young 

woman who always maintained herself in good conduct and reputation when the priest 

José Reyes was giving services at the hacienda.  He never saw Reyes give Luisa any 
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special treatment, give her signs of affection, or that Luisa entered the priest’s house.  He 

did, however, know that a worker named José Antonio took care of her and that her 

parents often sent her food and clothing.  Indeed, the eighty year old mulatto, Anastasio 

Antonio, said that he thought it was strange that Luisa’s parents could afford so much 

food and goats by only selling unrefined sugar.  He also stated that Luisa lost a child and 

had another with the mulatto from the Calderón hacienda.  He believed that Luisa’s father 

was making the accusations because he was upset that she was placed to work, despite 

having an infant that she could no longer care for.  Every witness confirmed this part of 

the story.
200

 

 The local Criollos and Spaniards declared that the priest, Jose Reyes, was an 

honest man.  These witnesses included Doña Juana Gertrudis, widow of Don Francisco 

Medina, and now owner the Calderón hacienda, as well as Don Ildefonso Rodríguez, 

originally from Castille and local lieutenant general. Don Juan de Prada, from the town of 

Ocuituco and high constable, noted that in all his investigations he never knew people 

accused the priest of anything.  Finally, the mayor, Don José Gurruciaga, who had also 

been general lieutenant and an individual whose opinion was highly respected, or at least 

this is what the audiencia believed, never knew of any accusations against the priest.
201

  

The judge in charge of the investigation, who was also a priest, concluded that he could 

find no evidence to convict José Reyes.  Indeed, he stated that, “If Reyes had been doing 

anything against the law, more cases would have surfaced, since this was the pattern 

among priests.”  He ordered Luisa to return to the hacienda where she could be under the 

paternal guidance of her master and remedy her soul.  
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 José Asencio did not produce witnesses who undermined Father José Reyes’s 

credibility nor could he produce evidence that the same priest violated his household.  

The issue of his or his daughter’s casta status never came up and it also did not help that 

another priest investigated José Reyes.  The Church’s role as the state once again 

reinforced the patriarchal order the Crown wanted.  The authorities ordered Luisa back to 

the hacienda, where she was to receive paternal guidance from her master and not her 

parents, who according to the witnesses were morally suspect.  Indeed, the witnesses 

claimed that Luisa was a good individual whom her parents had corrupted.  The master 

and the state, therefore, through the support of their subjects, would provide her the 

paternalistic figure she needed.  In the following case, we see a slave accusing her master 

of mistreatment, using the morality of sexuality and the patriarchal ideal in her favor.  

On April 3, 1762, in the town of Tequixquiac in the present-day state of Mexico, 

the forty year old mulatta slave, Ana de los Santos, appeared before the Civil section of 

the Audiencia Indeferente accusing her master and owner of the hacienda San Sebastián, 

Don Juan Ignacio Villaverde, of mistreatments.  She declared that her master was 

threatening the only two things she had control over as a slave, her body and her soul.  

Since her master was a ruthless man, she pleaded the court to conceal her identity 

because she feared punishment for accusing him.  It remains unclear how she escaped her 

master’s house.  She declared that her master only provided one shirt and a pair of 

underwear a year to his slaves.  Many slaves, indeed, were often naked.  Since her 

master’s cousin, Don José Zárate, did not want to spend money on their food, the house 

slaves often went without eating.  Her master never allowed them to leave the house, 

which prevented them from going to confession, mass, or celebrating any religious 
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holiday.  “All they knew were the walls of the kitchen,” declared Ana de los Santos.  In 

addition, Ana declared that Don Juan Ignacio Villaverde was engaging in deviant sexual 

practices.  These included bringing to his house numerous women, especially Doña 

Mariana de Islas, a criolla from Pachuca and daughter of Don Antonio and Doña Juana 

de Islas.  Doña Marina’s parents were friends of her master and travelled with her to visit 

him.  When Doña Marina’s parents went to bed, she and Don Ignacio resumed their illicit 

relationship, openly treating each other “as a husband and wife would.”  He also regularly 

maintained an illicit affair with his first cousin, Doña María de Zárate, daughter of his 

uncle, Don José de Zárate, who travelled to Don Ignacio’s house with his daughter.  Ana 

even witnessed Don Ignacio having a threesome with these two women.
202

   

 These accusations were only the tip of the iceberg.  According to Ana, Doña Rosa 

de Andrade, wife of Don Cristóbal de Andrade, who was a close business associate of 

Don Juan Ignacio Villaverde, told her that Don Juna Ignacio Villaverde had once fathered 

a child with his first cousin Doña Lucia.  Since Don Juan Ignacio Villaverde wanted to 

keep this a secret, he asked Don Cristóbal de Andrade and his wife to take care of the 

infant.  After being bored of Doña Lucia, Don Juan Ignacio Villaverde left her and started 

an illicit relationship with Doña Lucia’s sister and his first cousin, Doña Mariquita, with 

whom he fathered another child and gave that child for the same reasons to Don 

Bartolomé de Castro, who was owner of the hacienda la Guinada.  Doña Rosa de 

Andrade then told Ana that she knew this because she raised the child and Don Juan 

Ignacio Villaverde sent them food, clothing, and money each month for the child.  She 

knew that Don Ignacio was also sending monthly rations of food, clothing, and money to 
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Tepeji del Río, where Doña María and Lucia Zárate lived, and with whom he was having 

affairs.  Every time Don José Zárate visited Doña Rosa de Andrade’s house, she hid the 

child so he would not know what happened.  Ana, once again, pleaded that Don Juan 

Ignacio Villaverde never know it was her that made these accusations to the audiencia.  

She did not want to die like the mulatto child slave, whom he flogged to death for merely 

stealing a piece of clothing so he could cover himself.
203

 

 The court immediately started investigating these serious accusations by ordering 

the priests, Don Miguel de Escamilla and Don Gregorio de la Cruz, to conduct 

depositions of any witnesses to these crimes.  They somehow managed to talk to three of 

Don Juan Ignacio Villaverde’s servants.  The first was Juana de Dios, a forty year old 

mulatta slave, who now belonged to Don Pedro Lerreros, but had once been Don Juan 

Ignacio Villaverde’s slave for six or seven years.  The second was Rafael Cadena, an 

eighteen or twenty year old mulatto slave who now belonged to Don José Rezendo and 

had been Don Juan Ignacio Villaverde’s slave for about two years.  The third was Félix 

Antonio Doni, a current mestizo servant for Don Juan Ignacio Villaverde of about thirty 

two years of age and who had been working for him little more than year.  Juana de Dios 

and Rafael Cadena confirmed all of Ana’s accusations. They complained that during their 

time working for Don Juan Ignacio Villaverde, their souls were in crisis because they 

never had the opportunity to confess, attend mass, or practice any Christian rite and 

holiday.  They could even name the first of the two illegitimate children Don Juan 

Ignacio Villaverde had, and the mulatto child he flogged to death for stealing a shirt.  

Don Juan Ignacio Villaverde’s two illegitimate children were Pedro José, baptized in 

Sumpango and who later died at the age of six months.  Don Juan Ignacio Villaverde had 
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ordered him buried there because he wanted to hide his existence.  He baptized his 

second child in Tepeji.  The mulatto child he killed was Rafael.  Félix Antonio knew of 

Don Juan Ignacio Villaverde’s affairs with Doña María and Lucia Zárate, and also 

reported that he mistreated his slaves physically and emotionally, insulting them at any 

opportunity he had.
204

 

 Since the priests from the audiencia had trouble reaching Don Juan Ignacio 

Villaverde’s existing servants and slaves, they talked to the local priest, Don José de 

Diana.  He told them that the year of 1762, the barber, Don Cristóbal de Andrade, 

confessed to him that Don Juan Ignacio Villaverde had a child with his first cousin, Doña 

María de Islas, whom father José Amestigua baptized in Tepeji del Río. The godmother 

was Doña Lucia Zárate.  This was the child that Don Juan Ignacio Villaverde gave to 

Don Bartolomé de Castro as a supposed orphan.  The second child that he had with Doña 

Lucia Zárate, was Pedro José, who died at six months.  The priest, Don José de Diana, 

added that he also did not want Don Juan Ignacio Villaverde to know that he declared 

against him because he benefitted financially from his contributions and those of his 

family.  He also knew about Don Juan Ignacio Villaverde’s ruthlessness.  Apparently, the 

Church was fine that a priest broke the secrecy of the confessional to reveal this 

information.  The investigators also discovered that Don Juan Ignacio Villaverde had a 

cousin who was a priest, the Franciscan Fray Juan Hernández, who lived in Mexico City.  

Fray Juan Hernández refused to give testimony against his cousin, but the judge warned 

him that the crimes were too severe for him to remain silent.  Eventually, he accepted and 

testified to the affairs Don Juan Ignacio Villaverde had with Doña Lucia Zárate and 

María de Islas.  The ecclesiastical court convicted Don Juan Ignacio Villaverde of having 
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illicit affairs and for failing to instruct his slaves in the Christian doctrine.
205

  They sent 

the case to the inquisition but, unfortunately, it remains unclear what happened to hime 

since I could not find the case against him.   

 By appealing against the failed patriarchal role of Don Juan Ignacio Villaverde, 

Ana successfully initiated his prosecution.   Interestingly, she never demanded freedom 

for herself or others, nor did she ask to change master, a common action by slaves who 

experienced mistreatments.  More than likely, the authorities assigned Ana and the rest of 

her peers to another master, placed under the jurisdiction of the Church, or sold each 

individually.  According to the ecclesiastical authorities, Don Juan Ignacio Villaverde 

was failing as a father to the children he fathered and to his slaves.  It obviously helped 

that the witnesses all confirmed Ana’s accusations. Once again, we see evidence of an 

individual seeking justice by turning first to the Church rather than the secular authorities. 

By appealing to the idealized patriarchal order, Ana and her peers hoped to escape the 

harsh conditions they confronted. In the process, they legitimized that patriarchal 

authority.  This leads to me to examine how that relationship would be affect by the start 

of the Haitian Revolution. 

Haiti and Kinship in New Spain 

Thus far in this dissertation, I have made the argument that the Haitian Revolution 

had a tremendous impact on the slave and free black populations of New Spain.  In 

essence, this slave revolution produced escalated racist views against slaves and free 

blacks out of fears that the supposed rebellious qualities were inherent in black society.  

The impact of this revolution on kinship networks among the various black populations, 

however, was limited, but the perceptions towards those kinship ties by the Crown would 
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determine relationships with the colonial order.  Still, blacks continued to invoke family 

ties to defend themselves in everyday litigations where they confronted the state.  They 

did this to dispel negative prejudices by showing that they had moral family obligations.  

The following two cases illustrate these processes. 

On the sixteenth of September of 1805, in the town of Zacualpán within the 

jurisdiction of Cuautla, Morelos, Ana Laureana Briseño, alias “la gavilana” and her 

husband, José Antonio Silva, stabbed and then kicked the mulatto, José Pioquinto.  Both 

of the perpetrators were also mulattos.  José Pioquinto’s injuries caused his intestines to 

come out of his body.  He was a local painter of forty-six years of age and married with 

two children.  On his death bed, he declared that he went to Ana and José Antonio’s 

house to ask them to leave the town because their rumors that he was having an affair 

with Ana were destroying his family and all he wanted was to live in peace.   He also told 

them that he no longer wanted to drink aguardiente, a generic alcoholic drink, from them 

because it was making him sick and alienating him from his family.  José Pioquinto 

added that he only went to their house to drink and to pay them what he owed them.  

Indeed, la gavilana and her husband were outsiders who, according to José Pioquinto, 

lived together without being married.  By attacking their questionable moral state and 

claiming that he confronted them to correct his own moral wrongs, José Pioquinto hoped 

to gain the favor of the authorities.
206

  He died the day after giving this declaration. 

The depositions revealed information that the authorities since the start of the 

Haitian Revolution only attributed to the supposed bad nature of people with African 
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ancestry.   The thirty-one year old mestiza, Marcelina Antonia, who was now José 

Pioquinto’s widow, declared that la gavilana told her that she killed José Pioquinto and 

that she was now going to kill her and her oldest son.  In the past, la gavilana had told 

Marcelina that she had slept with her husband on three occasions and that he drank the 

arguardiente without paying.  This is why he owed them money.  Marcelina, and her two 

sons, eventually, left José because she could “no longer put up with the jealousy she felt 

about José’s actions.”  This explains why José confronted la gavilana and her husband.  

Marcelina’s eleven year old son, Pablo Casimiro, said that on the day of the altercations, 

he was with his father and his younger brother.  They witnessed how his father asked la 

gavilana and her husband to leave.  La gavilana then stabbed José Pioquinto and José 

Antonio kicked him in the stomach.  Pablo said that he threw a rock at la gavilana and her 

husband, but missed.  He then ran home with his brother to tell his mother what 

happened.
207

 

Although the authorities captured and incarcerated la gavilana and her husband, 

they found that both initially refused to collaborate.  José Antonio only told them that he 

was a forty-four year old mulatto carpenter from Chalco and a resident in Zacualpán.  He 

declared that he did not know who killed José Pioquinto, he would then lay down and 

turn his back to the authorities.  He did this at least three times.  Ana, la gavilana, stated 

that she was a forty-five year old mulatta from Chalco, married to José Antonio Silva and 

resident in Zacualpan. At first she said she did not know why the authorities arrested her 

and assumed that “this must have something to do with José Pioquinto’s death.”  This 

statement escalated the pressure on her and she eventually confessed after more than a 

week of interrogations.  The mayordomos, managers, from the cofradía José Pioquinto 
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belonged to, declared that the injury that killed him was the result of a stabbing three 

fingers wide.  The stabbing tore open two of his intestines.  By mid-October, the 

overwhelming pieces of evidence forced José Antonio to confess that his wife killed José 

Pioquinto.  The judge then added that this kind of violence and questionable moral 

behavior is “understandable among negros.”
208

 Although the parties had self-identified as 

mulattos, the judge considered them negros, or closer to their slave pasts.  Racist views 

against all the parties were clearly present.  

On February 22, 1806, nearly five months since the authorities incarcerated him, 

José Antonio asked for his freedom, since he did not kill José Pioquinto and his health 

was deteriorating.  The ecclesiastical judge from the arzobispado, however, intervened 

because he discovered supposed illicit activity from him and his wife in the town of 

Tlayecac.  Apparently, an event surfaced in which José Antonio and his wife had upset 

the local indigenous community to the point that they had to run to the church seeking 

asylum.  If not for the priest, the mob was sure to lynch them.  Again the judge expressed, 

“what can one expect from these kinds [blacks] of people.”  By June 3 of 1806, the judge 

ordered he transfer of Ana la gavilana and José Antonio to the Audiencia of Mexico City, 

where they expected their judgment to begin after close to nine months of incarceration.  

The audiencia eventually placed them to work in harsh manual labor. 

José Pioquinto’s and his wife Marcelina Antonia’s actions indicate that the 

idealized vision of the two-parent nuclear family was strong with the black population at 

the end of colonial rule.  Pioquinto’s argument that he wanted to live in peace and united 

with his family and Marcelina’s actions to leave her husband because of the tensions with 

la gavilana helped their cause.  The judge’s first reaction was one of suspicion due to well 
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established racist views against the black populations after Haiti.  Demonstrating that 

they sought the stability of the family, they at least received the attention of the courts to 

prosecute Ana la gavilana and José Antonio.  The defiance the accused first showed the 

authorities was striking.  The tense social and political context in which authorities 

attacked the black populations since Haiti probably led them to conclude that the odds 

were stacked against them.  Resisting in this way for them was done out of this 

realization.  Unfortunately, the documentation reveals little on what happened to 

Marcelina and her children.  Her husband’s membership in the local black brotherhood  

may have given her some kind of financial support, at least in helping her cover the 

funeral expenses.  The case shows that even when perceptions against the black 

populations were taking a turn for the worst, members from this social category could 

invoke their belief in the patriarchal family that appealed to the Crown.  This could have 

been one way for them to gain political and social legitimacy during a period when 

prejudices against them were escalating. 

The final case highlights the kinds of emotional attachments members from the 

black populations forged and how they used these relationships to fend off prejudice.  On 

September 2, 1807, the authorities of the court of Santiago de Jamiltepec in the modern 

state of Oaxaca, Mexico, on the Costa Chica, incarcerated Pedro Miguel Alberto, a 

twenty four year old married mulatto, accusing him of killing the mulatto boy, Santiago 

García.  The authorities wanted to know if the victim or the accused were drunk when the 

homicide happened because “these kinds of people [blacks] engage in this illicit 

behavior.”  The witnesses immediately rejected this assumption and declared that the 

death happened by accident.  If anything, they stated that, “it was a shame that this 
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happened to Pedro Miguel because he was a person of good standing.”  The two 

witnesses were the mulattos Carlos Hipólito and Casimiro Escobar.  They declared that 

when they heard the screams of the boy, they rushed to see what happened and saw Pedro 

Miguel holding Santiago in his arms saying, “good friend how did this happen?”  Then, 

out of fear, he ran to the Church where he asked for protection.
209

 

Santiago’s family said that what happened was a tragedy and that Pedro Miguel 

was a friend of the family.  Santiago’s brother, Mariano, said he saw Pedro Miguel as a 

brother and had no resentments towards him.  The rest of the family members stated that 

they shared everything with Pedro’s family.  They added that they did not believe he 

killed Santiago because the two families were good friends and Pedro even saw Santiago 

as a son, taking care of him every two or three days.  He even taught the nine year old 

Santiago how to swim.  Since the family argued firmly that there was no animosity and 

did not want to see Pedro punished, the judged agreed to free him on September 2, 1808.  

It took an entire year to free him because the judge remained suspicious about the bad 

qualities of the black populations, but the relentless insistence from Santiago’s family 

that they considered Pedro a member of the family, finally convinced the judge.
210

  

Again, we see how members of the black population invoked idealized visions of the 

family to defend themselves against heightened racialized antagonistic sentiments.  This 

case also shows the emotional attachments between families.   

Further evidence of the kinds of emotional attachments forged in these family 

dynamics comes from the slave populations examined earlier from Omoa.  Between eight 
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and ten households since 1803 reported that they adopted single slaves into their homes.  

These adopted slaves were usually those the Crown had just imported, who had no 

kinship ties, but they could also be widows, orphaned slaves, or single mothers.  When 

both parents died, their children continued as one household and maintained the memory 

of their parents, by holding on to their surnames.  Household six from the first contrata of 

1803, for example, included the orphans Mario Macapa and his brothers Juan Francisco 

and Pablo.  To support their household, Juan Francisco was on contract in Granada and 

Pablo became an artilleryman.  Mario Macapa worked on the fort as a fieldworker.  This 

household was classified as, “the Macapa boys.”  The children of several widows also 

lived with them.  Household twenty-three from the same group included the widowed 

worker Francisco Mabacala of seventy-four years and his fourteen year old daughter 

Ignacia.  Household thirty had the sixty-five year old widow and worker Enrique 

Chitomango, his sons, twenty-five year old Juan Pedro, eighteen year old Juan Bautista, 

fifteen year old Juan Bautista, whom he adopted and was now under a contract in 

Granada, and his twelve year old daughter María Francisca.
211

  These touching examples 

further illustrate the human qualities of slaves that many of their contemporaries ignored.  

They show slaves caring for one another and striving to establish sound households to 

survive and overcome the hardships of slavery.  This was perhaps especially true since 

the Haitian Revolution exacerbated perceptions towards them. 

Conclusion 

 The place of residence, occupations, and roles in local economies determined the 

kinds of kinship ties slaves and the free black populations forged.  Slave owners and the 

Crown forced slaves into these social roles, who still managed to create some form of 
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economic autonomy as family units, tending to small plots of land, animals, and modest 

dwellings.  Seed’s classic work on marriage practices indicated that the expanded 

patriarchy during the eighteenth century limited the choice of marriage partners, as 

fathers intervened in these decisions.  Colonial institutions, whose interests were the 

creation of a patriarchal order, supported these fathers.
212

  The evidence from marriage 

practices among slaves and the free blacks, however, indicates that love was still the 

factor in determining these processes.  At the height of the creation of the casta paintings 

that depicted idealized visions of an early modern racial order, an order that was central 

to Bourbon efforts of social control, having African ancestry was at least in theory 

considered an undesirable trait.
213

  The evidence shows that people from non-African 

castas married those with African ancestry, knowing that their offspring would carry the 

stigma of that African ancestry.  Female slaves and free black women married African 

slaves.  At least in the experience of the black populations, love, or some form of 

emotional attachment, remained a factor in shaping marriage practices.  The kinds of 

emotions expressed during this period were clearly present in the case of the nine year 

old Santiago, who died from an accident, and the ways that slaves at Omoa adopted 

orphans, widows, and recently arrived slaves. 

 The idealized two-parent nuclear household was one that remained consistent 

throughout this period.  Even the apparent presence of single mothers at Omoa during the 

last decade of colonial order indicates that although these women lived alone, they 

maintained relationships with men in the surrounding region.  In court proceedings, the 
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black populations invoked the longing for a two-parent household as a way to 

demonstrate their morality to a court system that had preconceived prejudices about the 

black population.  Courts had rejected even the existence of any kinship networks among 

slaves.  This was especially true after the Haitian Revolution.  By advocating the nuclear 

male led household, nonetheless, the black populations legitimized the patriarchal order 

the Bourbon reformers were hoping to implement.  At the same time, such participation 

in the patriarchal household model forced the same reformers to acknowledge the 

presence of kinship networks among members of the empire at the lowest echelons of the 

social hierarchy.  Kinship, therefore, not only helped the slave and free black populations 

survive, it also determined the kind of relationship they forged with the Crown. 

 The evidence of the Crown’s slaveholdings in Omoa indicate that although the 

viability of the slave workforce was diminishing due to the dwindling importation of 

young male African slaves, the Crown still hoped the population would self-reproduce by 

passing policies that diminished the labor demands on female slaves.  This highlights the 

important roles that slaves had in settling, and in the process, cementing the presence of 

the Crown on the frontiers and borderlands that European imperial rivals were harassing.  

Slaves took advantage of this situation, eventually forcing the Crown to free them, since 

it was no longer viable for the Crown to support them.  Slaves, therefore, were well 

aware of the ways the Crown relied on them to hold on to the Empire.  This case also 

highlights the ways that the Spanish Empire functioned for three hundred years.  The 

Crown relied on locals to administer and legitimize the Crown’s power.  The breakdown 

of this imperial structure due to the crisis of 1808, when locals started questioning the 

power of the Crown, led to the downfall of what was until then a successful system.  The 
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inability of the Crown to force the freed slaves of Omoa to continue living in the frontier 

shows this breakdown.  

 The following chapter builds on this kinship analysis and examines the ways the 

slaves ran away as families and successfully forged kinship ties in the delicate condition 

of fugitives.  I examine the diplomatic nightmares the issue of runaway slave 

communities caused the Crown and highlight the importance of controlling slave 

mobility for the success of imperial projects.  Many of the cases I examine happened in 

frontier regions and involved slaves from foreign domains entering the Spanish American 

Empire.  I will demonstrate that the need to reconnect with family members, to establish 

families, or escape for the survival of the family was a central issue determining why 

slaves escaped and how they formed their communities.  These actions redefined their 

relationships with the Crown, forcing it into a tense dialogue with these communities and 

the masters who owned the slaves. 
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CHAPTER 4, RUNAWAYS, FRONTIERS, AND IMPERIAL STAKES 

On the eleventh of June, 1768 the governors of Jamaica, the British Virgin 

Islands, and several islands the Danish Crown claimed, filed a complaint to the governors 

of Cuba and Puerto Rico, demanding the return of their runaway slaves.  The Danish 

argued that their slaves from the islands of St. Croix, Saint Eustatius, and Curaçao, had 

fled to Puerto Rico, claiming they wanted the Catholic Religion and become subjects of 

the Spanish King.  The Spanish gladly accepted them because “the settlers needed the 

slaves to produce and settle the islands, legitimizing the King’s claims to the region.”
214

  

The Spanish Crown then claimed that because they were the “first conquerors and settlers 

of the Americas,” they had the ultimate authority against “those that were usurping the 

legitimate territories of the empire.”  The Danish responded, that by usurping the 

legitimate private property of its subjects, Spain was jeopardizing its relationships with 

the French, English, and Danish crowns.  Slaves from the Danish islands, or at least the 

islands they claimed, were producing thirty annual cargoes of 10,200 pounds of sugar to 

the Atlantic economy.  The recent occupation of Havana by the British in 1762 only 

“proved to the Crown that the intentions of foreigners that were once trade partners were 

meant to undermine its [Spain’s] sovereignty in the Americas.”
215

  The Spanish Crown 

was suspicious of activities from foreigners and how they were using slaves to settle 

territories, especially where Spain had a limited presence, but claimed. 

Fights to own the slaves also involved religious debates.  The Spanish used the 

slave’s supposed desire to become Catholic to defend their religious freedom.  According 
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to Spanish officials, the Danes allowed Jews to settle on their islands and build 

synagogues, while never making any effort to build Catholic Churches or have priests.  If 

the Danes promised they would respect the religion of the returned slaves, the Spanish 

officials wondered how the slaves could continue practicing their religion.   The Danes 

could not understand why religion mattered, if on numerous occasions, the Spanish 

collaborated with foreigners to return their slaves, including a case when they returned 

over forty-six slaves to the French on the island of Saint Domingue in 1744.  Spanish 

officials, however, argued that the 1744 case was exceptional because in 1749, they 

denied the return of over nineteen slaves on the same island due to “concerns that the 

slaves were going to be punished with mutilation and death, once back under the control 

of their masters.”  They added that by the 1760s, Spain’s relationships with foreigners 

was one of tension, due to recent incursions into several islands, including those the 

Danes took and, especially the capture of Havana.  Indeed, Spanish officials not only 

refused to return the slaves, they demanded the Danes leave the three islands, even 

though the Spanish never had a real presence there.
216

  Ultimately, the real interest for the 

Crown was an opportunity to gain subjects that would aid the settling efforts of the 

islands of Cuba and Puerto Rico.   

  By the start of the Haitian Revolution and the radicalization of the French 

Revolution in 1790, the Spanish Crown refused to accept fugitive slaves, especially from 

French territories.  According to royal officials in Guatemala, Spanish Santo Domingo, 

and Cuba, this was due to the fear of introducing the “evil” ideas of the French and the 

Haitian Revolutions.  Although officials across Spanish North America recognized that 

“no legal precedent or institutional mechanism was in place to return slaves from foreign 
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domains,” they went through records dating back to the 1760s to find masters that once 

claimed their slaves, but had never received them.  There was no legal precedent to return 

fugitive slaves from foreign lands.  Indeed, the Spanish even concluded that they should 

not even buy slaves coming from the French.  The law the Crown passed on March 10, 

1790 prohibited accepting runaways from French lands because “seditious views coming 

out of the French National Assembly were now turning slaves against their own masters 

in Saint Domingue.”  The fears authorities had of slaves influenced by the ideas of the 

French and Haitian Revolution now became the motivating factor to reject or at least 

contain runaways coming from these territories.   

I begin this chapter my providing a brief examination of the historiography on 

runaway slaves.  I then provide an analysis of the social conditions runaway slaves 

encountered, including ways that they escaped, how they established communities, how 

these communities survived through economic activity and forging relationships with 

surrounding communities of Indians and other castas, and how they established kinship 

ties between themselves and the rest of society.  The final section examines cases of 

runaways on the frontiers and borderlands of what are now southern and northern Mexico 

and the Caribbean coast of Central America.  Cases of runaways on the frontiers and 

borderlands of New Spain demonstrate that this part of the Americas was deeply involved 

in larger Atlantic issues over runaways and sovereignty. The Haitian Revolution would 

determine how officials responded to these runaways.  I argue that slaves often ran away 

as families or to reunite with them because they were vital to their survival.  Family 

issues were an important factor determining whether a slave escaped and risked violent 

retribution. 
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The Historiography of Runaway Slaves 

Running away was a dangerous decision for any slave in any part of the 

Americas.  If captured, they could face severe punishments from their masters in the form 

of lashes and mutilations or death in horrible ways.  Common forms of executions slave 

owners used to punish runaways included having dogs tear their bodies to pieces, 

hanging, burning them alive, or whipping them to death.  As punishments, captured 

runaways could also face the possibility of slave drivers working them to death.  Slave 

owners used these practices to intimidate and discourage other slaves from escaping.  

Depending on the working conditions, slaves could initially believe escaping was 

relatively easy, but soon realized the virtual impossibility of achieving this goal.  Slave 

owners could send their slaves to run errands to nearby towns, farms, and large 

plantations, unmonitored, or they could send them to pan for gold or sell merchandise to 

nearby markets without seeing their slaves for days, weeks, and months.  Even if slaves 

escaped, they constantly lived with the fear that their masters or authorities could capture 

them in a society that recognized and protected the ownership of slaves.  As long as 

slavery was legally recognized, fugitive slaves could never be free.  The great possibility 

that their masters could capture and horribly punish them, and that slavery was legal, 

would have been enough motivation to discourage slaves from escaping.
217

  Manumission 

was perhaps the legitimate way to achieve freedom, but this was never an easy outcome, 

as illustrated in the second chapter.  Still, running away was the most common form of 

resistance to bondage. 

By escaping, slaves created tense relationships with their masters and the Crown, 

while stressing the relationship between masters and the Crown.  On the frontiers and 
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borderlands, runaway slaves also produced tense relationships between empires.  

Runaway slaves weakened the authoritative image of masters, but more importantly, of 

the Bourbon Crown, which was making attempts to strengthen its economic, political, 

and cultural image in the Americas.  Without controlling slaves, therefore, the Crown 

could not convince its subjects of its authority.  This explains why local authorities, 

including the Council of the Indies, took seriously even cases involving a couple of 

runaways.   

A major problem in the study of runaway slaves are the lack of sources.  

Unfortunately, runaway slaves and the communities they formed are mostly in documents 

involving efforts to capture them.  Examining everyday processes on these communities, 

therefore, becomes difficult, if civil and criminal records about them are often missing.  

Still, the available documentation provides some insights into the kinds of social 

conditions they forged.  Using documents involving campaigns to capture runaways, 

criminal, and archaeological records, historians of Brazil provide important approaches to 

the study of runaway slaves.  The works of Flávio dos Santos Gomes and Marcus J. M. 

de Carvalho, indicate that at least four different kinds of runaway slave communities or 

quilombos existed in Brazil.  Santos Gomes demonstrates that in the Amazon, slaves 

could take over the lands of farms and plantations to create quilombos on those lands, 

living in a tense relationship with their masters and the local authorities, while at the 

same time, actively participating in the local economy trading, farming, and selling 

goods.  The second type of quilombo follows closely the model we see across the 

Americas, involving communities forming in relative close proximity to towns and other 

population centers.  These quilombos often lived peacefully with surrounding 
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populations, participating in the local economy.  The final type of quilombo  

Santos Gomes proposes were bands of nomadic fugitives who raided and often harassed 

local farmers, Indian communities, and travelers.  Settlers feared these runaways because 

they were capable of killing even large plantation owners.
218

  Of these communities, the 

most common was that of settlements nearby towns and other population centers.  These 

communities were often as close as ten miles from the nearest town and had daily 

interactions with settlers, with whom they participated in commerce and daily 

activities.
219

  Regardless of what type of quilombo, quilombolas (runaway slaves) 

established, they lived under the constant threat that officials and slave catchers could 

capture, punish, and re-enslave them. 

 Scholars have only touched on the relationship of cities to communities of 

runaways.  Carvalho’s work on nineteenth century Recife, in northeastern Brazil, shows 

urban runaways establishing communities in the same cities.  Many of the residents in 

Recife knew that these neighborhoods were ones of runaways and often interacted with 

them.  These slaves found ways to blend in with the rest of the population by wearing 

shoes, a custom that only free people could use, going to the markets, and establishing 

meaningful relationships with residents.
220

  This fascinating dimension of runaway slave 

communities provides further proof of how they were part of the everyday life.  The 

evidence from New Spain, furthermore, indicates that slaves could also flee from the 

countryside to cities.  They did this to reach the institutions that they hoped would protect 
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them from abuses.  Although they were often unable to establish a community in a city, 

they could flee to them to find an immediate resolution to the abuses they experienced. 

In August of 1763, for example, a group of about forty slaves, ten free black 

servants, and four Indian servants from the hacienda Calderón, near Cuautla, Morelos, 

fled to Mexico City, arriving at the Vice-regal palace.  They filled the main court yard of 

the palace and declared that they did not want their new master, Don Asencio González, 

because he was too abusive.  They only recognized their recently deceased master, Don 

Juan Felipe Díaz Cano.  The slaves included men, women, and children, with many 

forming part of families.  They had fled as families, hoping that the good King would 

grant their request for another master, or at least prevent Don Asencio González from 

having them.  They all declared that within days of Don Juan Felipe Díaz Cano’s death, 

Don Asencio González started mistreating them, by demanding longer work days in the 

production of sugar and no rest days.  Tired of these conditions, the slaves refused to 

work and instead, started drinking alcohol, singing, and dancing.  At least, this is what 

Don Asencio González claimed.
221

  

 Initially, the slaves and servants had petitioned the Audiencia in Cuatula for 

protection, but that Audiencia instead appraised them and ordered them to return to their 

work obligations.  They refused, saying that their only master was the deceased Don Juan 

Felipe Díaz Cano and that they answered to no one else.  At that moment, they all picked 

up their working tools to use as weapons during their journey to Mexico City.  This was a 

march that took about eighteen hours.  This means that it took at least a couple of days to 

get there and that they had to set up camp, at least once in the hills to avoid capture.  
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According to the alcalde from Cuautla, “even the women carried sticks, hoes, and 

machetes, refusing to work on the hacienda Calderón.”  By August of the same year, Don 

Asencio González had passed away, leaving his daughter, Doña Ignacia González, and 

granddaughter, Doña María Ana Ruiz de Castañeda y González, as his heirs.  Their 

husbands, Don José Antonio de Santander, husband of the first, and Don Manuel Ruiz de 

Castañeda, husband of the latter, represented these women.  They claimed the slaves as 

their rightful property and argued that the Crown’s delay in returning the slaves was 

compromising their earnings, due to the lack of labor on the hacienda.
222

  The heirs 

reported that in July, six slaves returned briefly to the hacienda, but did not return to 

work.  Instead, “these former runaways riled up the rest of the slaves so that they would 

also abandon their duties.”  It was then that Don Asencio González’s heirs ordered the 

three slaves hanged, as an example to the rest of the slaves.  According to the heirs, the 

abusive party were the slaves who dared challenge “the authority they [the hacendado’s] 

had over them.”   

The hanging of these three slaves intensified tensions that led the slaves to resort 

to violence.  Men and women, who called on everyone to rebel, by climbing to the tower 

of the hacienda’s chapel and ringing the bells, led the slaves.  These slave leaders 

included Hilario, the siblings José Roberto and Ana María, the brothers Francisco 

Ramón, Vicente Ferrer, and Tomas de Aquino, and Antonio Manuel alias “el cojo” 

(crippled).  They led the slaves to threaten with death by stick anyone of their master’s 

heir’s men, who had tried forcing them back to work.  On the eighth of July, for instance, 

about sixty of the slaves, with sticks and machetes, took over the main house of the 

hacienda, hanging three of the foremen.  Once in Mexico City, the authorities of the royal 
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audiencia, suspicious of crimes, decided to place the slaves and servants in the jail and 

carry an investigation.  On August 19, 1763 the oidores and presidents of the audiencia 

ordered that the ring leaders receive twelve lashes each, for their misbehavior.  Twelve 

lashes was a lenient punishment in a time when receiving fifty was common.  The 

authorities hoped this would impose order on the rest of the slaves.  They also hoped this 

would ease the tensions at the palace and send a clear message to the slaves that they had 

to respect the authority of the viceroy.  The audiencia wanted the investigation to result in 

better treatments for the slaves and have the slaves return to their previous occupations, 

while at the same time separating all the leaders.
223

  The court also ordered the separation 

of men and women in the jail and that the children remain with the women.  They 

especially did not want the leaders with the rest of the slaves.  Having done this, the 

oidores started taking depositions from some of the slaves to determine why the left and 

how they did it. 

On August 13, 1763 the forty-year old slave leader, José Roberto, testified that on 

the Tuesday of the previous week, he and his peers were working in the field when the 

foreman, named Juan de Luna, gathered all of them, with great acceleration and violence, 

and took them to the main house of the hacienda.  There, the judges from the local 

audiencia and the alcalde appraised the slaves.  They did this so hastily, that the slaves 

did not even have time to lay down their tools.  After the officials evaluated them, the 

slaves wanted to know who was going to be their new master, and the alcalde, Don 

Cristóbal de Islas, told them that their master was now Don Manuel Ruiz de Castañeda.  

José Roberto and the rest of the slaves immediately responded that, “they wanted no 

master, but Don Juan Felipe Díaz Cano.”  They said that Don Juan Felipe Díaz Cano used 
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to give them each one or two reales on Christmas Eve and the religious holidays to rest.  

Don Manuel Ruiz de Castañeda had removed this practice when he was in charge.  José 

Roberto declared that this was when all the slaves decided to go to Mexico City and ask 

the viceroy to change master.  In order to eat during the two day journey, the slaves sold 

their tools on the road.  José Roberto declared that, “had Doña Ignacia González showed 

them any kind of care we [the slaves] would have stayed in Calderón.”  This is why the 

slaves threatened to kill anyone who dared stop them from reaching Mexico City.  They 

were rebelling against Don Manuel Ruiz Castañeda’s vicious practice of whipping, even 

to death, any slave who did not complete his or her task.  José Roberto added that it was 

becoming, “impossible to complete the tasks, even when we worked from sun up to sun 

down and on Sundays.”  According to José Roberto, the slaves in other ingenios and 

haciendas had rest days and evenings off.  They hoped the viceroy would correct these 

wrongs and bring justice.
224

 

Along with the physical abuses, came psychological abuses from Don Manuel 

Ruiz Castañeda, his friends, and his foremen.  He and the foreman, Juan de Luna, 

insulted them with obscenities and ordered only with stick and whip.  This was in stark 

contrast, the slaves claimed, to how Don Juan Felipe Díaz Cano treated them.  Insults 

from Don Manuel Ruiz Castañeda’s friend, Don Antonio Tolin, were common when he 

hit the slaves out of joy with the same instrument he used to hit his horse.  Don Antonio 

Tolin had killed several slaves, including José Roberto’s friend, tío José Merjo, who died 

with puss coming out of his ears and nose.  All the slaves had called him tío due to his 

advanced age and his friendship. Pedro Ramón died from multiple hits Don Antonio 

Tolin gave him and tío Esteban, another well liked slave, was in critical condition due to 
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hits from the same captain.  At the time, the slaves tried seeking justice from the 

audiencia of Cuautla, but because the judge was good friends with the captain, they were 

unsuccessful.  Don Manuel Ruiz Castañeda also made the women make tortillas on their 

free time for the entire hacienda, against their will.  When the women said they were too 

sick to make tortillas, the foreman verbally and physically abused them and only gave 

them two reales for what should have be a week’s worth of work.  Women, therefore, had 

to send other women in their name and the foreman paid these women with a fish.  José 

Roberto said that he and the slaves wanted proper treatment, which they concluded could 

only happen without Don Manuel Ruiz Castañeda and the captain.
225

 

The authorities then interviewed the rest of the leaders.  Jose Hilario said he was 

married with María Solís and he was about forty years old.  Vicente Ramón Márquez said 

he was single and twenty-five years old.  Tomás de Aquino also said he was single and 

was twenty-two years old.  Manuel Antonio Roque said he was a single thirty year old 

and Ana María Chiquita said she was married with Anselmo Antonio, who was a free 

mulatto, and she was about thirty years old.  José Hilario told the same story as José 

Roberto and added a slave, named Esteban, who died from the hits he received from the 

foreman.  Tomás de Aquino and Manuel Antonio Roque also testified to the same story 

that José Hilario had presented.  Ana María Chiquita said she was working in the fields 

with the men because entire families worked together.  She said that when the foreman, 

Juan de Luna, rounded them up, the officials appraised them by family.  Afraid that they 

would lose their tools, the slaves refused to lay them down when the appraisal started.  

Ana María declared that the slaves fled when the foremen started beating them because 

they did not want their new master.  This is when they all fled to Mexico City and had to 
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sell their instruments to feed their families on the road.  She and the rest of the female 

slaves missed the benignity that their former master showed them, by prohibiting them 

from working when it rained and giving the women mats to lay down with their 

children.
226

   

This case shows slaves running away as families to a major imperial city, where 

they sought the protection of the King.  They fled because their masters mistreated them 

and, as families, they looked for an immediate relief from their difficult situation.  This 

group included twenty-two male slaves with an average age of about 24.45 years and six 

children of the ages of between eight and twelve.  Unfortunately, the authorities did not 

record the ages of the four free men, who were Indians and mestizos, and the twenty 

women that included three free mulattas.  The documentation also fails to reveal what 

happened to these slaves.  One could hypothesize that the authorities returned the slaves 

to their rightful master, on the condition that they would receive better treatments.  

Officials could have sold them to raise revenue for the Crown, they could have sent them 

to the mines of the Bajío, or put to work on royal public works.  Whether the slaves were 

resisting against slavery or legitimizing the system of slavery is irrelevant.
227

  The reality 

of slaves was that they lived in a world where slavery was legitimate and part of everyday 

forms of social relations and imperial projects.  What concerned the majority of slaves 

during a period when the end of slavery was nowhere in sight, was an immediate 

resolution to their hardships.  This case of slaves from 1763 shows them concluding that 
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the highest authority in the land, considered a father figure, would recognize the abuses 

and provide a new patriarchal slave owner.  Running away, therefore, was an immediate 

way for slaves to escape the hardships of slavery, knowing that they lived in a world 

where slavery was real.  These actions neither legitimized nor attempted to overthrow the 

system of slavery.  Rather, they pitted master against slave, forced a discussion with the 

Crown, and produced a tense relationship between the Crown and slave owners over the 

property the first could use and that latter claimed. 

Works on New Spain involving maroons show them establishing communities 

and forcing the Crown to legitimize their settlements.  The bulk of these works have 

focused on the sixteenth and seventeenth century.  Maroons could succeed at establishing 

cabildos and promise the authorities they would help to capture other runaways.  

Although slave owners in these cases lost their slaves, the Crown gained subjects who 

paid tributes and collaborated with the Crown’s efforts to impose social order.  This was 

the experience of the Mandinga and San Lorenzo slaves studied by Patrick J. Carroll and 

Jane G. Landers, respectively, in Veracruz, Mexico.
228

  Carroll and Landers’s focus on 

land and the establishment of towns is due in large because they used sources from the 

Tierras section of the AGN in Mexico City.  New evidence in the same archive, from the 

Indiferente section, reveals little about issues over the settlement of lands and instead, 

provides rich details about the social conditions of these communities, including how 

communities of runaways dealt with one another.  My analysis of these communities near 

the Córdoba region of Veracruz assists me in contextualizing their social realities and 

how those realities determined their relationship with the Crown.  Carroll and Landers’s 
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important contributions, however, overlook the impacts runaways had on imperial efforts 

to centralize power and the tensions they produced in that imperial order.  Scholars have 

also overlooked slaves escaping as families.
229

  The dominant view in the historiography 

is that of single male slaves in their prime escaping on their own, or with a small group of 

males.  According to this interpretation, males were the primary settlers of runaway slave 

communities.  The evidence from New Spain, however, shows that slaves escaped as 

families, to reunite with families, or to create their own kinship networks that were vital 

for their survival.  I cannot claim that the maintenance of kinship was the sole reason for 

escaping.  I argue that it was an important element.  This was the case in the families of 

slaves that escaped in 1763 to Mexico City.   

The Social Conditions of Runaway Slaves 

I have chosen to use sources from central New Spain on runaway slaves, due to 

the challenges of finding records that provide the rich details found in these documents.  

Although these documents are from a non-frontier region, they still give us an idea of the 

kinds of social dynamics runaways had.  Understanding these social dynamics helps us to 

examine the ways that they negotiated with the Crown.  From 1748 to 1805, numerous 

communities of runaways in the region of Córdoba, Veracruz had several encounters with 

the authorities, involving different issues and different groups.  The documentation from 

these cases provides rich insights into the everyday life of maroons.  The cases from the 

1750s and 1760s indicate that numerous communities of runaways existed in the region.  

These communities were those of Masateopán, named after the town it was close to, 

Zangolica, El Santisimo Sacramento, Catarina, Soyaltepec, Santa Ana, and the Mandinga 
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community studied by Carroll.  By the eighteenth century, the town of San Lorenzo, 

examined by Landers, was trading with all these communities of fugitives. This leads one 

to question whether these former runaways were fulfilling their promise of capturing new 

runaways.  Indeed, the authorities, with the assistance of Indians and other locals, were 

the only ones that captured runaways in the eighteenth century.  These sources indicate 

that San Lorenzo and Mandinga never participated.  Their only involvement was 

receiving some of the slaves that the authorities deemed ready to settle down in 

communities of former runaways.
230

   

The sources show that runaways could have tense and friendly relationships with 

locals.  On May 23, 1749, the alcalde mayor, Don Andrés Fernández de Andes, from the 

town of Teutila, near the palenque (runaway slave community) of Masateopán, claimed 

that the slaves from this community were hanging Indian travelers and raping women.  

The runaways “lacked instructions in the Catholic faith and, for this reason, I [Don 

Andrés Fernández de Andes] have been trying, without success, to place them in a 

reducción.”  On December 2, 1749 the alcalde from Córdoba, Don Fabián Gómez 

Calderón, said that he had hanged three runaways because of reports that they were 

assaulting, killing, and raping travelers on the royal roads.  He never saw them 

committing the acts and killed them only because of accusations from men, such as Don 

Andrés Fernández de Andes from Teutila, a local hacendado slave-owner, who wanted a 

crackdown on runaways.  On December 15, 1749 the same alcalde from Córdoba 

encountered a band of fifteen runaways, killing three of them and capturing the rest.  He 
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did this because hacendados, such as Don Francisco Rodríguez, owner of the sugar 

hacienda San José del Cacahuate, complained that the same slaves were raiding his 

property at night, encouraging or taking by force his slaves to live with them.
231

  Due to 

these actions, he had lost nineteen of his slaves in the past couple of months.  The 

captured slaves confessed after three days of intense interrogations that they had killed 

two people outside of the city of Córdoba and hanged six, mostly Indians.  One time, they 

took a man and dragged him with a horse, dumping his body into a well.  They did this 

because they feared these men were going to report them to the authorities.  The slaves 

denied ever raping women or assaulting travelers for no reason.  Tensions between 

palenques and the surrounding communities were present, but the cimarrones (runaway 

slave) were more concerned with eluding the authorities. 

On June 6, 1750 the governor of Veracruz sent a group of fifty foot soldiers and 

twenty lancers in search of the Masateopán palenque.  They found it in the hills near the 

town of the same name and discovered twenty three houses and several farm fields, but 

all the slaves had fled, somehow knowing that the soldiers were coming.  The governor 

sent the troops because the mere presence of these palenques “was a problem against the 

sovereignty of the King.  They were under no law, were not loyal to the King, and settled 

illegally on the King’s domains.”
232

  Since the troops suspected that the slaves were 

fleeing back to their haciendas, seeking the protection from other slaves, they went to the 

haciendas each day looking for rebels “who had a pride that their kind [slaves] should 

never be allowed to have.”  Having destroyed their homes, the troops then discovered that 

the slaves had built new fortifications in the surrounding hills.  The soldiers then 
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destroyed the first fortification and found a few days later, new fortifications on other 

hills.  The authorities realized that the cimarrones could pull this off because they had 

well established relationships with the surrounding communities, with whom they traded, 

bought food, weapons, tools, and clothing.  People from these communities were warning 

the cimarrones about efforts to capture them.  The cases of violence involving the 

cimarrones against locals were, therefore, extraordinary events in what appeared to be a 

peaceful coexistence.  The following case shows in detail how runaways interacted with 

each other and the rest of the population. 

On April 23, 1760 locals in towns surrounding Córdoba heard several gun shots 

and screams coming from the hills.  They called on the local captain to investigate.  The 

captain discovered that one community of cimarrones was at war with another 

community of cimarrones.  It turned out that the two communities started fighting 

because one called “the new or modern ones,” led by Diego Matute, wanted to 

incorporate themselves into the “old community.”  Essentially, the new slaves were those 

recently escaped from nearby haciendas.  Since the group was becoming too large, the 

old ones, whom Diego Matute had once led, refused to accept them, because they feared 

their growing presence would expose them to the authorities.  They also worried that they 

lacked the ability to feed and maintain a growing number of runaways.  In the altercation, 

the old cimarrones killed five slaves from the new group and captured fifteen that they 

handed over to the owner of the hacienda La Estanzuela, who then handed the slaves over 

to the authorities in Córdoba. 

The captured slaves declared that they had survived by growing crops, trading 

with locals, and going to the markets to buy basic necessities.  They stated that until the 
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war between the cimarrones erupted, they never saw cimarrones fighting with each other 

or any instance where a cimarrón was involved in any act of violence against local 

residents, nor did they see a cimarrones steal from other cimarrones or from locals.  The 

slaves grew maize, rice, peanuts, yucca, squash, sweet potato, and bananas.  They hunted 

wild pigs and wild birds with muskets and lances.  They bought their tools and weapons 

from Indian villages and sold produce and wood at local markets.  Among the cimarrones 

were carpenters, who built their homes and made tools for agricultural work.  When the 

region went through droughts, they sometimes went into haciendas or villages to gather 

water from wells or rivers.  They were never able to raise cattle or any farm animal 

because they required maintenance and outsiders could spot them, giving away their 

location.   

Although many residents knew these palenques existed, no outsider knew how to 

get to them, not even the newly arrived slaves.  The slave Mateo Clemente of thirty five 

years, said that he had once belonged to Doña Ana Francisca de Yribas, owner of the 

hacienda from Umialca.  He said he had escaped twice.  The first time, he lived for two 

years in the palenques of Soyaltepec and Santa Ana.  The second time, he fled for seven 

months with his friend José Criollo.  At the river of Tamapá, near the Catarina palenque, 

they found a female slave, named Laureana, who was still breast feeding her infant, and 

fled with her until the slaves from the old group found them and guided them to their 

palenque in the hills of Masateopán.  Mateo said that, “without the old ones guiding us, 

we may have never found the place and risked being capture or dying of hunger.”
233

  Luis 

Francisco, who was about forty five years of age and was originally a slave from Saint 

Domingue, said about three years earlier, his former master had bought him in Veracruz.  
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Due to mistreatments, he had fled about a year and a half ago.  He knew about the 

palenques, but did not know where they were.  A few days after arriving at La 

Estanzuela, the cimarrón José Valentín, found him and took him to the palenque in the 

hills of Masateopán.  Luis Francisco also said that if José Valentín had never arrived, he 

would have been lost.  Miguel José was thirty years old from the hacienda El Potrero.  He 

said that after being thirteen to fourteen years at the same hacienda, working on sugar 

production, he had fled about three months ago because the new foreman was forcing 

him to work after he broke his arm.  Since he could not complete his tasks, the foreman 

whipped him almost on a daily basis.  When he fled, it took him a month to find the 

palenque of Masateopán.  One day, when he was by the river Tamapá, he met Diego 

Matute, who took him to the palenque.  María Francisca said she was about thirty years 

old from Guinea and married to José Francisco.  They both belonged to the hacienda San 

Antonio.  She said that about five months ago, a cousin from the hacienda Cacahuatl, 

whose name she did not want to say, convinced her to flee without her husband.  They 

walked for four days until they came across by accident on the Mandinga community and 

then met Diego Matute, who led them to the palenque.  After five months, she returned to 

get her husband and guided him to the same community.
234

   

Although slaves were unaware of the exact location of these communities, they 

knew about them and that they were at least near some population center, including 

haciendas, towns, or cities.  Indeed, it turned out that the palenque of Masateopán was on 

the lands of the hacienda, La Estanzuela, near a corner of the property that the slaves and 

workers believed was uninhabited and never worked.  The slave owner of the hacienda 

was benefitting from their presence because he could contract them for temporary labor 
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and sell food and other necessities to them.  This is why he was also keeping it a secret.  

Every slave testified to this.  The new and the old slaves took their war to the surrounding 

hills because they did not want to destroy the lands of the hacienda.  Even though slaves 

and others knew about these communities, including authorities, their stealth was vital to 

their survival.  Since the slaves had close and amicable relationships with the locals, it 

would make sense that the same locals that heard about troop movements, or efforts by 

the authorities to capture them, would give the slaves a heads up.  This would explain 

why in 1749 and 1750, the troops never found the slaves and why locals would worry 

about possible acts of violence in the surrounding hills. 

Slaves escaped as families or with the intention of creating one.  In the 

historiography, we often read about single males forming these communities.  The stories 

from female slaves, however, tell a different story.  It appears that the men the authorities 

captured, in the context of armed rebellion, denied having or belonging to families 

because they were protecting them from capture.  The women, on the other hand, who 

authorities captured with their men, had nothing else to hide.  Van Young found a similar 

pattern in his work on insurgents during the wars of independence.  The men he 

examined, often denied family ties because they wanted to shield them from retributions 

by the authorities.
235

  On January 15, 1752 the captured cimarrón, Salvador José, said he 

had fled four years earlier from the hacienda San Miguel, near Córdoba, owned by Don 

Juan Díaz de Ceballos.  He was married with the slave, Inés Margarita, and because he 

failed time after time to free his wife, by assisting her to run away, his conscious 

eventually caught up with him.  He decided to return “as God orders a man to be with this 

wife.”  He had fled when a cousin of his, named Lorenzo Mina, who was already on the 
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palenque and helped him and his friends, Diego Tapia, Chepe Rayado, Raphaelillo, 

Santiaquillo, and Valentín escape.  Salvador José said that about thirty men lived in the 

palenque, along with a couple who had children.  Most of the men were married and 

hoped to one day help their women escape.  Since the troops were destroying the 

palenques, he had decided this was the time to return, but feared severe punishment and 

decided to seek the protection of the Franciscan friars from the convent.
236

  These 

runaways were willing to admit some form of kinship because they returned willingly 

with their families.   

The slave, Francisco Mina, who the authorities caught with Salvador José in 

1752, said he was married with the slave, Bárbara, on the same hacienda.  He had fled a 

year earlier and wanted to return to his wife “to live like a good Christian, without 

punishment from my master.”  Since he was tired of the abuses from the foreman, he had 

fled with a group of cimarrones from the palenque San Antonio, who came to the 

hacienda and took men and women.  Francisco Mina said that the palenque was 

composed of old, young, men, and women.  Households organized the community.  He 

was thirty five years old and told the authorities that no matter how many times they tried 

destroying the palenques, there were sufficient cimarrones to build more.  He even 

refused to tell the authorities where the palenques were and insisted that missing his wife 

was enough reason to return.
237

  Although Salvador and Francisco enjoyed some kind of 

freedom and could have fled with their peers when the authorities found the palenque and 

destroyed it, which would have pushed them to build another palenque, they decided to 

return to their families, knowing they risked punishment from their masters for escaping.  
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For this reason, they sought the help of the friars.  This highlights the important safety net 

that families were for slaves.
238

  Slaves the authorities captured in arms used different 

strategies in regards to the family ties they had.  The women would be the ones revealing 

these family ties. 

The documentation that resulted from the war that broke out between the new and 

old cimarrones near Masateopán reveals that they were successful at forming families and 

making alliances during the war based on those kinship ties.  The women that were part 

of the new cimarrones, all described their families.  On May 6, 1760 Gertrudis Simona, 

who was about thirty years old, said she was the widow of the cimarrón, Rafael Cobos, 

who the old cimarrones killed with gunshot during the battle.  She had fled with her 

husband, with the help of Diego Matute, to the palenque and had lived there for over two 

months.  She and her husband farmed and sold goods to the Indians of Masateopán.  Ana 

María said she was married with the cimarrón, Manuel José de la Encarnación, and fled 

with him, also with the help of Diego Matute, to the palenque El Santísimo Sacramento, 

where they farmed.  She and her husband were not involved in the fight between the new 

and old cimarrones.  Instead, they fled when they heard the gunshots and then the old 

ones captured them.  It appeared that she and her husband were thirty years old.  

Francisca Antonia was forty six years old and married to Matías Gallardo.  They were 

both once the slaves of Don Diego de Bringas, from the hacienda la Toluquilla, and had 

fled two years earlier.  They were together for over twelve years and had two children, 

Juana Alberta and Fernando.  Juana Alberta was about fifteen and Fernando a toddler.  

Francisca Antonia had Juana Alberta with her now deceased husband, who had also been 
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a slave on the same hacienda.  Her daughter, Juana Alberta, said that they fled as a family 

when their uncle, Pancho Marrón, picked them up and guided them first to the palenque 

Mandinga and then to Masateopán, where they had lived for the past fifteen years.  When 

the old cimarrones from Masateopán discovered that Pancho Marrón planned to 

incorporate the family into that community, they pressured Pancho to hand them over so 

they could return them to their old master.  This is what Francisca Antonia and Juana 

Alberta believed was a cause of the war between the old and the new cimarrones.  Pancho 

gave the family food until they could settle down and died defending them against the old 

cimarrones.  Francisca’s husband went missing during the altercations and they suspected 

he died with his brother Pancho.  Twenty year old, Laureana del Carmen, also lost her 

husband, Mateo Clemente, and she refused to tell the authorities where the palenque 

was.
239

 

The life of Diego Matute shows that runaways could hold onto meaningful 

kinship ties for a long time.  On April 28, 1762 he was seventy years old, declaring he 

was the caudillo of the slaves.  He testified that he led the new cimarrones because he 

believed that all slaves deserved freedom and families.  He had coexisted with several 

families of cimarrones and his own, on the lands of the hacienda La Estanzuela, where 

they had worked for many years.  When the old cimarrones hanged the slave Ignacio, he 

decided it was time to act “and protect our lands and families.”  He and the other families 

often went to mass at the chapel of the hacienda, where the owner of the same property 

often contracted them for temporary work.  He even gave them a cow last year for their 

service.  When he and the new cimarrones were defeated he “urged everyone to take their 

families and protect them in the hills.”  He knew there were at least forty women, men, 
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and children in the palenque.
240

  Diego was the only male slave that testified to having 

families and that the palenque was made up of families.  Since the authorities had 

captured him and his family, he had nothing to lose.   

When the old cimarrones captured the new ones and handed them over to the 

authorities, the officials forgave them for escaping and in return, the cimarrones agreed to 

reveal where and how they lived.  Again, these were light punishments when runaways 

could receive severe tortures and death.  The Audiencia of Córdoba placed the old 

cimarrones in the reducción of San Lorenzo, where they put them to work on any public 

works that benefitted the King.  The viceroy stated, “because the negros from San 

Lorenzo have not helped capturing runaways, if anything, they sell and trade with them, 

they could at least work for the King.”  The Audiencia put nineteen of the cimarrones to 

work on the fort, San Juan de Ulúa, in public works and as soldiers.  All of the old 

cimarrones had also described at least forty men, women, and children on the palenques.  

They told the authorities of another one called Zangolica, but were unsure where it was 

located.  According to the cimarrones, almost every grown male was married, had lands, 

and worked on the hacienda la Estanzuela.
241

   

The Audiencia of Mexico City initially protested the decision by the Audiencia in 

Córdoba.  They argued that the law required punishment for any slave that escaped, even 

if they returned willingly, as an example to other slaves.  Fugitive slaves only had four 

months to ask forgivenes.  The Audiencia in Mexico City argued that the slaves had 

become accustomed to freedom and were now demanding it.  Since they were gone for so 

many years, and their crime was living outside the law, the Audiencia recommended 
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hanging all of them.  Indeed, the best they could hope for was returning to their masters 

without forgiveness.  The viceroy declared that, “it was a great offense that they married 

without the consent of their masters and had children.”  This complicated matters, 

because they had to determine which women were slaves and which were free when they 

joined the palenques to define the status of their children.  They even considered making 

slaves the free black women “who dared mixing with fugitives, challenging the authority 

of the King, and compromising the property of the slave owner.”
242

   

In the end, the Audiencia, with pressures from authorities in Córdoba, decided, 

despite demands from the slave owners over their property, that the best option was 

placing them on reducciones, where they could not interact with Indians and mulattos 

because “close contact between these groups would only expand their savagery.”  Above 

all, the authorities believed that the slaves had to learn to respect their masters and never 

aspire to freedom because they belonged as slaves.  This would ensure that the 

hacendados could reduce their dependence on Indian labor.  The Crown preferred Indians 

participating in the markets and raising revenues to help them pay their tributes and 

slaves on haciendas using “their natural abilities as laborers.”  The Córdoba Audiencia 

reminded the authorities about slave rebellions that happened in New Spain in 1735, 

1741, 1748, 1749, and 1756, which destabilized conditions by giving blacks “the wrong 

idea that they deserved freedom.”  In each rebellion, the authorities were “forced” to hang 

three to five slaves as an example, which meant that slave owners lost property and 

income.   In addition “by recruiting women and having families, runaways found ways to 

survive and maintain stable communities.”  The authorities, therefore, viewed breaking 

up the families, or at least preventing slaves from having them, as an immediate way to 
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discourage or stop the future creation of runaway slave communities.  For this reason, the 

Crown decided to sell all the children and separate husbands from wives.  Even the 

former slaves from San Lorenzo were only accepting relatives.  The Crown wanted to 

break this cycle by introducing those without kinship ties. 

Runaway Slaves on the Frontiers  

Building on my social analysis of runaway slaves in New Spain, I now turn to an 

examination of social conditions of runaways on the southern frontier of New Spain, 

where I will dedicate the majority of my analysis to court cases.  The evidence from 

central Mexico shows that runaways were active participants in the local economics.  The 

evidence from the Petén shows that runaways could also establish kinship ties with native 

groups and incorporate themselves into native communities.  On April 13, 1795 the priest 

from the presidio Itza Petén, Francisco Ángel López, reported to the president of the 

Audiencia of Guatemala, Don José Domas y Valle, that slaves were frequently escaping 

from British controlled Belize and establishing families with Indian women.  The 

presidio had 500 residents, many of them slaves, but those slaves that lived in conflict 

with the natives were moved to the town of San José on the north side of lake Itza.  What 

worried the priest, however, was that many slaves were incorporating themselves, 

without the consent of the authorities, into communities of natives, both conquered and 

unconquered.  The Spanish classified the unconquered natives as Indios Caribes, due to 

their connection with the Circum-Caribbean.  Grant D. Jones and Nancy M. Farris show 

that these were unconquered ethnic Maya groups who continued resisting subjugation 

into the nineteenth century.
243

  The priest was worried in 1800 that “savages [Indians and 
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slaves] mixing without the recognition of the Church and the Crown were a danger 

because they could easily transfer their pernicious ways.”
244

  This must have been 

especially worrisome in the wake of the Haitian Revolution in a region where the British 

constantly harassed the Spanish and where they had a limited control on the population.   

Runaway slaves were forging families with other runaways and local Indians.  

They used these ties to protect themselves so the authorities could not return them their 

former owners.  On April 25, 1795, the commander of the fort on the Petén declared that 

it was common for slaves to marry local Indians.  He made sure that he baptized the 

offspring from these unions.
245

  When the authorities captured them, the runaways argued 

that if they returned to their masters, they had to separate them from their wives and 

children.  The commander declared that he refused to return the slaves because they had 

families with other slaves, free blacks, and Indians.  Instead, he was using the slaves to 

assist in the construction of the roads to Campeche, which were part of efforts to conquer 

the unconquered Indians.  The ability of runaways to establish families posed a dilemma 

for the authorities because they wanted to weaken the presence of their rivals by taking 

away their work force, while at the same time exerting control on what they considered 

was an especially dangerous population since the outbreak of the Haitian Revolution. 
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Map 4 shows the lake, Itza Petén, with the castle in the middle, surrounded by 

several communities.  The town of Flores now lies on the same site of the former castle. 

One can still see traces of the old wall.  According to the priest, Francisco Ángel López, 

the towns of San José, San Antonio, and Santa Rita were composed almost entirely of 

slaves and former runaways.  The captain from the castle ordered them to the adjacent 

side of the lake because he feared that the slaves would continue mingling with the 

Indians and overthrow the garrison.  The priest even claimed that a petition existed from 

the Indians of the lake and it surroundings, stating that they viewed the presence of blacks 

as undesirable and wanted them removed from their places of residence.  Neither the 

priest nor the Indians ever presented this petition and one has to wonder how true these 

claims were if in virtually every case I will later examine of runaways from Belize into 

the Petén and the Caribbean coasts of present-day Guatemala and Honduras, the 

unconquered Indians and those from reducciones assisted runaway slaves.  The slaves 

testified that without the help from these Indians, they would have perished in a land 

unknown to them and sparsely populated.  We also know that slaves were marrying and 

incorporating themselves into Indian communities.  The authorities established these 

towns to the north of the lake, therefore, most likely out of efforts to control the slaves 

and prevent what they thought were the uncontrolled mingling of savages.  Such 

mentalities were present before Haiti and would become an important issue since the start 

of the Haitian Revolution.   
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Map 4.  Lago Itza Petén, 1740 

 

 
Source: AGI, MP-Guatemala, 26, “Mapa de la Provincia del Petén y del Castillo de su nombre,” 4 de 

Agosto de 1740. 

 

Regardless of how authorities felt about runaway slaves, they needed their labor 

and that of the other slaves to settle the frontier.  On December 31, 1799 the newly 

appointed priest from San José, reported to the president of the Audiencia of Guatemala 

that the recently transferred slaves that had escaped from Belize were now building their 

own Church and, therefore, needed the Audiencia to help him cover the costs of that 

construction.  The Audienca agreed that the settlement of these slaves would assist the 

labor demands of the hacienda San Felipe (see map) and become a further barrier against 

incursions from the British.  The priest was in charge of close to 100 slaves, since April 

of 1798.  The diocese of Yucatán had assigned him to the Petén and he declared that 

during his tenure, only one slave had died after a snake bit him.  Since his appointment, 

he had married many slaves and fed them as they constructed the homes and Church for 
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their community.  He was sure that the many marriages would help reproduce the 

population and bring “His majesty a solid settlement to fend off foreigners.”
246

  The 

priest reported that he was gradually converting the slaves to Catholicism.  Households, 

each with their plot of land, organized the town.  The Church was in the middle of the 

town, on the highest point, and the commander of the fort was giving him all the support 

he needed to make sure the community was successful.  He was sure that the rich land 

would make the community a prosperous one.  On July 16, 1800, the Audiencia of 

Guatemala approved $196 pesos and five reales worth of expenses for the construction of 

the Church, including an additional $21 pesos and six reales to pay a slave painter.   The 

Audiencia also asked that the priest to coordinate slave workers for the King’s hacienda, 

La Hacienda del Rey.  These settlements of slaves were important for the Crown’s efforts 

of strengthening its presence on the frontier against the British.  I now turn to 

contextualize the constant conflicts between the British and Spanish Crowns that slaves 

often engaged with to make sense of these tensions. 

Life on the Frontier and the British Menace 

 Since the 1710s, the British expanded their presence in what would become 

British Honduras, showing ambitions of taking over territory as far west as Campeche.  

During the seventeenth century, English pirates that the Spanish were unsuccessful at 

stopping, harassed the region.  In the eighteenth century, the British used slaves to 

support the efforts of British settlers, who included former buccaneers.
247

  Although the 

British claimed they were uninterested in taking formal control of the territory and only 
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wanted access to the wood cutting industry, the Spanish viewed their actions as an effort 

to take away Spanish claims to this territory.  Since Spain lacked the man power and 

resources to settle the territory, they attempted to place checks on the British presence by 

negotiating the terms under which they could cut wood.  The documentation shows that 

slaves were crucial to British efforts of wood cutting and settlements.  By the late 

eighteenth century, as Map 2 indicates, the British had settled the Belize frontier with 

clearly marked English names, such as New River, Chapman, and Walis [Belize] River.  

In order to fend off British incursions, the Spanish Crown required a close collaboration 

between administrators in Guatemala, Mérida, Mexico City, Omoa, and Havana. At 

times, local royal officials even asked the governor from Florida to provide his expertise 

in dealing with runaways from British colonies into his jurisdiction and his experience 

with the British. 
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Map 5.  The Caribbean Coasts of Belize, Guatemala, and Honduras, 1783 

 

 
Source: AGI, MP-Guatemala, 297, “Plano de los tres ríos de Walis [Belize], Nuevo y Hondo, situados entre 

el golfo Dulce o provincia de Guatemala y la de Yucatán, en el que se manifiesta sus esteros, lagunas y 

canales..., la situación del real presidio de San Felipe de Bacalar, el camino que de él iba a la capital de 

Mérida, la laguna de Petén Itzá y parte de su camino despoblado hasta el último pueblo de Yucatán,” 24 de 

Octubre de 1783.  

 

The sources documenting the interactions between the British and Spain over 

wood cutting rights are extensive and many are at the AGI in Seville.  Trying to go over 

these sources would essentially be another dissertation or book.  Instead, I focus on one 

case study from these sources involving British complaints about wood cutting in 

Campeche and Belize, the involvement of slaves on Caribbean coasts, and the Miskito 

Indians who mixed with Africans on the coasts of Honduras and Nicaragua.  The case 

reveals information about Spanish military efforts to eradicate the English settlements 
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and the logistical problems to coordinate the operations, due to the difficult collaboration 

that happened between Mexico City, Guatemala, and Havana.   

 On January 26, 1734 the governor of Yucatán, Don José Patino, sent a report to 

the viceroy in Mexico City, in which he detailed incursions by the British with the 

assistance of Miskito Indians.  The Miskitos included Zambos and Payas, who were 

escaped mulattos and blacks from British territories.  Together, the British considered 

them all Miskitos.  The Spanish, however, made clear distinctions between Indians and 

blacks, only referring to the Indians as Miskitos.  According to the governor of Yucatán, 

the Miskitos were enslaving other Indians.  The Spanish, therefore, viewed the actions of 

these Miskitos as treason because they were on Spanish domains and broke laws that 

prohibited the enslavement of Indians.
248

  Owensby demonstrates that the Spanish 

differentiated between property and domain.  Individuals and communities could own 

property, individually or communally, but their property remained within the domain of 

the monarch.  Spanish officials considered territory claimed by that monarch as part of 

his domain and subject to the laws of the empire.
249

  This is at least the argument the 

Spanish made.  In the eighteenth century, however, matters changed, as competing 

imperial forces produced new realities.  Essentially, only those that settled could govern.  

Without settlements, all Europeans had were claims only as valid as the pieces of paper 

they were on.
250

  What worried the Spanish was that the British settlements would cancel 

out any claims they had to the territory. 
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 With the collaboration of the Miskitos (Indians and runaway slaves), the British 

managed to expand their operations west to Campeche and to the coasts of Honduras and 

Nicaragua.  Map 6 shows the extent of British incursions that made the Spanish nervous.  

Minister William Pitt the Elder (1708-1778), had collaborated with the governor of 

Jamaica on these operations.  Pitt was a member of the House of Commons with the 

Whig party, who were advocating strong actions against Spain to challenge its authority 

in the Americas.  The governor from Yucatán then reported in 1734 that the British were 

entering Spanish territory, at will, and cutting all the wood they wanted with slaves.  

They were now so accustomed “that they established settlements in Walis [Belize] and 

maintained them with the backs of slaves.”
251

  The territory, therefore, was becoming 

British.   
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Map 6. Map of the Yucatán Peninsula showing the Miskito Coast, 1785 

 

 
Source: AGI, MP-MEXICO, 399 “Mapa de la Península de Yucatán. Comprende por la costa, desde la 

Bahía de Campeche hasta el Rio Tinto, en la Costa de Mosquitos y se indica en colores el terreno 

concedido a los ingleses para el corte del palo entre los Ríos Hondo y Walis [Belize] y el que nuevamente 

pretenden,” 1785. 

 

Spain and Britain had a long history of fighting each other in the eighteenth 

century, beginning with the War of Jenkin’s Ear (1739-1748), which was later part of the 

larger War of the Austrian Succession (1740-1748).  These wars resulted from imperial 

struggles between European powers.  Due to tense circumstances over territorial rights, 

the Seven Years’ War began in 1754 and end in 1763.  Spain would then support the 

colonists of what would become the United States during the start of their war for 

independence in 1775.  The two crowns would once again fight during the French 

Revolution, the Haitian Revolution, and the Napoleonic Wars.  According to William Pitt 

the Elder, “Spain was the obvious contender in our [Britain’s] imperial aspirations.”
252

  

Clearly, Spain and British were constantly competing for imperial domination, yet Spain 
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was in a bind because during times of peace, they relied heavily on slave imports the 

British provided.  On April 22, 1758, for example, the president of Guatemala reported to 

the viceroy in Mexico City that the operations on the construction and maintenance of the 

fort of Omoa were growing with the recent importation of 100 slaves from Jamaica.
253

  

For this reason, Spain carried its own trafficking of slaves, mainly to the Río de la Plata, 

but also some traffic directly from the West coast of Africa.  I made this point in chapter 

one.  

 By 1737, the Spanish determined that the British actions along this frontier coast 

were unacceptable and concluded that they needed to take military action.  Coordinating 

these efforts, however, was no easy task.  They first needed the approval from the viceroy 

in Mexico City, who then had to coordinate with the naval fleet, controlled by the 

governor of Havana, who in turn, had to coordinate with the governor of Yucatán and the 

president of the Audiencia of Guatemala to mobilize soldiers and militiamen to support 

these efforts.  The Spanish chose the military option because the British were using naval 

ships to protect their settlers and incursions into Spanish territory.  On January 21, 1737, 

for example, the governor of Yucatán reported that in late June of 1736, the British tried 

exporting hundreds of pieces of wood, illegally cut in Campeche, on a ship from Dublin 

with fourteen canons made in Bristol.  The governor of Yucatán ordered that a ship with 

eighteen canon and three light vessels remove the British by force, while they were 

sitting in the port of Belize.  The authorities in Yucatán needed more ships to prevent 

further settlements, but the viceroy determined he could not leave Veracruz unguarded 

with its only ship, the San Cayetano.
254
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 The captain who carried out the Spanish operations was Don Diego de Argüelles.  

He reported that when they reached the mouth of the Belize River, they encountered little 

resistance and successfully drove the settlers out of their farms, with their slaves.  They 

captured six settlers and three slaves.  The rest fled with their slaves into the hills.  The 

Spanish then burned all the wood the settlers had cut and the homes they lived in.  As 

they entered the river, they found six small British vessels, which they defeated after a 

brutal battle.  During this battle, the lieutenant, Don Gabriel Franco, suffered severe 

injuries, losing an arm, a leg, and his left eye.  Since the Spanish ships were crippled, 

they were unable to purse the British and finish them.  For this reason, they asked support 

from the governor of Cuba, who replied that he could not send reinforcements because he 

needed them for his own defense.  Many settlers had escaped with enough time when 

they heard the cannons.  By the time the Spanish arrived, the settlers had left with their 

families and slaves to the hills.  The prisoners the Spanish captured told them that in 

addition to using slaves, they were collaborating with the Miskitos Zambos to take 

control of the territory and cut the wood.  Wood cutting was vital to Britain’s imperial 

ambitions, especially since they had exhausted all viable trees for ships by the 1720s on 

the British Isles.  Wood cutting operations with slave labor were, therefore, important to 

British imperial efforts.
255

  This is why the Spanish viewed the excessive cutting of wood 

as a problem.  Since the Spanish were unable to give the final military blow, with the lack 

of support from Cuba and Mexico City, the British recovered and renewed their 

operations in Belize, Yucatán, and the Caribbean coasts of Central America.  Indeed, they 

would remain there into the twentieth century. 
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 The events of the 1730s highlight the real possibility that the British could one 

day undermine Spanish control on the mainland of North America.  This was a 

worrisome possibility in New Spain, a vital center of imperial authority in the Americas.  

Controlling the frontiers and borderlands of this territory was, therefore, crucial.  This 

case also reveals the important roles that slaves were having in eighteenth century 

Atlantic imperial projects.  Both Britain and Spain relied on the labor of slaves to achieve 

their imperial ambitions.  For this reason, the Spanish built the forts of Omoa, San Felipe, 

and Bacalar in this frontier region (see map 7 showing the negotiations from the 1783 

Peace of Paris).  In addition to the British threat, Spain also had to confront the numerous 

unconquered Indians, such as the Miskitos, who threatened its sovereignty. 
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Map 7.  Yucatán, Petén, and Guatemala following the 1783 Peace of Paris 

 

 
Source: AGI, MP-MEXICO, 390, “Plano de los tres Ríos de Valiz [Belize], Nuevo y Hondo, situados entre 

el Golfo Dulce o Provincia de Guatemala y la de Yucatán en el que se manifiesta su Esteros, Lagunas y 

Canales y á que embarcaciones son accesibles.  La situación del Real Presidio de San Felipe de Bacalar, el 

camino que de él va a la Capital de Mérida, La Laguna del Peten Itzá y parte de su camino despoblado 

hasta el último pueblo de Yucatán,” 1783.  

 

Runaways before Haiti 

I now follow with an examination of cases involving runaways from British 

masters escaping into Spanish territory, starting in the 1720s and ending about 1800.  I 

also touch on cases involving the illegal trafficking of slaves and ways that foreign 

powers used slaves to settle the Mexican north.  The experiences of these runaways 

shows many escaping as families and forging families as fugitives.  They reveal the ways 

that Spanish imperial projects addressed their roles in the colonial order and defined their 

relationships with the Crown.  The defining moment for these slaves was the Haitian 
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Revolution.  Before that revolution, the Crown viewed their presence as a diplomatic 

issue and had no qualms using them for its own labor needs or selling them to land 

owners and merchants.  After the Haitian Revolution started, the authorities found the 

incursions of uncontrolled runaways a serious problem.  They feared that their actions 

could influence other slaves to rebel.  In the wake of the Haitian Revolution, running 

away became a political action.  

 The earliest case dates from 1727 and involved six male slaves, who had escaped 

from Belize.  All the slaves said that many of their peers wanted to escape because their 

English foremen and masters overworked and punished them for failing to meet daily 

quotas.  The slaves said they escaped one day while they were cutting wood.  They took 

the opportunity when their foremen became drunk.  The slaves took their tools and 

machetes and found canoes that they assumed belonged to Indians or Miskitos.  Since 

they were completely unfamiliar with the territory, they navigated a river that nobody 

recognized, nor knew the name of, hoping they would find an Indian to guide them.  

They first encountered a group of Indians, but the Indians fled, afraid of the slaves.  The 

Indians probably thought they were Zambos, collaborating with Miskitos, who were 

enslaving Indians.  The slaves then yelled at the Indians, telling them they needed help 

and dropped their machetes as a gesture that they meant no harm.  One of the Indians, a 

young man, realized the slaves were benign and decided to help them.  As best as they 

could, they communicated with the Indian that they needed help (from the trek and 

abuses from their masters, many of the runaways were badly injured).  The young Indian 

man concluded that their best option was the possible assistance of the Spanish at the fort 

on the lake Itza Petén.  He guided them through the hills and terrain, to the outskirts of 
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the fort, where the commander accepted and placed them under the protection of the 

priest.
256

 

 Since the captain of the fort, Don José Saavedra, could not afford to maintain the 

six slaves, he ordered a mulatto soldier and several Indians to take them to Santiago de 

Guatemala on July 19, 1727.  The captain then asked the Audiencia of Guatemala to 

cover the expenses he had incurred maintaining the slaves on his fort, their medical care, 

and the costs of taking them to Santiago.  Upon receiving them, the fiscal lawyer of the 

audiencia of Guatemala decided that since they were slaves in Belize, they should remain 

slaves in Guatemala.  The only questions were whether to sell them, if so, for how much, 

what occupations they were going to have, and who was going to own them.  The 

Audiencia, however, wanted to first determine why the escaped, what they did as English 

subjects, and the condition of their health.
257

 

 The Audiencia interviewed the first slave, named Pedro, on August 6, 1727, but 

he declared that he was a Mina and that his name was Adduado.  He had once belonged 

to a slave owner, named Blancha (sp?), for ten years and when he died, the former slave, 

named Barus (sp?), owned him for four years.  He fled because his masters over-worked 

and whipped him frequently.  His masters never taught him the Christian religion that he 

now wanted because “he desired to become a subject of the King.”  He somehow knew 

some Spanish. He mentioned that he and the other slaves came across the Indians in a 

place named Sinixac.  The next slave said he was also a Mina named Ucac Ucac, but the 
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English changed his name to Diego or James.  He said that he worked many years for his 

master, named Balba, or something like that.  He never quite understood the English 

language.  He fled because his master whipped him frequently.  Ucac Ucac then said that 

all he wanted now was to continue his religious teachings that the priest from the Petén 

taught them and that he wanted to become a subject of the good Spanish King.  He 

believed that, at least under the Spanish, he was going to receive improved treatments.  

None demanded their freedom and only wanted fair treatment.
258

  These were the only 

slaves they could interview because the rest were too sick or injured to testify. 

 The Audiencia determined that the friars from the Convent of San Francisco 

should take care of the slaves until they determined what to do with them.  Eventually, 

the Audiencia decided to sell the slaves and use that money for the expenses of the Royal 

Hacienda.  When they tried taking them from the convent, the slaves, at first, non-

violently resisted, saying they wanted to remain under the protection of the friars, seeking 

immunity from the court.  The friar, Pedro Molina Betancourt, said he agreed with the 

Audiencia’s decision to turn over the slaves, only on the condition that the Audiencia 

never accuse them of criminals for refusing to leave the convent.  He also said that he 

could not make the slaves leave the convent.  Indeed, the slaves somehow got a hold of 

knives and used them to stage a rebellion inside the convent to refuse arrest.  They knew 

the Audiencia wanted to sell them and put them back to work as slaves.
259

 

On September 10, 1727, the Audienca ordered four militiamen and six Indians 

into the convent to take the slaves by force.  This resulted in a dramatic confrontation, 

with the slaves climbing to the roof of the convent.  Once on the roof, one of the slaves 
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placed the knife to his throat yelling, “You are not going to take this negro, you will only 

take his head.”  At this point, the friar, Pedro Molina Betancourt, convinced the slaves to 

put down their knives and give in.  They agreed.  After capturing them, the authorities 

realized one was missing four toes from his right foot and another was sick with high 

fevers.  The slave Antonio had escaped one day when he said he was going to the plaza to 

buy tobacco.  Pedro was sick with high fevers and so the authorities took him to the 

hospital San Juan de Dios.  The rest of the slaves were Diego, Manuel, Juan, and 

Francisco.
260

 

The appraisal of the slaves revealed detailed information about their physical 

condition.  Within days of removing the slaves from the convent, a group of Indians 

discovered Antonio hiding in the outskirts of the city and handed him over to the 

authorities.  The Audiencia assessed Diego as a twenty-three or twenty-four year old and 

worth $250 pesos.   They considered Juan to have twenty-four or twenty-five years of age 

and worth $250 pesos.  They concluded that Pedro was about thirty years of age and also 

worth $250 pesos, despite having a fever and missing four fingers from his right foot, 

after a caiman bit him when they were escaping from Belize.  Due to mistreatments he 

was probably suffering from an infection.  Manuel was assessed at twenty-six years of 

age, Francisco at twenty-six and Antonio, who was the shortest, at twenty-eight years of 

age.  The judges appraised them at $250 pesos.  The Audiencia then attempted selling 

them to raise revenues.  After twenty-five announcements from the town crier about the 

sale of the slaves, not one buyer came showing any interest in them.  The Audiencia 

determined that this had to do with the asking prices. They hired one surgeon and one 

medical doctor to conduct physical exams and propose a new price.   
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On November 14, 1727 the appointed surgeon, Andrés Flores, and the medical 

doctor, Don José de Medina, started the medical examinations based on empirical 

observations.  They found that Pedro’s four missing toes from his right foot were the only 

ailment the slaves had, but considered them “idiots” because they lacked a command of 

the Spanish language, and thus, anticipated problems communicating tasks with them.  

With the exception of Pedro, whom the doctors apprised at $100 pesos, they appraised 

the rest at $150 pesos.  At this announcement, several slave owners expressed an interest 

in buying the slaves for their labor needs on haciendas.  The Audiencia considered these 

requests, but recently received news that the authorities needed workers for the mines in 

the Viceroyalty of Peru changed their minds.  The viceroy in Mexico City concluded that 

working the mines of Peru was a royal priority and decided to ship the slaves to that 

kingdom, where they could sell them for a higher price, due to the demand.  In the 

meantime, on December 23, 1727, the Audiencia placed the slaves to work on the sugar 

ingenio of Don Tomás de Arrivellaga, until the next ship arrived to Sonsonate that would 

send them to Peru.  The Audiencia asked Don Tomás de Arrivellaga to take good care of 

the slaves and make sure they did not escape.  He said that, “he could not guarantee they 

will not escape because slaves commonly ran away on his property.”
261

  This should have 

been a red flag for the Audiencia, since they must have known that slaves tended to run 

away when working and living conditions were horrible. 

By April of 1728, the Audiencia was ready to send the slaves to Sonsonate and 

then on to Peru.  They ordered the surgeon, Manuel de Artiaga y Carranza, to conduct 

new physical exams to determine if they were ready for the long journey from Santiago 

to Sonsonate and then on to Callao.  He found that three of the six slaves had escaped the 
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working conditions on the ingenio.  The other three were too sick and injured to travel.  

They had lost blood, suffered from fevers, inflammation, and convulsions of the nerves.  

Juan had two wounds on the left side of his neck, cutting a part of the jugular vein that 

was causing the fevers, inflammation, and weakness.  Francisco had a wound on the left 

side of the neck, six fingers long and three fingers deep, with several veins torn that were 

weakening him.  Pedro was missing the already mentioned four toes, but now had a cut 

near the esophagus that was limiting his ability to breath.
262

 

The news of the worsened health of the slaves produced a crisis because the 

captain of the ship, La Estrella, had informed the Audiencia that he was going to charge 

them $150 for each slave and that he planned to sail to Callao on April 25 of 1728, give 

or take a few days.  Ignoring the report from the surgeon, the Audiencia decided to send 

the slaves to Sonsonate.  They only needed the approval of the justicias from the towns 

on the road to Sonsonate, to house the slaves and allow them passage.  On April 15, 

1728, the teacher, Andrés Flores, on behalf of the surgeon, who was sick, Manuel Peralta, 

whom he was assisting to care for the three slaves, said that only the slave Francisco 

could not travel because of the deep wound on his neck that would cause him his death if 

unattended.  Eventually, the Indians found the other three slaves, who had escaped Don 

Tomás de Arrivellaga’s ingenio.  Due to delays in the weather, the ship finally left on 

May 11, 1728, with the two slaves to Callao.  The four slaves remained as slaves of the 

King.  Eventually, the authorities would also ship them to Peru.
263

  The following case 

also shows similar ways that authorities dealt with runaways before the Haitian 
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Revolution.  This case was from a year after the authorities dealt with the first batch of 

runaways. 

On July 28, 1728 the governor of the presidio of the Petén, Don Santiago Nuñez 

de Villavicenzio, petitioned the Audiencia a reimbursement for the expenses he incurred 

transferring three runaways from his presidio to Santiago de Guatemala.  In June, he had 

sent to Santiago two runaways from Belize, whom he made live in the towns of Dolores, 

and another, who was living in Chinola.  He gave two of his soldiers $25 pesos to take 

the slaves.  He also gave them each $20 pesos to cover their food and then hired two 

Indians, and paid them each $4 pesos and four reales.  He spent $96 pesos and two reales 

feeding the slaves and was still waiting a reimbursement for the six slaves he had sent the 

previous year.
264

 

None of the three slaves knew Spanish, which made the Audiencia use a 

translator.  Following previous precedents, the Audiencia wanted to know if they were 

slaves under the British.  If they were slaves, then Spanish law ordered that they remain 

as slaves.  They asked Don Manuel de Legara Palacio, a resident of the city of Santiago, 

to translate for the slaves.  On December 9, 1728, the first slave testified that his name 

was Manuel and that he was born on the island of Jamaica.  He was about twenty-five or 

twenty-six years old.  His master was a man named, Piquerin (sp?), and he was the son of 

a female slave that belonged to him.  He had fled from Belize due to the harsh working 

conditions.  He also declared he had a limited command of the English language.  He said 

he was not a Christian and had no god or anyone he worshiped. Juan was a thirty year old 

slave, who also declared he was not Christian or had a god.  He was born in Imbo, where 

slave catchers captured him and sold him to the English, who then shipped him to 
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Jamaica.  From there, the English shipped him to the river Walis (Belize), where he 

worked cutting wood.  He escaped because his master was going to send him back to 

Jamaica and had his hands and feet tied to punish him.  He somehow managed to escape 

and now wanted to live among Spaniards.  The English named the third slave, Antonio.  

He was born in Borno, in Guinea, but the Caramiques captured and sold him into slavery.  

He said he had no religion and that he was about forty years old.  He had fled when his 

friends encouraged him and he also wanted to live with the Spaniards, even though he 

knew little English or Spanish.  The alcalde from the presidio on the Dulce Gulf then 

confirmed that he knew these three slaves because he found them and sent them to the 

Petén.  He said it was common for slaves to escape from Belize and he often dealt with 

the issue.
265

   

Until the Audiencia determined what to do with the slaves, they placed them in 

their jail.  The authorities appraised all the slaves at $200 pesos. Again, they tried selling 

them, but initially nobody was interested.   On January 29, 1729, Don Miguel de 

Andonaegui told the Audiencia that he wanted Antonio and Manuel for this hacienda, but 

was only going to pay $175 pesos for each one.  When the slave Juan heard that if 

nobody wanted them they were going to send them to Peru to work on the mines, he had 

tried committing suicide and was now recovering.  Don Francisco Andonaegui, Don 

Miguel Andonaegui’s brother, finally agreed to pay the full amount of $200 pesos for the 

slave in February of the same year.  They even sold Francisco for $125, who had 

recovered from his injuries.  Don Francisco Andonaegui stated that, “by buying the 

slaves, he was doing a service to the Crown because he will Christianize them, make 
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them into loyal subjects, put them to work, and raise money for the Crown.”
266

  On July 

7, 1730 the judges from the Audiencia of Guatemala notified the King of what happened 

and he approved it. In this instance, the authorities used the slaves for local production.  

The following case also shows a similar process. 

In April of 1728 the soldier, José Martínez, from the fort of San Felipe on the 

Golfo Dulce went fishing with his friends, Isidro Ventura and Andrés Castillo, when they 

found a runaway slave on a wooden plank escaping from Belize.  They rescued him and 

took him to San Fernando, which was under the jurisdiction of Honduras, where they 

tried selling him for seventy pesos.  They thought the slave was part of a shipwreck, and 

if not for their help, the slave would have died.  The commander of San Fernando told 

them that he could not buy the slave because he was British.  The Audiencia in 

Guatemala was, therefore, responsible for these cases.  By May 29, 1728, the slave was in 

Santiago de Guatemala, where the Audiencia investigated his experiences.  With the 

translator, captain Don José de Rojas, the slave said that he had no god and that the 

English never baptized him.  His name was Jan, but because he was suffering from 

measles, the priest from Santiago baptized him with the name Francisco Antonio, after 

both saints.  He was from a place he called Baruada, which the Spanish did not recognize, 

and that he belonged to a former slave, named Harris.  Harris then sold him to an 

Englishman, named Sanders.  Both masters gave him a bad life and so one day, while he 

was out cutting wood, the English became drunk and he fled on a small boat.  Off the 

coast of Honduras, a strong turbulence capsized his small boat.  It was then that the 

fishers of turtles found him and saved his life.  The Spanish thought he was between 
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eighteen and twenty years of age.
267

  Immediately the Audiencia appraised him at $300 

pesos and eight reales and after the first town crier announced the price, Don Juan del Río 

offered $200 pesos.  The Audiencia negotiated the price of $225 pesos on October 23, 

1728.  Don Juan del Río also put him to work on his hacienda and said that, “his efforts 

were for the benefit of the Crown.” 

 These early cases show that the Crown viewed these slaves as valuable sources of 

labor for imperial projects, such as the mines in the Andes.  Due to the logistical 

problems and costs of shipping the slaves from Central America to Peru, however, 

authorities in Central America, who represented the King, often opted for keeping the 

slaves.  The slave owners who bought the slaves from the King all declared that buying 

them was in the Crown’s interested because they were socializing them and creating 

productive subjects for the empire.  This is at least what they claimed.  The case of the six 

slaves from 1727 shows that in a couple of months under Don Tomás Arrivellaga, their 

health deteriorated to such a degree that the authorities could only send two slaves to 

Callao.  The cases also show that the Crown wanted to make sure the runaways remained 

as slaves in order to maintain the social hierarchies they were striving for.  Maintaining 

this social hierarchy was fundamental to the imperial projects in the colonies, which 

wanted to assert the authority of the Crown.  Such social order was of such importance, 

that the authorities took even cases involving a few slaves seriously.  They wanted to 

make sure that, especially those from the lowest part of the social ladder, remained in 

their place. 

 Although the following example happened primarily in Cuba, it originated in 

Campeche and shows the volatility of the region by the middle of the eighteenth century.  
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On December 27, 1758 the eighteen year old slave, named Juana Bautista, testified before 

Don Juan Landas de Larida, captain of the grenadiers in Bayamo, Cuba on the southern 

part of the island.  She said that two men went to Campeche and took her, her one year 

old son, and another free mulatto, named Antonio.  She then saw them take another slave 

and a free mulatto.  The two men took them to Bayamo, where they worked as slaves 

until, tired of all the abuses, they escaped and were now under the protections of the 

grenadiers.  The authorities in Cuba identified her as part of the Tau casta.  She testified 

that her master had another female slave, named Juana Cata Ana, but she had died a good 

Christian.  The only slave that she knew the slave traders shipped legally to Cuba was a 

Congo named Atanasio.  In Cuba, her current master, Juan Guerra, bought them.
268

  

Atanasio declared that English merchants actually sold him illegally to his current master 

in Jamaica.  On several occasions, he went with the English to Campeche and captured 

slaves that lived there.  The English usually sold these slaves to slave owners, such as 

Juan Guerra, in Cuba.  When the troops heard of these rumors, they went to investigate 

and captured him and another slave, named Paulino.  Juana was married now with the 

creole slave Ramón and was actually a Caravali.  He knew that the English had captured 

the slave Simon illegally in Campeche and sold him to his current master in Cuba.  

Indeed, the English slave catchers often collaborated with soldiers and used armed ships.  

The slave Simon declared that Juan Guerra had also sold slaves illegally to white 

settlers.
269

  Juan Guerra only branded African slaves on his property with the seal of the 
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office of the Contaduría.  It appeared that the slaves being trafficked were creoles or free 

blacks. 

 Further investigations about the experiences of the captured slaves revealed that 

Juana Bautista’s son was actually born in Cuba.  She had earlier testified that the English 

captured her with him and that she was once free.  Since she was now a slave and had the 

child with the slave Ramón, the authorities determined her child must also be a slave.  

Juana Bautista declared this to save her child from slavery. 

 The authorities concluded that the only way to bring justice to this case was to 

make Juan Guerra pay the financial penalties of trafficking goods illegally into Spanish 

domain.  The commanding officer of the grenadiers never questioned whether they 

should free the slaves or whether they were once free because he concluded, “it was their 

rightful place to serve.”
270

  Starting on April 8, 1759, soldiers went to Juan Guerra’s 

estancia and discovered that he had named it Campeche.  The first time they went, they 

spoke with his slaves, who declared that they were unaware of their master’s 

whereabouts.  All they could see was that some of the slaves had modest dwellings with a 

few chairs, tables, a place to make fires for cooking, and a few cooking tools and pots.  

They found that Juan Guerra had two horses.  The next day they went back to the estancia 

and found his daughter, María del Carmen, who also told them that she did not know 

where her father was.  This time, they entered his house and found modest belongings.  A 

few tables and chairs, a simple kitchen, a bed, and two reclining chairs.  Since they never 

found Juan Guerra, the authorities determined that they would hold the slaves Atanasio, 

Juana Bautista, and her son Balthasar, as ransom for their master’s illegal trafficking.
271
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Just like his slaves, Juan Guerra also fled.  The next case from the northern Mexican 

frontier shows ways that foreigners could use slaves to take territory claimed by Spain. 

 Unlike the southern frontier, where the British used slaves to cut wood and 

highjack it to the world market, the evidence from northern Mexico, indicates that 

foreigners used slaves to settle.  On November 20, 1754 the governor of Texas, Don 

Jacinto de Barrios y Jáuregui, reported to the Audiencia of Guadalajara that he had 

arrested three French people and two slaves who had settled on the shores of the river 

Trinidad (present-day Trinity River in eastern Texas).  Their intention was to attract 

about fifty families of settlers, waiting in New Orleans and from their nation, to establish 

a colony.  Each family owned at least a couple slaves.  In retaliation, the governor of 

Texas ordered the construction of a presidio with thirty soldiers, most of which were 

recently conquered Indians and neophytes to Catholicism.  He wanted fifty families 

supported by friars from Zacatecas to help settle this new settlement.
272

   

 In response, the French claimed that they settled the Trinity River because the 

Spanish were denying them cattle they needed to survive and were not collaborating in 

the exchange of fugitives between the French settlement of Nachitas and the Spanish 

settlement of Azayas.  Both monarchs agreed, on July 26, 1751, to exchange fugitives 

and goods, like cattle, so that their settlers could survive.  Nonetheless, Viceroy Juan 

Vicente de Güemes, second count of Revillagigedo, ordered all the French prisoners and 

their slaves sent to Mexico City, where one of the slaves died.  He also demanded that the 

French abandon their settlement in Nachitas and declared that he would cover all the 
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expenses of the new settlement established by the governor of Texas.  In addition, the 

viceroy prohibited all commerce with the French in this region.
273

 

 In order to further undermine the presence of French settlers, the viceroy from 

Mexico City ordered that the authorities declare free all slaves who escaped into Spanish 

territory.  Since Spain was having a difficult time getting slaves to Texas, due to the 

strong French presence in Louisiana and the Mississippi River, all they could do was 

attack the foundations of imperial expansion in the eighteenth century, which was slave 

labor.  The viceroy declared that, “the incentive of freedom from French slaves will make 

them flee and end French aspirations in our territory.”
274

  Since Texas had a limited 

number of African and creole slaves, the authorities in Mexico City did not consider 

granting freedom to runaways a threat to social stability or slave owners in that part of the 

Empire. 

 Before the outbreak of the Haitian Revolution, the Spanish considered runaways 

from foreign domains as an opportunity to gain laborers that could directly assist in 

achieving imperial projects.  They did this, while at the same time attempting to maintain 

an idealized social order that limited the rights of slaves.  Foreigners threatened Spanish 

sovereignty on the frontiers and borderlands with slave labor.  They also went into 

Spanish domains and captured free blacks to sell them on the illegal slave market.  This 

was the experience of the slaves that the English captured in Campeche and shipped to 

Cuba.  This volatility of the frontiers and borderlands made them crucial places where 

empire, subjects, and monarchs defined imperial boundaries and relationships of power.  
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Slaves were clearly at the heart of these processes, but their experiences as runaways on 

the frontiers would change dramatically due to the impact of the Haitian Revolution. 

Runaways and the Haitian Revolution 

 Before the Haitian Revolution, the Spanish undermined the imperial ambitions of 

their competitors by taking their slaves that escaped into its territories.  The Spanish 

hoped this is what would happen.  The Haitian Revolution and to some extent, the French 

Revolution, however, complicated matters.  On the one hand, Spain feared the 

uncontrolled presence of runaways, which they now viewed as agents determined to end 

slavery.  The end of slavery would severely undermine imperial ambitions for Spain and 

the rest of the Atlantic powers, who depended on slave labor.  Spanish authorities and 

locals in the Americas feared that runaway slaves would spread their rebellious 

ideologies to other castas and Indians, resulting in what they believed would be the end of 

the empire.  On the other hand, Spain continued to struggle to fend off foreign incursions 

into the frontiers and borderlands, where many slaves were escaping.  Indeed, before the 

Haitian Revolution, not one case of runaways from foreign territories resulted in their 

return to their master.  On May 14, 1796 the commanding officer of Omoa stated that, 

“because there was no legal apparatus to return foreign runaways, he always kept 

them.”
275

  The president of the Audiencia of Guatemala echoed this on October 31, 1800 

that, “no tribunals existed to return slaves, but yet worried about runaways challenging 

authority.”
276

  The ways in which authorities handled cases of runaways since the Haitian 

Revolution reveals important insights into the policy making of local royal officials and 

where they viewed the fate of the empire. 
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 Although I cannot provide concrete numbers, due to the limited sources, the 

evidence indicates that since the Haitian Revolution more and more slaves started 

escaping from British controlled territories into Yucatán and Central America.  On 

August 19, 1794, the commanding officer from the Itza Petén presidio declared that he 

was capturing at least two or three slaves from Belize every two to three days. 
277

  The 

captain at Omoa, in 1800, also testified that he was observing an escalation of runaways, 

while authorities in Campeche and Yucatán also reported that they were observing higher 

numbers of runaways from Belize since the Haitian Revolution started.
278

  These patterns 

are consistent with the historiographies on abolition in the U.S., Cuba, and Brazil.  

Scholars have shown that as slaves started learning about the possible end of slavery in 

their countries, they escalated rebellions, fled, or, as in the U.S. example, joined the army 

to speed up the process of abolition.  Indeed, scholars credit slaves for bringing about the 

rapid end of slavery.  The abolition of slavery, in essence, legitimized what was already 

happening.  Heads of state and former slave owners, however, in their efforts to maintain 

their superior position over former slaves, would construct a narrative suggesting that is 

was they who, “out of their benevolence,” granted slaves their freedom.  In return, former 

slave owners argued that former slaves should be thankful and continue in their 

submissive behavior towards them.  In the U.S., former slave owners reverted to a 

terrorist campaign, in the form of the KKK and lynchings, to impose their authority over 

the African-American population.  By running away, slaves hoped to bring abolition 

sooner than later, knowing that slave owners or the state, would waste few resources 
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recovering property, slaves, which was going to become worthless in a matter of years.
279

  

The impact the Haitian Revolution was having, therefore, was inspiring slaves to escape 

with the hopes of undermining the system of slavery.  The dwindling imports of slaves 

into the Spanish mainland North America as well as the escalated abolitionist debates that 

would eventually lead to the end of the slave trade to the United States in 1808, must 

have also been motivating factors.  For the first time, the idea of the end of slavery was in 

the public sphere, giving slaves the hope that their misery would end.  In this changing 

context, escaping became a political action taken seriously by the authorities because it 

threatened the social order, of which slavery was a major component. 

 Patterns of runaway slaves in Yucatán and Central America since the start of the 

Haitian Revolution show several characteristics.  More and more slaves started escaping 

as families.  This is different from earlier processes involving groups of male slaves 

escaping and yet managing to establish meaningful kinship ties with Indians and other 

runaways.  One can consider friendships as a kind of fictive kinship based on close a 

relationship.  Many of us have friends we consider family members.  Slaves started 

escaping with belongings.  This means, that they hoped to gain their freedom and settle in 

a new territory.  They also escaped with free black soldiers, who were tired of their 

military service.  Slaves continued invoking their longing for a Christian religious 

formation, or at least, they hoped these arguments would aid their cause of staying in 

Spanish territory.  When authorities considered returning the slaves, the slaves would 

then argue that they wanted to serve the Crown.  Finally, when the Crown decided to 
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keep the slaves, they placed them to work on roads that were part of efforts to conquer 

unconquered Indians.  Despite agreements in the 1783 Treaty of Paris, where Spain 

promised to return any runaway from British territories, local authorities continued 

debating what to do with newly arrived slaves.  The British expressed their concerns 

about the imperial ambitions in the following case. 

 On August 5, 1802, the British superintendent from Belize, Richard Bassett, made 

three petitions to the governor of Yucatán.  He wanted the return of slaves that had 

escaped before the recent War of the Second Coalition (1798-1802), which was part of 

the larger Napoleonic Wars.  The superintendent wanted the return of two black soldiers, 

who he accused of committing crimes in Belize before they escaped.  Finally, he wanted 

the authorities to allow the British settlers to return to their wood cutting operations that 

they enjoyed before the war.  Britain and Spain were also at war during the war of the 

First Coalition as Spain sided with Napoleon in 1796.  Mr. Bassett wanted the Spanish’s 

permission to allow settlers to cut wood with their slaves.  “Denying their rights to these 

slaves was hurting their livelihood and basic survival.”
280

  Before the war, the settlers had 

the permission to cut wood on the Nuevo and Hondo rivers.  He promised the Spanish 

that he would respect the religion of the runaways and neither kill or maim them as 

punishment.  Indeed, Mr. Bassett promised them no punishment would come to them.  

They only wanted their slaves. 

 The governor of Yucatán, Don Pedro de Ceballos y Guerra, was weary about 

returning the slaves.  Although France and its allies had recently settled peace with 

Britain and its allies, tensions remained in Europe.  Spain remained a French ally since 

1796 and would remain in an uneasy alliance until Napoleon invaded the Iberian 
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Peninsula in 1808.  The renewal of war with Britain was a real possibility.  The governor 

of Yucatán, therefore, viewed this petition as a British effort at renewing its imperial 

projects in Yucatán.  He informed Mr. Bassett that he controlled the three slaves the 

British demanded.  The president of the Audiencia of Guatemala, Don Arturo O’Neill, 

had informed Don Pedro de Ceballos y Guerra that the rest of the runaways in question, 

including the escaped black soldiers, had incorporated themselves into the towns of 

Indians.  Don Arturo O’Neill and Don Pedro de Ceballos y Guerra both concluded that 

the most important issue was controlling the slaves.  Although they considered returning 

the slaves, and could legally do it, due to the royal decree from 1790, which ordered the 

return of foreign runaways, especially from French colonies, they argued that they still 

lacked the legal apparatus of how to go about it.  A simple promise from the British that 

they would not harm the slaves was insufficient.  It cost money to send them back to 

Belize and the slave owners had to somehow make it to Bacalar, or the presidio at Itza 

Petén to identify the slaves.  Don Arturo O’Neill and Don Pedro de Ceballos y Guerra’s 

priorities were controlling rebellious and potentially dangerous slaves, as well as the 

threat of a British invasion.  On October 15, 1802, the governor of Yucatán decided that 

the best resolution was placing the slaves in jail.  This made sure “negros remained in 

their place,” and the British imperial projects placed in check.
281

 

 The dynamics of kinship practices among runaways could at least assist them 

survive the dangerous endeavor and could help them prevent being returned to their 

British masters.  Slaves believed that the Spanish would respect their families and refuse 

to break them up.  It remains unclear why the slaves believed this because the evidence 

shows that, just like their British counterparts, the Spanish commonly broke up slave 
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families.  This was especially true after the Haitian Revolution, when the official policy 

was returning all runaways to their masters.  The slaves from these frontier foreign 

domains may have somehow received information about the construction of the idealized 

Father King in Spain, examined well by cultural historians of the Bourbon period.  

Historians of the Haitian Revolution also show ways that slaves initially petitioned the 

good French Father King to address their grievances in the years before hostilities in 

France started.  Even before the outbreak of the French Revolution, Parisians marched on 

Versailles asking the Father King to address their hardships.  Perhaps the idea of a Father 

King was there and it remained reflected in cases when authorities captured runaways.   

 On September 2, 1800, Don José Chacón, governor of the island of Trinidad since 

1778, when it was still Spanish, said he took a female slave named Teresa and her sons 

Rafael, León, Carlos, Beny, Yani, and Carlota to the island of Granada.  He sold them 

there to an Englishman.  They escaped in November of 1784 and somehow made it to 

Omoa, where the garrison of that fort saved them.  Teresa’s oldest daughter, Margarita, 

who had been free for some time now, testified on April 14, 1789 to the commander of 

Omoa, that her mother and siblings left Granada because their master was mistreating 

them.  She was willing to pay for their freedom, but the intendentes from Costa Rica and 

Comayagua had recently notified the captain at Omoa that the King had ordered that 

officers put to work on the King’s construction projects all the slaves captured at 

Omoa.
282

  Since Margarita had the money to buy her entire family, the captain accepted 

her petition because the money was for the King’s efforts.  This, however, happened 

before Haiti, which means that the Haitian Revolution would have a greater impact than 
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the French in the lives of slaves and free blacks.  The rapid change in policy is present in 

the next case, which happened only a few years later. 

 On July1, 1794, two male slaves and one female that belonged to the English 

settler, named Lori, were captured by the corporal Manuel González, serving in the fort 

of Bacalar.  The slaves were on the outskirts of the town of San Antonio and were 

captured with furniture, tools, and clothing.  None of the slaves spoke Spanish and 

needed the translator, José Encalada, to help them testify.  The first slave, named Sam de 

la Fortaleza, said he was originally from Guinea and was once the slave of Mr. Lori’s 

widow, Madam Thompson, caring for cattle on the farm de la Ensenada.  Madam 

Thompson actually leased him the cattle.  He said he fled because his mistress was 

mistreating him and he wanted to become Catholic.  In addition, he declared that the 

property the soldiers captured him with belonged to him and that no Spaniard helped him 

get to San Antonio.  The authorities pegged him at thirty-six years of age.  The slave 

Fatmi, also said was from Guinea and worked as a wood cutter on the property of his 

master, Mr. Lori.  He fled because of the mistreatments and claimed he wanted to live 

with the Spanish as a Catholic.  With the exception of the machete and the tools, the rest 

of the furniture and clothes belonged to him.  He seemed to be about forty-five years of 

age.  Datni said she was Sam’s wife and that she worshipped the Spaniard’s god.  She 

was originally from Jamaica and fled her master, Mr. Lori, because he was forcing her to 

work when she was sick.  She claimed that with the exception of the machete and tools, 

the articles of clothing and furniture the soldiers captured her and her husband with 

belonged to them.
283

  She said she was about twenty-eight years of age.   
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 By 1794, the governor of Florida, Don Enrique White, collaborated with the 

officials from Yucatán and Guatemala to deal with runaways, especially those from 

British territories that he had plenty of experience with.  He said that the old practice of 

keeping runaways from foreign territories was motivating many to escape into Spanish 

domains.  This was especially dangerous since the rebellion of Saint Domingue now 

endangered slavery.  Working closely with the First Count of Floridablanca, José Moñino 

(1728-1808), who was Charles III’s most effective statesmen, he concluded that unless 

foreigners also returned runaways from Spanish domains, Spain should keep the slaves 

under royal control.  Above all, the Count of Floridablanca stated that the goal was 

eliminating the, “dangerous idea that slaves could achieve their freedom by running away 

into our domains.”
284

  Runaway slaves from foreign terrains, furthermore, automatically 

belonged to the King.  The Count of Floridablanca had also ordered that officials ignore 

arguments from slaves advocating the Catholic religion as a reason to escape.  For this 

reason, the authorities at Baclar put to work Sam, Fatmi, and Datni, on the construction 

and maintenance projects of the fort.   

 A strategy used by Spanish authorities to control the movements of runaways was 

rounding them up into reducciones or placing them to work on royal projects.  This 

contrasts to earlier experiences where authorities, although they could have used these 

slaves for their labor, also sold them to local owners for their needs, when the logistics 

and costs of maintaining these runaways became problematic.  Various commanders 

expressed the problems involved in maintaining these slaves in the fort of Itza Petén.  

They complained and demanded reimbursements over the expenses they had in 

maintaining runaways and then sending them to the regional capital of Guatemala.  
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Indeed, in 1800 the captain of the fort concluded, “For this reason [the costs involved] I 

support the priest’s efforts of settling these slaves on reducciónes, like the one in San 

José.”
285

  These runaways may have been at peace with the decision by authorities of 

placing them in a reducción, since they may have at least maintained a certain level of 

autonomy that the authorities closely monitored, but still, some autonomy where they 

could live with their families.  Even the priest from San José, however, noted that, 

“Maintaining these slaves removed from the Indians will ensure that their pernicious and 

corrupting ways are contained.”  The same priest added, “This will also ensure that they 

[the runaways] know how to respect and obey the rule of law.”
286

  Slaves that escaped 

since the start of the Haitian Revolution knew that the populations they engaged with had 

negative prejudices against them.  They were no longer slaves considered lower class, 

now they were slaves with “corrupting ways” that threatened the social order. 

 To further prevent what authorities considered the dangerous mixing of bloods, 

the commander of the fort and the priest from San José ordered on September 1, 1796 the 

prohibition of marriages between Indians and blacks.  They, nonetheless, concluded that 

existing marriages continue since it was “un-Christian to break up families.”  The 

commander and the priest also had the support of the caciques and justicias, who 

expressed, “their repugnance about the practices of Indian women marrying these negro 

Christians, who were taking these women from their communities and associating them 

with slaves.”  Peter B. Villella demonstrates that in colonial Mexico, Indian elites  

claimed a higher level of purity by using limpieza de sangre arguments where they could 

prove the complete absence of Muslim and Jewish ancestry.  Indeed, these noble Indians, 
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as Martínez also shows, combined these blood arguments with genealogical 

interpretations, where they traced their lineage to pre-Columbian lords and Spanish 

conquistadors.
287

  Mixing with African individuals or those with African ancestry since 

the Haitian Revolution, therefore, was an undesirable trait that relegated individuals to 

the lowest social group.  Indian caciques, who sought to maintain their status, especially 

since the outbreak of violence in Haiti, could not tolerate their kin marrying or mixing 

with blacks.  This sense of urgency contrasts with earlier periods when many, including 

Spaniards, tolerated the mixing of blacks with Indians in this frontier region.  The stakes 

involved in holding on to imperial control produced since the Haitian Revolution made 

mixing between Indians and blacks unacceptable.  Spaniards already had prejudices 

against unconquered Indians and feared their collaboration with subjugated natives.  The 

unconquered Indian, of which there were many in the Petén and Yucatán, mixing with 

rebellious slaves was especially worrisome.
288

 

 An extreme action taken by a local against blacks since the start of the Haitian 

Revolution happened in the region of Córdoba, Veracruz in 1805.  On February 11, 1805 

the alcaldes ordinarios from Córdoba reported to the Audiencia of Mexico City that 300 

slaves from the hacienda el Potrero and about 200 from the hacienda Ojo de Agua Chica 

rebelled, demanding the end of slavery and their complete freedom.  With about 500 

slaves in rebellion, locals feared that they would motivate other slaves to join their cause.  

Since the existing militia only had forty men, they authorities from Córdoba “desperately 
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ask your excellency [the viceroy] for military support.”
289

  The authorities managed to 

recruit and organize about 200 soldiers and Indians to end this rebellion. 

 Initially, the commanding officer, Colonel Don José Manuel de Ceballos, tried 

negotiating a peaceful surrender with the slaves on February 20, 1805 because he feared 

losing or destroying property, including the slaves themselves.  He even asked the local 

priest, Miguel Barrientos, to help him speak with the slaves.  They tried explaining to 

them that, “they were born slaves and would die as slaves because that was their natural 

condition.”  The colonel and the priest then promised them that they would return them as 

families, but the slaves refused any compromise, demanding their complete freedom and 

that the hacienda el Potrero converted into a new settlement where they could live.  They 

remained firm that they no longer recognized a master.  Since the slaves were stubborn, 

the colonel concluded that the only way to stop them was using force.  When he ordered 

his men to march on the slaves, even women and children among the rebellious slaves 

retaliated, throwing stones and whatever they could get their hands on.  Once the colonel 

and his mean reached the main house of the hacienda, he decided to entrench the troops 

that were, “scared beyond belief.”  During the assault on the house, the troops captured 

several male and female slaves, killed four and injured fourteen others, of which two later 

died.  His troops only had two casualties and an officer hurt from blows.  The rest of the 

slaves fled to the hills and made new palenques.  The colonel reported that the beating the 

slaves received was so severe that, “the captured slaves voluntarily returned to their 

former masters.”
290
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 The authorities discovered that the reason for this slave insurrection was due to 

extreme mistreatments from the slave owner of the hacienda el Potrero.  The slaves still 

in the hills as palenques informed the colonel that their master, Don Francisco Segura, 

habitually undressed all his female slaves and had them whipped completely naked on 

almost every inch of their bodies.  For this reason, the women started refusing to work 

and they hoped that the King would bring justice to them.  Even the priest witnessed 

these abuses and he could testify the same.  The slaves said they did not know why their 

master was so violent towards them and they knew these kinds of abuses did not happen 

on other haciendas.  When Don Francisco Segura hit them, he even searched parts of 

their bodies that were untouched to make sure he had hit every corner.  The slaves 

declared, “He [Don Francisco Segura] is a rich man and yet fails to recognize that his 

richness came from the backs of slaves.”
291

  The priest had tried helping the slaves, by 

filing reports, with the assistance of doctors, who described the bodies of the slaves, 

horribly beaten from so many whips.  Since Don Francisco Segura was close friends and 

even relatives with the mayors and judges, any complaints the slaves filed fell on deaf 

ears.  Each time, the slaves presented themselves as miserables “treated worse than dogs 

and pigs, who believed in the justice of the patria that protects all.”
292

 

 The Sunday before the slaves started their rebellion, Don Francisco Segura had 

recruited what the slaves thought were 1,000 men and Indians, who started attacking all 

the slaves on the hacienda el Potrero.  They immediately killed twelve slaves and beat 

fifty so harshly that they would die from their wounds.  Those that survived the initial 

onslaught fled to the church.  Don Francisco Segura’s men entered the church and 
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continued beating and killing the slaves.  Their master said, “I want everything to go to 

hell.”  This also meant his slaves.  He then approached the dying slaves and yelled, “Go 

to hell!”  The slaves then somehow found one of the white workers and stood behind 

him, hoping Don Francisco Segura and his men would not harm a white person, but this 

also did not help their cause.  They could not understand why the sudden violence and 

were now convinced that the legal system could not defend them because all the slave 

owners and hacendados were the judges and lawyers that were Don Francisco Segura’s 

friends and relatives.  The slaves could no longer live with such abuses and preferred 

death.  They wanted Don Francisco Segura to acknowledge that it was his fault the slaves 

rebelled and they wanted compensation from him because the slaves produced his wealth.  

The slaves concluded, by arguing that they were also God’s children, baptized, and 

Christians.  They were not dogs and pigs and wanted absolution from the priest before 

Don Francisco Segura’s men found and killed them.  The slaves knew this was still Don 

Francisco Segura’s intentions and did not want to go to hell without receiving the last 

rights when they died.
293

 

 The actions that unfolded in Córdoba produced the creation of a new palenque on 

the outskirts of the hacienda el Potrero, that lasted until 1808.  These conditions 

frightened authorities in Mexico City, due to the volatile political conflicts that were 

shaping the Atlantic world.  On May 29, 1808 Viceroy José de Iturrigaray concluded that, 

“the actions of these slaves threatened to end slavery and the only way to prevent further 

conflicts was by keeping a fixed regiment in the area.”  He understood the fears of 

masters towards their slaves, but concluded that, “excessive mistreatments only 

exacerbated the situation.”  On October 26, 1808 the new Viceroy, Don Pedro de 
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Garibay, concluded that military readiness was insufficient.  He ordered a new road from 

Atoyac in the vicinity of Jalapa, Veracruz to Córdoba, to facilitate the movement of 

troops.  This above all, “would ensure the survival of slavery.”  He declared that since 

slaves served the King’s interest of raising revenue, the King’s administrators should 

directly control them in his name.  Locals needed to act as representatives of the King 

and ensure restraints on the mobility of slaves.
294

 

 Although one could conclude that Don Francisco Segura was a sadist, his actions 

were also the outcome of fears slave owners had towards their slaves since the Haitian 

Revolution.  Despite the antagonisms towards them, slaves continued believing in the 

King and often sided with his protection over that of their masters.  This relationship with 

the King was a double edge sword.  One the one hand, slaves hoped to achieve the King’s 

protection, on the other, the same King, or at least his administrators, could force slaves 

into harsh working conditions.  We find this in the ways that administrators dealt with 

slaves on the frontiers. 

 During the 1790s, the authorities put runaways to work, building roads from the 

Petén to Tabasco and Campeche.  Royal officials considered these road building projects 

as part of efforts to conquer the unconquered Indians.  Since the slaves wanted the direct 

protection of the Father King, they declared on June 20, 1795 that their participation in 

these road building projects was a way for them to demonstrate their loyalty to the King.  

Matters, however, became complicated, when the commander of the Itza Petén fort also 

ordered on September 23, 1795 that Indians should work alongside slaves in these 

building projects.  Eventually, the natives protested because they did not want to 

associate with the work of slaves.  The alcalde from Verapaz declared on August 20, 
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1797 that, “he could not trust the complaints from the negro workers and favored the 

issues of the Indians, whom he protected.”
295

  The runaways started refusing to work on 

the road building projects by October of 1797.  On October 27, 1797 the fiscal from 

Salamá, Miguel Cabrera, informed the Audiencia of Gutemala that the runaways from 

Belize “are useless to me because they are not working for the general good and their 

pernicious ways are creating frictions in the towns of Indians.  They, furthermore, refuse 

to follow the Catholic practices and are unhappy with the commander from the Petén.”  

He concluded that the only solution was sending them to the capital, where officials 

could place them to work under royal supervision and further “minimize their ability to 

corrupt people.”
296

  The Audienca refused this proposal, stating that they would only 

accept them if they were artisans or practiced a trade.  They considered manual laborers 

in the city, worthless. By January of 1799, the slaves continued working in the building 

of roads that were part of the frustrating conquest efforts against the unconquered 

Indians.   

Despite protests from locals, slaves continued serving the King in a tense 

relationship with his subjects.  Authorities in Guatemala wanted to keep the “white” or 

Spanish character of an important regional capital.  They wanted to keep at bay the 

influence of rebels, who were a threat to the colonial order.  Susan Deans-Smith shows 

that in Bourbon Mexico artisans attempted to professionalize occupations as part of 

racialized arguments over status.  The painters she examined claimed a Creole 
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classification, because they considered their skills as part of that cultural world.  Even 

those who were not creoles demanded that classification because of their status as 

painters.
297

  The specialized classification of society by the Bourbon reformers, therefore, 

was just as important as the racial and class differences they sought to create.  This was 

the experience of runaways on the frontiers, who lived on the margins of the Empire, but 

whose experiences and the ways that Bourbon administrators dealt with them, reflected 

an important aspect of empire-building projects centered on maintaining social control, 

especially after the impact of the Haitian Revolution. 

Conclusion 

Runaway slaves on the frontiers and borderlands heightened diplomatic tensions 

between empires during the eighteenth century.  Spain and its imperial competitors relied 

on slaves to settle, produce, and protect their claims in these regions of the Americas.  

Regardless of how large or small the number of runaways, authorities regarded them as a 

serious issue because the challenges these slaves produced affected idealized images of 

the strong monarch and empire.  Before the Haitian Revolution, slaves could not imagine 

the end of slavery and escaped as an immediate way for them to alleviate their suffering.  

They never consciously intended to overthrow the system of slavery because they lived in 

a world where it was part of everyone’s reality.  Matters, however, changed when the 

Haitian Revolution started, as reflected in higher numbers of slaves escaping and 

demanding their freedom.  For the first time in their lives, slaves could dream about the 

end of slavery and tried achieving it, by escaping.  They hoped their actions undermined 

the authority of the slave owner and would pressure the colonial order to abolish slavery.  
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Escaping after Haiti, therefore, became a conscious or unconscious political action by the 

slaves.  Authorities and locals living in New Spain, a major imperial center, could not 

take chances and struggled with great diligence to control these rebellious populations, or 

at least, this is how they perceived them.  Member of the indigenous ruling classes also 

legitimized these imperial aspirations by rejecting blacks, because they considered them 

as a threat to their social status. 

Runaways escaped as families, to reunite with family member, or managed to 

form families while living as fugitives.  They either forged those kinship ties with other 

slaves, free blacks, or with Indians.  These kinship ties helped them survive the hardships 

of being a runway, constantly fearing that the authorities or others would capture them.  

After the Haitian Revolution started, secular and clerical authorities became worried 

about the idea of fugitives bringing their so-called malicious ways and corrupting Indians 

and the rest of society, by mixing and procreating with what the authorities believed 

would have been “malicious individuals.”  This was especially worrisome in the 

possibility of mixing with unconquered Indians, considered savages by the authorities.  

Runaways managed to create their own communities where they could live in tense or 

friendly relationships with locals.  They could also incorporate into existing communities 

or the authorities could force them into reducciones.  Runaways were part of the 

everyday life and, therefore, integral members of colonial society.   

Cases involving runaways since the start of the Haitian Revolution produced the 

conundrum of controlling and subjugating a population considered extremely dangerous 

to the colonial order, while at the same time fending off foreign incursions into the 

frontiers.  The Spanish authorities considered keeping these slaves under close 
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supervision, the ideal outcome.  This made sure that the authorities placed under their 

control individuals they considered dangerous, while at the same time undermining the 

imperial ambitions of Spain’s rivals.  This contrasts with earlier processes, in which 

authorities could use slaves for royal efforts, but could also sell them to private owners, 

who would never guarantee that they would no longer escape.  This chapter demonstrates 

that runaways living on the margins of empire, and the social hierarchies, were active 

participants in Atlantic imperial projects.  Their mere presence created anxieties for royal 

authorities that were heightened when the actions of runaways became political actions 

the defied the entire imperial establishment. 

In the following chapter I examine the ways that free black militiamen became 

vital agents in Spanish conquest efforts of the frontiers and borderlands.  Since they 

answered directly to their commanding officers, who in turn answered to the King or 

those who represented the King, the experiences of free black militiamen provide 

important insights into ways Bourbon administrators attempted to strengthen the empire.  

Although these men were technically free, the stigma of slavery associated with the color 

of their skin remained with them and would determine their relationships with their King 

and the rest of society.  The Haitian Revolution would also determine their experiences, 

which impacted limited opportunities and social statuses they had once enjoyed as direct 

servants of the King. 
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CHAPTER 5, LIVING AND DEFENDING THE EMPIRE: BLACK SOLDIERS AND 

THEIR FATHER KING 

 

 On April 19, 1768, the President of the Audiencia of Guatemala, Don Pedro de 

Salazar, reported to Don Alejandro O’Reilly, the inspector general of infantry and 

military affairs of the Spanish Empire, a detailed description of every militia unit in the 

kingdom.  Of the Spaniards and their descendants, he noted 109 infantry companies and 

seventy-five cavalry.  The kingdom had 236 mulatto infantry companies and eighty-eight 

cavalry.  The mestizo companies included twenty-eight infantry and twenty-three cavalry.  

This meant that Central America had 21,814 infantry soldiers and 8,927 cavalry for a 

total of 31,741 armed men.  The president was concerned that mulattos outnumbered the 

white and mestizo soldiers, but he believed the number of soldiers were sufficient to 

defend against an all-out Indian rebellion or foreign invasion by the British or French.  In 

addition, the ministers of the audiencia and the troops stationed in urban centers and 

coastal forts maintained their expenses, without money coming directly from Madrid.  

The Crown believed that militias funded only by locals would result in locals acting only 

in their own defense and fail to think about the empire’s entire interests.  The Bourbon 

reformers wanted “a collective sense of defense, without ignoring the needs of the 

locals.”
298

  The challenge was, therefore, how to instill a sense of a larger collective 

imperial identity with a monarch who was thousands of miles away, while at the same 

time maintaining sensitivity to local affairs.  Don Alejandro O’Reilly strongly believed 

this was the policy Spain should conduct with its militias, following the British model.   

                                                           
298
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 In his report, Don Pedro de Salazar described the logistical challenges involved in 

maintaining the troops.  The mulatto soldiers, he noted, “lacked arms, had weapons in 

bad condition, or did not the knowledge to use them.”  “They [mulatto soldiers] lack 

discipline and yet are the first to respond to foreign invasions on the frontiers and 

ports.”
299

  Don Alejandro O’Reilly concluded then that the best way to address these 

problems was by sending officers from Spain, Havana, and Mexico to the Kingdom of 

Guatemala, so they could train the soldiers, while also maintaining a direct royal presence 

in the region.
300

  The problem with these orders, reported the President of Guatemala, 

was that the Viceroy had transferred several captains to Mexico, placing them in charge 

of free-black militias there. In addition, only few officers remained in Central America. 

Further complicating the issue, the President of Guatemala explained that since many of 

the black soldiers had once only known nudity due to their poverty, joining the militias 

was one of the few opportunities they had to survive.  Since these men joined to avoid 

hunger, the president doubted their sincere loyalty to the King. Don Alejandro O’Reilly 

disagreed, stating that their roles defending the frontiers, being often the first to fend off 

foreign invasions, demonstrated their loyalty to the King.
301

   

 To make his point about the necessity of adhering to local conditions, Don 

Alejandro O’Reilly cited the example of Omoa.  That frontier post was using its slaves to 

defend the coast against attacks from the zambo miskitos and British threats, while at the 

same time settling the frontier region.  In the process, they cemented the Crown’s 

presence and the defense of New Spain.  Regardless, local officials, such as the President 

of Guatemala, had their serious doubts over how they were going to sustain the expenses 
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of the militias. This included the wages of the officers, the soldiers, and living expenses 

for them and their families.  Don Alejandro O’Reilly insisted that the militias were an 

important royal presence that locals should maintain, adhering to local ways of sustaining 

troops.  This ensured the delicate balance of creating a sense of collective involvement in 

the military efforts of the Crown, keeping sensitivity to local conditions, and making the 

presence of the monarch a reality.  How these soldiers behaved, dressed, and acted, was, 

therefore, a direct representation of the King, who lived thousands of miles away. 

 This chapter examines the vital roles black militiamen and soldiers had defending, 

settling, and representing the Spanish empire in daily life.  They protected the empire 

from foreign invasions and frontier forays to subdue the indigenous groups, while at the 

same time establishing and upholding the colonial institutions.  Although many Spanish 

subjects viewed the militia or any form of military service as an undesirable position, this 

occupation was one of opportunity for many free and enslaved blacks.  Military service 

placed them in a unique position as direct representatives of the Crown.  Their destinies, 

however, would change drastically with the onset of the Haitian Revolution.  The 

evidence indicates that the Crown’s suspicious about the reality of armed blacks 

prompted policies to remove them from service, placed them in undesirable positions, 

and escalated surveillance efforts to constrain their movement out of concerns that their 

supposed “pernicious” ways were going to corrupt society. 

 The issues raised by Don Alejandro O’Reilly reveal much about Bourbon policies 

regarding military affairs before the Haitian Revolution.  Don Alejandro O’Reilly wanted 

military efforts based on collective actions that involved every region and population of 

Spain’s American possessions.  This, would, in his mind, produce a sense of unity 
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between Spanish subjects, a unity the he believed the empire needed to defend itself.  

Having locals only address their military needs was a dangerous proposition for the 

Crown, because it believed that this would lead to political fragmentation.  The Crown, 

however, would have a difficult time funding these efforts and would continue to rely on 

local revenues.  Instead of providing support in financial ways, the Crown attempted 

expanding its presence by maneuvering the appointments of officers whose purpose was 

to bring discipline and education to the troops.  

 Control of the physical body would be an important element of post-Haiti reform, 

especially the bodies of soldiers, who maintained the stigma of slavery and sometimes of 

Muslim heresy.  In addition, by controlling the physical mobility of the soldiers, the 

Crown attempted to control the representation of those bodies through the types of dress 

the troops wore.  Black soldiers, however, were never simple bystanders and actively 

participated in these processes, at times challenging the Crown’s perceptions about their 

roles in the imperial order.  Although the idea of controlling the body was present, how it 

happened was quite a different matter.  Despite royal efforts, officers throughout this 

period struggled to arm and dress their men according to the desired imperial visions.  

Even with these shortfalls, black troops had important roles defending the frontiers, 

borderlands, and institutions.    

The New Military History 

 I am hesitant to call the recent historiography on the military the “new” military 

history, for it risks dismissing previous important early scholarship.  In the now classic 

debates of the special issue in the Hispanic American Historical Review titled, “Mexico’s 

New Cultural History: Una Lucha Libre,” several scholars questioned the novelty of the 
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“new” cultural contributions.  The study of women took off in the 1970s and analyses of 

race relations were happening since the 1960s.  At least twenty years before new claims 

by cultural historians.  Eric Van Young rightly observed that rather than engage with 

jargon, we should focus on methodological ways to advance our understandings of 

cultural processes.
302

  I do not reject the importance of recent contributions and actually 

admire the hard work that went into them.  Indeed, this dissertation would never have 

been possible without previous contributions.  I am, nonetheless, hesitant to classify them 

as completely new.  

 Rather than examine the military campaigns of armies, as many generations of 

military historians once did, recent analyses of soldiers have focused on their daily lives.  

Since free blacks were a large part of the colonial militias of Spain and Portugal, they 

have received extensive attention.  Ben Vinson III and Matthew Restall conclude that 

being in the military service raised the social status of blacks within their communities.  

Free black soldiers earned greater respect, leadership roles, became eligible bachelors, 

and whitened their racial classification, which minimized their connection with slavery.  

In addition to providing military service, black soldiers were farmers, artisans, merchants, 

rural workers, and could even become slave-owning hacendados.  The opportunities that 

military service provided were there in theory and often never materialized, but the 
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possibility of those opportunities was enough motivation for a free black man to join.  

This was in sharp contrast to the undesirable qualities of military service for the rest of 

the population.  Military service required you to leave your community, placing you in 

harm’s way and preventing you from contributing economically to your household and 

community.  The low pay and the instability of the occupation discouraged many from 

volunteering.  In addition, the leva, or forced conscriptions expanded by the Bourbon 

reformers, was producing resentments against any form of military service.
303

  The reality 

that the black populations of Mexico and Central America considered such an undesirable 

position an opportunity, speaks to the constraining social structures they faced.
304

 

 Scholars studying free-colored militiamen have placed a great of emphasis on 

racial dynamics between the militiamen and the rest of society.  Superiors classified the 

free-colored as pardos, morenos, or mulattos, and this classification was one that the 

soldiers insisted on.  Vinson shows that as the colonial period progressed, the 

classification of negro and mulatto was generally associated with slaves.  This was 

especially true of the category negro, which never left the social category of slavery.  

Indeed, this chapter will demonstrate that when the Haitian Revolution started, the ruling 

and upper classes stressed the classification of negro to anyone with African ancestry, 

including free-black militiamen, who had once considered themselves morenos or pardos.  
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These categories, Vinson and Hendrik Kraay illustrate, were associated with a milder 

form of “blackness,” where they diminished the connection to slavery.
305

  Military 

service, therefore, was an immediate way for members of the black communities to 

minimize the negative attributes associated with a black identity, by providing direct 

service to the King. 

 The sources I have examined for Mexico and Central America show that women 

had a central role in the lives of free-black militiamen.  This dynamic, nonetheless, has 

only been touched on in the historiography.  During most of the early modern period, 

women and their children accompanied the troops when their units deployed.  Women 

fed and took care of the soldiers, who were their husbands, children, close family 

member, or friend.
306

    The absence of women and families in these important 

contributions on the free-colored militiamen in Latin America during the colonial and 

early national periods is striking, if one follows the conceptualization that the troops did 

military services on a part-time basis.  They, instead, spent most of their energies on their 

occupations, families, and communities. Examining the kinship dynamics of these troops, 

therefore, only provides greater insights into their social conditions and how those 

conditions shaped their military service. 
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 The other aspect of works on black soldiers in Latin America almost completely 

overlooked are the slave soldiers who served the Crown.  Indeed, for many, 

conceptualizing slave soldiers within the violent ways that slavery happened in the 

Americas is difficult.
307

  The practice of using slaves as soldiers, nonetheless, was more 

common than we think.  Slaves who volunteered as soldiers hoped to escape the drudgery 

of labor, and as a result, improve their living conditions.
308

  The Brazilian empire 

continued the practice of using slave soldiers, or wooed slaves into military service, 

promising them freedom.  They did this, for instance, during the War of the Triple of 

Alliance or Paraguayan War.
309

  In chapter four, I briefly mentioned slaves the Spanish 

used at the fort of Omoa as soldiers.  Slaves, therefore, served important roles as soldiers. 

 Building on these important recent historiographical contributions on black 

soldiers, this chapter seeks to conceptualize their experiences around their family 

relations, as well as examining the ways that slaves provided military service vital for 

Spanish-empire building processes in the Americas.  Although I plan on focusing on this 

aspect of their lives, emphasizing their socio-cultural experiences, I nonetheless center 
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their relationship to the monarch.  Kinship obligations would often conflict with the 

obligations to the King.  Soldiers would invoke kinship to their families or to the King to 

justify decisions and aspirations.  Free and slave soldiers conducted their service as 

members of families.  Their service to the King, nonetheless, would also affect these 

kinship dynamics.   

Defending the Frontiers 

Black militiamen, whether the authorities classified them as pardos, morenos, 

mulattos, or even slaves, had important roles defending imperial centers and the frontiers 

and borderlands of New Spain.   The summary of militias found in the Kingdom of 

Guatemala, submitted by the President of Guatemala in 1768 to Don Alejandro O’Reilly, 

shows that the Audiencia had appointed the troops to either major population centers or 

to regions considered frontiers.  Cities, such as the City of Guatemala and 

Quetzaltenango, had a combined thirty two companies of mulatto infantry units.  In 

contrast, Sololá and San Antonio Suchitepéquez only had eight units.  Places, such as 

Escuintla, who had a larger number of slaves working on sugar estates, had five infantry 

and fifteen cavalry units.  The President of Guatemala stated that this was because the 

Alcaldía Mayor of Escuintla had enough mulattos who could volunteer into military 

service.  Since many mulattos had experience tending cattle, they had acquired horse 

riding skills that allowed them to form cavalry units.  He argued that the mulattos and 

other castas joined the militias because this was one of the few opportunities for a group 

of people “who only knew nakedness.”
310
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When one examines the frontiers and borderlands of Central America, one finds 

large numbers of mulatto militia companies.  This was especially true for Honduras and 

Nicaragua.  Both places dealt constantly with the threats of British invasions and raids 

from the Miskito-Zambo Indians.  Comayagua had twenty-seven mulatto infantry 

companies and eleven cavalry companies.  Tegucigalpa had thirteen infantry and twelve 

cavalry companies, while Granada had sixteen infantry and six cavalry units (see Table 

11.).  The President of Guatemala, in 1768, declared that they made military 

appointments, especially in places they considered vulnerable to their survival.
311

  For the 

Central American experience, these were the frontiers and borderlands. 

Table 11. Mulatto Militia Companies in the Kingdom of Guatemala, 1768 

________________________________________________________________________ 
Province   Mulatto Infantry Companies  Mulatto Cavalry Companies 

 

Guatemala City          17                       0 

and its Valleys 

 

Alcaldía Mayor           1           0 

of Sololá 

 

Alcaldía Mayor          12           0 

of Totonicapán 

 

Alcaldía Mayor           5          15 

of Escuintla 

 

Alcaldía Mayor           15            0 

of Quetzaltenango 

 

Alcaldía Mayor             9             0 

of Chiquimula and Zacapa 

 

Alcaldía Mayor             6             0 

of Verapaz 

 

Alcaldía Mayor            12             17 

of San Salvador 

 

Alcaldía Mayor             7              0 
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of San Antonio Suchitepéquez 

 

Alcaldía Mayor              9              0 

of Soconusco 

 

Provincia  de León            13              3 

 

La Nueva Segovia            13              2 

 

La Nueva Ciudad de            16              5 

Granada 

 

Gobernación de Nicaragua           12                          11 

 

Provincia de  Chiapas            12               2 

 

Corregimiento de Nicoya            5                0 

 

Corregimiento de Subtiava            2                2 

 

Alcaldía Mayor de Sonsonate             9               8 

 

Gobernación de Comayagua            27              11 

 

Corregimiento de Matagalpa             4                           0 

 

Corregimiento de Realejo            12               0 

 

Provincia de Costa Rica              5               0 

 

Alcaldía Mayor de Tegucigalpa            13              12 

 

Total              236              88 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
Source: AGI, Guatemala, 871. 

 Although Don Alejandro O’Reilly approved the way the Kingdom of Guatemala 

decided the assignments of the militias, he worried that their rationale was to protect only 

their specific region.  He questioned the reality that many companies lacked properly 

trained officers, weapons, uniforms, and he was worried with the President of 

Guatemala’s conclusion that the troops were sufficient to stop rebellions.  Don Alejandro 

O’Reilly was not only worried about local rebellions, he was especially concerned about  

the possibility of a foreign invasion, which he did not think the number of troops present 
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in the region were sufficient to stop.  According to Don Alejandro O’Reilly, “the current 

situation means that the Kingdom of Guatemala must coordinate with Havana to stop any 

attacks.” He was specifically referring to the armada that he believed should assist 

Central America in case of any attack.  If Spain lost the Kingdom of Guatemala, he 

argued, it lost a vital trade route to Peru.  In essence, New Spain would become an island 

in North America surrounded by foreigners.
312

  The President of Guatemala, however, 

insisted that since the threat of a rebellion was low, he believed the main concern was 

that the troops lacked training, equipment, and discipline.  If and when and invasion 

happened, he argued, the troops were unprepared to fight.  By bringing officers, the 

President of Guatemala concluded, Don Alejandro O’Reilly could achieve his goal of 

expanding a royal presence among the troops, while also meeting local needs.
313

 

 In chapter 3, I briefly mentioned how commanding officers at Omoa used slaves 

as soldiers.  Indeed, the roles they had were vital in the protection of the frontier.  They 

constantly faced the threat of British and Miskito-Zambo attacks and fought valiantly to 

defend the Spanish Empire.  Although many of these men had families in the fort that 

they helped sustain through their military service and manual labor, at least in theory, 

their main obligation was to the King.  In 1803, the commanding officer at Omoa, Don 

Antonio González, declared that the slaves defended the region with such ferocity that 

they earned royal medals of honors that “they wore proudly.”  He credited these soldiers 

with allowing Spain to hold on to a frontier, constantly under attack.  He had concluded 

that the 110 slave soldiers, of whom about sixty only worked as soldiers, were 

insufficient to meet the royal interests.  As I stressed in the third chapter, Don Antonio 
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González believed the greatest issue was not the defense of the frontier, but the 

settlement of that region.  Without settlements, he stressed, “The valiant efforts of his 

troops would be in vain.”
314

  For this reason, the commanding officer often had the troops 

working in the building and maintenance efforts of the fort and its immediate 

surroundings.  Although he complained about the slave women, who often became 

pregnant that he had labeled as “loose” or “prostitutes,” he still tolerated the kinship ties 

the slaves produced.  I show this in chapter three.  By establishing families, the slaves 

and the slave soldiers were establishing the King’s sovereignty in the region.  These 

processes also affect the northern Mexican frontier. 

 I now turn my attention to the northern frontiers to also illustrate the important 

roles black troops had defending and settling that frontier.  The case study I am 

specifically referring to is from the northern Jalisco region of Colotlán, Mexico.  Into the 

eighteenth century, the residents and authorities of New Spain, especially those in the 

cities of Guadalajara, Zacatecas, and the Villa de Aguascalientes, lived with the constant 

fear that the unconquered Indians would raid their farms and cattle.   In the 

historiography, we often think about the present day Mexican and US borderland as the 

frontier, but we have to keep in mind that for most the modern period, the northern half 

of Mexico remained loosely controlled by the Spanish and later Mexican authorities into 

the Porfiriato of the late nineteenth century.  To subdue what the authorities considered 

“Chichimecs” or “Indios Barbaros,” most likely Tepecano, Guachichil, and Zacatec 

indigenous groups, they recruited Indian flecheros, archers, and placed them to fight 

alongside black troops.  This militarized condition in and around the immediate regions 

surrounding Colotlán, produced tense situations between the Crown and the residents of 
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Fresnillo, Aguascalientes, and Zacatecas.  Tensions also erupted between the flecheros 

and the black troops, and between the same black troops and residents of these urban 

centers. 

 On November 26, 1781, the governor and captain general of Nueva Galicia, Don 

Juan Martin de Soria, reported to the Council of the Indies that the pardo regiments in 

Guadalajara were protesting his decision to send them to fight the unconquered Indians in 

and around Colotlán.  They argued that for many years they had served the King 

faithfully, protecting the city and maintaining order.  To protest this decision, the pardo 

soldiers started rioting, declaring that they refused the transfer and wanted their old pardo 

officers.  The situation became critical to the point that Don Juan Martin de Soria even 

considered abolishing the entire regiment and placing the troops into forced labor.  The 

troops argued that the Indians of Colotlán were uncontrollable and that they did not want 

separation from their families.  The risk of death or serious injuries, with a move that was 

going to cause financial strains on their ability to support their families, was not worth it 

for many pardo soldiers.  Indeed, since they had been living in Guadalajara for many 

years, they believed they had earned the “blanco” or white classification associated with 

this urban place.  Immediately, the Council of the Indies protested the decision, 

abolishing the entire regiment because they needed them to fight the unconquered Indians 

to the north.
315

  Reluctantly, and with new white officers, the authorities forced these 

troops to Aguascalientes and Fresnillo. 

 The decision by the Council of the Indies to send black troops to Aguascalientes 

and Fresnillo resulted in protests from the residents of these two villas.  The residents 

argued that troops, especially pardo troops, “only brought disorder and conflicts,” in what 
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they considered peaceful places.  The residents of these two villas accused the pardo 

militiamen of being habitual drunks that led to fights and “immoral” behavior.  They 

were never specific about what they meant by “immoral.”  The residents in 

Aguascalientes complained that maintaining the troops was imposing on them a cost that 

they could not afford.  Guadalajara had made them feed and house the soldiers.  The 

officers in charge of these troops, furthermore, were also habitually drinking heavily and 

brawling with the locals.  This is at least what the residents from Aguascalientes claimed.  

The same residents stated that they preferred the indios flecheros over the pardo militias 

because the Indians could sustain themselves and did not have to live in the villa.
316

  The 

authorities in Guadalajara remained insistent that the pardo soldiers were crucial in the 

defense of the frontier.  According to the Audiencia in Guadalajara, unconquered Indians 

were threatening the stability of the region.  Although the residents of Fresnillo and 

Aguascalientes insisted that they did not want the pardo troops and that they believed the 

indios flecheros were better suited for the defense of the frontier, the Guadalajara 

authorities remained firm on the importance of having the pardos protecting the region. 

 During the eighteenth century, black militiamen had important positions 

protecting major urban imperial centers, such as Mexico City, Puebla, Veracruz, 

Guadalajara, Guatemala City, and Quetzaltenango, while also defending the frontiers and 

borderlands vital for the survival of the Spanish Empire in the Americas.  Since black 

militiamen had strong presences in the countryside and cities, they had central roles in the 

social relations of New Spain, forming families and serving as direct representatives of 

the Crown.  This visual image of the royal presence was central in the reforming 

programs of the Bourbons and made real the idea of the King in the daily lives of its 
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subjects.  I now turn my attention towards providing a social and cultural analysis of the 

daily lives of black troops to examine how these processes happened in everyday forms 

of empire-building. 

The Social and Cultural Conditions of the Soldier 

 A padrón, or census, from the Petén of Guatemala in 1744 described the 

inhabitants and occupations.  Since the overwhelming majority lived as families or 

belonged to a house with multiple individuals (essentially a kind of kinship unit) the 

captain of the fort, Don Valenciano de Monzaval, had to explain why some of the settlers 

were single.  It was odd for him to report on single men outside of a household or family.  

He explained that the single soldiers lacked ways to maintain a family or were unable to 

bring them from central Guatemala.  This was a pattern for many of the troops because it 

was difficult for them to pay for the move of their spouses.  “They [the single soldiers] 

remain loyal to the Crown and maintain the hope that they will someday marry or bring 

their families.  For this reason, they ask his majesty the permission to remain where they 

are.”
317

  The majority of the residents and soldiers were pardos.  What is interesting about 

this padrón is that the captain classified the entire household according to one casta, 

based on who the head of the household was, regardless of sex.  In the first house, the 

widowed pardo, Diego de Contreras, of seventy years of age lived with his sons Ventura 

of thirty years of age, the twenty-three year old Felipe, the twenty year old Manuel, 

Laurena of eleven, and María of nine.  The authorities considered the entire house pardos.  

The records are unclear whether all the people in that house were Diego’s sons or a 

combination of children and grandchildren.  Right next door to him was his son, Antonio 
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Contreras, of thirty-six years of age, married to Lorenza Pineol, twenty-five, and their 

children, Jacinto of six and Santiago of two.  Once again, the authorities classified the 

entire household as pardo.
318

  Of the fifty three households of pardo soldiers, thirty nine 

included married ones and only fourteen single soldiers.  Of the fourteen single soldiers, 

five claimed they were unable to bring their wives and the rest said they hoped to marry 

one of the indigenous women in the area. 

The captain at the time reported that the settlers and soldiers worked in 

agriculture, built and maintained the homes, fort, and the church.  The captain revealed 

little about the women on the fort, but sources from Omoa from around 1803 indicate that 

the women at these frontier forts performed vital roles.  According to the captain from 

Omoa, Don Antonio González, the female slaves sold goods in local markets, worked as 

wet nurses, served in the hospital caring for the sick and injured, they farmed plots of 

land, and cared for animals.
319

  When the soldiers went on campaigns to subdue the 

unconquered Indians or defend the coast from foreign invasion, the work of women was 

especially important.   

 Family obligations often determined the kinds of decisions free and slave soldiers 

made regarding their service. The Crown often, but not always, negotiated the terms of 

their service with these troops.  In 1805 at the fort of Omoa, of the sixty full time slave 

soldiers, about fifty of them also worked as day laborers.  Often times, the fort’s 

administrators contracted them out for the labor needs of locals, working alongside 

slaves.  Depending on the terms of the contract, these slave soldiers and laborers could 

make some earnings, but the captain emphasized that the majority of earnings went to 
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cover the expenses of maintaining the fort and raising revenue for the King.  As they did 

with regular slaves, the Crown was contracting these soldier-laborers for wages the slaves 

handed over to the Crown.  The slave kept a small fraction of the wage that they could 

use to maintain their households or save to buy their freedom.
320

  They were mostly 

volunteers and married.  Since joining the military meant losing the monthly rations the 

Crown provided, the soldiers could make money, in addition to their wages, by working 

as laborers and being contracted out for local jobs.  The Crown gave rations of food and 

clothing to regular slaves.  The wages of soldiers and the possibility of the captain 

contracting them were higher than the ration they would have received.  Since the captain 

was struggling to raise and keep a stable labor force, he took workers where ever he 

could find them.  Indeed, the captain reported that the soldiers spent much more time 

working as laborers than in their military capacity.
321

 

 Family obligations would also conflict with royal demands in the lives of the 

Haitian soldiers that the Crown introduced to southern Mexico and Central America 

during the Haitian Revolution.  When the Haitian Revolution broke out, Spain decided 

that an alliance with the Haitian rebels would help them undermine the power of the 

French.  Spanish officials were not worried that the Saint Domingue leaders would call 

for the abolition of slavery and only saw them as rebels against the French authority.  

They could not have imagined the end of slavery, during a period when slavery was 

reaching its heights.
322

  Initially, the slaves had rebelled hoping to acquire only improved 
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working conditions, such as rest and shorter work days.  They claimed they were 

rebelling to protect the justice of the King, against the slave drivers who were denying 

them their rights.
323

  The belief in the benevolent French King was also present during the 

early stages of the French Revolution, when crowds marched on Versailles, they did so 

claiming they were going to let the King know about their grievances, hoping he would 

listen and address them.  Up until 1794, when the Jacobin faction of the French 

Revolution abolished slavery, the Spanish maintained their alliance with the rebels of 

Saint Domingue.  During this period, Spanish officers led several black soldiers from 

Saint Domingue, under their direct command and participated in the rebel’s campaigns.  

Constant pressures from slaves and the political situation in France, however, would 

break this fragile alliance. 

 In the spirit of the rebellion in Saint Domingue and the radicalization of the 

French Revolution, slaves started demanding the complete abolition of slavery.  This 

direction in the Haitian Revolution only strained already tense race relations on the island 

and across the Atlantic world.  Even the poor whites, which the upper class planters 

despised, started allying with the upper classes.  By demanding the abolition of slavery, 

the revolution on that island escalated to an all-out race war.  We cannot blame the slaves 

for producing these tensions.  Scholars have shown that settlers and the French Crown 

had already established hostile race relations against blacks in Saint Domingue by the 

start of the rebellion that would turn into a revolution.  For this reason, even free blacks, 

including Toussaint L’Ouverture, who owned slaves, joined the rebels and had a difficult 
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time connecting with white slave owners.
324

  At this crucial moment of the revolution, 

Spain and other European powers, with the exception of Jacobin France, broke any 

alliances they had with the rebels.  After the fall of the Jacobins and the turn to the right 

in France, the rebels were on their own to fight against every major imperial power, 

succeeding at a high price in 1804.  The actions by the major Atlantic powers against 

Haiti, from this moment onward were a direct reflection over the shock of a massive 

slave rebellion that toppled the French colony. 

 When the Spanish forces lefts, several units of “negros franceses” or “negros 

auxiliares del rey” went with them and continued under Spanish command.  For the most 

part, they departed to Cuba.  The collapse of the sugar and coffee economy of Saint 

Domingue had opened up economic opportunities in Cuba.  As a result, Spain was 

importing larger numbers of slaves.  From 1786 to 1805, Spain imported 93,287 slaves to 

Cuba.  In contrast, from 1751 to 1785 they had imported 11,269.
325

  On January 11, 1796 

the captain general of Cuba protested the new transfers of troops from Saint Domigue 

because he already had about 707 men, women, and children from this group.  “Their 

growing presence in the island,” he added, was “producing fears among locals, that the 

same individuals that started this terrible race conflict would influence the growing 

number of slaves on the island to rebel.”  He declared that even letters from the 
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archbishop of Santo Domingo, asking him to allow these soldiers and their families into 

the island, could not convince him.  The Cuban captain general’s protests would force 

authorities to send the troops and their families to the Audiencia of Guatemala in April of 

1797.
326

  

 The 707 individuals the captain general of Cuba described included 240 soldiers, 

284 women, and ninety-two children.  The 115 negros franceses the authorities sent to 

Campeche in January of 1796, directly from Saint Domingue, included four officers, 

fifty-nine soldiers, thirty-five women, six children, and eleven infants.
327

  The soldiers 

fought alongside their families and moved with them.  These obligations motivated them 

to fight or to refuse service.  The sources from the troops that the Crown eventually 

transferred to Nicaragua show these dynamics.  On January 7, 1803, the negros franceses 

living in Granada, Nicaragua petitioned the president of the Audiencia of Guatemala that 

they did not want the transfer to the fort of the Immaculate Conception in San Carlos, 

because they wanted a life that went beyond their military service.  They feared that the 

fort’s proximity to the miskito zambos and the sea made them vulnerable.  In Granada, 

many had worked as carpenters on haciendas and tended to their fields.  They argued that 

the recent plague of grasshoppers had decimated their crops to such an extent that they 

could only rely on their labor, cutting and working wood to make ends meet.  They had 

relied on these occupations because for many years the authorities were denying them 

pay.  Moving to Mateare, without having their costs covered and only relying on the 

wage of a soldier that they wondered they would ever receive, was enough reason to 

reject the transfer.  Many also rejected separation from their families and insisted that 
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they had already proved their loyalty to the King, fighting for him in Saint Domingue and 

repelling numerous times invasions from the British.  They considered the request to 

move a punishment that contradicted their recent award of medals for their service 

protecting the King’s domains.
328

  Juan Santiago, for instance, said his family included 

his wife and a small child, which only he could protect and maintain and thus, did not 

want the transfer.  Gabriel Clotier said his family was his wife and two sons and, 

although he wanted to serve the King, he could not at the expense of material damages to 

his family.  Claudio said his family was his wife and did not want to leave, while 

Francisco said he was married and had an infant.  He would only consider leaving if his 

general and caudillo, Juan Santiago, decided to leave.
329

 

 Kinship obligations for the negros franceses also included their relationships with 

their immediate commanding officers, or at least those they knew as leaders during the 

fighting in Saint Domingue.  The soldiers and the Spanish authorities referred to these 

officers as caudillos.  The use of this word during the colonial period had little to do with 

its more common nineteenth century connotation of political strongman.
330

  The caudillos 

that led the negros franceses were, in essence, their boss men or leaders.  The word 

caudillo has its origin in the Late Latin word of capitellum or head/leader.  During the 
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Roman period, a caput or capitellum, referred to the leader of a small band.  Indeed, the 

word carried little significance.  Cicero mentions the caput, for example, in his Letters, 

referring to the head of the kitchen staff or the main dish.
331

  The negros franceses were 

using the word caudillo to refer to their leaders.  These same soldiers based their 

decisions on the personal charismatic and leadership qualities of the individual to become 

leaders or caudillos.  The previous socio-economic conditions of the individuals had little 

influence in determining who became a caudillo.  The leader of the negros franceses in 

Granada, Juan Santiago, lived with his wife and small child, working as a farmer and 

balancing his military obligations, no different from the rest of his peers.
332

  He was sixty 

years old in 1803 and his son was eighteen.  The captains and caudillos, Juan Francisco 

and Jorge Biassou, (Jean François and Gorge Biassou respectively in French) who led the 

soldiers when they were in Havana in 1796, were married, had children, and worked as 

farmers to feed their families.
333

  Again, their occupations were no different from the rest 

of their troops and there is no evidence that they were from higher socio-economic 

conditions before the Haitian Revolution started.  In theory, the officers, sucha as Jorge 

Biassou, Juan Francisco, and Juan Santigo were supposed to receive a higher wage than 

their troops.  Jorge Biassou and Juan Francisco were mariscales, or field marshals, and 

earned, in theory, the amount of 250 pesos a month.
334

  This was the equivalent to a 

general’s wage.  Juan Santiago was a sergeant and was supposed to make twenty pesos a 
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month.
335

 Although Juan Santiago was a sergeant and lower rank than Juan Francisco and 

Juan Biassou, the troops he led in Granada called him a caudillo.  The Spanish, however, 

never officially recognized the officer ranks these men claimed.  Juan Santiago and other 

caudillos mentioned that their Spanish commanding officer had promised these ranks, but 

never received documentation.
336

  They took the word of the Spanish officers as 

sufficient, and their troops would follow these men as if they were legitimate officers of 

the Spanish Crown. 

I stress the supposed pay these leaders were making because in practice few saw 

any of it.  No soldier or officer in these records, indeed, ever received pay, and moving 

would have only exacerbated the dire economic conditions they were already facing.
337

  

Since the troops and captains were receiving no pay, they had to work in occupations 

other than their military service.  Authorities in Central America even refused to 

acknowledge the ranks the officers claimed they had earned in Saint Domingue.  Even 

though the officers, such as Juan Santiago, lost their official rank, the troops still called 

him and other officers their caudillo or leader.  This means that despite similar socio-

economic conditions between the negros franceses, soldiers and officers, some kind of 

charismatic or personal quality determined who became the caudillo or leader.  The 

soldiers demonstrated their respect of these men by giving them their place as officers.  

The value of individual personal qualities would also define the caudillos of the 

nineteenth century.   
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The evidence also indicates that the devotion to the caudillo was strong enough to 

persuade, at least some of the troops, to follow him over their family and royal 

obligations.  When the soldiers from Granada, Trujillo, San Carlos, Léon, Mateare, and 

Campeche refused to move in 1803, they argued that although they wanted to serve the 

King and their families, they would follow their caudillo.
338

  These three relationships of 

kinship, the first with their immediate families, the next with their caudillo, and the last 

with their King were, therefore, in conflict when authorities demanded service from 

them.  The leaders of the troops, such as Juan Francisco, who had followed his soldiers 

from Saint Domingue to Cuba and then on to Campeche, at one point even went to Cadiz 

to the Council of the Indies in 1794 to demand improved conditions for his troops.
339

  

The troops reciprocated this commitment from their leaders with firm loyalties that 

continued throughout their stay in New Spain.  Of the soldiers from Granada, for 

instance, Francisco, who was married with a small child said he would go where, “his 

general decided.”  José Guerra, also married and with an eighteen year old adopted son, 

said he wanted to stay with his family, “but would go where his general wanted.”  Juan 

José Fusan, married with an adopted god-daughter, said, “His decision would be that of 

his caudillo, Juan Santiago.”
340

  Although the troops viewed family obligations as 

important, they would still follow their leader wherever he went.  It also helped that in 

this case and others, Juan Santiago decided that his family obligations superseded those 

of the King.  In the following case from Mexico City, I show ways that black troops 

could also forge meaningful kinship ties with the rest of society.   
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In addition to showing that black soldiers could forge meaningful relationships 

with individuals outside their ethnic group, the criminal records indicate that society had 

well established the association between being black and being a soldier by the end of the 

colonial period.  On September 10, 1781, the pardo soldier of the regiment of pardos 

from the city of Puebla, José Francisco Castillo, entered with a group of four men into a 

house in the barrio del Ángel, off the street named Calle del Pocito de Juan Díaz, and 

killed the Indian, Juan Aparicio, when they tried robbing him.  During the altercations, 

José Francisco and his group also severely injured another man.  The witnesses, such as 

the india, María Micaela, said Juan Francisco and the four men appeared to be pardos and 

were going around the neighborhood knocking on houses, saying they were looking for 

deserters of the regiment.  Since the men were all pardos, the neighbors, including Juan 

Aparicio, believed them and opened the door for them, even late in the night.  Everyone 

knew pardos were soldiers and that soldiers deserted.  Since pardo soldiers were a 

common presence in everyday life relations, no one considered their presence 

extraordinary or that they were looking for deserters.
341

  This is why the witnesses 

believed Juan Francisco and his men. 

The meaningful relationships pardo soldiers and officers could have with the rest 

of society is present in the following case, as well, from Mexico City in the year of 1770.   

On January 4, the lieutenants of the regiment of pardos, Juan Pompa and Pedro León de 

la Torre, had a gathering at Juan Pompa’s residence.  The guests included several Spanish 

officers and one castizo, as well as a vagabond named Miguel Reales, whom Juan Pompa 
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fed and allowed to sleep in his house.  Miguel was a pardo with a drinking problem and 

had been a long time good friend of Juan Pompa and Pedro León, running errands for 

them and socializing on a daily basis.  Juan Pompa also worked as a tailor and was 

originally from Puebla.  Pedro León’s only occupation was serving in the regiment.  He 

said that since he was widower and had no children, he had no need for another 

occupation. 
342

   

The guests at this reunion started drinking around mid-day and continued into the 

night.  All the witnesses, including Juan Pompa’s daughters, said that Miguel refused 

food and only wanted aguardiente.  This resulted in him becoming severely drunk.  While 

drunk, Miguel decided to climb a ladder in Juan Pompa’s house and fell, hitting the back 

of his death, resulting in his death.  Since the accident was close to midnight, Juan Pompa 

and Pedro León decided to keep vigil over his body, placing four candles in each corner 

and ordering Juan’s daughters to pray for his soul.  According to Juan and Pedro León, 

“Miguel’s drinking had alienated him from his family, but we knew they still loved him.”  

The next morning at six, the lieutenant Juan Palafox, from the same regiment and a 

Spaniard, bought the services of two Indian carriers, who took Miguel’s body to his 

cousin’s house, María Loreto Reales.  She lived with her friend and castiza María Rosa 

Sanchez.  Juan Palafox was also a friend of Miguel and declared that he was, “sad to see 

him go.”
343

  María Loreto and María Rosa Sanchez believed Miguel’s acquaintances 

murdered him, but after a thorough investigation, the judges determined that Miguel died 

from the accidental fall he suffered when he was drunk. 
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Juan Pompa and the rest of his group expressed their emotional connections with 

the non-black Miguel by feeding and sheltering him, then keeping vigil over his body and 

finally handing him over to his relatives so he could receive a proper burial.  The case 

also indicates that pardo soldiers and officers could be in occupations requiring special 

skills.  Juan Pompa was a tailor, known well in the neighborhood for his skills, according 

to the witnesses.  Black soldiers, therefore, lived unexceptional lives in the empire.  The 

following case further illustrates the ways that the black populations considered military 

service as an opportunity and occupation that became closely associated with them. 

On January 10, 1799 the lieutenant of the regular regiment of Acapulco ordered 

the arrest of the soldier, José Maria Villegas, after only eight months of service because 

they discovered he was a slave.  José Maria Villegas said he was the son of Ana 

Gertrudis, from the town of Teypan in the corregimiento of the province of Zacatula in 

present Mexican state of Guerrero.  He never knew who his father was and claimed he 

was a mestizo when he joined the regiment.  At the time of his arrest, José María was 

twenty-one years old.  The court of Acapulco determined he was five feet, two inches, 

and nine lines tall, a Catholic, with light brown hair, brown eyes, and a small nose.  He 

had several scars on his face and lacked facial hair.  José María then said that his mother 

and siblings belonged to their master, Don Francisco Olivar, who was an hacendado in 

the town of Petatlanal, working as domestic slaves. When their master had died, nine 

years earlier, he moved to live with his mother, believing he and his family were free.  

About a year and a half ago, the representatives of Don Francisco Olivar’s heirs started 
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legal efforts to recover his slaves. Around this time, José María decided to join the 

Acapulco regular regiment.
344

   

None of the soldiers believed or could even imagine José María was a slave.  The 

second sergeant, Juan Cardona, and the first corporal, José Rios, said that his lighter skin 

made them believe he was a mestizo or a pardo.  The recruitment officers had never 

bribed José María nor coerced him into military service.  He had joined voluntarily.  This 

was the only aspect of José María’s recruitment many found odd.  It was common 

practice for authorities to force people into military service, through the leva or draft.  

Often, many forced recruits were men who had committed crimes or who recruiters 

caught drunk.
345

 Immediately after joining, the commanding officer dressed, paid, and 

sheltered José.
346

  Military service, although undesirable to many, was at least a better 

option than the possibility of returning to slavery.  His luck, however, ran out when the 

lawyers of Don Francisco Olivar’s heirs tracked him down and forced his return to 

slavery. 

José María’s lighter skin may explain his family’s occupations as domestic slaves 

and probably helped him convince the Acapulco regiment that he was a mestizo.  

Interestingly, he went into the undesired military service composed mainly of pardos and, 

thus, consciously or subconsciously continued his association with the black population.  

His desperate actions show the prevalent perceptions about military service as an 

opportunity for the black populations.  I now turn my attention towards an often 

overlooked dimension of analyses on soldiers in Latin America, their dress.  I am, 
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however, limited to an idealized vision of the Bourbon reformers.  By examining their 

dress, I seek to explore how these soldiers became symbols of Spanish imperialism.   

Dressing the Empire 

The inspector general of infantry and military affairs, Don Alejandro O’Reilly, 

whom I introduced at the beginning of this chapter, stressed the importance of 

maintaining a royal presence in the Americas.  Don Alejandro O’Reilly and other 

Bourbon administrators worried that relying entirely on local resources and personnel 

would produce conditions where locals would only act in military capacities to defend 

only their interests.  This was especially worrisome for Bourbon administrators, during a 

period when Atlantic European powers constantly harassed Spain’s possessions, 

especially on the frontiers and borderlands.  For Don Alejandro O’Reilly, the issue was 

not as simple as placing individuals directly representing the Crown, meaning Iberians, in 

the Americas.  The manner in which such individuals represented the Crown was just as 

important.  This rationale applied to the soldiers serving the King.
347

  Such idealized view 

of the soldier was, therefore, another dimension of the efforts to control the bodies and 

identities of the soldiers and instill a direct connection with the monarch and empire. 

All of the images I collected from the digital collection of the AGI date from 

1767, only one year before the President of Guatemala submitted his report on the state of 

the militias to the Council of the Indies.  By the time the President of Guatemala had 

submitted his report, Don Alejandro O’Reilly had already petitioned depictions of how he 

wanted the soldiers dressed.  I have only selected images of black soldiers contrasted 

with white soldiers.  Depictions of soldiers would continue into the early nineteenth 

century.  These idealized representations of the soldiers remind one of the casta paintings 
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that had their strongest presence in the eighteenth century and presented a racialized 

world of Spanish America.  Indeed, the artists of the militiamen drawings stressed 

different uniforms in accordance to rank and casta.  One will even find differences of skin 

color and position within the idealized racial groups.  

Figure 1. White and Black Officers and Soldiers from the Veracruz Militia, 1767 

 

 
Source: AGI, MP-Uniformes, 95-1.  Diseño de uniformes de las Compañías de Milicias Urbanas de 

Blancos, Pardos y Morenos de Veracruz: 1) Oficial de granaderos blancos. 2) Oficial de fusileros blancos. 

3) Soldado granadero blanco. 4) Soldado fusilero blanco. 5) Oficial de Pardos libres. 6) Oficial de Morenos 

libres. 7) Soldado Pardo libre. 8) Soldado Moreno libre.  

 

 The first image shows the design for white and black soldiers of the urban militias 

of Veracruz.  I have to stress that these were designs and hardly ever reflected the reality.  

In 1764, the President of Guatemala, Don Pedro Salazar, claimed that the militias were 
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badly armed, dressed, and lacked discipline.
348

  The top of the image shows white higher 

ranking grenadiers next to white infantrymen, the first two are officers and the other two 

are soldiers.  Only the officer band distinguishes them from the soldiers.  Bellow them 

are the pardo and moreno officers and soldiers.  All of them are infantrymen.  The 

striking difference is that between the pardo and moreno officers and soldiers.  The artist 

drew the morenos with darker skin and less elaborate uniform and the pardos with lighter 

skin and uniforms closer to the white infantrymen.  The exception is that the white 

soldiers wore red while the pardo soldiers wore white.  This visual representation shows 

white soldiers superior to blacks and the color distinctions between the black populations 

that the Bourbons wanted or thought were present.  The image also indicates that 

Bourbon administrators wanted distinctions between the black populations. 
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Figure 2. Infantry Regiment of Pardos from Yucatán, 1767. 

 

 
Source: AGI, MP-Uniformes, 101-1.  Diseño de uniformes del “Regimiento de Infantería de Milicias 

Pardos de Mérida de Yucatán:” 1) Oficial granadero. 2) Tambor granadero. 3) Soldado granadero. 

 

 The second image shows an officer, a drummer, and a soldier of the regiment of 

pardo militias from Yucatán.  According to the painting, Don Cristobal de Zayas y 

Guzman y Moscoso, who was field marshal of the royal armies and captain general of 

Yucatán, formed this regiment in November of 1767, by orders of the King.  Compared 

to the soldiers of Veracruz, the uniforms of the pardo soldiers from Yucatán appear 

elaborate, almost as elaborate as the uniforms of the white officers and soldiers from 

Veracruz.  The recent historiography on Yucatán shows that because the biggest 

antagonists against colonial rule were the indigenous groups, blacks, castas, and whites 

could often unite around a common enemy.  Ulrike Bock’s recent article, for example, 

examines civic rituals from the end of the colonial era, roughly 1791-1821.  She shows 

that even though authorities excluded them inside the militias, authorities incorporated 
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black soldiers into civic rituals that celebrated the Crown and religious ceremonies.  

Essentially, the black soldiers acquired some form of “whiteness” and closer social 

connections with the non-indigenous population, struggling against the unconquered 

Indians.
349

  

 The commissioners of the painting about the militiamen in the image from 

Yucatán classified them as pardos instead of morenos.  As the first image shows, a pardo 

classification indicated lighter skin or a closer connection to “white” society.  What 

“white” meant is unclear and further research will only help us understand what this 

category, that many take for granted, signified in the eighteenth century.  The eighteenth 

century was a period when the Atlantic world shaped modern race relations.  Although I 

have solely focused on the construction of the black populations, we have to keep in mind 

that non-white categories would also determine the “white” identity.  Ruling groups in 

Yucatán, therefore, considered pardo soldiers closer to the non-indigenous sector of 

social relations.  Indeed, Bock argues that she found little evidence to indicate that the 

Haitian Revolution had much of an impact on free blacks in Yucatán because the 

authorities relied on them to conquer the unconquered indigenous groups.  This may have 

been true to some extent, but my analysis of runaways and, as this chapter will show, 

indicates that blacks did suffer from the impact of the Haitian Revolution.  The following 

image from the pardo militia in Mexico City provides another angle into the ways that 

Bourbon reformers envisioned the roles their troops performed. 
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 The sole purpose of the regular troops of Mexico City was the defense of that city.  

In contrast to the militiamen, these troops only relied on their military service to maintain 

themselves.  Compared to the images of the white, pardo, and moreno officers and 

soldiers from Veracruz, the pardo soldier from Mexico City is similar in dress to the 

white soldiers of Veracruz (see Figure 3).  Indeed, the artist drew this soldier with the 

same kind of dignity and respect associated with a white soldier.  This pardo soldier even 

appears with such confidence as if prepared to strike at a moment’s notice with a rifle 

already mounted with the bayonet.  In contrast, the soldiers from Veracruz and Yucatán 

are carrying their rifles without readied bayonets.  The importance of Mexico City to the 

Spanish imperial order may have motivated this aggressive depiction.  The role of this 

regiment in charge of defending such an important colonial center could have also 

influenced the artist to portray this soldier in such a confrontational stance.   
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Figure 3. Soldier from the Regiment of Pardos in Mexico City, 1767 

 
Source: AGI, MP-Uniformes, 87-1.  Diseño de uniforme: “Divisa que he señalado al Regimiento de Pardos 

de México.” 

 

The place where authorities appointed soldiers and officers carried connotations 

about the prestige of the unit.  On April 5, 1783, for example, the pardo militiamen from 
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Guadalajara protested to their superiors that they did not want their new officers.  The 

colonel, Don Manuel Vaamonde, made the new appointments because the officers 

coming from Guanajuato had been drunk and involved in several bar fights, disrupting 

the peace.  As punishment, Don Manuel Vaamonde moved them to lead the pardos of 

Guadalajara.  The white officers also protested this decision because they believed that 

command of the pardo soldiers was beneath them.
350

  This sentiment was present even 

when they had to live in an important colonial city like Guadalajara.  The depiction of the 

soldier from the regiment of pardos of Mexico City in stance of authority was, therefore, 

another way to connote the importance of the position.  In addition, by only referring to 

the soldiers as pardos, the authorities wanted only black soldiers with lighter skin tones or 

with “a closer relationship with the white populations” as Don Alejandro O’Reilly had 

proposed.
351

  This would ensure what the general of Guadalajara, Don Juan Martin de 

Soria, promised, “a diminished presence of negros among respectable [Spaniards] 

people.”
352

  Placing bodies of what the Bourbon administrators considered a desirable 

ethnicity, or casta, in a major imperial cities also applied to the soldiers who protected 

those urban centers. 

The idealized ways that Bourbon administrators depicted black soldiers were part 

of larger projects crucial to the representation of the monarchy thousands of miles away 

in the Americas.  Urban places and the people that inhabited those places reflected an 

idealized depiction of the colonial order.  Many of these soldiers, nonetheless, 

participated extensively defending the frontiers and borderlands, vital for the survival of 
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the Spanish imperial order in the Americas.  The Haitian Revolution, however, would 

change this, which leads me to examine how that would happen.   

The Haitian Revolution Comes Home 

 I now turn my attention towards examining in greater detail the experiences of the 

Haitian soldiers, or negros franceses, who defended the frontiers of New Spain, but yet 

faced the direct attacks resulting from fears that that Haitian Revolution produced. The 

growing slave population in Cuba, especially since the start of the Haitian Revolution, 

meant that fears from slave owners on that island resulted in the authorities transferring 

the negros franceses soldiers outside of the island.  Since the Crown needed soldiers to 

defend the frontiers of New Spain and the slave population was smaller, because 

producers could now use free and indigenous labor, that colony became a viable choice.  

In 1796, the governor of Cuba argued that he doubted authorities and the rest of the 

population in New Spain would have problems accepting these soldiers.  His only 

concern was whether that the authorities of Mexico and Central America would complain 

over the expenses associated with maintaining the troops.
353

  The reactions from locals in 

New Spain surprised the authorities in Cuba and Seville. 

 Even before the authorities in Cuba shipped off the negros franceses soldiers to 

Mexico and Central America, the authorities in these two regions started protesting their 

transfer.  The actual immediate reaction from the Viceroy of New Spain, Miguel de la 

Grúa Talamanca, Primer Marques de Branciforte, and the governors of Guatemala and 

Yucatán is worth quoting directly.  On April 26, 1796 the Viceroy of New Spain wrote a 

letter to the King stating that: 
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The governors of Yucatán and Guatemala, Don Arturo 

O’Neil and Don José Domas y Valle reported that on 

March 13 of the same year 115 negros franceses from Saint 

Domingue disembarked at the port of Campeche and 310 in 

Trujillo.  The troops are colored auxiliaries sent here by the 

government in Havana and for the purpose of settling in 

these provinces.  The viceroy never received a notification 

from the governor of Havana, Don Luis de las Casas.  

Guatemala and Yucatán are independent, but depend on the 

viceroy of Mexico for their protection because New Spain 

is one of the principle intendancies of the empire.  O’Neill 

reported that he settled the 115 negros in the town of 

Sucopo, Tahcabo, Tonothae, and Rio de Lagartos. The 

governor of Yucatán said he could not admit people of this 

color because they will increase the number of castas 

infectas, meaning, they will spread their bad character and 

pernicious ways.  Don Antonio O’Neil has not asked me to 

send him food and supplies to maintain the troops, but the 

governor of Guatemala wants 100,000 pesos because they 

have a debt of more than 2 million pesos maintaining the 

troops.
354

 

 

This direct citation shows the fears towards the negros franceses, based on their supposed 

racial characteristics that were dangerous and that they would somehow spread to the rest 

of society.  Although, Mexico, Yucatán, and Guatemala lacked a large slave presence, the 

idea that the supposed pernicious ways of these troops, who had started one of the most 

traumatic revolutions of the Atlantic World, would also spread to the rest of society 

including the non-black populations, was especially worrisome. The authorities of 

Yucatán and Central America were concerned that the tense relationships between 

unconquered indigenous groups and the rest of the region would only worsen with the 

introduction of the negros francesses and their supposed, “evil ways.”  Even though the 

authorities of New Spain firmly protested the decision from Havana and the Council of 

the Indies, the royal authorities in Madrid insisted that the danger was less if the soldiers 

remained in New Spain.  The troops would remain in the colony. 
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 The soldiers knew of the negative sentiments the authorities in New Spain had 

against them.  This meant that they had to live with those sentiments.  The soldiers also 

had families they needed to support, along with obligations to the King.  How they lined 

up these priorities would determine the kinds of local relationships they would forge and 

their position in the imperial order.  Paying attention, therefore, to the local conditions the 

troops encountered explains the kinds of experiences they had.  No matter what their 

position or role, fears over their connection with Saint Domingue drove royal decisions 

about their destinies. 

 In the Yucatán peninsula, including Campeche, even local indigenous groups who 

had accepted colonial rule, protested the presence of the negros franceses.  Just as 

indigenous groups refused accepting runaway slaves after the start of the Haitian 

Revolution, they also rejected the soldiers for the same fears of not wanting to be 

associated with individuals from a “corrupted casta.”
355

  According to the authorities of 

Yucatán and Guatemala, it was going to cost them about $3,825 monthly pesos just to 

maintain the troops in Campeche.  In the end, this figure to maintain the troops mattered 

little since the authorities never paid the troops, forcing many to voluntarily work in 

occupations outside of their promised military service.  Using the excuse of the high costs 

to maintain these troops, but more likely out of the need to somehow restore the troops to 

a situation closer to where the authorities believed they belonged as slaves, the audiencias 

of Yucatán and Guatemala decided to place the troops to work. 

 The manner in which the authorities settled the soldiers and their families reveals 

much about the paranoia that resulted from the slave revolution.  In May of 1796, Don 

Arturo O’Neil ordered that the troops remain near the towns of Sucopo, Tahcabo, 
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Tonothae, and Rio de Lagartos.  These towns are on the northern part of the peninsula.  

Curiously, there is even a town today called Santo Domingo in that very region.  He 

concluded that because the region needed troops to fight against constant British attacks 

coming from Belize and the Caribbean, the negros franceses would “best serve the King 

working in agricultural production, where they can practice the inherent qualities that 

they have because they are negros.”
356

  Essentially, the authorities assumed that because 

there was a good probability that the soldiers has once been slaves, or that they deserved 

slavery because of their African heritage, they placed them back into slave-like 

conditions.  Conveniently, Don Arturo O’Neil even applied the 1789 slave codes, where 

it stipulated that slaves belonged in agricultural production.  I state, conveniently, 

because up to that point, many slave owners refused to follow the codes, arguing that any 

kind of restriction on their authority compromised the kind of power they could practice 

over slaves.
357

  Simply placing the negros franceses back to work as field workers, 

however, was not sufficient for the authorities to remind them of their place as slaves.  

They implemented a close monitoring of their daily movements. 

 The President of Guatemala recommended that the first buildings of the 

communities of these soldiers in Yucatán should be the jail and the Church.   He insisted 

that all the communities should have priests visit them regularly, with the escort of white 

militiamen, Indian soldiers, or representatives from the Audiencia.  The jail, he argued, 

“was especially needed because people of this kind [Haitians] will most likely stir trouble 

resulting in their incarceration.”
358

  In addition, to better monitor their movement, Don 
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Arturo O’Neil proposed making the settlements in a grid-like fashion, in order to visually 

have greater surveillance of their bodies.  They hired Indian foremen to make sure the 

soldiers, turned laborers, went to work and produced food mainly to feed themselves and 

their families.  Don Arturo O’Neil stated that, “these men deserve to work and maintain 

themselves…this means that we will not spend money on them.”  Indeed, by the 1790s, 

the authorities in Yucatán and Central America were already reducing, or flat out 

refusing, to pay black militiamen for their service.  In August of 1790, the authorities in 

Merida petitioned the Viceroy in Mexico City to raise more companies of pardo soldiers 

to help them defend the frontiers against unconquered Indians and the British.  The 

Merida authorities made their argument by stressing that they planned on spending little 

to nothing on them.  In 1790, Merida was spending about $5,671 monthly pesos to 

maintain the white militia companies.  In contrast, their proposal to raise about 2,000 

pardos stipulated only spending about $1,500 pesos a month.
359

  For the negros franceses, 

the plan proposed by the authorities was to spend a grand total of zero pesos a month. 

 The negros franceses in Yucatán protested the decisions by the authorities in 

Yucatán and Guatemala to relegate them to a condition of virtual slavery.  Their caudillo, 

Juan Francisco, said that many of his soldiers were born free and many, who even once 

were slaves, now believed they were free and had children born free.  Having tasted 

freedom, he argued, it would now be extremely difficult for them to accept a return to 

slavery.
360

  The troops and their caudillo argued that they had served the King faithfully 

in Saint Domingue and then in Cuba, always protecting the Crown’s interests above their 
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own.  In Cuba, they had negotiated with the governor that once in New Spain they would 

maintain their officer ranks and become incorporated into the local regiments and 

militias.  They knew Campeche and Yucatán had a shortage of soldiers.  Figure 4 

provides a general overview of how many companies of militias Campeche had in 1785.  

According to this report, produced by the commanding officer of the fort, the entire 

region of Campeche only had 584 pardo soldiers.  This, he argued, was insufficient to 

defend the region, urgently calling on the authorities to raise more soldiers.  Into the 

1790s, the shortages of soldiers would continue.  Despite such low numbers, the 

authorities refused to allow the negros franceses to take up arms to defend the Crown’s 

territories, even though they had served the King well for years.  Juan Francisco and his 

men concluded that the authorities’ decision to force them into manual labor placed them 

back into a slave-like condition.  They had to work in agricultural production with the 

constant supervision of foremen, they could not leave their place of residence, without 

written permission from the Audiencia in Mérida, and they could not possess weapons.
361

  

By removing the negros franceses from their military capacity, the authorities hoped they 

could also remove their mobility and, therefore, the probabilities that they would spread 

their so-called “pernicious ways and ideals.” 
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Figure 4.  A General Summary of the State of the Pardo Militias in Campeche, 1785 

 
Source: AGI, MP-Uniformes, 83.  Diseño de uniforme de las Compañías Sueltas de Pardos Tiradores de 

Campeche. 

 

 The troops, whom the authorities sent to Trujillo, had a slightly different 

experience, but faced the same racist attitudes against them.  These roughly 300 troops 

primarily defended the region against Miskito and British attacks.  On April 27, 1797, for 

instance, the negros franceses repelled an attempted combined British and Miskito 

invasion.  The caudillo, Juan Santiago, stated that the ferocity with which his troops 
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defended the empire showed their loyalty and desire to keep their military occupations.
362

  

In 1795, the same troops had defended Havana against a British attack and immediately 

after arriving to Trujillo, a year later, once again successfully repelled a Miskito attack.  

These services, and the one they had done in Saint Domingue, led the authorities to 

award them with medals of Honor in 1797.
363

  By 1804, the Haitian soldiers were in 

Granada, Léon, San Carlos, Omoa, Trujillo, the Petén, and the City of Guatemala.   

Since many of the troops were married, or had acquired spouses in Central 

America, many now had children.  Like their counterparts in Yucatán and Campeche, the 

negros franceses in Central America never received wages for their services.  The 

difficult economic conditions forced them into occupations other than their military 

service.  In the year of 1797, the Crown owed 1,918 pesos to 127 soldiers.  These 127 are 

the only ones that went to the Audiencia of Guatemala in 1804, asking the court to pay 

them.  The rest never bothered because they could not see how the authorities could pay 

such large amounts.
364

  The troops who took the long trek to Guatemala City that year to 

demand their wages hoped the King would reward them for their service.  Indeed, the 

caudillo, Juan Santiago, never questioned Charles IV’s good will and blamed the 

administrators for this wrong doing.  The troops were so confident that the courts would 

compensate them that they even took out loans from people they knew to pay for their 
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expenses during their trip to Guatemala City.
365

  Their efforts, however, were in vain, 

when the courts declined their requests in 1805. 

 Although these Central American troops essentially supported the Crown’s efforts 

to settle the frontier, by 1804, the authorities in Guatemala concluded that the lack of 

monitoring over their daily lives was producing “dangerous conditions” for rebellions.  

An expedition led by the commanding officer at Omoa in 1800 had concluded that the 

negros franceses were forming communities exclusively of other negros franceses.  The 

governor intendant of Nicaragua, Don José Salvador, added that the troops never caused 

problems and were major participants in the production of agriculture.  He could not 

understand why the authorities in Guatemala had problems with the soldiers, who had 

never disturbances.
366

  Regardless, the authorities insisted that all the troops move to the 

forts of San Juan, San Carlos, and Omoa.  This way, the authorities concluded, officers 

could monitor them and the troops could only focus on providing their military service.  

On the surface, it appeared that the Guatemalan officials were dealing differently with the 

negros franceses.  This appears a contradiction, but the underlying issue was controlling 

the movement of these troops to ensure they had a limited influence on the rest of society.  

Although the Guatemalan authorities promised the troops to finally pay them for this 

move, the sources are unclear as to whether this actually happened.  By moving to these 

forts, without the guarantee of pay and the added danger of war, the troops became 

cannon fodder for the empire.  
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 The arrival of Haitian soldiers to one of the most important colonies of Spanish 

America resulted in immediate protests from individuals from the ruling classes.  The 

protests stemmed from the fears that the Haitian soldiers would influence others to rebel 

in a place where social tensions were already present.  This was true, even in a region 

with small slave population, compared to other parts of the Americas.  I now turn my 

attention to a case study of a militia officers who, in the context of fears towards the 

black populations, individuals accused of having African ancestry, even though, his 

whole life he had believed he was Spanish.  His experiences highlight the ways that the 

impact of the Haitian Revolution was affecting daily life. 

The Case of Captain Don Manuel José Ibarra 

 On March 4, 1804 the cavalry captain of the Ometepec, Oaxaca company 

corresponding to the fifth division of the Costa del Sur, Don Manuel José Ibarra, with the 

representation of his lawyer, Don Juan José Monroy, petitioned the Viceroy, Don José de 

Itturigaray, to start a criminal investigation over why his commanding officer, Don José 

Antonio Campi, with the support of the sub-lieutenant, Don José Antonio Camacho, 

removed him from his position that he had held for decades.
367

  Indeed, this was not the 

first time the same men tried removing him from his position.  They arbitrarily tried in 

1789 to remove him from his position, placing him in jail, without a formal sentence or 

due process.  Again, they tried in 1798, accusing him of overstepping his jurisdiction 

numerous times.  In 1798, they had demanded his resignation.  Having been unsuccessful 

in 1798, the same men, once again, tried removing Don Manuel José Ibarra from his 
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position, this time accusing him of being black.  He firmly denied this accusation.  The 

Viceroy wanted to believe Don Manuel José Ibarra, but due to the possibility that he 

might have a black man leading white and non-black casta troops, the Viceroy ordered a 

complete investigation into the previous accusations against Don Manuel José Ibarra, as 

well as an in depth examination into his genealogical record.  

  The investigation led by the sergeant major of the Oaxaca militias, Don Luis 

Antonio de Zárate, started in April of 1804 and would end in 1807.  He first investigated 

the 1789 case against Don Manuel José Ibarra to determine if the military judge’s ruling 

was just.  Essentially, Don Luis Antonio de Zárate was conducting archival research of 

criminal and ecclesiastical records.  He supported this research with interviews he did 

with people who knew Don Manuel José Ibarra and his family.   

In the 1789 case, the justicia mayor, Don Francisco Gutiérrez de Terán, and his 

lieutenant, Don Francisco Crespo, had arrested and removed Don Manuel José Ibarra 

from this position as captain, with-holding his wages.  They did this without formally 

accusing him of anything or starting a court trial.  They had also given the position to 

Don Francisco Paris.  With the help of his immediate commanding officer, Don Benito 

Pérez, Don Manuel José Ibarra was able to get out of jail and recover his position as 

captain.  At the time, Don Manuel José Ibarra was a provisional captain appointed by the 

Viceroy, Don Juan Vicente de Güemes, Second Count of Revillagigedo.  After leaving 

the jail in Ometepec, however, the second lieutenant from Huehuetlán, Don José Antonio 

Camacho, confronted Don Manuel José Ibarra, grabbing him by the tie in the middle of 

the day in the town square of Ometepec, yelling and insulting him.  Since the judge of 

Igualapa determined that Don Manuel José Ibarra’s offenders had acted out of vengeance 
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and bad feelings, he concluded that Don Manuel José Ibarra deserved his position as 

captain and ordered the men who had insulted him, to publically apologize.
368

  In 1789, 

Don Manuel José Ibarra’s supposed black heritage never came up. 

Nine years later, in 1798, the same men tried once again to remove Don Manuel 

José Ibarra from his position as captain, arguing that that he was overstepping his 

jurisdictional powers.  This time, they presented cases in which he had passed judgments.  

On September 11, 1798, for example, in Ometepec, the mother and two sisters of the 

mulatta, Nicolasa Rodríguez, wife of the mulatto, Juan Loya, went running to the 

barracks, urging Don Manuel José Ibarra to stop Juan Loya, who in his anger, had injured 

Nicolasa with a machete and was now threatening to burn down his house, located in the 

middle of the town.  Don Manuel José Ibarra initially told the women that he had no 

jurisdiction over the incident and advised them to go to the alcalde mayor.  When the 

women arrived at the alcalde’s house, however, they found out he was taking a nap and 

his servants told them to come back later.  By the time the women returned to plead Don 

Manuel José Ibarra, Juan Loya had started a fire, at which point, Don Manuel José Ibarra 

finally decided to act by sending his soldiers to stop the fire and arrest Loya.  During the 

attempted arrest of Loya, the castizo soldier, Vicente Salinas, confronted Loya and gave 

him a blow to the head with his machete.  Loya died a few days later from this injury and 

the authorities decided to arrest Vicente for homicide.  Vicente did not expect the 

accusation of homicide because Don Manuel José Ibarra had told his troops that he would 
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answer for their actions and would give them his full support, no matter what happened 

during the altercations.
369

 

Having conducted extensive depositions of the witnesses, on the nineteenth of 

November of the same year, the commander of the Costa del Sur, Don José Ignacio Fluri, 

concluded first that Don Manuel José Ibarra had behaved in accordance with the law and 

never over-stepped his jurisdiction.  Don Manuel José Ibarra was correct to conclude that 

the argument between Loya and Nicolasa was outside his jurisdiction.  The moment that 

Loya put his house on fire, endangering the entire town, however, Don Manuel José 

Ibarra was correct to intervene because he was protecting the town.  Don José Ignacio 

Fluri also ordered the release of Vicente, because he was a soldier who was following 

orders and, although it was unfortunate that he had killed Loya, the soldiers saved the 

town and restored order.
370

  Once again, in 1798, the color of Don Manuel José Ibarra’s 

skin never came into play and he was able to retain his position. 

The changing social and political conditions shaping the Atlantic World by 1804 

would influence the kinds of arguments Don Manuel José Ibarra’s rivals made against 

him.  By 1803, the Haitian Revolution was experiencing the highest levels of violence.  

More people died during the last three to four years of the Revolution than during the first 

five to six.  Race issues determined these high levels of violence, as David P. Geggus has 

shown, which would only intensify racist perspectives against the black populations of 

that island in the Atlantic World.
371

  Now, Don Manuel José Ibarra’s accusers argued that 

the authorities in Mexico City should remove him from his position as captain because he 
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was actually a negro.  The policy prohibiting black officers from leading non-black 

soldiers had been there since the seventeenth century, but since the outbreak of the 

Haitian Revolution, policy makers in New Spain were implementing this law with greater 

intensity.  

Don Manuel José Ibarra’s accusers started their arguments by contending that in 

cases where he passed judgment, he had based his decisions on his supposed favoritism 

towards the black populations.  Indeed, his accusers argued that Don Manuel José Ibarra 

was fomenting race conflicts that attempted to unify the blacks of the southern coast.  

They revisited the 1798 case and now argued that the authorities had pulled off arresting 

Vicente because Don Manuel José Ibarra did nothing to stop the arrest. They argued, “if 

Don Manuel José Ibarra had willed it, he had the authority to prevent the arrest, but 

because Vicente killed one of his own [a mulatto], Don Manuel José Ibarra wanted 

justice because one of his [a mulatto] was killed.”
372

  They concluded that Don Manuel 

José Ibarra had made the excuse over his inability to intervene because he did not want a 

mulatto arrested.  He was, therefore, “protecting his own negros.”  This is at least what 

his enemies claimed.  His accusers would use recent cases to further support their 

arguments. 

In a case from 1802, a soldier, named José María Ojendi, who had been drafted 

into the militia of pardos from Veracruz, deserted because he argued he was not a pardo.  

Don Manuel José Ibarra ordered a thorough examination of ecclesiastical records and 

declarations from those that new José María, including priests.  The findings made him 

conclude that José María was not a pardo and the soldiers had forced him illegally into 

military service.  He granted his freedom immediately.  That same year, a mulatto, named 
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Manuel Larrea, originally from Havana, but was now living in Veracruz, claimed he had 

deserted from the pardo militia on that island.  The authorities in Veracruz had arrested 

him for stealing a couple of guns from a Chino from Manila.  After the arrest, Don 

Manuel José Ibarra ordered the return of the guns and placed Manuel in jail.  Don Manuel 

José Ibarra and Don Antonio López de Santa Ana, father of the future caudillo, both 

concluded that Manuel was a simple vagabond and doubted his story that he was soldier 

in Havana.  Both concluded that Manuel was making this claim because he wanted 

extradition to avoid serving jail time.  Although the documentation from these two cases 

validated Don Manuel José Ibarra’s decisions, his enemies in 1804 argued that he had 

actually based his decision on his sympathy towards the mulattos and negros.  By 

refusing to return José María and Manuel to military service, they argued, Don Manuel 

José Ibarra was protecting them from the drudgery of military service.  Don Manuel José 

Ibarra’s enemies somehow overlooked that Don Antonio Lopéz de Santa Anna was his 

good friend and supported his decisions in these two cases.
373

 

To strengthen their claim, Don Manuel José Ibarra’s accusers demanded an 

investigation of his genealogy, which the Viceroy accepted.  The accusation that Don 

Manuel José Ibarra was black was gaining reception from the authorities in Mexico City.  

To achieve this investigation, Don Luis Antonio de Zárate had to travel to the towns of 

Ometepec, Huehuetlán, Igualapa, and Pinotepa del Rey.  These were places where Don 

Manuel José Ibarra’s family members lived and where people who knew him and his 

family well also lived.  In addition, Don Luis Antonio de Zárate had to interview priests 

and ask their permission to access church records.  The number of places, people, and 
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sources he needed to examine meant that the investigation would take significant 

amounts of time and money.   

Figure 5.  The Genealogical Tree from the Investigation of Don Manuel José Ibarra’s Family 

 

 
Source: AGN, Indiferente Virreinal, caja, 3956, exp. 1. 

 

The church documentation indicated that Don Manuel José Ibarra had African 

ancestry.  His maternal grandmother, Doña Juana Ibarra, was a mulatta who had an affair 

with the priest of Ometepec, Antonio Ibarra.  This is where he received his last name.  

Although everyone knew Don Manuel José Ibarra’s father, Manuel, was a mulatto, he 
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had married a Spanish woman, Doña Micaela Jordán, from Pinotepa del Rey.  Without a 

doubt, Don Manuel José Ibarra had black ancestry in him, but the evidence Don Luis 

Antonio de Zárate had gathered from the witnesses revealed another story.
374

 

The overwhelming number of witnesses from the all the towns Don Luis Antonio 

de Zárate visited, even those that knew about Don Manuel José Ibarra’s black ancestry, 

believed and knew him and his family to be Spanish, not even Criollo.  Indeed, many 

witnesses were shocked that the Audiencia in Mexico City even doubted Don Manuel 

José Ibarra’s family status as Spaniards.   Don Manuel José Ibarra and his family had 

such social importance in the region that Don Luis Antonio de Zárate declared that, 

“there were moments I feared for my own life by investigating with such diligence into 

his [Don Manuel José Ibarra’s] family history.”  Don Luis Antonio de Zárate was also 

hurting financially, by carrying out this investigation, asking the Audiencia in Mexico 

City for wage advances to help him support his now estranged family.  He added that, 

“the serious escalation of these investigations was the result of fears developing from 

what was happening in Saint Domingue.” Although the witnesses said they believed Don 

Manuel José Ibarra and his family were Spaniards, and many knew about his black 

ancestry, confirmed in the church records, the Viceroy determined that, “I [Viceroy 

Joséde Iturrigaray] cannot ignore the severity at hand.”
375

 

Several military advisers to the Viceroy argued that he should restore Don Manuel 

José Ibarra to his position of captain of the southern militias.  Even Don Antonio López 

de Santa Ana testified on his behalf.  They added that Don Manuel José Ibarra had 

believed he was Spanish and always behaved like one.  The need for his service was 
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especially urgent since Spain was at war with Great Britain and they needed every man to 

fight.  The Viceroy, however, declared that, “in these dangerous times and despite doubts 

about the calidad of Don Manuel José Ibarra, I cannot take the risk of the possibility that 

a negro will lead white troops in the King’s name.”
376

  Since the authorities had 

suspended Don Manuel José Ibarra’s wages when the investigation started, his economic 

situation and his health deteriorated to the point that he would die in Ometepec on 

February 11, 1807, no longer a captain of the King he had served for so many years. 

Although the cases against Don Manuel José Ibarra started out of personal 

vendettas or jealousies, whose origins the documentation never revealed, they turned into 

racist accusations that determined his fate. The accusations that confirmed his black 

ancestry scared authorities in Mexico City, who could not tolerate a black individual 

rising above others.  The Haitian Revolution especially fueled these fears, breaking what 

had been a cordial relationship between a loyal subject and his King.  By removing Don 

Manuel José Ibarra from his position, the authorities reaffirmed the lower rank positions 

of the black populations in the Atlantic imperial order.  In addition, Don Manuel José 

Ibarra’s experiences show that the fears towards the black populations even affected 

places of the empire with a relatively small slave population.  The impact of the Haitian 

Revolution would, therefore, shape modern race relations in the Atlantic World. 

Conclusion 

The King’s black troops during the eighteenth century conducted their service 

alongside family obligations.  In some instances, family responsibilities could conflict 

with the royal obligations of the troops.  Still, due to the limited social opportunities 

many free and enslaved blacks had, military service, although undesirable for the rest of 
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the population, was an opportunity to advance their socio-economic positions, including 

whitening their black identities through the higher social levels that service provided.  

Examining the lives of the King’s soldiers through the perspective of their family helps 

one to understand the kinds of decisions they made and the possible gender dynamics that 

played out in those decisions.  Although the occupation of the soldier was one for men, 

the men who led those lives carried them out in relation to the women and children in 

their lives.  Sustaining families, therefore, was a motivating factor influencing the 

decisions of these men to join the military. 

Since many blacks joined the military, by the eighteenth century, their caste 

became associated with that occupation.  The way the troops expressed themselves, while 

also representing the King, was of great concern for the Bourbon reformers, who sought 

conditions where sensitivity to local conditions could still produce a larger imperial sense 

of identity and collective effort in the defense of that empire.  For this reason, reformers 

placed great efforts on dressing the troops to reflect rank in the military and society.  The 

important roles of these troops for Bourbon imperial projects were visible in the dress and 

place of service of the troops.  For this reason, the troops often defended the major 

imperial cities, where the Crown expressed its authority, and the frontiers, where the 

Crown defended its sovereign claims in the Americas.  Participating in these two 

processes, therefore, placed black troops at the heart of imperial efforts in the Atlantic 

World. 

The experiences of the Haitian soldiers, or negros franceses, as authorities called 

them, and the case of Captain Don Manuel José Ibarra allow us to further explore the 

impact of the Haitian Revolution on New Spain.  Fears about the uncontrolled social 
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mobility of the black populations drove the authorities’ decisions in these two cases.  

Officials placed the negros franceses, and despite their service, in a virtual situation of 

constant surveillance on the frontiers of New Spain.  Although Captain Don Manuel José 

Ibarra and his family had served the King for so many years, the actions by a few, who 

used racist arguments against him, quickly ended his relationship with the monarch and 

perhaps also soured his family’s relationship with the empire.  Despite having a relatively 

small slave population, the authorities felt the impact of the Haitian Revolution in an 

important imperial center like New Spain, was dangerous, and as such, reacted in racist 

ways against all blacks.  One would, therefore, hypothesize that at the moment the 

imperial crisis of 1808 started producing ambiguous relationships between subjects and 

the Crown, many members of the black population could sympathize with factions 

challenging the Crown, if they believed the Crown was behind the racist experiences they 

had.  At the same time, many blacks could also have concluded that the administrators 

were at fault and that the King, if he knew about their plight, would defend them.  This 

motivation must have influenced the Haitian soldiers and Don Manuel José Ibarra, who 

went to Guatemala City and Mexico City, respectively, seeking the protection of the 

King’s justice because they believed the King was incorruptible.  Despite the racist 

experiences they had, blacks continued believing in and using the colonial institutions to 

address their grievances, making them active participants in Atlantic World imperial 

efforts.  
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CONCLUSION 

 On July, 1860 the British navy handed over to the Mexican authorities in 

Veracruz the crew of the ship Laura, after they caught them the year before off the Congo 

River, buying slaves that they intended to sell in Texas, Havana, and Louisiana.  The 

British had declared the trans-Atlantic trade illegal in 1850.  By then, Mexico and Central 

America had abolished slavery.  Only a year later, the U.S. would start its Civil War over 

the issue of slavery.  Since the British did not know what to do with the captured slaves, 

they kept some of them, freed some, and handed over the rest to the Mexican authorities, 

because these slaves claimed they were once free Mexicans and demanded the 

protections of the 1855 constitution.  The superior tribunal of Veracruz immediately 

rejected these slaves because “Mexico was not a country of negros and had no 

involvement with the barbarous slave trade.”
377

  Since Mexico wanted to maintain 

positive diplomatic relationships with the British and continue its support of liberal 

political philosophies, by July 14, 1860, the tribunal sentenced the captain and his crew to 

hanging, for the illegal trafficking of slaves.  This sentence would demonstrate to the 

British that Mexico was committed to the treaty it had signed with them in 1843 to stop 

the Atlantic slave trade.  Indeed, the execution was a major event in Veracruz.  On 

August 8, 1860 the authorities paraded the condemned men to their scaffolding, where 

they raised the Mexican flag as the military band performed.  At the precise moment 
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when the flag reached the top of the pole, the executioners, members of the military, 

hanged the men.  All along, a British regiment stood guard to witness the execution.
378

  

 The dramatic events that happened in Veracruz in 1860 show that although the 

new republics of Mexico and the Central American region had abolished slavery, its role 

in the development of the capitalist Atlantic order meant that slavery would continue to 

affect what had once been Spanish New Spain.  The case reveals that only a few decades 

after independence, former Spanish colonies were already erasing the black populations 

from their national imaginaries.  Indeed, the Mexican authorities in Veracruz rejected the 

slaves who claimed were once Mexican citizens because they argued that blacks did not 

belong in Mexico.  Considering that Veracruz maintained a black population into modern 

times, this decision was harsh.  Since the Mexican authorities denied entrance to those 

claiming Mexican citizenship, the British had no choice, but to send the slaves to Cuba.   

Most likely, the British would have sold these slaves in Cuba, or handed them over to 

merchants to sell in an island where slavery was still strong.  The exclusion of the black 

populations from early national imaginaries had its origins in the colonial period, as this 

dissertation has demonstrated. 

Where do we go from here? 

 Throughout this dissertation I have made the argument that although in the 

eighteenth century New Spain imported fewer slaves than other provinces in the empire, 

the continued importance of slavery and the Atlantic trade, meant that monitoring slaves 

and free blacks remained vital to Spanish empire-building processes.  The defining 

moment in this history was the Haitian Revolution.  The Haitian Revolution threatened to 

end imperial aspirations that relied on slave labor.  Authorities in the Atlantic World 
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feared its influence on their slaves and the rest of the population.  As a solution, they 

started aggressively monitoring and restricting the social mobility of anyone with African 

ancestry.  The Haitian Revolution also meant that if abolition was going to happen, slave 

owners and authorities wanted to control its outcomes to ensure that it happened under 

conditions that favored slave owners and empires, not the slaves.  Examining the 

Bourbon Reforms from the perspective of slaves and free blacks that lived in a major 

imperial center, and contextualizing these experiences through a larger Atlantic imperial 

world that privileged slavery to achieve its goals, explains the ways that the reforms 

played out.  Local and Atlantic processes affected individuals in New Spain and these 

conditions in turn determined their relationships with the empire.   

 I examined the experiences of slaves and free blacks during a period that 

witnessed the greatest intensity of the Bourbon Reforms (1750-1808).  Taking this 

approach allowed me to analyze how slavery expanded in the Circum-Caribbean world 

and how other European powers escalated their efforts to undermine Spain’s sovereignty, 

especially on the frontiers and borderlands.  Further research on these processes could 

examine the periods before 1750 and after 1808.  I ended my study in 1808 because that 

was the year when Napoleon I started the imperial crisis with his invasion of Iberia, that 

forced Charles IV and then Ferdinand VII to abdicate.  For the first time, subjects in 

Spanish America questioned who or what held sovereignty and how government was 

supposed to happen.   

 Kuethe and Andrien’s provocative argument, calling on historians to examine the 

Bourbon reforms before they gained momentum, that is the period of 1700-1750, raises 

questions that challenge our understandings about the seventeenth century.  In recent 
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years, scholars have made important contributions into what was once the overlooked 

seventeenth century.  Before this recent generation of scholars, many considered the 

seventeenth century, or the period of roughly 1640 to 1750, as one of limited changes or 

one when where Spanish monarchs ruled comfortably, in a kind of cruise control with 

well-established institutions, social practices, and few foreign threats.  Indeed, 

generations of scholars working on Mexico and Central America often focused their 

attention on the period of 1521-1640 and 1750-1821, conceptualizing them as the 

transformative periods of colonial rule and the transition to independence.   

Scholars, such as María Elena Martínez, Brian Owensby, Frank Proctor III, and 

Paula De Vos, have recently demonstrated that important social, cultural, and institutional 

changes happed in the seventeenth century.  Martínez showed that changes in ideas about 

race, genealogy, and gender happened during the seventeenth century.  By the 

seventeenth century, for instance, indigenous lords started claiming limpieza de sangre, 

because after generations of loyal practice to the Catholic Church and the King, they 

were certain they had no Jewish or Muslim ancestry.  Owensby demonstrates that a rich 

indigenous judicial culture constantly changed the ways that institutions addressed the 

King’s subjects and, through challenges, Indians constantly tried to change their 

relationship with the monarch in daily processes of negotiation.  Proctor’s study of 

slavery in Mexico also examined ways that slaves attempted to achieve freedom, often 

through institutional practices and De Vos’s work shows that scientific advancements we 

tend to associated with the eighteenth century were already happening in the late 

seventeenth century.  She demonstrates that Baroque and Enlightened ideas co-existed 
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side by side and would shape much of the eighteenth century.
379

  Their contributions 

indicated that the period of 1640 to 1750 was an important formative one that would 

shape the end of colonial rule.   

Analyzing the period of 1808 to 1821 means engaging with the complexities of 

the wars of independence and the debates associated with it.  The historiography has 

shown that insurgents and royalists offered slaves their freedom, if they fought on their 

respective side.  Choosing either to remain loyal or follow an uncertain future under the 

new republics would have mattered little.  By participating on either side, slaves would 

have undermined the institution of slavery, which the historiography has demonstrated, 

the decade long conflict crippled.  In addition, the conflict hurt the economies of the new 

nations, immediately placing them in a precarious relationship with the world economy 

and in a position of dependency.  Recently, Jane G. Landers showed that Atlantic creoles 

would have favored monarchy over republic, during this tumultuous conflict.  Slavery 

would continue to grow during the nineteenth century in Cuba, Brazil, and the U.S. and 

many new nations would abolish slavery years after achieving independence.  Indeed, for 

many blacks, their only experiences with freedom had been by providing services to 

European monarchies.
380

  Her work raises interesting questions about the complexities of 

the period of 1808-1821 and reminds us that individuals made decisions based on their 

realities.  The belief in the justice of the monarchy was still present, even when many 

monarchies became weak or ceased to exist.  She shows that, at least, some Atlantic 

creoles could move between empires and would prefer monarchical rule over republican 
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experiments, which had yet to show a tendency towards abolition and granting 

citizenship to all, regardless of the color of their skin. 

In this dissertation, I have shown that the Haitian Revolution had a tremendous 

impact on the slave and free black populations of late colonial New Spain. This history 

invites a study of the impact of the events in Haiti on Mexico and Guatemala’s wars of 

independence.  Insurgent and royalist leaders alike often recruited members of the lower 

classes, including Indians, for their military efforts, but always with deep ambivalence for 

fear of a popular uprising getting out of control.  Eric Van Young’s thought provoking 

work on popular participation during the wars of independence shows that many of the 

rebels were Indians or claimed an Indian identity.  Often, rebels acted out of personal and 

community necessities.  Their rebellions could or not have anything to do with the larger 

imperial struggle.  Instead, the crisis of governance produced tensions at the local level 

that resulted in rebellions and riots.
381

  His work also indicates that Indians could often 

ally with other castas, including blacks.   

Although Van Young focuses solely on the rebels, other works also show Indians, 

castas, and blacks fighting for the royalists.  Adelman and Rodriguez’s contributions 

indicate that Creoles and Spaniards were willing to set aside their differences, when they 

saw that the empire they lived in was collapsing.  Fears of the masses deciding the 

character of the new countries, therefore, motivated the ruling classes to unite and call for 

independence on their conservative terms.  The Haitian Revolution, therefore, perhaps the 

most dramatic, must have shaped these fears and played an important role in the 

tumultuous period of 1808-1821. 

A Contrasting Narrative? 
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In order to examine the ways that slaves and free blacks shaped and negotiated the 

Bourbon Reforms in New Spain, I examined their encounters with colonial institutions, 

how they formed kinship ties centered on the idea of the patriarchy, escaped and resisted 

slavery, and served in the military.  I argue that race often determined these processes.  

What I wish to explore now are ways that these approaches might have been different had 

I looked at the period of roughly 1640-1750.  The historiography has indicated that early 

forms of race relations, and what they mean by early is essentially pre-nineteenth century 

understandings, constantly changed and had their origins in the sixteenth and seventeenth 

century.  Rebecca Earle’s fascinating new work, for instance, shows that sixteenth and 

seventeenth century Europeans believed that specific groups should eat specific foods 

and that, therefore, specific races should consume specific types of food.  The type of 

food people consumed determined what was socially acceptable for certain groups to eat 

and influenced the racial categories that Spaniards constructed.  Initially, Spaniards 

refused to eat American food and introduced European food because they believed it 

would help them survive.  As generations of Spaniards remained in the Americas, 

producing a new Creole community, they started accepting certain types of American 

food that shaped their racialized identity.  Following this rationale, Earle shows that slave 

traders shipped African food to help their slaves survive.
382

 

The evidence I examined indicates that by the late eighteenth century, the 

Bourbon Crown created new offices to protect abuses against slaves, but primarily to 

undermine the political power of slave owners and strengthen the patriarchal authority of 

the monarch.  Works by Patrick J. Carroll and Proctor indicate that although seventeenth 

century slaves resisted slavery, they did so within that system of slavery that they 
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legitimized by collaborating with authorities to capture runaways, buying slaves, and 

acknowledging the power of their masters through manumission.
383

  Proctor suggests that 

slaves started resisting slavery only during the Atlantic Age of Revolution, when liberal 

ideals motivated them.  According to this understanding, slaves could not have imagined 

the end of slavery and thus, navigated within the system, never to challenge it.
384

  

Whether slaves consciously or unconsciously sought to overthrow slavery is difficult to 

gauge, we can only conclude that slaves constantly resisted their subjugation.  By the late 

eighteenth century, they continued using the institutions to achieve these goals.  

Examining these processes in the period of 1640-1750 would, therefore, provide 

understandings of this long standing tradition.  My work would question whether and in 

what ways race relations in the period before 1750 determined judicial practices.  We 

have to keep in mind that this was a period when the Spanish Crown was weak, plagued 

by a sick king, wars, and corruption in the Americas.  Localized relationships, therefore, 

would have determined race relations and the fate of slaves in courts. 

The historiography on kinship indicates that practices changed little over time.  If 

by the late eighteenth century, slaves sought and maintained two-parent male-led 

households, or at least strived for them, this would indicate that these processes were 

already happening before 1750.  Since slave imports were smaller in the period before 

1750, and many of the slaves would have been males, this would indicate that these 

African male slaves would have chosen partners from the larger Creole population of 

slaves and free blacks. Male slaves could have also formed households of men, based on 

friendships that would develop into fictive kinship ties.  My work shows that slaves and 
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free blacks successfully formed meaningful kinship ties that they used to survive slavery, 

establish important social networks, and gain legitimacy in legal processes.  Establishing 

kinship ties was especially urgent when the Haitian Revolution started as a way for 

blacks to challenge supposed pernicious ways in their communities.  By engaging with 

the patriarchal order, slaves and free blacks gave credence to the idealized image of the 

Father King and the patrichal society he claimed to protect. 

Implications 

Empire-building happened through everyday forms of negotiation between 

subjects and the institutions that represented the monarch.  By participating in litigation, 

challenging the institution of slavery, settling and defending the frontiers, and serving the 

King, slaves and free blacks that lived in Mexico and Central America actively 

participated in empire-building processes during a period when the Atlantic World 

formed much of the modern world.   

Dominant structural patterns that took the form of racism, patriarchy, and 

competing interests between American elites and the Crown affected the ways that slaves 

and free blacks engaged with the Spanish empire.  The importance of slavery to the 

Bourbon reforms impacted even slaves and free blacks living in places of the empire with 

a relatively small slave population.  Since controlling slavery was crucial to the economic 

and settlement policies, slaves and free blacks in New Spain felt the direct hand of the 

state.  This was especially true when the Haitian Revolution started, which threatened to 

undermine the foundations of Atlantic imperial projects. 

The Crown sought uniformity of policy across its colonies, only making 

distinctions that they specified in accordance to local conditions.  This was part of the 
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challenge Bourbon administrators faced, which I examined in chapter 5.  The goal was to 

instill a sense of imperial obligations, while at the same time remaining sensitive to local 

conditions.  Locals in Mexico and Central America may not have believed slavery was 

important, but administrators in Spain did, and thus, pushed policies and demanded 

officials everywhere in the Americas to control slaves and to an extent, the black 

populations.  This was especially vital to maintain the politics of difference.  These 

policies only fomented further racist views by American members of the upper classes 

against blacks.   

The main protagonists of this side of the story of the Bourbon Reforms were 

individuals with African ancestry, who happened to live in an important imperial center 

and were thrust into a tumultuous period that shaped the modern world.  They did not sit 

passively, but rather, actively participated, seeking to advance their own interests and 

achieve an improved position in the changing world they witnessed.  Unfortunately, 

strong social pressures constructed in the form of racism would hinder the abilities of the 

black populations to make significant gains and would force them to cater to the 

dominant ideology of white supremacy.  Still, they continued to challenge such 

ideological constructions, just as they had challenged the supposed idea that they lacked 

the ability to form meaningful kinship ties, establish communities, and use their skills and 

intelligence to settle and defend the empire, while negotiating their position in a system 

that sought to squash them.  This way then, slaves and free blacks resisted, negotiated, 

and formed the Spanish Empire during the Age of Revolution.   
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